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FOREWORD
One of essential problems that after several recent enlargements of the
European Union and appeared in many places was the question of historical
regions functioning. Historical regions often characterised at present by
spatial development heritage (buildings, arrangement patterns of towns an
villages, architecture, historical monuments, economic intensity methods
applied in agriculture, etc.), by social and cultural heritage (traditions,
dialects, folk culture, features of inhabitants’ activities, social behaviour,
initiatives and entrepreneurship, etc.) and finally by forms of administration
and self-government (structure, size and shape of administrative units, forms
of management, administrative hierarchy, etc.), in fact do not play an
important role in the contemporary regional policy. Quite frequently, their
spatial dimensions and their external functioning aspects in the social and
economic reality of many enlarged European Union member states become
the subject of an active integration policy consisting in an elimination of
traces of their individual character and uniformisation of their internal
structures of their often complicated regional, state or even local space.
Texts presented below dealing with various aspects of regional policy
applicable to specific spaces and societies represented by historical regions
and their divided and often multicultural cities undoubtedly do not present a
complete picture of their essential problems. However, their selection proves
that this problem is of a considerable economic, social and cultural
importance in the European space. The first part contains 14 reports dealing
with conditions of the present functioning of historical regions.
The paper by Pavel Chromý, Silvie Kučerova and Zdenek Kučera
analyses ties between present and historical regions within the context of
similarities of their borders and regional identity using the example of the
Czech Republic. Dagmara Chylińska and Gerard Kosmala concentrate their
attention of the cultural heritage of Lower Silesia pointing to difficulties of
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its inclusion in the life of present inhabitants of the region. Maciej Stawicki,
in turn, presents the durability of the historical Polish-East Prussian border in
cultural landscape and points to persisting deep regional disparities. Daniela
Szymańska and Jadwiga Maślanka-Biegańska analyse roads to development
of Eastern and Western Kuyavia and their historical, geographical, political
and administrative preconditions. Barłomiej Kopaczyński and Dariusz
Czwojdrak deal with another example from the area of Central Poland. They
point to the impact of the Versailles Treaty border in Western Great Poland
on the inhabitants, life paths and cultural landscape. Report by Vladimir
Chkhaidze, Giorgi Gogsadze, Joseph Salukvadze and David Sichinava brings
an analysis in the sphere of electoral geography concerning general
characteristics and regional patterns of electoral behaviour during the 2008
presidential elections in Georgia. The same geostrategical region is the
subject of the report by Vladimír Baar focusing on historical preconditions of
Ossetia as a divided region the border of Europe and Asia. The report by
Alessandro Vitale is also focused on Eastern Europe. The author undertakes
a comparative analyses two examples form eastern borders of the European
Union observing contradictions and consequences (the Finno-Russian border
in Karelia and the Lithuanian-Byelorussian border). A similar subject is dealt
with by Gideon Biger and his report focuses on past, present and future of
the boundaries of the Holy Land (Israel). Magdalena Dej and Piotr Trzepacz
prove that familiarity with the Basque language among inhabitants of the
French and Spanish parts of the Basque country is considerably diversified
for historical reasons. A similar subject is dealt with by Tomasz Figlus in his
report on past and present of Hutsulshchyna as a Carpathian borderland
region. He describes changes of spatial structures, ethno-cultural specificity
and heritage of this historical region. Waldemar Cudny analyses possibilities
of integration of divided regions (euroregions) through stimulating tourism.
The two last reports are devoted to religious problems in a spatial approach.
Andrzej Rykała and Magdalena Baranowska describe the Islamic “problem”
in Poland at the period of joining the European Union, while Andrzej Rykała
presents origins and geographical determinants of Protestantism in Poland.
The second part of the book contains 7 papers dealing with the general
subject of the role of divided or multicultural cities in historical regions.
Tadeusz Siwek and Roman Kaszper take into consideration the example
from the Polish-Czech border in Teschen Silesia. Ryszard Żelichowski
wonders whether a state within a state is possible. Neutral Moresnet and
Baarle-Nassau/Baarle-Hertog – two cases of struggle for existence on the
territory of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Sylwia Dołzbłasz analyses
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divided cities as links of cross-border co-opetarion on the case of the Polish-German border. Mariusz Kulesza takes into consideration historical
questions – the origin of pre-chartered and chartered urban layouts in West
Pomerania. A similar road has been chosen by Magdalena Baranowska who
undertakes a historical analysis – an urban heritage of the apartheid era.
Magdalena Baranowska and Andrzej Rykała analyse a multicultural city in
the united Europe considering the case of Łódź. The two last texts deal with
demographic problems. Andrzej Rączaszek analyses the influence of an
administrative border on a demographic development of a city while
Wiesław Drobek and Ewa Dawidejt-Jastrzębska took up the question of
persistence of the historical region of the Nysa Duchy of Wrocław Bishops in
the cultural remembrance of the contemporary Polish-Czech borderland (the
region of Nysa-Jesenik).
The awareness of historical regions existence in the European space is
relatively widespread. However, their spatial size and scope is a separate
problem relatively much less realised and often becoming a tool of political
rivalry for a direct or an indirect influence of an economic, social or political
character. We may also assume that the question of cultural and economic
heritage is similar. There are many indications that a proper place of historical region in the enlarging Europe is still a problem calling for a formulation of a proper policy, and in particular of a policy that would follow the
European structural and cohesion policy.
It is obvious that the collection of papers presented below does on exhaust
all problems related to functioning of historical regions in modern Europe.
However, it points to new and attractive directions of research and analyses
and contributes to formation of the European regional policy.
Krystian Heffner
Regional Research Department State Scientific Institute
The Silesian Institute in Opole
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SECTION I

HISTORICAL REGIONS – RELICT BOUNDARIES
AND CULTURAL HARITAGE
Pavel CHROMÝ
Silvie KUČEROVÁ
Zdeněk KUČERA
Department of Social Geography and Regional Development
Charles University in Prague, CZECH REPUBLIC

No 9

REGIONAL IDENTITY, CONTEMPORARY
AND HISTORICAL REGIONS AND THE ISSUE
OF RELICT BORDERS – THE CASE OF CZECHIA
1. INTRODUCTION
The contribution deals with the regional identity issue and its relationship
to the regions, both contemporary and historical ones, and historical borders.
It discusses relations between components of the regional identity in the
process of their reproduction in time and try to evaluate the differentiation of
level of the regional identity in Czechia in connection to relict borders. One
of the aims of the paper is to find out disadvantaged regions with low level of
regional identity in Czechia, however, on general level our purpose is to
methodically contribute to discussion about measuring the regional identity
as an abstract and subjective matter.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
OF REGIONAL IDENTITY
To deal with the issue of regional identity, we must at first define the
term. During the life of each individual, he/she keeps asking: “Where do I
belong?”. This implies the sentiment of consciousness with a certain social
group or with a certain place/area at all hierarchical levels. The above-
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-mentioned identity categories do not necessarily exclude each other; on the
contrary, they can combine or reinforce themselves. When the strongest
space (geographical) aspect is present in the formation of identity, we speak
generally about “regional identity”. This can be defined as “the way in which
an individual or a group of individuals define themselves, feel their existence
(uniqueness) in the relation to a particular territory (region)” (Chromý and
Janů 2003, p. 108). However, according to Paasi (1986), it is not precise to
use the term “regional identity” as a synonym for “regional consciousness”,
because this kind of social consciousness is only the first dimension of
a regional identity. The second one is the “identity of the region”.
The identity of the region (also the Image of the Region) displays the
characters of environment, culture and people used in regionalization in the
sense of differentiating of one region from the others, while the term “image”
is used here in a double sense: First, as an overall representation of the
region, its reputation formed by physical-geographical, demographic, cultural, economic, political and other characteristics, that commonly are the
focus of traditional scientific classifications of the space. Second, “an image”
(derived from “imagination”) can be replaced by the term “perception”, that
is how the region is perceived by its own inhabitants or by outsiders, and
how its characteristics mentioned above are appreciated.
Regional consciousness then corresponds to the identification of
individuals with the image of the region, with its symbols, while these
symbols must be (more or less) identical for all subjects and participants in
the region, although the significance of individual symbols is formed
according to an individual person's life experience. Important and the most
frequently occurring components forming regional identity are landscape, its
elements and the environment in the widest sense of the word, historical
events, culture (architecture, language, religion, customs and traditions, way
of life, nature of people), the economic, sports and other activities of the
population (more in Chromý, 2003; Chromý and Janů, 2003; Paasi, 2003).
As all the above-mentioned characteristics of regions and their appreciation vary in time, the regional identity develops as well. Paasi (2002)
claims that identity is a social process of perpetual re-writing of the self and
social collectives. In the course of time it is possible to gain it as well as to
lose it, it can be reinforced or it can decline, and this is true for the identity of
each individual and for both components of regional identity (regional
consciousness and identity of the region). Nevertheless, in his texts Paasi has
not specified which of the two dimensions of regional identity forms earlier
in time, hence it makes possible to define types of regions, to which
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a different regional sense of people is connected, distinguished from the
development point of view. One example of the typology inductively derived
from empirical research on the case of Czechia Chromý and Janů (2003)
outlines:
1. Regions that gained sovereignty and the forming of their identity has
followed. Vysočina or Moravskoslezský (Moravian-Silesian) provinces can
stand as examples among new self-governing units (see figure 1). Both
territories are separated by traditional identity with historical lands and
historic-geographical borders are still perceptible in the minds of their
inhabitants (Siwek, 1999; Chromý, 2000; Siwek and Kaňok, 2000; Zeman,
2001 and others).
2. Regions with traditional regional sense (regional identity) that have not
gained full sovereignty and the institutionalisation of which has not been
completed (e.g. they do not have any administrative functions). The example
of this type are traditional cultural (ethnographical) regions in Czechia
(Chodsko, Valašsko, Slovácko and others).
3. Regions with “lost” identity that can be divided into two groups. The
first group is represented by the areas formed on the basis of national
consciousness in the 19th century (e.g. Podřipsko, Podblanicko) that have
lost their dominant ideological function – regions of “national memory”. The
second group comprises areas of Czech borderland with displaced
inhabitants after the Second World War, which have lost identity holder
(local people). The identity of Czech borderlands (till the year 1945) lives on
abroad among former German inhabitants.
These borderland areas have been transforming into regions with “new”
identity of newcomers, d) regions with reborn identity. This type, however,
characterizes areas of a massive immigration in general, e.g. the hinterland of
big cities where the process of suburbanization occur (see Ouředníček,
2006).
e) Regions “seeking” identity, partly or purposely institutionalized. Those
are mainly the areas with existing micro-regional associations of municipalities or euroregions (Jeřábek, Dokoupil, Havlíček et al. 2004; Perlín,
2006).
From the above-mentioned types of regions according to the stage of
formation of regional identity we can conclude, that regions as spatially
delimited entities are reproduced in the minds of people, both the inhabitants
and people outside the region. The delimitation of regions changes according
to how many people reproduce given region, either the traditional/old one, or
the new one. Even the region that has no functions nowadays, however still
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remains in minds of some people (historical region). The delimitation of
regions can vary in the minds of the inhabitants as well as people outside the
region, nevertheless until they overlap, the region will not be fully institutionalized. According to Paasi (1986, p. 121), “the institutionalization of
a region is a socio-spatial process during which some territorial unit emerges
as a part of the spatial structure of a society and becomes established and
clearly identified in different spheres of social action and social consciousness”.

Fig. 1. Self-governing units or kraje, Czechia (2008)
Source: Authors

It could be said that in the areas with strong regional identity of
inhabitants the same image (identity) of the region is reproduced lastingly,
whereas areas with weak regional identity of inhabitants suffer from disunity
in their identification because the inhabitants are not able to create an identity
of the region from within the region. In such situation the region and its
inhabitants tend to be perceived from outside and the identity of the region is
stronger than regional identity of the inhabitants. This regional identity is
then reproduced, even if it is not reproduced in the minds of the inhabitants
of the region in the same way. Sometimes, a negative image of the region can
dominate and the inhabitants have no means to deny this identity (e.g. the
Czech resettled borderland is often perceived as a devastated area with alien
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people). It is worse when the inhabitants identify themselves with the negative image of the region and feel marginalized and helpless. Nevertheless, the
negative identity of the region is still better than the region with no image,
when no identity of the region is reproduced, when the region disappears
from the minds of people from outside and they are not able to imagine
anything in a given space (e.g. in the case of Czechia it could be the space
along borders of Středočeský region – see figure 1).
Finally, a spatially specific question arises: Where are the regions with
low level of regional identity of inhabitants in Czechia? And a general
question is: What do these areas have in common? To answer these questions
we have to measure somehow the level of regional identity.

3. MEASURING REGIONAL IDENTITY
As a very subjective matter identity is very difficult to measure. In
principle, there are two ways to gather such non-quantifiable data. First, we
can derive them from other indirect indicators of quantifiable character and,
second, we can use qualitative research methods, such as interviews and
observations.

3.1. Measuring by indirect indicators
First, a hypotheses about what is characteristic for a region with a low or
high identity must be formulated and statistical sources should be studied to
find the indicator that corresponds best to this character. It can be assumed
for example that a close connection of people with a given territory will be
manifested in their promotion of the territory, participation in social events,
but also in efforts to influence political and economical activities in the
region, to participate in decisions concerning the territory and in its
management. When looking at the administrative map of Czechia, it is
evident that the lowest administrative units (municipalities) are composed of
a different number of parts. This number registered a dramatic development
during the second half of the 20th century because from the 1950s to the end
of the 1980s there was, mainly for political reasons, a massive consolidation
of municipalities, and since 1990 municipalities have become independent
and regained self-governing status (for more details, see Hampl and Müller,
1998). Many municipalities have not used this opportunity and they are still
composed of a high number of settlement sites; in other cases a municipality
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is formed by one single settlement site. Therefore there is a hypothesis that
the regional identity of inhabitants of municipalities with a high number of
municipality parts is lower than the regional identity of inhabitants in
municipalities with a low number of them. This statement presumes that
inhabitants identify themselves with a certain settlement site, they aspire to
independent decision-making and government of this settlement site (for
more details, see Kuldová, 2005).
Surely, the indicator can be influenced by many other factors. A high
number of municipality parts can express also for instance an extreme
dismembering of the settlement structure, unfavourable physical-geographical conditions of the region and consequently the economic impossibility
of self-government of all settlement sites in the region. Self-government
depends also on human resources and on political and economic interests as
well. Moreover, presuming that a higher number of municipality parts does
not necessarily signify a low level of regional identity of the inhabitants, it
may indicate a low level of “local” identity with inhabitants having wider
regional consciousness. Therefore, the inhabitants of particular settlement
sites do not need to establish their own self-government in each settlement
site since they identify themselves with the whole administrative area of the
municipality.
In spite of all the objections concerning the indicator, it can be used to
reveal a significant space pattern in Czechia (Fig. 2). The difference between
the three historical lands, Bohemia on one side and Moravia and Silesia on
the other side, is visible at the first sight. In Moravia and Silesia (the eastern
historical lands), municipalities are divided into smaller number of parts.
Only here there are spatial units in which all settlements are at the same time
self-governing municipalities. However this fact is linked more closely to the
character of settlement structure than to the regional identity. Moravian
settlements are on average larger than the Bohemian ones. Because of their
size self-government is easier for one settlement only. And vice-versa, we
can also explain the above-average number of municipality parts per municipality in the middle of Czechia by the extreme settlement dismemberment
and to a significant number of villages with less than 50 inhabitants.
The second clear contrast is the inland-borderland dichotomy. As the
“borderland” is in this case considered the historical-geographical borderland
(Chromý, 2000), inhabited mainly by German population before the Second
World War and directly shaped by such historical events as the occupation of
the Czech Lands by Nazi Germany, the post-war transfer of local Germans,
the subsequent resettling of the region by Czechs and foreigners, the forty-
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-year-long existence of the Iron Curtain and its fall in 1989. In territories
once inhabited by Germans there are spatial units with a higher number of
municipality parts.

Fig. 2. The average number of municipality parts per municipality in relation
to the Czech-German linguistic boundary from 1930, on the level of the districts
of municipalities with extended competencies, Czechia, 1st of March, 2001
Source: Kuldová (2005)

Unlike the dichotomy Bohemia versus Moravia and Silesia, in this case it
can be regarded as trace of space pattern related to the regional identity. The
arrival of new inhabitants after the Second World War, initially lacking the
sentiment of identity with this territory and not having yet the possibility to
participate in their self-government, can probably be accounted for still
existing high number of municipality parts per municipality. Local
inhabitants, used to obtaining directives from the above, probably did not
find enough motivation after 1989 to govern their municipality parts by
themselves. However, just at this moment we can recall the second possible
explanation of the existence of the municipalities with higher number of
parts mentioned above. Newcomers to the borderland were coming to the
broader region, arriving with some expectations (Nedomová, 1995; Janská
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and Drbohlav 1999), nevertheless they were not interested in selecting
a particular locality in this region. Subsequent generations of new inhabitants
might also inherit such a view of the borderland area and they have stronger
regional identity than local identity.

3.2. Measuring by direct questioning
The second way to measure identity is direct questioning of inhabitants.
A questionnaire survey was organized in 2003 among geography, history and
social science teachers at secondary schools (Chromý and Marada, 2002–
2003).
Thus individuals who, through their activities, participate in the formation of the
socio-cultural environment in individual regions and take part in passing on the
“patterns” of behaviour in the frame of education (Chromý and Janů, 2003, p. 113).

The questionnaire was sent to 269 secondary schools in Czechia and all
teachers of the above subjects at the given school were required to answer
the questions. Answers came back from 53% of the schools, which is
a relatively high percentage. We thus received 459 questionnaires which,
thanks to the regionally and demographically balanced structure of the
respondents, are sufficiently representative of the selected sample of secondary school teachers.
The questionnaire included mainly questions about the perception of the
symbols of one’s region, about the identification with one’s region and
community, about active participation in social events, etc. The obtained
results confirmed to a certain degree the above-mentioned dichotomies
Bohemia versus Moravia and Silesia and continuously settled inland versus
resettled borderland. A relatively significant difference was manifested in
replies to the question “What is your neighbors’ view of your local area
like?”. Figure 3 presents the share of positive region-relationship replies; i.e.
that the respondent evaluated the relation of inhabitants to the region as
positive or rather positive, while the share 0% may at the same time mean
a non-answered question. The absence of positive answers in the north and
northwest of Bohemia and their absolute lack in the resettled borderland is
evident at the first sight.
At the same time we asked teachers about the components of the regional
identity present at their region. We wanted to know what the inhabitants
could be proud of. Then we summed up all the items (landscape, customs,
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etc.) that respondents had named and created the so-called regional identity
index. The highest values were measured in the southern part of Czechia,
whereas in the northern parts and especially in the resettled borderland the
teachers named only a few components which they could be proud of.

Fig. 3. Share of positive replies concerning region relationship, public inquiry
of secondary school teachers, Czechia (2003)
Source: Chromý (2004)

According to our research, the areas with low level of regional identity
have in common a kind of the regional development barrier. They have a low
potential of regional identity change in the near future, since there is
a missing predisposition in the appreciation of important components of the
regional identity.

4. CONCLUDING NOTES
The measuring of the regional identity is very problematic as it is not
objectively observed characteristic. In our paper we treat it as a permanently
changing and developing social construct and we were discussing it with
connection to contemporary and historical regions and the issue of relict
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borders both in general and in the case of Czechia. It was found that there is
a visible dichotomy in the level of the regional identity between the northwestern and south-eastern Czechia which supports a long-term distinction in
the image of the parts of Czechia: “traditional” Moravia versus “modern,
quickly changing” Bohemia. Thus we can conclude that traditional historical
regions are very durable in the minds of people and their transformation
would demand active participation of people within their regions.
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UNNECESSARY LEGACY. LOWER SILESIA
CULTURAL HERITAGE
Silesia, a region of over thousand-year-long history, has a rich and varied
cultural heritage, which represents its undeniable value. This kind of legacy,
beside physical and socio-economic features, characterizes the region and
gives it a specific colour. Cultural heritage of Silesia was shaped under the
circumstances of changing national status. Repeatedly divided by political
boundaries, the region was very often a borderland. Influencing both individual and regional identity, cultural heritage can build the sense of community and the sense of belongings to real place, can build a “heimat”.
Artifacts are important instruments, used to find the peculiarity of
fatherland; they can bind and integrate heterogeneous societies and also can
legitimize national territory (Graham, Ashworth and Tunbridge, 2000).
The population exchange in the 1940s as a spatial and political result of
the Second World War, has caused multiple consequences, mainly for
preservation and consolidation of cultural heritage, particularly in Lower
Silesia region1. The distance and distrust of new inhabitants and the policy of
the state towards existing, multicultural heritage2, led to situation in which
the idea of “legacy without successors” (Gubańska, 2003) truly describes
present situation of many pre-war monuments, churches, religious cemeteries
(Catholic, Protestant, Jewish) or war cemeteries as well as foreign
1

Lower Silesia as a historical region. In this paper we are not taking into account
eastern districts of Lower Silesia, that means Namysłów and Brzeg districts. Part of the
sources is collected and accessible in voivodeship scheme and these districts are part of
Opole voivodeship. Commemorative sites in Opole voivodeship was described by
Kosmala (2007).
2 Detailed, based on the archive sources, characteristic of Polish state policy towards
the Germans and German legacy in Upper Silesia after the Second World War was
presented by Linek (2000). See also Nitschke (2006).
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fortifications located in Lower Silesia. Whatever the assessment of post-war
events and reasons guiding the new inhabitants of the region, it is hard to
deny, that all the rich inheritance of Lower Silesia falls victim to negative
“collective memory” (Jedlicki, 1999) with a deep-rooted trauma of the Second World War.
Titled unnecessary legacy is a “dissonant heritage” that means varied
artifacts, commemorated personalities, symbols and associations, whose
dissimilar or opposing interpretation (or perception) is a source of social
conflicts (Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996). Cultural legacy contains material
and nonmaterial heritage and the problem of it generally results from the
commemoration ways and the role it fulfils in contemporary material and
symbolic space.
Unnecessary legacy of the region contains mainly artifacts of pre-war
German material culture (military, architectonic, sepulchral and sacral) and,
in lesser degree, Jewish and Czech legacy3. From the Second World War
period and afterwar Soviet presence comes many war cemeteries of Red
Army soldiers and, so called, “gratitude memorials” to the Red Army
soldiers (Fig. 1).
Polonization of Lower Silesia after the Second World War, affecting
mostly the German legacy, consists in removal of German inscriptions,
Polonization of place names, Polonization of names of the autochthonous
population, seizure of Protestant churches or transformation of cemeteries
into green or recreation area (Nitschke, 2006). Polonization, however, did not
resolve “the problem” of foreign culture traces in region’s landscape.
Cultural legacy of the region was treated selectively – only monuments
referring to the so-called Regained Territories myth were kept in good state
of preservation and put to conservation. Perhaps the idea of such
a proceeding comes from the need to demonstrate irreversibility of historical
decisions (Chodorowska, quoted from Suleja, 2006). The past became
a subject of special historical policy: by exposition of prehistory or early
medieval history of Silesia and removal of material and spiritual traces of
foreign (and autochthonous) cultures, the history of the region was rewritten,
reconstructed or even falsified4.

3

Because of only few existed artifacts.
Like, for instance, in case of monuments to the victory in the battle of Grunwald in
1410, erected after the Second World War in Mikowice (Namysłów commune).
4
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Fig. 1. Selected artifacts of dissonant heritage of Lower Silesia: a) German civil
cemeteries, b) foreign inscriptions, c) symbols of totalitarian systems, d) German
modern military architecture, e) monuments of the fallen soldiers in the First World War,
f) military cemeteries of foreign armies, g) Red Army monuments
Source: D. Chylińska
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Apart from nationality issues, which still evoke emotional reactions,
nowadays there are mainly legal problems concerning the legacy. The most
important questions are:
 How many artifacts of dissonant heritage do we have? Where are they
situated? What is their state of preservation?
 Which of them have to be protected or preserved because of its universal architectonic, landscape or historical values? Who should be responsible of them?
 Is it necessary to create new legal regulations regarding dissonant
heritage or all the legacy should be treated according to Polish law, without
taking into consideration the origin of monuments (so-called ethnic component)?
There are many monuments of German soldiers fallen in the First World
War in Lower Silesia. Additionally, there are also monuments erected after
the French-Prussian war in 1870–1871. After fieldworks and surveys of
various sources and documents5, some 190 monuments to the German
soldiers fallen in the First World War have been identified in Lower Silesia
(Fig. 2). The catalogue of monuments is still incomplete, hence conclusions
about location or relation between location and present condition of
monuments are uncertain. We can presume that every locality or parish
erected a commemoration monuments to the fallen from that locality in the
1920s and 1930s, as it was in Upper Silesia6.
Situation of the First World War monuments is uncertain because of lack
of adequate legal regulations. They are not included in any inventory, so they
are not formally recognized – moreover, there is no obligation to record
them. Mostly they are not localized on war cemeteries (where they would be
protected by law) and are deprived of any legal and conservatory protection.
Monuments of the First World War are in various state of preservation,
because of more than 50 years of negligence. Some of them are well
preserved but many others are almost completely destroyed: transformed into
religious statues or Polish national monuments, inscriptions or symbols, so
they lost their commemorative function. No one knows how many monuments simply disappeared (Kosmala, 2008).

5 Lower Silesia Voivodeship Office record and a website www.polegli.tgcp.pl
(2.06.2008), collecting complete information on fallen soldiers on contemporary Polish
territory.
6 Compare Kosmala and Spallek (2005).
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Fig. 2. German commemorative sites in Lower Silesia
Source: Available data from DUW (Dolnośląski Urząd Wojewódzki)
www.polegli.tgcp.pl and fieldworks

Monuments to fallen German soldiers belong to the dissonant heritage
because of their “Germanness”, not because of their military or war
connotations. The essence of the conflict is interpretation of military
symbols, like the Iron Cross, as the sign of Prussian militarism or in relation
to the Third Reich. Also the word “Vaterland”, often appearing in
inscriptions, still evokes negative emotions and anxiety.
Despite different consequences of the First World War for Poland and
Germany, both nations had similar war experiences: misery, hunger, loss of
homes. Moreover, many soldiers of Polish origin served in German army.
Monuments with Polish, German or even Czech names (for example in
Kudowa Zdrój) one can find all around the contemporary Polish territory (for
example see Duda (1995). However, interpretation of the history of the First
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World War has changed because of the Second World War, which through
decades influenced Polish attitudes towards Germans and their historical
achievements. As Borodziej wrote (1997)
history of the Second World War is becoming less important to the living and
ceases to dominate in our thinking about present and future.

Effects of that mental transformation are visible in contemporary consent
to commemorative sites of prewar inhabitants of Lower Silesia (for example
monuments in Kamienna Góra, Mysłakowice, Trzcińsko, Żmigród, Góra). It
is hard to assess whether it is a universal or only exceptional phenomenon.
Also some of the inherited WWI monuments are renovated and restored to
the original form (for example Matheaneum monument, between St. Mathew
Church and Ossolineum7 in Wrocław) or renovated and reconstructed by
adding inscriptions, collectively commemorating soldiers of Polish origin
fallen at the First World War fronts (for example Bystrzyca Kłodzka).
The situation of Red Army commemorative sites and cemeteries is
different. There are 27 Red Army fallen soldiers cemeteries. Additionally
burial plots of the Red Army fallen are found on the cemeteries in Jelenia
Góra, Kłodzko and in Nowa Sól District. Another six localities in Lower
Silesia have single graves of Red Army soldiers. Also 62 commemorative
sites to the fallen Red Army soldiers are still visible in the landscape of the
region (Fig. 3).
Artifacts of war cemeteries are protected by Graves and War Cemeteries
Act from 28. March 1933 with changes afterwards8, so theoretically, Red
Army cemeteries are protected by the law, together with all monuments
standing within. But other Red Army monuments, outside the cemeteries
have had different histories. Since the end of the 1980s there is a tough
discussion in Poland about public space decommunization, for example by
removing Soviet Army monuments or traces in general. Though names of the

7

Monument of Theodor von Gosen authorship was found in 2003 in debris on the
Ossolineum courtyard. Restored and reerected in November 18, 2007 exactly on the
place of first erection. Social campaign in media preceded this event, with investigation
of documents and photographs of the monument, which could help to restore the former
shape of the commemoration.
8 Ustawa o grobach i cmentarzach wojennych z 28 marca 1933 roku. Changes were
published in DzU in 1959 r. No. 11, position 62, in 1998 r. No. 106, position 668, in
2002 r. No. 113, position 984 and in 2005 No. 169, position 1420 and No. 175, position
1462 and also in DzU from August 11, 2006.
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streets, squares and buildings are changed, problem with the Red Army
legacy is still to be solved. Nevertheless, some attempts to give decision
about Red Army commemorative sites to the local government competence
were made, without formal consequences.
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Fig. 3. Cemeteries and commemorative sites of the Red Army fallen soldiers
in Lower Silesia
Source: Based on available data from DUW (Dolnośląski Urząd Wojewódzki),
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Dispute over Soviet commemorative sites in Poland restarted after the
events in Estonia, where government decided to transfer the Bronze Soldier
monument and graves of Soviet soldiers to less exposed place on the war
cemetery (in February 2007). In Poland this discourse had never been so
tough. For example, there were two interventions about the Red Army
cemeteries in Lower Silesia. The problem was insufficient maintenance,
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devastation and lack of superintendence, and not the Soviet symbols
themselves.
The reason for negative opinions concerning such historical remains is the
dissonance between official and real history experienced by ordinary people
during postwar period, between so-called eternal Polish-Soviet friendship
and reality (Soviet aggression in September 17, 1939 or life in the “Soviet
camp” till 1989 in general). But Soviet symbols on monuments with
inscriptions in Russian (only) without Polish translation – this also triggers
discontent. There we have easy to recognize symbols and incomprehensible
purpose.
Red Army monuments have different contents. They commemorate fallen
soldiers but also ideas, which are completely rejected now. From human
perspective commemorative sites to fallen Soviet soldiers can remain. Other
monuments have to be removed or, probably, can remain, but only as
witnesses of postwar history, as a picture of socio-political processes, part of
the historical memory. Removal of this legacy, nowadays very embarrassing,
will be perhaps a mistake, comparable to the Polonization of Western and
Northern Territories of Poland after the Second World War. Nevertheless,
post-Soviet dissonant heritage required a appropriate inventory and
evaluation.
Considering dissonant heritage in Lower Silesia, it is problematic how
treat fortifications, especially modern defense systems: Prussian fortresses,
forts or military structures from the Second World War. Lower Silesia is
marked by medieval military architecture: castles and their ruins have been
preserved here in large numbers. Their Polish character was a sign of new
regional identity. Modern defense architecture, with Prussian or Austrian
military design, rarely survived as a whole, in shape of complete spatial or
urban systems (except the 18th century fortresses at Kłodzko and Srebrna
Góra). Less known sites include: the Owcza Góra fortress, redoubts of
Braszowice, Grochowa, Bardo, the rampart called “Czerwony Szaniec” near
Wojbórz, the gabion on the Słup Mountain near Wilcza, the Karol’s Fort (the
Ptak Mountain near Karłów), the Ruckers Fort in Szczytna, the Nesselgrund
Fort (the Stone Mountains, Pokrzywno) and the Wilhelm’s Fort on the
Wołowa Mountain (Fig. 4). Other Lower Silesian military artifacts come
from modern times (the First and Second World War). These are the infantry
and mobilization shelters of the Wrocław ring fortress (18901914, some 40
military structures and numerous civilian anti-aircraft shelters from the
Second World War) (Potyrała, 2007), the Głogów defense system, shelters of
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the Oderstellung  the Middle Odra River Fortified Line and along so-called:
the Sudecka Highway (Małachowicz, 1997).
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Fig. 4. Modern fortifications of Lower Silesia
Source: D. Chylińska

In the past, fortifications of Lower Silesia were demolished for either
ideological or (in most cases) practical reasons. The demolition of a part of
the 18th century fortifications in Wrocław in order to arrange an urban green
space (the Odra River Promenade), provides a good example of neutral
utilitarian motives. Nowadays most of fortifications are treated as an
illustration of excellent skills of former military engineers, architectural
heritage or common tourist attraction. However, the dissonant heritage
hallmarks characterize structures with martyrdom history, first of all the
Kłodzko and Srebrna Góra Fortresses (both housing military prisons in the
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past), especially in the context of unlimited tourist exploration (or adaptation). While searching new functions for dissonant heritage sites (massive
tourism, entertainment) some conflicts may arise due to disharmony between
utilitarian purposes and symbolic value of the sites (for example “Riese”
complex).
Modern fortifications of Głogów, Wrocław (known as Festung Breslau)
and the Middle Odra River Fortified Line remain forgotten, in a poor state of
preservation, usually as a result of intentional blowing up, lack of usage and
proper care, partly or completely in ruins. They seem to be unnecessary
legacy and their cultural and landscape values are largely ignored.
Architectural form of modern (post)German fortifications does not contain so
aggressive military symbolism; therefore they are more likely to be
preserved. Newer fortifications of Lower Silesia, except Głogów and
Wrocław, did not play any significant role in battles of the 1945 or other
important for Polish nation historical (martyrdom) events. They are not,
however, commemorated either.
Historical landscape of Lower Silesia includes sepulchral heritage, mostly
cemeteries and churches testifying to former religious composition of the
region. Dual character of sacral space of Lower Silesia was visible in the
landscape of almost every locality in the form of churches (architectural
dominants) of two major denominations: Catholicism and Protestantism
(Augsburg-Evangelical Church).
Sacral buildings are dissonant heritage because of their heretic character
(usually Evangelical churches) and not Polish architectural pattern
(construction, building material, architectural detail and interior decoration)9
– they represent different model of religiousness10. It is hard to estimate
quantity of this kind of dissonant heritage. The register of monuments of
Lower Silesia lists 231 sites: (post)Evangelic sepulchral structures, churches,
cemeteries, chapels, vicarages and others.
In Lower Silesia (post)Evangelic sacral structures underwent double
transformations. As a result of depopulation after 1945 and changes of
religious structure, majority of Evangelic churches were taken over by other
9

Especially timber framed churches and unexposed tower, galleries and modest
interior, which represent Protestant spirit of functionalism. There are approximately 20
structures of this kind (Kłodnicki, 1996), 17 in Lower Silesia, the “Churches of Peace”
in Jawor and Świdnica and others in Ługi, Sułów Wielki, Lubin, Jurcz, Tymowa, Milicz,
Sułów, Radzowice, Twardogóra, Bystrzyca Oławska, Pogorzeliska, Pawłów Trzebnicki,
Brzeg Dolny, Wrocław-Pracze, Wrocław-Swojczyce.
10 Division of religious and secular life or the pietism model, iconoclasm.
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Churches, mainly the Roman Catholic Church. For example Evangelic
church in Wińsko and Malczyce transformed into Orthodox churches and
former Evangelic chapel in Wroclaw (the Worcell’s Street) into an
Evangelic-Methodist church. In those cases the primary religious function
was unchanged. These “new” Catholic churches received titles usually
related to religious traditions of the region, especially the Marian cult: Our
Lady of Rosary, Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Assumption or
Ascension of the Virgin and typically Catholic: Christ the King, Sacred Heart
of Jesus Christ, St. Joseph, SS. Peter and Paul. Some churches have titles of
Our Lady of Częstochowa, Our Lady of the Gate of Dawn, or Mary the
Queen of Poland. In the communist period the ideological struggle against
the Church and religiosity (secularization of public and individual space),
resulted in transforming churches into buildings with no sacral functions
(storehouses, etc.). Till now (post)Evangelic churches in Mirsk, Piotrowice,
Zawonia and Świerzawa houses stores, while the former church in
Boguszów-Gorce is a sports hall. Few Evangelic churches are tourist
attractions: the “Churches of Peace” in Jawor and Świdnica listed as the
UNESCO world cultural heritage sites and the wooden Norwegian church
called Wang in Karpacz. The (post)Evangelic church in Bystrzyca Kłodzka
was used by the Museum of Matchbox Label.
Some other churches that have not been in use either for religious or other
purposes became deteriorated. Many of them, although formally protected by
law, ceased to exist in the last few years e.g. two Evangelic churches at
Czernica (commune of Jeżów Sudecki11) and Stare Bogaczowice12.
Unfortunately it seems that the process of degradation of Protestant sacral
heritage of Lower Silesia proceeds at a fast pace and remains uncontrolled: in
official register of monuments are some non-existent churches13. Problems
11 The church from 1744 was demolished in 2002 because of building disaster threat.
Only tower is now preserved, secured sacral equipment was donated to Roman Catholic
parish.
12 Former Protestant church from 1724 in poor technical condition was completely
demolished in 2007. Before that local authorities had tried to sell it (from the end of the
Second World War property of the Public Purse, afterwards since 1991 of the Stare
Bogaczowice commune). First building had been stroke off the monuments register and
demolished by the decision of the Ministry of Culture. It represent a typical lot of many
Protestant churches in Lower Silesia.
13 At least 10 churches listed in the register of monuments do not exist: Wilczków,
Pieńsk, Zawidów, Prusice, Piechowice-Piastów, Lubań, Gierczyn, Milicz, Dobroszyce,
Głogów.
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connected with preservation, protection and usage of Lower Silesian sacral
structures influence the perception of dissonant heritage and rise questions
about place, range and role of sacrum and profanum in individual and public
living space. Legal status of (post)German sepulchral heritage of Lower
Silesia does not differ from general condition of Polish cultural legacy.
Lower Silesian (post)German cemeteries in the most expressive way
illustrate conflict resulting from social and ideological perception of dissonant heritage. Cemeteries containing grave stones of relatives create strong
relation between man and his living space on the individual and as well as
community level as they grant a moral right to live on a certain area
(Kolbuszewski, 1996). It is the reason of intentional destruction of German
cemeteries after the end of the Second World War, which is a kind of
negative historical policy. The primary goal of such actions was to remove
links between the land and its former inhabitants. In the 1970s a part of
former necropolis were transformed into urban greenery terrains (vide:
Marmulewicz, 2008).
Only a few preserved (post)Evangelical cemeteries in Lower Silesia are
under legal protection14..The register of monuments lists 89 cemeteries and
28 church graveyards within them. Most of the churches are from the 19th
century, some date back to the 13th16th centuries15. A lot of them have been
deprived of stonework, architectonical details and German inscriptions many
years after the Second World War. Countryside cemeteries are recognizable
in the landscape due to the spatial layout16: enclaves of high greenery with
specific symbolic topography (death and passing).
Most (post)Evangelic graveyards undergo “natural” succession fulfilling
burial function, mostly as the Roman Catholic parish cemeteries17, rarely the
Orthodox (Buczyna) or communal. Unused ones represent enclaves excluded
from cultural and social space of cities and countries.
Attitude of new inhabitants of the so-called “Regained Territories” toward
foreign cultural landscape has been transformed in the period of over sixty
years, evolving from sometimes extreme enmity to friendly acceptation.
14

Protection of historical cemeteries is described by Rudnicki in O zabytkach (2005).
Among others in: Dziesław, Kościelnik, Niedów, Pielaszkowice, Wieściszowice,
Wągrodno, Wielowieś, Leśna or Osiek Łużycki.
16 Mostly old trees alleys, for example: the lime trees alley in the former Evangelic
cemetery in Kraśnik Dolny.
17 In these cases a zoning is often maintained in Polish (utilized) and German
(unutilized) part of cemetery, vide: Chylińska (2007).
15
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Frequently it is characterized by indifference leading to exclusion of dissonant heritage from geographical, socio-economical, cultural and legal
space. Unspecified place of these historical remains in political, economical
and social relations of the contemporary Lower Silesia inspires reflection
over social, political and human responsibility for them.
First of all the problem of re-usage of cultural legacy, its creation and
removal from cultural space concerns to cemeteries, but also other elements
of dissonant heritage described in this paper. Every generation has the right
to create a living landscape and its meaning. It is also rightful to remove the
elements whose symbolism or simply esthetic values is unacceptable for
local communities. It is important, though, to create clear legislation stating
who and under what conditions can remove certain remains from the past. It
can not be law based on ideological premises or treating heritage only in
utilitarian categories (dehumanization of space). Over 60 years after the
Second World War, cultural heritage of Lower Silesia should be perceived
and treated neutrally  as the heritage of our region.
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THE DURABILITY OF HISTORICAL POLISH-EAST
PRUSSIAN BORDER IN CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
AND REGIONAL DISPARITIES
1. INTRODUCTION
A relict boundary is a line which ceased to be a division between states
territories but remains visible because of existing features representing its
previous function (Pitzl, 2004). An interesting example of this type of border
can be found in north-eastern part of contemporary Poland, which had been
divided by a political border with Prussia, former monastic state of the
Teutonic Knights for six centuries. The boundary was delimitated partly in
the mid-13th century and finally on the 8th of November 1343 and it survived
with minor changes till 1919 and in some sections till 1945 (Kowalczyk,
2003), what makes this historical border one of the most durable in Europe.
There was only a short period between 1795 and 1807 when both sides of the
border belonged to Prussia. Existing for so long time, the boundary must
have left some impact in the economy, infrastructure and landscape.
The durability of the border is defined as existing diversity of borderland
many years after the boundary ceased to be a political barrier. Durability can
be either direct, which means the remains of border demarcation and its
infrastructure (border police buildings, border roads, customs houses) or indirect – land use, architecture, and people’s conscience (Sobczyński, 1993).
The purpose of the article is to present both the direct and indirect
durability of historical Polish-East Prussian border more than 60 years after
the border was abolished. The relict boundary in consciousness of borderland
inhabitants was not analyzed.
The investigation was focused on a 172 km long section of the historical
border between Prostki (near Grajewo) and Napierki (near Mława) – Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Researched area
Source: Author’s own elaboration

The course of the historical border was analyzed on topographic maps
(scale 1:100 000) edited by Polish and German publishers between 1929 and
1944, and confronted with nowadays topographic maps (also 1:100 000). The
old course of the border was applied on new maps, which allowed to analyze
the influence of historical boundary on demarcation of present-day
administrative borders.

2. RESULTS
The Polish-Prussian boundary was delimitated on the land, as well as
along existing rivers and drainage ditches. Comparison of historical and
current topographic maps showed that no changes in land use on the course
of the border occurred.
42 km

78 km

rivers
drainage ditches
land

98 km

land – border easily
observable
land – border
hardly observable

32 km

20 km

Fig. 2. Current course and visibility of the historical border (researched section)
Source: Author’s calculations and field research
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2.1. Border course in the landscape
The course of the historical border was investigated mainly on the land
and drainage ditches section, because the rivers as natural barriers were not
additionally marked out. On the land sections, the border was lined with
a ditch iron border stones. Although all the stones were removed, the
trenches mainly survived until today and can be found nearly all over the
former boundary. The ditches are best visible in forests, where they run along
forest roads or cuttings. Currently, they are about 20–60 cm deep and 1–
1,4 m wide, here and there overgrown by trees and bushes. In the fields the
relict border is also still noticeable, as it either runs along drainage ditches or
country roads (Fig. 3), also some border stones are left. The drainage ditches
along the border, mainly with trees or bushes growing alongside, do not
differ from ditches with no previous border function, although they still form
a clear line in the landscape. The historical boundary is hardly observable on
meadows and pastures, where in most cases no traces are found. A field
research showed that 20% of 98 km long land section was classified as
border poorly observable and the remaining 80% of the historical boundary
was easy to identify in the area, mainly because of boundary ditches. Thus,
the results are similar to a detailed study of relic Polish-German border
between Sulmierzyce and Rychtal (Kosmala, 2003).

Fig. 3. The traces of historical border line
near Janowiec Kościelny, 2008
Source: Author

Fig. 4. Border Guard building
in Chorzele, 1930s
Source: www.odkrywca-online.com
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Fig. 5. Former Border Guard building
in Chorzele, 2008
Source: Author

Fig. 6. Ruins of Border Guard building in
Czarnówek (near Szczuczyn), 2008
Source: Author

2.2. Other relics
There are also other direct relics as customs houses or Border Guard
buildings. This infrastructure accompanying the border survived partly until
today (Fig. 4–5). Along the researched section of the border still exist former
customs house in Wincenta, 4 former Polish Border Guard buildings in
Bogusze, Kurki, Pełty and Chorzele, most of them with similar design. They
are at present easy to identify because they were built of stone, while most of
the other houses in the villages were built of wood. There are also many
ruins of customs houses or Border Guard buildings, mainly on the former
Prussian area: near Wincenta, Pełty, Opaleniec or Prostki, but also in
Wincenta and near Czarnówek on the Polish side (Fig. 6).
Another interesting indirect relic of the history is rural architecture. In
Prussia most buildings used to be built of bricks with red tiled roofs and they
have been preserved till now. On the “Recovered Territories” (as former
Prussian lands were referred to) many mansions or properties were used to
create state-owned farms. As a result, blocks of flats for workers were built
in rural areas, spoiling the harmony of the cultural landscape. In Poland the
scale of destruction was much larger. In the first half of the 20th century
houses were built mainly of wood and in the 1970s many cube shaped
“block-houses” were built. The roofs were covered with plates or tar paper.
All this makes cultural landscape of former borderland quite diverse over 60
years after the historical boundary lost its function.
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2.3. Historical border and current administrative borders
The durability of the historical border is manifested also by the fact that
some of its sections were used delimitation of inner administrative division
of Poland (borders between voivodeships – NUTS-2). The historical border
was used to create new administrative borders after 1945. Currently, 110 km
long section of the historical border (64% of the total length of the border
section in question) constitute voivodeship and district boundaries and
another 8 km of the historical border is in line with gminas borders.

2.4. Regional disparities
In spite of special economic policy pursued after the Second World War,
Polish authorities did not succeed in their efforts to eliminate the historical
disparities. To the contrary, the differences in economic development
deepened (Sobczyński, 1993). This happened because of different farming
systems (many state-owned farms in Warmia-Masuria region), better
developed infrastructure and people resettled here from other parts of Poland,
especially the eastern peripheries.

Tax revenue of gminas budget
[PLN per capita]
3050
730
370
220
190
80
0

Fig. 7. Commune’s revenues
Source: Author based on the Regional
Data Bank

Registered umemployed persons
per people at working age [%]
35
25
18
15
10
7
0

Fig. 8. Unemployment
Source: Author based on the Regional
Data Bank
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To show some aspects of current regional disparities along the historical
Polish-East Prussian boundary, four maps are presented. Figure 7 shows tax
revenues of communes (gminas) budgets per capita. It is very clear that
communes located south from the historical border are much poorer, which is
caused by another economic structure – more individual farmers paying low
agricultural taxes, less employment in manufacturing and services. Also
unemployment rates differ on both sides of the old boundary. After 1989
many state-owned farms in Warmia-Masuria region were closed down,
leaving mainly uneducated people without their workplaces. On the Polish
side, where more private farms exist, its owners cannot be classified as
unemployed, so it clearly affects the statistics. However, after Poland’s
accession to the European Union the situation in the north is improving as
many people emigrated to work abroad.

Population at postworking age
per 100 people at working age
90,0
46,5
34,0
28,3
14,0
2,9
0

Fig. 9. Demographic dependency ratio
Source: Author based on the Regional
Data Bank

%
88,9
76,2
64,2
52,2
46,2
28,2

Fig. 10. Presidential elections 2005
Votes for Lech Kaczyński
Source: After http://prezydent2005.pkw.gov.pl/

Another interesting differences are connected with age structure of
population. Generally, north from the historical boundary the population is
younger, due to post-war resettlements. The “demographic dependency ratio”
(see figure 9.) shows the relationship between the number of persons outside
the economically active population and the population of working age (i.e.
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aged between 15 and 60/64). In Mazovia and Podlasie Provinces the
dependency ratio is much higher. This is also one of the reasons for
disparities in elections’ results. Figure 10 shows the results of the second
round of presidential elections in 2005. The map published by the National
Electoral Commission shows that the historical boundary persists also in
people’s mind as the votes were different on both sides of the relict
boundary. In former Polish communes the support for Lech Kaczyński was
very strong (65–85%) while in the north this support was much weaker
(around 50–55%) or the other candidate, Donald Tusk was the winner.
There are of course many other aspects of regional disparities, e.g.
different density of technical infrastructure: railways, density of sewerage
systems or housing standard, although they are decreasing nowadays thanks
to accelerated construction works in the last 15 years.
3. CONCLUSIONS
The relics of historical border between Poland (or temporarily Kingdom
of Poland) and East Prussia on the frontier section between Mława and
Grajewo are still easy to observe. This former boundary line, is until now
marked by landscape features such as border roads with frontier stones,
border lines identifiable in the landscape or remaining of boundary
infrastructure. This political border that has persisted for six centuries is still
easy to be observed in cultural landscape, e.g. architecture, frontier stones,
field pattern. The border is also still visible in differences of regional
development level, density of technical infrastructure as well as in statistics
describing society, employment structure, labour market and the results of
elections and referenda. In conclusion it can be stated that the historical
Polish-East Prussian boundary is of high durability and therefore it should be
further investigated, including an analysis of consciousness of borderland
inhabitants.
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ROADS TO DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN
AND WESTERN KUYAVIA IN THE LIGHT
OF HISTORICAL, POLITICAL-ADMINISTRATIVE
AND PHYSICO-GEOGRAPHICAL CIRCUMSTANCES
This article aims at demonstrating how the distant past of a given territory
together with the historical, administrative-political and physico-geographical factors determine the present.
Located in Central Poland, Kuyavia (Polish: Kujawy) was a region having
one historical, ethnic and cultural identity from its beginning (Roszkowski
1999), but over time the situation changed radically. The unity of the region
was undermined for the first time at the turn of the 15th century, when Kuyavia was divided into the Brześć Kujawski voivodeship (Eastern Kuyavia) and
the Inowrocław voivodeship (Western Kuyavia). The two voivodeships,
along with another six voivodeships, were then incorporated into the Greater
Poland region (Roszkowski, 1999). Kuyavia’s division into two parts consolidated in the 18th century, as a result of three successive partitions of
Poland. Eastern Kuyavia found itself under the Russian occupation, whereas
Western Kuyavia was taken over by Prussia. The annexation of Kuyavia by
the two occupants caused that the region started to develop along separate
lines, dividing it into the eastern part with Włocławek as the capital city, and
the western part with Inowrocław.
The 123-year period under the Russian and Prussian occupation did not
put an end to the administrative bisection of Kuyavia. In the period of the
Second Polish Republic (1919–1939), Eastern Kuyavia belonged to the
Warsaw voivodeship and Western Kuyavia to the Poznań voivodeship. The
two parts were united for the first time in 1938, when they were incorporated
into the Pomeranian voivodeship with Toruń as the capital city. This
situation continued after the Second World War. After 1945, the territory of
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historical Kuyavia administratively belonged to the Pomeranian voivodeship
whose capital city was Bydgoszcz, and following 1950, after the voivodeship
was renamed, to the Bydgoszcz voivodeship. As a result of another territorial
reform that took place in 1975, Kuyavia underwent another administrative
division. Its western part was incorporated into the Bydgoszcz voivodeship
and the eastern part to the Włocławek voivodeship. On 1 January 1999, the
Kuyavian-Pomeranian voivodeship was created, including both Eastern and
Western Kuyavia. Because of all the political and administrative “manipulations” and the related historical past two distinct lines of Kuyavia development can be identified.
Beside the historical, political and administrative circumstances, the
different lines of the region’s development were also formed by elements of
the natural environment, and especially by the type of soil in the region. In
Western Kuyavia, fertile black earth is common, hence the land is known as
black Kuyavia, whereas poor podsolic soil is typical of Eastern Kuyavia, that
gave her the name of white or sylvan Kuyavia. The type of soil determines
its quality. Whereas in Western Kuyavia (for instance, in the district of
Inowrocław) very good and good soil (classes I, II and III) account for
almost 60% of arable land, and poor soil (classes V and VI) for 14%, in
Eastern Kuyavia (e.g. in the district of Włocławek) the percentage of very
good and good soil is 29%, and the low-quality soil is as much as 31%. The
different natural conditions have influenced the present structure of land use.
Arable land in Western Kuyavia makes up 76% of land, while in Eastern
Kuyavia only 67%. On the other hand, the share of woodland in Western
Kuyavia does not exceed 10%, but in its eastern part it is around 18–19%
(Rudnicki, Kozłowski and Kluba, 2002).
Different physico-geographical conditions and dissimilar historical,
political and administrative past strengthened differences between the eastern
and western part of Kuyavia. The largest differences are related to economic
issues. Considering the fact that Kuyavia has been and still is mainly an
agricultural region, the main component of the economy is agriculture. In
historical and economic terms, the key factor diversifying Polish agriculture
was the way in which economy evolved from the feudal system to the
capitalist system. This transformation modified the methods of production
and changed the character of agriculture from natural to market-oriented
farming (Halamska, 1998, after Rudnicki, Kozłowski and Kluba, 2002). The
process started in Poland in the 19th century and continued through the period
of occupation by the three partitioners (Austria, Prussia and Russia) that
represented three different political and economic systems, each having its
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specific level and pace of economic growth. In the Prussian annexation,
including Western Kuyavia, farming switched to the capitalist system much
earlier than in the Russian section. Peasants in the Prussian-occupied
territory were enfranchised between 1811 and 1850 and the method applied
in this process (so-called Prussian regulatory reform) preserved strong
grange economy. As far as the peasant economy is concerned, the large and
small-sized farms were favoured, while the number of medium-sized farms
was largely reduced. These changes triggered two important phenomena:
first, because of the fast-growing industry the demand for agricultural
produce went up, which contributed to the growth of agricultural production
and higher produce prices; second, the surplus labour force started leaving
the rural areas (farming) to seek employment in towns. Especially the latter
phenomenon diminished interest in land, and together with the inheritance
law and traditions largely helped increase the acreage of farms (Rudnicki,
2001).
Enfranchisement in the Russian-occupied Eastern Kuyavia was undertaken only in the years 1861–1866, the direct reasons of the delay being the
overall socio-economic backwardness and strong competition on the underdeveloped internal market for agricultural produce in Russia. The economic
factors (unavailability of markets, low produce prices) and demographic
factors (limited outflow of population to towns and strong demographic
pressure on the possession of land) decided that agriculture developed slowly
there. Consequently, typical farms in the Russian annexation were small;
farms in excess of 21 acres (8.4 ha) accounted for less than 30% of all farms,
whereas in the Prussian annexation their share exceeded 80% (Rudnicki,
2001, Rudnicki, Kozłowski and Kluba 2002). Some traces of the situation
can be found today in the size structure of farms in both parts of Kuyavia.
Small-sized farms (smaller than 1 ha) are common in Western Kuyavia (37%
of all farms), whereas large-sized farms (over 20 ha) account for 12%.
Medium-sized farms with acreage ranging from 2 to 10 ha (45%) are typical
of Eastern Kuyavia, while the rates for the small and large-sized farms are 29
and 8%, respectively.
Progressing industrialization and urbanization processes came sooner to
Western Kuyavia (annexed by Prussia), communication and services also
developed there. This course of events was favourable for agriculture,
because, on one hand, the demand for agricultural produce was certain on the
receptive Prussian market, additionally covered by a network of communication routes, and, on the other, the German industry could manufacture
agricultural machines that increased the quality and quantity of food pro-
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duced. Various development schemes were devised to promote investments
in agricultural areas, construction of brick houses and outbuildings, electrification of farmsteads, amelioration of fields and pastures, as well as a dense
network of roads (the Prussian regulatory reform). Areas annexed by Russia
presented a completely different picture.
Consequently, the positions of Western and Eastern Kuyavia were poles
apart, when Poland regained independence in 1918. Even institutional
measures launched at the national level could not align the two parts of the
country. It is a widespread belief that Western Kuyavia is characterised by
relatively higher culture of farming, higher level of farmers’ education, larger
openness to innovation, implementation of new techniques and technologies,
and radical modifications implemented to ensure maximum effectiveness of
farming (Maślanka, 2005).
Not only agriculture, but also industry found a more favourable environment for development in Western Kuyavia, above all due to enfranchisement.
As we already mentioned, the reforms were initiated quite early in Western
Kuyavia, and they triggered an outflow of labour force that joined the ranks
of industrial workers. The results of migration between rural areas and towns
were higher standard of living and increased demand for products made in
towns.
The situation looked differently in Eastern Kuyavia, where few persons
were potentially interested in industrial jobs, and additionally the demand for
manufactured articles was limited. This difference directly translated into the
number of industrial centres established in both parts of Kuyavia. In the
western part, more than a dozen or so industrial centres had been created
before 1910, the largest of them in Bydgoszcz and Inowrocław. At the same
time, local deposits of raw materials, i.e. rock salt and limestone, initiated the
development of what was later called the Western Kuyavian Industrial
District. Moreover, new factories were built in smaller towns as well, and in
several villages large sugar factories, distilleries and mills operated. By
contrast, the only industrial centre in the eastern part of Kuyavia was
Włocławek, and the rest of the territory was almost devoid of industrial
establishments. Industrialization in Kuyavia after World War II concentrated
on starting new plants in Western Kuyavia (Soda Works in Janików, Fats and
Oils Works in Kruszwica), and on modernizing old plants in Eastern and
Western Kuyavia (Szymańska 1978).
In today’s Western Kuyavia many factories operate not only in the capital
city, i.e. Inowrocław, but also in smaller towns and villages, such as
Gniewkowo, Janikowo, Kruszwica, or Wierzchosławice. Eastern Kuyavia
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has a limited number of factories that mainly deal with food processing,
excluding Włocławek being the capital city.
Analysis of the economic dimension would be incomplete without the
present sectoral structure of employment in Kuyavia. In this case, the
western part of Kuyavia is represented by the district of Inowrocław and the
eastern part by the district of Włocławek. Generally, the two districts
considered together with their capitals do not show larger differences, and
the structure of employment is almost identical. However, examination of the
districts’ structure of employment without their capital cities reveals some
meaningful variations between the two units. The percentage of workers
employed in agriculture in Western Kuyavia exceeds 7%, in industry they
account for 54%, and in services below 39%. Respective rates for Eastern
Kuyavia are less than 4%, around 37%, and 59% (2006 data). Then, when
the capital cities of the two parts of Kuyavia are analysed in respect of the
employment structure, we find that most inhabitants of Inowrocław work in
the services sector and in Włocławek in industry. This distribution of
workers has been formed by the historical, political and administrative past,
as well as the aforementioned natural factors.
The possible effects of this situation on the living standard of population
in the region can be established by referring to unemployment rates and
potential directions of migration. Lower rates of unemployment in Western
Kuyavia estimated at 26% (2005 data) make the population flow within this
part of Kuyavia, whereas higher rates of unemployment in Eastern Kuyavia
standing at 29% (2005 data) encourage local population to migrate to larger
agglomerations in the country (Maślanka, 2008). Consequently, the array of
settlements in Eastern Kuyavia contains small towns where time came to a
standstill, and where economic stagnation contributes to demographic and
social inactivity. By contrast, even small towns in Western Kuyavia show
much more dynamic rate of growth, and their inhabitants undertake business
activities driving the development of these areas definitely more often
(Kozłowski, 2001; Maślanka, 2005).
The different pathways of economic development have contributed to the
formation of distinctive types of mentality. After the First World War and
soon after the Second World War (both parts of Kuyavia belonged then to
the Pomeranian voivodeship), the aftermath of the long years of annexation
that had marked contacts between populations in both parts of Kuyavia was
clearly visible. Especially the Western Kuyavians were patronizing in their
behaviour and attitude towards the Eastern Kuyavians and stressed their
superiority on every occasion, also because the seeds of local patriotism were
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sown among them. This behaviour can be illustrated by the words spoken by
the director of the voivodeship branch of the State Repatriation Office who
said:
one hundred years is much too long for several Polish generations who grew up
believing that their roads were better, the country more industrial, trade better
developed, the level of tidiness higher, houses more beautiful, dwellings larger and
comfort more readily available (Kozłowski, 2001, p. 146).

Local patriotism stemmed from socialization based on the socio-cultural
plane of life, but one should also bear in mind that particular annexations
were so much different in terms of economic development that in the 1950s
Włocławek infrastructure was still several tens of years behind Inowrocław
(Kozłowski, 2001).
Another awareness-shaping factor was the administrative reform
conducted in 1975. The reform established new voivodeships and placed the
territory of historical Eastern Kuyavia in the voivodeship of Włocławek,
while Western Kuyavia became part of the Bydgoszcz voivodeship. A new
situation appeared as the capital cities of the voivodeships, i.e. Włocławek in
Eastern Kuyavia and Bydgoszcz in its western part, would create the images
of their respective area. The images were then reflected, among others, in
historiography and popular writing authored by activists in both parts of the
region. A case in point can be separate periodicals presenting the two parts of
Kuyavia. Ziemia Kujawska has been published since 1947, and since 1993
only by the Inowrocław branch of the Polish Historical Society (Western
Kuyavia) and Zapiski Kujawsko-Dobrzyńskie has been issued since 1978 by
the Society’s branch in Włocławek (Eastern Kuyavia), despite the fact that
both the publications deal with one historical region.
The most outward manifestation of the differences between the two parts
of Kuyavia can be found in the psychological dimension. The socio-cultural
differences are also meaningful. When analysing this dimension, one has to
realize that Kuyavia is a borderland territory, open to the influence exerted
by larger regions: Mazovia and the Greater Poland. The Western Kuyavians
are consequently believed to have traits characteristic of the Greater Poland
population, such as diligence, industriousness, discipline, respect for
authority. On the other hand, the Eastern Kuyavians, who are mentally closer
to the Mazovians, pay greater attention to tradition, preservation of regional
customs, religious rituals and adherence to the art of Polish hospitality. The
different attitudes of the two communities are reflected still today in various
spheres of social life, for instance in the dynamism of acting, resource-
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fulness, creativity, wish for changes, or attitude open to technological progress (Maślanka, 2005).
Regarding the cultural dimension, Eastern and Western Kuyavia have
some common elements. The typical Kuyavian dialect can be found in both
parts, as well as the Kuyavian dress, folk dances and customs distinguishing
this region among other areas.
An average inhabitant of Poland may perceive the region as relatively
uniform, without distinctive features. Contrary to this opinion, investigations
conducted on the territory of Kuyavia (e.g. Sługocki, 1990 after Dunin-Karwicka, 1997; Maślanka, 2005) demonstrate that the population in the
region does discern specific regional features and can identify customs
characteristic of Kuyavia, for instance traditional Kuyavian wedding parties
with special songs; customs such as podkoziołek (“goat’s amusements”) in
Eastern Kuyavia, or śledzik (“herring”) in Western Kuyavia that are
celebrated in the last week of the carnival time, Shrovetide groups visiting
village cottages with a mummer disguised as a goat, carts pulled up to the
cottage roofs, or painted windows on Good Friday night (in Eastern Kuyavia
white lime was used for the purpose and earlier soup made from fermented
rye flour called żur, hence the custom’s other name “żur splashing”, while in
Western Kuyavia soot was used). Moreover, most inhabitants of Kuyavia
identify themselves with their region.
Regional population recognizes the rich regional folklore as typical of
Kuyavia, including folkloric elements such as the Kuyavian dialect, the
dance kujawiak and the regional dress. The Eastern Kuyavians though are
more precise at describing the elements they mention, and give more details.
For the Western Kuyavians this task is more difficult. The Kuyavians believe
that regional traditions are currently maintained mainly by the folk bands,
whose number seems to be rising, especially in Eastern Kuyavia (Maślanka,
2005).
In the context of the facts presented, it is worth asking several questions:
Why the Western Kuyavians are less familiar with customs specific to
Kuyavia? Why they have problems with describing in detail the Kuyavian
dress, or with quoting at least a few words in the Kuyavian dialect? Why
more folk bands are formed in Eastern Kuyavia? Why the Kuyavian dress is
worn and typical Kuyavian dishes served more often on the occasion of
various ceremonies? All these questions cannot be given explicit answers. It
can be very cautiously assumed that the situation has been influenced by the
level of socio-economic development. The level is somewhat higher in
Western Kuyavia, which possibly contributes to the erosion of traditions and
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rich folklore. Another explanation builds on the historical past and annexations imposed by the partitioning countries, among which the Russians were
more tolerant towards the land they occupied, while the Prussians were more
restrictive in their attitude to all symptoms of Polish identity. As a result, the
Eastern Kuyavians had more freedom in cultivating the richness of the
regional folklore, while the Western Kuyavians were more limited in that
respect.
Different natural factors, but mainly the administrative and historical
determinants have caused that even today a border cuts across the territory of
one historical and ethnographic region, separating areas of different levels of
economic, social and cultural development. The period when two powers,
Russia and Prussia, ruled in Kuyavia has left such a strong mark on the
region’s history that the gaps left by divergent socio-economic policies are
not fully bridged even today, despite efforts made by the regional and
national authorities. This is the reason, as S. Roszak wrote (2001), why our
contemporaries in Włocławek (Eastern Kuyavians) and Inowrocław
(Western Kuyavians) are essentially different from each other in terms of
mentality, cultural characteristics, attitude to the surrounding world and
many other traits, although they all have their roots in the land of Kuyavia.
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Dariusz CZWOJDRAK
Wschowa, POLAND
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THE IMPACT OF THE VERSAILLES TREATY
BORDER ON THE LIVES AND ACTIVITIES
OF THE INHABITANTS AND CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE OF WESTERN GREATER POLAND
AND THE BORDER MARCHES
I. The foundation of Polish state in 1918, forced on Allies drawing up new
boundaries between neighbouring countries and Poland. The main aim of the
paper is to show the changes which occurred in geographical space as
a result of a demarcation of a new boundary between Poland and Germany.
The geographical area of the research includs the area from the northern
border of Skwierzyna district (Landmark F 237) to the southern border of the
Wschowa district (Landmark H 1) and covering the following districts:
Wschowa, Babimost, (after 1938 Sulechów), Międzyrzecz and Skwierzyna
on the German side, and Leszno, Wolsztyn, Nowy Tomyśl and Międzychód
on the Polish side (Fig. 1). The time frames of the paper are between 1919
and 1939.
To draw up the new boundary a special International Border Commission,
which worked till 1924 was called up. The established border line
asymmetrically divided four Wielkopolska districts, leaving Poland 41.8% of
its earlier area. (Fig. 2; Tab. 1). The rest of German administrative units became after 1922 a part of German province called the Border Marches
(Grenzmark Posen-Westpreussen).
Using general instructions written in Versailles Treaty, the Commission in
situ has implemented detailed changes. Sometimes it led to differences
between delimitation and demarcation. On the area of the research two such
changes were made. The village Dębowa Łęka (Geyersdorf) and the point of
the connections of two railway lines: Sulechów (Zuellichau) – Zbąszyń and
Świebodzin (Schwiebus) – Zbąszyń were left on German side (Dominiczak,
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1975, p. 28). This kind of demarcated border can be classified as subsequent
(Rykiel, 2000, p. 62; Bohdanowicz and Dzięcielski, 2003, p. 83) or imposed
(Labuda, 1974, p. 227).

Fig. 1. The area of the research
Source: Authors own elaboration

Fig. 2. The division of districts by the Versalian border
Source: See tab. 1
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Table 1. The western Wielkopolska districts in 1910 and after division in 1919
Area after 1918 roku (sq. km)

Area in 1910
(sq. km)

Polish part

German part

Wschowa

477.18

195.3

282.0

Babimost

1036.93

740.6

281.9

Międzyrzecz

1153.38

439.3

706.4

Skwierzyna

650.03

-

657.5

District

Source: Statistik des Deutsche Reich, Bd. 240; Gemeindlexikon, 1930, bd. V

II. Demarcation of the boundary forced on the landscape of the analysed
region a new dimension, which had not existed before – a border landscape.
It was characterized by border roads, trenches and new customs
infrastructure. Its shape and coverage was defined by bilateral agreements.
According to disposition of Council for Defence of the Nation from 1920,
the border strip covered 4 kilometres from the boundary. This strip was
divided into two parts – a border zone (up to 2 km) and a border area
(another 2 km) (Paprocki, 2008a). Some changes were introduced by the statute from 1927, which expanded the border strip (Fig. 3) (Paprocki, 2008b;
Dominiczak, 1975, p. 47–60). According to the Convention from 1927 all
border between Poland, Germany and Free City of Danzing was divided into
5 sections1. The area of the research belonged to section number 4.

Fig. 3. The division of Polish border area after 1927
Source: Paprocki (2008a)
1

DzU RP, No. 54/1927, position 470, art. 6.
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The border line was marked with granite stones with numbers and letters
P for Poland and D for Germany. Wooden landmarks and mounds were used
in the marshy areas2. Article 7 of the Convention from 1927, obliged both
sides to make the border visible3. It particularly concerned forested areas. It
should be a 1 meter wide strip, on both sides of the border line, kept in good
visibility. The Article also mentioned the prohibition of constructions of civil
buildings within 5 meters from the border line, unless the Mixed Commission would give the permission. This prohibition did not concern the custom
offices and border infrastructure, whose buildings could be constructed even
1 meter from the boundary line.
The demarcation cut through existing districts, often cities and even
individual farms. To make transport and migration easier, the governments
created new border crossings on the main roads called custom roads 4. Every
border crossing was equipped in all necessary custom offices and buildings 5.
On the area of the research there were 9 border crossings erected on custom
roads and one on the other roads (Tab. 2). In addition, in the capitals of districts on the German side there were main custom offices (Hauptzollamt’s)6.
Custom roads did not solve the problem of getting to fields and
possessions on the other side of the border. Accordingly a network of
economic border crossings were created (Fig. 4). They were used only by
people with special temporary permit7. After 1935 in the landscape of
German part of borderland new elements appeared: watchtowers, rifle
trenches, fire walls, anti-tank ditches, and the so-called fortifications of the
Oderstellung (Oder Line) as well as the Festungsfront im Oder-Warthe Boge
(Międzyrzecz Fortified Region). These elements were the heralds of the
upcoming conflict (Dominiczak, 1975, p. 264).
On the area concerned, except main road border crossings another two
railway border crossings were created. They were located between Zbąszyń-

2

Archiwum Państwowe w Lesznie (State Archive in Leszno) (APL), Akta Starostwa
Powiatowego w Wolsztynie, sygn. 19, k. 115, 382,383.
3
DzU RP, No. 54/1927, position 470, art. 7, 11, 12.
4
DzU RP, No. 4/1928, position 24.
5
Such buildings were founded near Kargowa, Śmieszkowo, Babimost; Archiwum
Państwowe w Lesznie (APL), Akta Starostwa Powiatowego w Wolsztynie, sygn. 122,
k. 33, 46, 66.
6
APL, Akta Starostwa Powiatowego w Wolsztynie, sygn. 19, k. 34:
http://www.Verwaltungsgeschichte. de/fraustadt.html (August 2008).
7
DzU RP, No 87/1922, position 792, DzU RP, No. 65/1926, position 383.
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Neu Bentschen (Zbąszynek) stations and Leszno-Fraustadt (Wschowa) stations8.
Table 2. Register of custom offices on the area
of research arisen after 1919
Localisation of custom offices

Number of border
landmark

Dębowa Łęka (D) route Wschowa – Leszno

G 857

Długie Nowe (PL) route Wschowa – Leszno

G 857

Osowa Sień (D) route Wschowa – Włoszakowice

G 822

Zbarzewo (PL) route Wschowa – Włoszakowice

G 822

Lgiń (D) route Wschowa – Wolsztyn

G 726

Kaszczor (PL) route Kaszczor – Łupica

G 622

Łupica Pfalzdorf (D) route Kaszczor – Łupica

G 622

Świętno (D) route Świętno – Obra

G 553

Obra (PL) route Świętno – Obra

G 553

Kopanica (PL) route Kargowa – Kopanica

G 456

Grossdorf (Wielkawieś k/ Kargowej (D) route Kargowa –
Kopanica

G 456

Zbąszyń (PL) route Zbąszyń – Międzyrzecz

G 258

Samsonki (D) route Zbąszyń – Międzyrzecz

G 258

Trzciel (D) route Trzciel – Pniewy

G 200

Heidemuehle (D) route Trzciel – Pszczew

G 129

Pszczew (D) route Pszczew – Silna

G 91

(D) route Pszczew – Gorzyń

F 360

Strychy (D) at the southern side of dyke

F 295

Source: Authors own elaboration.

The problem was that there was no proper station on the railway line
Poznań–Berlin near the boundary on the German side. In this case German
government decided to build new railway junction in Neu Bentschen. Until
its completion, the trains used two separate lines to Zbąszyń. They were
8

DzU RP No. 48/1927, position 433, art. 3.
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Szczaniec-Zbąszyń and Bomst (Babimost)-Zbąszyń9. After finishing the
railway junction in Neu Bentschen (in the late 1920s) the line BomstZbąszyń was closed and on the section between Nądnia-Gross Posemuckel
(Podmokle Wlk.) the railways were dismounted. In this same time Bomst
was connected with Neu Bentschen with a new railway line.

Fig. 4. Section of Polish-German border between landmark G360 and 595
Source: Archiwum Państwowe w Lesznie (State Archive in Leszno),
Akta Starostwa Powiatowego w Wolsztynie

9

DzU RP, No. 48/1927, position 433, the final protocol paragraph D position d,
paragraph G position b.
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The trade service was also closed and the railways were dismounted on
the following railway lines: Wolsztyn-Zuellichau between Unruhstadt and
Kopanica; Miedzychód-Meseritz (Międzyrzecz) between Międzychód and
Wierzbaum (Wierzbno)10.
Another consequence was that the town of Tirschtigel (Trzciel) was cut
off from the railway station on the line Zbąszyń-Międzychód, which was left
in Polish hands. In 1920s a new line Tirschtigel- Dürrlettel (Lutol Suchy) and
a new station in this town were built. Its total length was 8,7 km11.
III. Thanks to the military uprising of Wielkopolska inhabitants in 1918
and 1919 most part of former Provinz Posen was placed in Polish hands.
Such situation, confirmed by a peace conference in Paris, let to profound
change of demographic structure of this area. It also caused uncontrollable
moving of German element to the west. This situation was in the areas
handed over to Poland and from which the new province Grenzmark Posen-Westpreussen was founded12.
The emigration of Germans, which started just after the end of the First
World War embraced a great number of people. At first, Prussian officials left
the former province followed by other employees and townsmen (Krasuski,
2003, p. 222). According to the first Polish statistics from 1921, on the area
of Leszno, Wolsztyn, Nowy Tomyśl and Międzychód districts, Germans lost
22,000 citizens13. It was 30% less than in 1910, when the last Prussian census
took place14. On the other side of the boundary in Wschowa, Babimost,
Międzyrzecz, Skwierzyna districts in 1910 Poles numbered 14,523, while in
1919 about 13,770 and in 1925 just 5,930, which was 56,6% less than after
the end of the First World War (Benyskiewicz, 1968, p. 60–61).
The Versailles Treaty and other complementary documents provided that
Germans who lived in Poland and had Polish citizenship and Poles who lived
in Germany and had German citizenship, could choose either German or
10

The information comes from WIG maps P40 S22 (Wolsztyn) 1936; P39 S22
(Zbąszyń) 1937; P38 S21 (Schwerin a. d. W.) 1936; P38 S22 (Międzychód) 1936.
11
http://www.kolej.one.pl/index.php?dzial=linie&id=40&okno=informacje&od=0&
do=4 (August 2008).
12
The German authorities tried to prevent from weakness of the demographic
potential by settled down Germans. However, They had never stopped the process of
outflowing populations to western parts of country which was caused by economic
backwardness of Border Marches. Compare: Labuda (1974, p. 255–257).
13
Details concerning the number of Germans in Wielkopolska districts in interwar
period are in Matelski (1997, p. 30).
14
The data from 1910 are showed for the districts fixed by Versailles Treaty.
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Polish citizenship (Krasuski, 1975, p. 117–13415; Benyskiewicz ,1968, p. 61–
62). The scale of the phenomenon can be presented by the following
example: in the years 1921–1922 from the researched area of Border
Marches, 807 people chose Polish citizenship (Szudra et al., 2005, p. 31–32).
As a consequence of the pressure of local and state authorities who tried
to minimize and eliminate Polish minority in Germany and German minority
in Poland, the outflow of the population after 1925 increased. In 1931 the
number of Germans in border districts on Polish side was only 38,953, which
constituted 50.7% of the number from the 1910 census and 71.9% of the
number from the 1921 census. On the other side of the border in 1933 Poles
numbered 4,821 which constituted 35% of data from 1919 (Benyskiewicz,
1968, p. 65) (decreased by 15% compared to the 1925 data).
The emigration became also an instrument to fight for land, which was led
by both sides during all the interwar period. Efforts were made to stop the
emigration of native population from the borderland. The authorities also
strove to take over land from the hands of unwanted national minorities.
In the early phase of forming the neighbourly relations, both countries
convinced their people who lived on the other side of the boundary to settle
down in their own state area. It led to mass selling of properties: farms and
factories were often sold at very low prices. Once the scale of this process
had been noticed, the governments changed their policy and maintained their
property status in the neighbouring country.
The important consequence of establishing the border was lack of workers
on the German borderland. It caused a demand for Polish workers (Sauter,
1966, p. 93). Many Poles who lived in western districts of Poznań
voivodeship during the interwar period were employed by Germans.
However, the authorities not always approved such situations. Many times
work permits were cancelled and Poles were removed from German
borderland. The reason was often a suspicion of intelligence activity16.
People who lived on the borderland and had their parts of farms on the
other side of the boundary had to obtain special permits and confirm crossing
the border in custom offices. Consequently, it made economic activity
15

Fixing the whole number of optants is very difficult because of lack of documents
and contradictory dates. On the basis of some materials it is possible to conclude that
intention of departure declared all villages for example on the Babimost region.
16
There were some accidents that Polish workers were committed to prisons or
concentration camps. See: APL, Akta Starostwa Powiatowego w Wolsztynie 1919–1939,
sygn. 128, k. 13.
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difficult. As the area was typically agricultural, problems arose with the
supply of sugar beets to factories, distilleries, etc.
After drawing the border it was necessary to increase the controls of
people entering the borderland. It concerned particularly salesmen and
merchants who purchased cattle and agricultural products. They had to ask
for special permits which allowed them to move in border area17. An
economic activity without such permit resulted in relegation from the
borderland and prohibition of entry for many years.
Similar sanctions concerned people who wanted to smuggle products
through the boundary. After illegal border crossing, it was the biggest
problem mentioned by custom services and in border guards documents.
Despite intensive operations the problem was very sensitive for both guards
and native people and was not fully solved throughout the period18. People
living during those days can remember that at the border existed special
points, where people exchanged some products. For example in Białe Góry
next to Wijewo in Wschowa district people traded in meal, eggs and even
pigs and cattle (Stępczak, 1959, p. 169)19.
Versalian border had brought changes not only to demographic and
economic aspects of life, but also had an influence on breaking the ancient
structure of churches existing in this area. Both denominations, Catholics and
Evangelics had to reorganize their dioceses structures.
The Roman Catholic Church on the area of Border March was in 1920
organized in separated province named Apostolic Delegacy, with the purpose
of separating it from the influence of Polish Catholic Church,. On all
borderland, Germans dismissed Polish priests, which led to deprivation of
priestly service (Wąsicki, 1966, p. 15, 1967, p. 140–146)20. According to the
report made in 1928 by Polish vice-consulate in Piła, many villages where
lived Polish people were deprived of Polish or Polish-speaking priests. The
second problem mentioned in the report was that the boundary cut off people
17

Several dozen of applications for those permits are in: APL, Akta Starostwa
Powiatowego w Lesznie 1919–1939, sygn. 255; Akta Starostwa Powiatowego w Wolsztynie 1919–1939, sygn. 7, 19.
18
The information about smuggling are in reports of districts authorities. Compare:
APL, Akta Starostwa Powiatowego w Wolsztynie 1919–1939, sygn. 111, 113, 116, 119,
122, 125, 128.
19
From Germany a sugar, cigarette lighters and bicycles were brought.
20
Other form of chicanery of Polish believers was sending Polish speaking priests
to places where were only Germans believers and bringing for those places Germans
priests.
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from their parish churches and they had to attend churches which sometimes
were far away from their houses (Rutkowski, 1960, p. 127; Benyskiewicz,
1967, p. 116–119).
Thanks to the concordat concluded between Prussia and the Holy See in
1929, the spatial structure of the Church was unified on all the area of the
state and was adjusted to borders established by the Versailles Treaty. Free
Prelacy in Piła, which was built then, became one of the symbols of Germans
involvement in the battle of recovering the lands on the East and
Germanization of Polish believers living on the borderland (Klafkowski,
1958, p. 295–299; Matelski, 1997, p. 250–254).
Protestant Church (Evangelische Kirche der altpreußischen Union) in
Wielkopolska in the interwar period assembled about 80% of Germans
population. His fundaments came from the act from 1st August 1919 and
next the prescript of the Minister of former Prussian District from 3rd July
1920. The National Synod and Evangelical Consistory in Poznań, which
subordinated all Evangelical assemblies, were the authorities. On the area of
Leszno, Wolsztyn, Nowy Tomyśl and Międzychód districts functioned 32
such communities organized in three church districts (Grelewski, 1937, p.
329; Matelski, 1997, p. 214–215, 220, 22421. On the other side of the border
in the researched districts, Evangelics were organized in three dioceses which
counted 37 assemblies. All the communities belonged to the General Synod
in Berlin.
IV. The assumptions established in Versailles, to draw new boundaries
which based on ethnics relations were right (Bufon, 1999, p. 7–8; Bohdanowicz and Dzięcielski, 2003, p. 80), but on the researched area impossible
to implement. New borders dividing the region caused serious difficulties or
sometimes made proper functioning impossible. Traditional routes of
communications directed east-west were interrupted or modified. Traditional
relations between towns of western Wielkopolska and Poznań were changed
to new ones: with Berlin and Piła. The outflow of people, difficulties in
transportation are only some of the consequences. In the landscape of the
region new elements appeared. Created border crossings needed new
infrastructure, which involved additional costs and intrusions into the
environment. Ignoring ethnics relations led to rising tensions between
Germans and Poles which culminated at the Second World War and
liquidation of boundary which came into existence in 1919.

21

In 1927 all the assemblies counted 42,765 and in 1939 41,343 believers.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND REGIONAL
PATTERNS OF ELECTORAL BEHAVIOR:
2008 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS IN GEORGIA
Analysis of election results is extremely important, as it helps to reveal
power balance in domestic politics and identify trends in electoral behavior.
Territorial analysis of election results is one of the key subjects of electoral
geography, which in turn appears to be an important part of political
geography. Georgia, like other post-Soviet states, cannot boast of any
valuable study in that specific area of human geography. This fact is
conditioned by the set of objective and subjective reasons. For the post-Soviet states electoral geography is a new discipline, and therefore, its
development requires certain time. In addition, there have been very few
cases of more or less free, fair and contested elections on the territory of the
CIS. Actually, in most cases the election outcome was easily predictable.
Naturally, scholars did not find it worthwhile to look at the issue from
professional viewpoint.
Georgia’s political crisis of fall 2007, more specifically, protest actions of
November 2–7 against the authorities and its violent disbursement resulted in
calling preterm presidential election on January 5. Emerged political
environment created an expectation for vibrant and tensed competition and
close race, which could have resulted in a diversified attitude and behavior
throughout the country. Election results met those expectations and Georgia
held one of the most competitive presidential races on the post-Soviet space.
This paper offers some analysis of the recent presidential election
focusing on regional specificities of electoral behavior in Georgia. In
particular, it makes particular focus on geographic (regional) aspects of the
votes received by presidential candidates, as well as finding out extent of
political pluralism within the Georgian electorate, and defining electoral
regions of the country determined by electoral behavior of voters.
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In 2008, Georgia had preterm presidential and parliamentary elections.
The fact itself points at the extraordinary internal political situation. Since the
Rose Revolution of 2003, political developments in Georgia had been
proceeding dynamically, and after 2007 – even dramatically. During the
above timeframe Georgian authorities made considerable steps forward,
which included increased mobilization of budget revenues, attraction of
foreign investments, simplification of tax system, increase in pension and
wages, reduction of crime rate, promotion of tourism industry, better
provision of utility services, successful police reform, eradication of petty
corruption, introduction of national entry examinations in the universities in
a corruption-free environment, etc. Despite the above, general social and
economic conditions in the country did not improve, but even worsened,
which was conditioned by objective and subjective reasons. Objective
reasons included external factors, such as global raise in oil and gas prices
entailing price increase in every area; economic embargo imposed by Russia
on Georgian products sharply reduced level of income and deteriorated
economic situation in Georgia.
The authorities failed to grasp a problematic nature of the emerged
situation. Instead of implementing certain social reforms to smoothen social
discontent, the ruling power did not give up the course of painful and,
mostly, unpopular changes. The list of such measures includes mass layouts
in the public sector and privatization of land and state-owned enterprises.
Violation of property rights became a matter of particular discontent. Local
authorities often legitimately, but sometimes unlawfully dismantled privately
owned buildings and allowed privatization of “released” lands to new
owners. Facts of forcible expulsion of the IDPs from former hotels and
sanatoria caused public outrage. Unfortunately, the tone and language used
by the government remained arrogant and inadequate.
Amendments to the constitution made in 2004 distorted balance of power
in favor of the president. Ultimately, role of the judiciary was reduced to
minimum.
Oppositional forces ceased the opportunity without delay. Scandalous
televised statement of the former defense minister Irakli Okruashvili made on
September 26 turned into a critical impulse that reactivated oppositional
movement. Okruashvili accused the government of all kinds of wrongdoings,
including the death of former Prime Minister Zurab Zhvania. Soon after the
above statement he was detained and his retraction statement followed
shortly, however, the protest machine was set in motion and the authorities
failed to stop it.
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Another heavy-weight player – businessman and tycoon Arkadi Patarkatsishvili stepped into the political battlefield, employing his privately owned
TV Company “Imedi” as a tool. He announced about his decision on joining
his voice to the opposition’s demand on replacing existing government with
the “government of people1.”
On November 2, the opposition forces launched a demonstration, which
gathered tens of thousand of people in the center of the city. The coalition
composed of ten opposition parties came up with four demands, including
the key demand to hold parliamentary election within the constitutional
timeframe, i.e. in spring of 20082.
On November 3, when the unwillingness of the authorities to give in
became obvious, the opposition coalition demanded resignation of the
president Mikheil Saakashvili.
On November 7, the law enforcers disbanded the opposition meeting. Riot
police used water cannons and tear gas to disperse people and clean the
territory outside the parliament. Hundreds of riot policemen armed with
shields, batons and riot guns were deployed in the center of the capital after
patrol police failed to contain protesters. Same day the special unit of the
police raided office of the TV “Imedi”. The representatives of the ruling
party maintained that the given TV channel was a propaganda tool in antigovernment movement and that A. Patarkatsishvili was sponsoring the coup
d'état, supported by the Russian intelligence services. The authorities stated
that through its news programs “Imedi” was facilitating tensions within the
Georgian society3.
On November 8, President Saakashvili introduced emergency state on the
whole territory of Georgia for two weeks period. Restrictions were imposed
on information flow, public gatherings, demonstrations and strikes. As
a result, all news programs were suspended on all private channels. Information was delivered only by the public broadcaster. Two TV companies –
“Imedi” and “Kavkasia”, that were considered oppositional, suspended
broadcasting at all4.
Shortly after introducing emergency state, President M. Saakashvili called
preterm presidential election.
Heated Debates about fairness of this election, especially its vote counting
1

http://www.civil.ge/rus/article
http://www.civil.ge/rus/article.php?id=14700
3
http://www.civil.ge/rus/article.php?id=14882&search
4
http://www.civil.ge/rus/article.php?id=14783&search
2
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part, are still underway. Discussion and analysis of the above does not appear
to be a purpose of the given paper. However, it could be firmly stated that the
results of the election have revealed a number of important trends characteristic to political, social, economic and regional aspects of Georgia’s
society.
Despite unfavorable weather conditions (it snowed on the whole territory
of Georgia on the day of election and temperature kept below zero), voters
demonstrated impressive enthusiasm towards the presidential election. Election turnout was 57.3%, which might be considered as very high for Georgia.
Turnout is one of the key components of electorate’s behavior, often
determining the final outcome of election.
High turnout in the presidential election became one of the decisive
factors defining the victory of the ruling party’s candidate. Mikheil
Saakashvili had a sweeping victory in those election districts where a turnout
was over 70%. Voter turnout was from 85 to 90% in Javakheti region,
something that raises suspicions, since during the winter season participation
of local population in labor emigration is traditionally high.
Electoral behavior varied notably in the districts of Tbilisi. In the so-called prestigious districts voter turnout exceeded that of the less prestigious
ones by 10%. We attribute the above trend to higher labor emigration from
rather “poor” areas of the capital.
Voting is an important feature of the voters’ behavior. Identification of
territorial regularity of voting pattern and its analysis is a research subject for
electoral geography.
According to Georgia’s legislation, territory of the country is divided into
85 election district. The capital Tbilisi comprises 10 election district;
territories of all other election districts coincide with the borders of
administrative units or municipalities. In this case election was held in 78
election districts. Elections were not held in the significant parts of conflict
regions – Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
According to the official data of the Central Election Commission (CEC),
final results of the presidential election are as follows (also see figure 1):
– Mikheil Saakashvili: 1 060 042 votes (53.47%),
– Levan Gachechiladze: 509 234 votes (25.69%),
– Arkadi Patarkatsishvili: 140 826 votes (7.10%),
– Shalva Natelashvili: 128 589 votes (6.49%),
– David Gamkrelidze: 79 747 votes (4.02%),
– Giorgi Maisashvili: 15 249 votes (0.77%),
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– Irina Sarishvili Chanturia: 3 242 votes (0.16%)5.

Mikheil Saakashvili
Levan Gachechiladze
Arkadi Patarlatsishvili
Shalva Natelashvili
David Gamkrelidze
Invalid Ballots
Giorgi Maisashvili
Irina Sarishvili-Chanturia

Fig. 1. Result of 2008 presidential elections
Source: Authors’ own elaboration

Main trends in the geography of election results by individual candidates
are as follows6:
David Gamkrelidze (leader of the New Rights Party) was rather
unsuccessful in the presidential election of 2008. The reason behind his
failure was the fact that pro-opposition voters did not perceive him as a
presidential candidate confronting the government radically enough. Even in
Racha district, which is a stronghold of the New Rights Party, his advantage
over Levan Gachechiladze was very insignificant, while lagging behind
Mikheil Saakashvili considerably. Only in 4 election districts he managed to
receive over 10% of votes, two if those being in Racha region.
Leader of the Labor Party Shalva Natelashvili as it was expected
performed well in Eastern Georgia. He won election in his home place
Dusheti municipality and marked good result in adjacent election districts.
As for the western part of Georgia, Natelashvili was quite unsuccessful there.
Despite higher expectations about him, he failed to meet them. Part of his
traditional electorate, in particular socially vulnerable, had been enticed by
5

The given article is referring to the official data posted on the web page of the
Central Election Commission of Georgia: www.cec.gov.ge.
6
The given article is not assessing election results with regard to Giorgi Maisashvili
and Irina Sarishvili-Chanturia, since the votes cast for these two candidates had no affect
on the general picture, both countrywide or on the level of any specific district.
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Patarkatsishvili as the latter pledged to bring greater improvement in their
social standing.
Election outcome for Arkadi Patarkatsishvili should be considered
extraordinary, as he was a candidate who did not have a possibility to
conduct full scale election campaign. He was out of Georgia during the
campaign period. The authorities accused him of coup d'état attempt and
launched vigorous propaganda against him, which included freezing his
accounts in Georgian banks and suspending “Imedi” TV broadcasting.
Despite the above he still managed to receive 7% of votes, thus getting
a third place in the election race that came as a surprise to everyone. Here we
deal with the phenomenon known in sociological science as a “Spiral of
Silence”7. It refers to the situation, when the minority does not openly
demonstrate its choice, especially if the choice is unpopular, to avoid moral
condemnation and isolation from the majority side. Consequently, their
preference is revealed in a “safe” environment, such as secret voting8.
Arkadi Patarkatsishvili received high number of votes in Kakheti, Svaneti,
Guria and Lower Adjara, where his political organization had strong offices.
Had he had similarly well-organized and effective electioneer in other
regions of Georgia, he would probably come up with higher votes.
Candidate of the United Opposition Levan Gachechiladze, as it was
expected, appeared to be a major challenger to Mikheil Saakashvili. He won
two election districts – Tbilisi and Kazbegi. Notably, 40% of the ballots cast
for him falls on Tbilisi’s account (in Tbilisi he won 8 out of 10 election
districts). He also performed well in other big cities (Rustavi, Batumi and
Kutaisi), where he slightly lagged behind the candidate of the ruling party. In
addition, Levan Gachechiladze did outrun Mikheil Saakashvili in the
administrative centers of seven municipalities. As for the rural areas, he
received majority of the votes in Guria, Imereti, Kakheti and Ajara regions.
Mikheil Saakashvili crossed 50% threshold with a small margin.
Nevertheless, the geography of his election results is quite impressive (see
figure 2). Out of 78 election districts, he received majority votes in 68, in
addition, he received over 50% of votes in 37 out of those 68 districts. The
lowest and poorest result for him on a district level throughout the country
was 27% of the votes.
7

Author of this theory is Elizabeth Noelle-Neumann, German journalist. See Noelle-Neumann, E. (1984), The Spiral of Silence, University of Chicago, Chicago.
8
Sociologists consider the case of Russia’s Liberal Democratic Party’s (chaired by
Vladimer Zhirinovski) victory at Russia’s 1993 parliamentary election to be a classic
example of “The Spiral of Silence” theory.
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Particularly successful he was in the south and south-east Georgia,
namely in Samtskhe-Javakheti and Shida Kartli (Rustavi city excluded),
where he got support of over 75% of the electorate. The governmental
candidate also enjoyed high support in Samegrelo, Upper Adjara and
Lechkhumi.
IDPs from Abkhazia and Tskhinvali Region (South Ossetia) should be
considered as loyal electorate for Mikheil Saakashvili. He had landslide
victory almost in every precinct where the IDPs were registered. In addition,
he enjoyed a great support among the residents of the conflict zones and
adjacent areas (excluding Kazbegi municipality).
Saakashvili is much more popular among rural electorate. Interestingly, in
some districts, such as Bolnisi, Dmanisi, Tsalka, over 80% of rural
population cast ballots in his favor, while he failed to get majority votes in
the municipal centers of the same districts. In addition, he could not get
majority votes in any of the big cities (Tbilisi, Batumi, Kutaisi and Rustavi),
and out of 10 election districts of the capital he lost election in 8. Out of rural
districts he relatively poorly performed in Kakheti, Guria, Lower Adjara,
Svaneti and Eastern highlands.
The 2008 presidential election once again revealed that the Georgian
electorate attaches less importance to the programs of presidential
candidates. When it comes to voting, Georgian society are rather guided by
“like-dislike” or “trust-distrust” principal. However, in this election the
voters looked more attentively to social and economic platforms and
promises of the candidates. We believe that the latter approach contributed to
the contested nature of the given election.
Conditionally we can divide 5 main presidential candidates into two
groups. First group will comprise Mikheil Saakashvili, Arkadi
Patarkatsishvili and Shalva Natelashvili, i.e. the candidates, whose
election campaign was dominated by promises of social nature. The
second group is made of Levan Gachechiladze and David Gamkrelidze,
who attached priority to radical political changes and human rights issues.
More specifically, they promised the electorate that if elected they would
abolish presidential institution. Moreover, Levan Gachechiladze received
the votes of those, who were unhappy with the situation in the human
rights area and the judiciary in the country.
Political promises and ideas of Levan Gachechiladze and David
Gamkrelidze found greater support primarily in the big cities and first of
all in the capital, while the rural population gave priority to poverty
reduction, unemployment and tax reduction issues.
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Fig. 2. 2008 Presidential elections: Number of votes received by Mikheil Saakashvili in electoral districts
Source: Authors’ own elaboration
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Notably enough, that was not Levan Gachechiladze who took votes
away from Saakashvili in a number of districts, but Arkadi Patarkatsishvili. Good illustration of the above is Kakheti, Guria and Lower Adjara.
Interestingly, almost in every district where Patarkatsishvili received
more than 9% of votes, Saakashvili failed to cross 50% threshold.
As it was already mentioned, the presidential election of 2008 was
contested. Among other reasons this was conditioned by the fact that
more then one candidate influenced an outcome of election in certain
districts, unlike previous elections. We tried to identify the districts based
on pluralism in choice. In doing so we looked at the number of candidates
who managed to cross 10% virtual barrier. As a result we got a picture,
which enables to conclude that political pluralism was rather characteristic the one-third of election districts in Georgia. In such districts three
or four candidates received over 10% of votes.
It is important that the mountainous regions of Georgia demonstrated
higher pluralism in the given presidential election, compared to the
lowlands (see figure 3). From the above we can conclude, that the
political life of Georgia’s northern mountainous regions is decisively
influenced by the local community. Electorate of the community votes for
a candidate that is supported by the community leaders. Accordingly,
community itself in is not pluralistic internally.
In the big cities we deal with political polarization, more specifically,
with a bipolar situation. Majority of the votes here were divided between
the two favorites of the presidential race. Political pluralism is still
something unknown for the regions that are populated by ethnic
minorities.
Voting pattern of each region is influenced by geographic, ethnodemographic, social-economic and personal factor or their unity.
1. Significant differences were observed in the electoral behavior of
ethnic Georgians and ethnic minorities through the country’s territory.
Electoral behavior of ethnic minorities has remained unchanged almost
for two decades already. First of all, the latter is characterized by the high
turnout; moreover, traditionally they demonstrate great loyalty to acting
government.
2. Significant differences were observed between the electoral behavior of urban population, especially of big cities, and rural population.
Urban population proved to be more appositionally disposed towards the
authorities than the electorate of rural areas.
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3. IDPs and the residents of conflict regions placed higher confidence
in the authorities, compared to the rest of ethnic Georgians.
4. Mikheil Saakashvili enjoyed greater support in those municipalities,
where social and economic infrastructure and employment level has been
significantly improved during his presidency. This may explain the high
number of ballots cast for him in Sighnaghi election district compared to
the neighboring Dedoplistskaro or Gurjaani districts; analogous situation
was observed in Imereti, where he proved to be popular in Tkibuli
municipality, rather than Chiatura municipality with similar economic
profile.
5. Significance of the economic factor is also confirmed by the fact
that the opposition candidates proved to be more successful in the region,
e.g. Kakheti, Guria, Lower Adjara and Borjomi municipalities, which
have been affected by Russia’s recent economic embargo.
6. Electoral behavior on a district level might be seriously affected by
a personal influence of a certain figure. Such person, as a rule, appears to
be a senior government official or a successful businessman, someone
who had contributed to the well-being of a district population and enjoys
popularity as a result. For example, President’s representative in Imereti
region comes from Khoni district and presumably his personal authority
and image conditioned high number of votes given to ruling party
candidate Mikheil Saakashvili in that district.
Presidential election of January 5 proved that as a rule, population of
one and the same historic region maintains similar electoral behavior.
This enables us to conclude that historic-geographic regions represent
stable psycho-cultural units. In general, based on the homogeneity of
electoral behavior we can single out following 13 regions in Georgia (see
figure 4):
– Tbilisi agglomeration9 (Gardabani city excluded),
– Kakheti,
– Eastern Highlands,
– Shida Kartli,
– Eastern Imereti,
– Western Imereti and Racha,
– Svaneti,
– Samegrelo, Upper Abkhazia and Lechkhumi,
9

Tbilisi agglomeration, apart from the capital itself, includes such cities as Sagarejo,
Mtskheta, Kaspi, Dusheti and Gardabani.
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– Lower Adjara, Guria and Poti city,
– Upper Adjara,
– Tori,
– Southern Electoral Region (Samtskhe-Javakheti and Lower Kartli).
Pattern of electoral behavior also prompted us to single out three rather
large regions on the country’s territory. Unlike traditional geographic
division of Georgia, here we deal with additional third region – Southern
Electoral Region. The region comprises historic Samtskhe-Javakheti
(Borjomi Municipality excluded) and Lower Kartli (Rustavi city excluded). In this region ruling party’s candidate received highest number of
votes.
It is important that within the above classification offered by us,
borders of the Eastern Georgia region with similar electoral behavior
coincides with the borders of a corresponding historic-geographic region.
This argument has been clearly supported by the case of Mtskheta and
Akhalgori election districts. Electoral behavior in those districts clearly
differs from that of remaining three districts of Mtkheta-Mtianeti
administrative region and is similar to the behavior of electorate of Inner
Kartli. Accordingly, we combine all municipalities, which historically
represent Inner Kartli, into one electoral region.
Tbilisi agglomeration turned out to be the most appositionally minded
election region. Tbilisi itself revealed significant territorial specificities of
the voters. “Rightist” candidates Levan Gachechiladze and David
Gamkrelidze received majority of their votes in the capital’s prestigious
districts, while the “leftist” candidates Saakashvili and Shalva Natelashvili enjoyed higher support in less prestigious ones.
Easter Highlands appear to be quite a specific electoral region: in the
presidential election of 2008 it happened to be a most pluralistic one. First
of all, none of the candidates managed to receive more than half of the
votes there. Besides, all three election districts of the given region –
Tianeti, Dusheti and Kazbegi were won by different candidates –Mikheil
Saakashvili, Shalva Natelashvili and Levan Gachechiladze respectively.
Ruling party candidate could not win in 2/3 of the districts of this
electoral region, even more, he received as low as 33.4% of the votes
there. Stemming from the above, Eastern Highlands proved to be the most
“appositionally” minded election district next to Tbilisi in 2008
presidential election.
With regard to Western Georgia and its regions, here we deal with
rather different electoral behavior. Adjara was conditionally divided into
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two parts. Lower Adjara has been united in one electoral region together
with Guria and Poti city. Here Saakashvili received around 40% of votes.
Common electoral behavior has been observed in bordering regions:
Samegrelo (Poti city excluded), Upper Abkhazia and Lechkhumi (Tsageri
municipality). Here the ruling party candidate received overwhelming
support.
Imereti has been divided into two parts conditionally: west and east.
Western part of this region, which comprises Tkibuli, Tskaltubo, Khoni,
Terjola, Baghdati, Samtredia and Vani municipalities, has been put
together with Racha due to similar electoral behavior. Here Mikheil
Saakashvili gained the majority votes. Separate electoral region is shaped
in Eastern Imereti, including Chiatura, Zestaponi, Sachkhere municipalities and Kutaisi city. The electorate there rather voted for the
opposition than the ruling party candidate.
In conclusion we may say that the general trends revealed in the recent
presidential election indicate improved political culture of Georgian
electorate, which is a positive sign since it brings Georgia closer to
western standards. As for regional aspects of electoral behavior, analysis
of election results disclosed interesting characteristics which merit further
study by the experts, as well as political organizations and civil society
actors.
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OSSETIA – A DIVIDED REGION ON THE BORDER
OF EUROPE AND ASIA
(HISTORICAL IMPLICATIONS)
1. INTRODUCTION
The northern and southern hills of the central part of the Greater Caucasus
Mountain Range are inhabited by a small ethnic group known in Europe as
Ossetians (in Russian: Osetincy, French: Ossètes, Spanish: Ossetes, German:
Osseten, but own name is Iron). The region they inhabit is called Ossetia but
at the end of the last century the geonym Alania was used together with
Ossetia. This geographical name symbolizes the uninterrupted genetic line
linking present Ossetians with ancients Alans. Historians know this ethnic
group especially from the times of great migrations through Europe when
Alans conquered distant Mediterranean areas together with Germanic tribes.
As a result of the disintegration of the Soviet colonial empire formed by
Russians, which was a great geopolitical change, Ossetia became known
especially in connection with the confrontations of South Ossetia and the
political structure of the renewed Georgia and subsequently in connection
with the revived imperial ambitions of Russia which started to use Ossetians
to put political pressure on Georgia. As in any other conflict between nations
and states, arguments supporting each side’s own interests have been used.
And these arguments are presented through propaganda as the only truth
while the arguments of the other side are called lies or falsification of history
or, in the better case, purposeful inaccuracies or wrong interpretation of
historical documents.
Media wars of this type are well known from the recent events in the post-Yugoslavian region: a sample model was (and is) the line of reasoning in the
case of historical settlement and political ownership of Kosovo. In the end,
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the geopolitical force of external actors won this war of arguments and
Kosovo became de facto an independent state, even though this factual
independence remains de jure troublesome. However, Kosovo has become
a significant argument for other regions striving for independence, such as
the Georgian part of Ossetia. In this case, however, the situation is more
complicated as the northern part of the Ossetia region is only a marginal part
of the Russian Union, which casts considerable doubts on the political
independence of South Ossetia (an area with less than 100 thousand
inhabitants). If we want to find an analogy to the two Ossetias, the most
similar are Kurdistan (this name is used in Iraq and Iran) and the Basque
region, even though in France this region does not bear the official name of
its ethnic group. But there are also two Mongolias, two Azerbaijans (there
are three, actually – the Iranian one is divided into two regions), two
Somalias, Guyanas, Samoas and others. The objective of this contribution is
to analyze the historical, political and cultural development of Ossetians and
their society, relationships with neighbours (Russians and Georgians in
particular) and to compare the arguments of all participating parties about
Ossetian autonomy.

2. EARLY HISTORY
Ossetians are the only ethnic group in the central Caucasus region whose
language belongs to the Indo-Iranian group which represents the most
populous part of the Indo-European language family1. They are consensually
considered to be direct descendants of the ancient Iranian settlement
(historical sources from various periods call them Scythians, Sarmatians and
Alans) which stretched from the Black Sea steppes to northern Siberia. In the
course of time, many of them migrated further into central parts of Asia (e.g.
Sogdians) and then to the south; others assimilated with other migrating
populations. They only survived in the north of the Caucasus Mountains,
even though they were separated from their people in Iran by a corridor of
different language populations. Ossetians are proud of their origins and they
consider Scythians, Sarmatians and especially Alans to be their ancestors, in
spite of the fact that linguists from Turkic language environment attribute the

1

Armenian is also an Indo-European language but it represents a distinct and
individual branch.
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aforementioned ancient populations with Turkic linguistic origin. There are
also theories about north-Caucasus, Nakh2 origin of Alans.
Supporters of Iranian origin of Alans derive their name from the ancient-Iranian name Ariana which has been preserved in the Ossetian endoethnonym Iron. Supporters of the Nakh origin of Alans derive the name from
the Hurrian3 word chhal, i.e. god. The greatest Hurrian god was called
Chhalalu, but the sound chh disappeared over the time and more modern
ethnic groups only used the form Alalu. The common noun chhal also
changed to al or ala (it is a part of many Nakh names for gods, such as Alla,
Pal, Balla etc.) and by adding a typical Nakh suffix –n, the ethnonym Alan
was formed (also known in the form of Alon). Another theory says that the
name originates from the word chhhalan, i.e. belonging to god.
The ethnonym Alan was first documented in the 1st century AD, but there
were different clans – Digors (some Ossetians still use this name), Arghs
(probably meaning mountain dwellers – Ingush word argh means a mountain
ridge) or Dakhs (name which the Nakh nations still use in the form of
Da´chaste for the whole northern Caucasus region between the Black and
Caspian Sea). There is also the name As which Georgians used for all Alan
tribes in the form of Os/Ovs and Russians in the form of Jasy (English: Yas).
The European terminology started using the toponym Alania for the whole
northern Caucasus region up to the Azov lowland in the north. This is where
Alans were first attacked by Turkic Huns in 372 and a part of them left west.
Another Turkic tribe with which Alans came in contact in the 5th and 6th
century was Bulgars and then Khazars who pushed the Alan state beyond the
river Terek. Alania was a vassal state of Khazars for two centuries.
Alania was an important state with trade routes which traded with European and Asian countries. The vicinity of Byzantium brought Christianity but
most inhabitants remained with their own religion in which the cult of Sun
and cult of ancestors played important roles. There was no mass Christianization until the beginning of the 10th century (but only among the ruling
families) when an Alan archbishopric was established. Under the influence
of Byzantium, Alans launched war against the judaicised Khazars in 932, but
they were defeated and gave up Christianity under the pressure of Khazars.
2

Nakh is a common name for the nations of Chechens and Ingushes; there is
evidence that they lived in the present localities as early as the 4th century BC.
3
The ancient Churrians living between the 6th and 4th century BC in the area of the
present south Anatolia are thought to be the ancestors of present Nassian nations
(Chechens and Ingushes) as well as nations in Dagestan.
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The Khazar state ceased to exist in 965 (after a defeat by Kiev Russia) which
led to a new revival of Christianization and church organizations. The Alan
metropolitan settled in a river valley but the name of the seat or locality are
not known. However, Christianity only spread in the western part of Alania;
the east remained pagan. Georgian missionaries were coming to these
mountainous areas from the 9th century but they were not very successful.
The attempts to spread Islam after the Arabic invasion in the 8th century were
also unsuccessful.
After the fall of the Khazar state, Alania spread again but in the middle of
the 11th century, it was pushed back by Kipchaks4 – another Turkic ethnic
group penetrating into the Caucasus region. In spite of that Alania grew
stronger, became an ally of Byzantium and undertook frequent attacks
against Georgia. During this time, Alania was ruled by Durgulel, named as
“Great” in Georgian sources, which implies that the political influence of
Alania was significant at that time. Alan leaders used the title kundaj which
was translated as king or emperor5. After the short “golden” age, a great
decline started at the beginning of the 12th century. Chronicles stopped
recording Alan “emperors”; they registered many insignificant rulers. The
central power ceased to exist and Alania fell apart into several independent
states. Their rulers tried to fortify their power and maintain alliance with
Byzantium or Georgia, which was entering its “golden age” at that time.
Political manoeuvring of the Alan aristocracy was strengthened by frequent
dynastic marriages. The most important one was the marriage of the
Georgian king, George III and Burduchana, the daughter of the most
powerful Alan ruler of that time, Khuddan. Their daughter Tamara became
the heiress and ruler of Georgia in 1178. It is interesting that this famous
queen has her place not only in the history of Ossetians, but also of Ingushes.
The disintegration of Alania continued – historians of that time described
the situation as a permanent fight between villages whose rulers refused to be
subjected to anyone. Constantinople abolished the Alan archbishopric and
replaced it with a bishopric which was moved to Byzantium. The
disintegration of the central power facilitated the domination by Mongolian
hordes which appeared in 1222. There was a resistance of Alan and Kipchak
army but Kipchaks decided to go west and Alans were defeated. Two years
later, Mongols retreated and the devastated places were populated by
4

In Europe known as Cumans, in Hungary as Kunok, among Slavic peoples as
Polovtsi.
5
The same applies to the Slavic title “tsar”.
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Adygean nomads – present Kabardians. Mongols came again in autumn 1238
and they conquered the whole lowland and submontane Alania. They killed
several hundreds of thousands of people and burnt and plundered hundreds
of settlements. Some Alans saved their lives by escaping to the west where
they could settle in Hungarian regions where they were called by the Slavic
name Yas and succumbed to language assimilation6. Another part of Alans
left into mountainous, scarcely populated regions and continued to fight
Mongols, or one of the Mongol uluses – the Golden Horde, which included
all northern Caucasian regions.
The diverse population of historical Alania speaking Iranian, Turkic as
well as Nakh languages retreated to the mountains. The individual groups
started to develop into the future Iranian-speaking Ossetians in the isolated
mountainous environment (Irons and Digors), Turkic-speaking Balkars and
Karachays and Nakh-speaking Ingushes and Chechens. As Mongolian or
Mongolian-Turkic conquerors were not able to populate the abandoned
submontane areas, these were inhabited in successive steps by the present
Adyghean-speaking Kabardians.
Those Alans who did not escape from Mongols or Tatars and survived
were exposed to gradual assimilation. Many of them moved in towns of the
Golden Horde where they accepted Islam, about 30 thousand Alans were
recruited by the army and transferred to Mongolia (and later to China), where
they also lost their ethnic identity. Another devastating blow for the
remaining Alans in the northern Caucasus region came with the fights of the
Golden Horde khan with the new central-Asian ruler, Timur. Their huge
armies fought between Terek and Kura in 1395. Timur won and then
plundered the whole region including the mountainous areas, which caused a
sharp decrease in the population and economic and social decline. After these
events, there are no records of the ethnonym Alans in historical documents.
However, not only Ossetians, who speak the language of the original Iranian
Alans, but also Turkic Balkars and Karachays, and Nakh Chechens and
Ingushes claim to be heirs to Alan legacy.
Georgians and Ossetians have a very similar view of the aforementioned
development until the end of the 14th century. However, Ossetians emphasize
that Alans ruled also some mountainous regions to the south of the main
Caucasus ridge in some periods and that they permanently settled there.
Georgians acknowledge this fact but emphasize that the presence of Alans
6

The region called Jászág still exists in Hungary but the language disappeared in the
17 century.
th
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was only ephemeral and that many centuries before them the southern
Caucasus hills were under the political control of Georgian states and from
1008 on of the united Kingdom of Abkhazians and Georgians.

3. OSSETIAN SOCIETY
The classic Ossetian commune was in principle identical with the ancient
social system of Indo-Iranian populations. The commune was based on three
zones of the world (cosmos) and three social functions. The population was
divided into three generations or family branches and each generation owned
an assigned part of land. The idea behind the unity of the commune, union
and nation was a legend on the origins of three generations of one common
ancestor: an ancient legend about the origins of all Scythians from Targitay
and his three sons, the same as the legend about the three Scythian kingdoms.
With regard to the Alans’ (who transformed into Ossetians) difficult life
in the mountainous conditions, a legend about a common ancestor, OsBagatar, was created some time in the 14th or 15th century. In this legend, he
was the last Alan ruler who wanted to revive the Alan statehood. He and his
three sons, Kusagont, Carazont or Aguzat7 and Sidamont, became the
legendary heroes. In the Ossetian society, Kusagont and his descendants
represent the role of judges, Carazont army and Sidamont agricultural, craft,
trade activities and wealth.
All three generations actually formed completely equal branches in the
Ossetian society as well as within each family but the essentials of life did
not allow the descendants of Kusagont and Carazont to pursue the functions
related to their origins. They all had to work in the fields and pastures, fight
in the army, if necessary, and pray to god. The tripartite system did not apply
in practical life but it remained in the awareness of generations. Traditions,
however, were too strong and therefore individual clan unions professed to
some common ancestor – an Os-Bagatar’s descendent. Digors had their
Digor, Kurtates their Kurt, Tagaurs their Tag. However, this was not a rule:
some clans bore the names of ancient tribes, rivers or valleys or historically
created regional names.
7

Carazont is used in the north, Aguzat in the south. Both names have Roman origin
and they relate to the titles of Roman emperors: Caesar and Augustus. They were
originally names of famous generals who became “emperors” (in Czech, we actually use
the word císař which is based on Caesar but the title augustus was only used in Rome).
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The tripartite system was used in every Ossetian commune or union, even
during the formation of family, communal or union gatherings of the
people’s representatives. Ossetians called these meetings nychas8 and each
had three member chambers. A gathering of all Ossetians was called the
“great gathering” (Styr nychas).

4. OSSETIAN REGIONS
Ossetian families were closely connected to the land. By making alliances
in the form of clan unions, called kom, regional units were formed which
created a compact complex taking a relatively closed geographical form in
river valleys separated from each other by impenetrable mountain ranges and
ridges. Territorial extent, population density and number of families in koms
differed depending on the size of the valley and climatic and soil conditions.
Koms in the central part of the Caucasus were small, usually formed by one
family union whose families were concentrated in about 20 to 30 small auls.
The koms in central locations on the northern as well as southern hillsides
were larger; they were formed by more family unions with dozens of families
settled in several hundreds of small and large auls.
Despite the fact that the Ossetian population was divided territorially in
this way, there was an awareness of the ethno-linguistic unity perceived also
by their neighbours. Ossetians maintained the political unity: apart from the
kom councils, they also elected a whole-Ossetian council which met
occasionally and solved disputes between koms, or issues regarding military
defence.
Although the Ossetian ancestors, Alans, created a feudal society, this
structure fell apart soon in the Caucasus mountains and small democratic
communal societies were formed on family basis, with elected councils at
individual levels – commune, unions, clan communities (koms), nation. It
was typical for the Ossetian society that the communal unions were created
in the form of agglomerations of small communes around a larger and
stronger one. Such related clans often formed brotherhoods (arvadalta). In
large koms with a sufficient amount of land, feudal relations were also
formed but they never exceeded the borders of koms or commune unions. On
the contrary, the institutes of nychans were preserved even in the feudally

8

From the word nychasyn which means to connect.
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differentiated koms and there were also independent communes which were
not members of the unions – especially in geographically isolated areas.

5. OSSETIAN RELIGION
Although Ossetians accepted orthodox Christianity from Russians and
only a small part (mostly Digors) Islam from Kabardians, the original
“pagan” faith (called uasdin) was preserved. The power of the Old Iranian
Ossetian religion is also documented by the fact that even nowadays, after 15
decades of Christianization and 7 decades of atheistic Russian policy, many
people refuse to be atheist, Christian or Muslim, but they profess the faith of
their ancestors. This faith is specific: it is based on belief in one main god –
the creator, in existence of soul and life after death as well as in the world of
ghosts inferior to the god. Ossetian religion directly relates to the religion of
Alans who worshipped a pantheon of 7 gods, the highest being the god of
Sun and fire, and the cult of dead ancestors. Ossetian religion actually came
to monotheism while the Ossetian name for god – Chucau – is not actually
a name but a common noun for “god” – often in connection ChucautyChucau, the god of gods or Styr Chucau – the great god. Ossetian religion
does not have prayer houses or idols or sacred books. Instead, it includes
a rich mythology filled with poetry and Ossetians perform their religious
ceremonies in nature under the open sky. Traditions are very strong – even
nowadays, holy places from the pagan period are still worshipped. Religious
Ossetians never speak about the existence of god, they do not depict god,
they do not accept any commandments but they are afraid to make god
angry. They believe there is a “superior power” to which a human must
conform. The cult of the dead has a deep religious character. Ossetians
believe in life after death, in the continuation of the family and they profess
the cult of ancestors. Family care is exemplary and old people enjoy great
respect – they do not have to work if they do not want to. Faith teaches
Ossetians to love work, to be brave, patient and self-devoted.
For a long time, Russian missionaries were not able to convert adult
Ossetians to Christianity so they tried to attract children and poor people by
gifts. They often registered the people in lists of the faithful, even if the
people were not Christians. The forcible efforts to Christianize brought some
Ossetians to Islam to get rid of the missionaries. However, Islamization
remained a marginal process. When the Russians saw that their efforts are
counterproductive, they started building church schools in the region. The
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schools helped them with Christianization but most Ossetians held on to their
own religion and did not succumb to the Russification. However, this applied
only until the communist revolution in 1917 or until the Bolshevization of
the Caucasus at the beginning of the 1920s. Bolshevization was a significant
turning point in the development of Ossetians as well as of other nations in
the Russian empire.

6. MODERN DIVIDING OF OSSETIAN LANDS
Historical maps always showed Alania only to the north of the Caucasus
ridge but that does not eliminate the possibility that Alans also populated the
southern hills. However, the Greater Caucasus was such a substantial barrier
that the authors of maps placed the border on its top parts. Georgian
historical maps sometimes show the top parts on the northern hillsides as a
part of Georgia but the lifestyle of mountain dwellers and very difficult
accessibility of these areas indicate rather a possible vassal relation but not a
direct subordination. On the other side, the southern hillsides of the Caucasus
were automatically considered to be a part of the Georgian state, even though
the conditions for direct control were similar to the ones in the north. Direct
control of the mountainous areas could not be effective, especially after the
disintegration of Georgia into smaller states which were often shaken by
internal discords and falling into a vassal relation towards Iran or Turkey. On
the basis of this hypothesis, we can deduce that Ossetians were independent
of their neighbours and lived according to their own traditions for centuries
as many other mountainous populations.
Russia claims that the North Ossetians accepted Russian serfdom in 1774
and the South Ossetians in 1801 by the annexation to Georgia, however, the
reality was different. In 1774, Russians by an agreement with Turkey
acknowledged the independence of Kabardians, who were to the north of the
Ossetian ethnic area and considered Ossetians as their vassals. They did not
take control over the Ossetian region and especially the transit route to
Georgia until the beginning of the 19th century when they defeated
Kabardians. The Russian control was only formal for several decades due to
the war with Adygeans and Muslim mountain dwellers in all northern
Caucasus regions, which lasted until 1864. Russians concentrated on taking
control over the Ossetian land because of the corridor with Georgia and in
1843 this region was pronounced the Ossetian District and subjected to the
Tiflis governor as there was a war in the north. The boundaries of this ring
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included all eleven Ossetian clan unions so they connected the area on both
sides of the Caucasus. The south border was very similar to the present
border of South Ossetia but in the north it extended only over a half of the
area of the present North Ossetia (however, Ossetians did not live in the
lowlands at that time). There was an administrative change after Russia took
over the whole northern Caucasus and the Ossetian District was
administratively divided in 1867; this division was later accepted by the
communist administration as well (North Ossetia within the Russian Soviet
Federated Socialist Republic and South Ossetia as a part of Soviet Socialist
Republic of Georgia).
As for the northern Ossetians, the discussion about who settled earlier in
the region, whether Ossetians or Russians, is pointless as no one in Russia
doubts the precedence of Ossetians. However, the opinions regarding the
presence of Ossetians on the southern Caucasus hillsides have been the bone
of contention between Ossetian and Georgian experts for a long time.
Georgians point out the maps created by Vakhushti Bagrationi, a distinct
18th- century historian and geographer. They show clearly that Ossetians
lived only in the mountainous areas of Inner Kartli. They also refer to
Russian censuses which show indirectly that Ossetians started to settle at the
foothills first and they did not come to the lowlands until the 19th century.
However, the question is how precise these censuses were during the period
of the Caucasus War, which did not affect the Georgian area immediately but
paralyzed Russian activity.
The arguments of the Ossetian and Georgian provenience also imply that
Ossetians, or Alans, crossed the Caucasus peaks and settled on the southern
hillsides but they probably did not descend into lowlands, at least not
permanently or in large numbers. With regard to the expansion of Scythes
and Sarmatians, whose legacy Ossetians also claim, we can also accept the
Ossetian hypothesis on more than two-thousand-year-long activity not only
on the northern, but also southern hillsides of the Caucasus – but there is no
direct evidence. Nevertheless, if it is obvious that the highest locations were
populated only in times of danger, it can be assumed that this also applies to
the Old Iranian populations. However, it can also be argued that Georgian
ancestors did not enter high locations permanently, even though they settled
in lower locations as early as in the 3rd century BC, i.e. long before the
expansion of Iranian ethnics into the Caucasus region.
A series of Ossetian rebellions took place between 1918 and 1920 during
which claims were made to an independent territory and connecting of all
Ossetians. Violence broke out in 1920 when Georgian government sent
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National Guards and regular army units to Ossetia to crush the uprisings.
Ossetian sources claim that about 5,000 Ossetians were killed and more than
13,000 subsequently died from hunger and epidemics.
The Soviet Georgian government established by the Russian Bolsheviks
in 1921 created the South Ossetian Autonomous Oblast (i.e. province) in
April 1922. Northern part of Ossetian lands was part of the Mountain
A.S.S.R. from January 1921 as Ossetian Okrug (i.e. district). But the
Mountain A.S.S.R. was abolished in July 1924 and the new North Ossetian
Autonomous Oblast was created.
Ossetian historical lands were divided into two administrative regions, but
both were many decades a part of one subject of international law – the
U.S.S.R. Only after collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 Ossetian regions
were divided between two new states – Russia and Georgia. But it is quite
new era in the long history of Ossetians.
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THE EASTERN BORDERS OF THE EU: SOME
CONTRADICTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES.
REMARKS ABOUT COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT
CASE-STUDIES: THE FINNO-RUSSIAN BORDER IN KARELIA
AND THE LITHUANIAN-BYELORUSSIAN BORDER

1. INTRODUCTION
The European Union’s eastern border has created a new divide in Europe,
related to many problems, contradictions and consequences. The removal of
internal borders within the EU and the opening of a common market were
accompanied by a continuous strengthening and by an increasing importance
of external borders: it is difficult to deny that the enlargement produced
automatically a renewed cleavage between the two “Europe”.
When the Berlin wall was torn down, the right for free movement of
people was celebrated everywhere. After that, controlling the movement of
people has been the most developed part of the EU politics. The enlargement
rooted the EU’s Eastern border deep into the territory of the former Soviet
Union, in the Baltic region, and reached states that are still in the process of
institution-building.
As the new external border of the EU is becoming increasingly more
scrutinized, it contributes to the disruption of long-standing economic and
social relationships in the cross-border regions, and ultimately a new
dividing line between the “ins” and “outs” of the integration process. It adds
to the complexity of the EU, changes its profile, reaches new neighbours. It
divides Europe, with the “other” Europe being either anxious to get in, or
feeling excluded. The eastern border is also a contributor to the identity
definition of those on both sides of the border, but the new eastern border is
also perceived as the source of some of the main security threats to the EU
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and non-traditional concerns emanating from Eastern and Southern Europe
caused growing anxiety in the EU. The perceived “security deficit” has
increased the impermeability of the EU’s external border. As a result, this
border has been further strengthened and even militarized since 2003, but the
restrictive border policy may at the same time undermine the headline goal of
European foreign policy: the continent-wide stability. The management of
these borders will have a significant impact on the stability of the rest of
Europe, which finds itself outside the EU, as well as on the internal security
of those who are inside and on the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion.
Following the recent waves of eastward enlargement (in May, 2004;
Romania and Bulgaria, January, 2007), in tandem with the French, and
Dutch “No” votes on the Constitutional Treaty and with the Irish “No” vote
on the Lisbon Treaty, the EU now confronts the limits of territorial
enlargement and has shifted focus towards the management of its newly
contiguous “outside”.
As embodied in new policy domains such as the European Neighbourhood Initiative (ENPI), or “Wider Europe”, such a shift augurs an
unprecedented vast and complex relationship with its external borderlands, as
problems of migration and repatriation, drug-and people-trafficking, arms
smuggling and other security risks must now be addressed across the length
and breadth of the EU’s outer frontier rather than merely through bilateral
agreement. This has provoked debate on the efficacy of ‘soft’ versus ‘hard’
borders.
Borders and border regions are particularly revealing places for political
and geographical research, especially in the present era of the growth of
“supra-state” regions such as the EU. Much of the pertinent literature
suggests that banned territorial units are declining. Such prepositions raise
a series of questions concerning the effective decline of the border of the EU.
But the significance of borders derives from the importance of territoriality
as an organizing principle of political life. In fact, the result of this renewed
border regime has been an intensified closing, fortifying and policing of the
external borders of the European Union.
But is a strengthen border of the EU necessary? Actually there are many
kinds of border regions in Europe and a lot of differences between closed
borders (like the border between Slovenia and Croatia or between Lithuania
and Belarus) and a relatively open ones (like the European, Karelian border
between Finland and Russia), which allows more permeability and flexibility
in establishing transborder co-operation and the mobility across the barriers.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTRADICTIONS
OF THE CONTEMPORARY EU BORDER
While globalization encourages the free movement of capital, goods and
services, there is no government that has a policy for free movement of
persons. Most governments are intervening in this potentially free movement
of persons through policies of border controls, admission, administration and
regulation. This is also the case in the European Union even if in the world
there is a multiplication of types of border and an increase in their
complexities and contradictions. Over time, but especially since the opening
of the internal market, the European Union has ‘modernized’ its immigration
policies, specifically focusing on asylum, fighting illegal migration, and
extending European migration policy onto countries of origin and transit.
Moreover, development aid is increasingly tied to agreements obligating to
take back illegal migrants, and non-EU states are being encouraged to control
emigration more firmly. Furthermore, as part of the European Neighbourhood Program (ENP), practically all countries bordering the European Union
are financially sponsored to reinforce their border controls.
The reunification of Germany was a border shift on a grand scale.
Contemporary forms of globalization have begun to unsettle or reconfigure
the state-centric system. But border change in the former sense of reviving
old borders has been a spectacular feature of the Soviet Empire and this form
of border change has no immediate implications for altering the location of
state borders and to produce a devaluation vis-à-vis the borders of supranational entities such as the EU. In fact, the capacity to organize space and
cross-border relationships and linkages remains a key to power in the
contemporary global system and the “real territorial world” is characterized
by exclusionary territorial borders and is inhabited by physical persons who
live in a space which strongly separates them.
Cross-border regions, (with a high degree of convergence in the crossborder economic relationships, social and political problems) have grown in
number and importance in Europe, but they may have a cultural, economic
unity incongruent with state or EU borders or even may be the border that
divides them. The drawing of any given state or of “supra-national” border
represents an arbitration and simplification of complex political and geopolitical problems, especially on the Eastern European border. Closer critical
scrutiny of borders challenges their reification and reveals them as far from
simple. Instead they appear inherently contradictory, problematic, multifaceted.
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The word “frontier” is itself historically charged, both as space of
opportunity and self-reinvention, but also in the experience of earlier rounds
of overseas European imperial expansion. As such, the European frontier has
also traditionally been a site of paradox and contradiction, a laboratory where
the supposedly universal values of Enlightenment modernity and civilization
founder and must be rethought anew. The impact of globalization on
Europe’s borders is clearly manifested in the challenges for Europe awaiting
it at its outer frontier, conceived not so much as a physical dividing line
separating Europe from non-Europe but as a sinuous, undulating zone of
contact, resistance and unplanned hybridism from where we may be able to
capture the transformation of the EU as a political project from its margins.
Borders are filters with highly variable degrees of permeability or
porosity. Borders look inwards and outwards: they simultaneously unify and
divide, include and exclude. They are coercive, disabling and limiting,
including and excluding many people against their will (Anderson and
O’Dowd, 1999, p. 596). But borders and border regions display many
dimensions of difference, inequality and asymmetry. They vary widely in
terms of their history, geography, symbolism and permeability.
The EU border is actually a delimitation and an institutionalization of
territorial borders by a supranational institution, an external power. It
involves directly the acceptance of existing territorial entities and makes the
difference between administrative (coercive) and voluntary, spontaneous
regions. Territoriality is a specific spatial strategy that influences and control
resources and people in a delimited area. About the time of the French
Revolution, demarcated boundaries became limits of legal, fiscal, administrative, economic, and political spaces, thus regulating transborder flows of
goods, capital, and people. It is a form of enforcement that works also by
controlling access into and out of specified areas (Sack, 1986, p. 21–34).
First of all, it needs to be constantly maintained and politically reproduced
through particular practices and propaganda which emphasize “the other”. It
simplifies issues of control and gives relationships of power a greater
tangibility and appearance of permanence. Territoriality, as a modern
phenomenon, necessarily is related to the borders. But although a very
simple and efficient form of control, the border is arbitrarily divisive and
disruptive of social processes, particularly in the regions divided by the
border.
The EU’s borders appear inherently contradictory, problematical and
multifaceted. They are barriers to the “outside world”, protective and
imprisoning areas of opportunity and/or insecurity, zones of contact and/or
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conflict, of co-operation and/or competition, of ambivalent identities and/or
the aggressive assertion of difference (Anderson and O’Dowd, 1999, p. 595).
The growing coordination of more restrictive immigration and political
asylum policies within the European Union testifies to the continuing
significance of territorial borders as a means of exerting power and control
(Bunyan, 1993; Miles and Thranhardt 1995) even within supra-state regions
like the EU. A putative “Europe Without Frontiers” (the European version of
the “borderless” ideology), is nowadays in a strong contrast with real
political tendencies towards a new Fortress Europe.
A multiplication of other types of political entities in the contemporary
world, suggests a corresponding multiplication of types of borders and an
increase in their complexities and contradictions. But the EU is an evident
continuation of the historical and political logic of the modern boundary
State.
The “supra-State” character of the EU is not enough to make different that
unification between states, founded in Maastricht than other all unifications
that used modern borders as an instrument of building of territory. The EU’s
eastern border seems a particular form of mark of territoriality used by
governments to control resources and peoples, by making the bounded
territory the primary focus of economic, and political identification for
citizens. The evolution of European borders made barriers and built a truly
“fortress” that is now an instrument of economic and political protection and
created a “spatial container”, whether towards South or East.
After the revolution of 1989 the institutional Europe needed deep changes
of her Raumstruktur, based on different spatial criteria; in fact kept a
“protective” conception of the border, of bipolar kind, that can be at the
highest degree shifted (enlargement), but not changed in its nature.
The nowadays conformation of “Eurocomunitarian” borders1 is characterized by rigid border law enforcement, borders controls (Andreas, 2003, p.
78) and obstacles to the cross-border mobility. These aspects of border,
impedes spontaneous processes of integration between regions and
neighbouring countries, oversimplifies and distorts social realities on the
border. Even though the EU is based on rhetorical arguments on the opening
of borders and of “borderless Europe”, as a prevailing of exaltation of
benefits of European free trade, it remains closed within barriers that were
recently reinforced and justified with contradictory arguments.

1

About the permanence of this border, see also Newman and Paasi (1998, p. 199)
and Andreas (2003).
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The integration of the EU continues to develop because of processes of
“othering”2 towards other Europeans, establishing the border in an area
where strong borders break historical, cultural and economic ties (Małowist,
1973, p. 10). Moreover, borders need to be constantly maintained and
socially-reproduced through particular practices and discourses which
emphasize “the other” (Anderson and O’Dowd, 1999; Paasi, 1999). Even the
creation of a strong political European identity is seen as dependent on strong
borders that “cut away” a large part of Europeans.
What still separates the “two Europes” maintain the aspect of a modern
state border. Its “exclusive” and “expulsive” character, its impermeability, its
function of rigid delimitation of space and “perimetral” barrage, its
superposing to existing state borders, often based on the “right of conquest”
(violence) and generated by wars and moving of populations (Strassoldo,
1982, p. 259), demonstrate their surely not “post-modern” nature. Even
though some scholar claim external borders of the EU as “undefined external
boundaries” (Wallace, 1999, p. 519), these borders in post cold-war have had
a clear function of barrier and not of a frontier: they have braked migrations
and transborder interactions, exchange between the East and the West,
blocking the passage of productive factors, becoming direct cause of
degradation in the regional context on the borders and of tensions between
neighbouring countries, between “included” and “excluded”, stimulating still
conflicts, as these in former Yugoslavia (Batt and Wolczuk 2001).
This macro-regional border does not resemble the limes of Rome, nor the
medieval marche or frontier, generated by the complex tissue of historic
Europe and created by the “trans-territoriality” that distinguished it.3 The
‘linear border’ is a very recent historic reality, characteristic of rigid
territorial systems, and has not the function of “filter” but that of “enclosure”
(Jackson, 1994, p. 9; Newman and Paasi, 1998, p. 197). The completely
modern characteristic of new EU's external border appear by the attempt to
separate between internal law and order of the Innenraum and the dimension
of outside, to which expel all the impossible to assimilate “disorder”. The
project of reinforcement of internal cohesion of the EU, typical of an
obsessive conception of political unity, reflects the logic of the modern state:
the order production into the borders and the expulsion of the disorder
outside. The borders of the EU are still characterized by a “Westphalian
memory” in the way to use the territory, new and exclusionary territorial
2

“Making others through the territorial fixing of order, is intrinsically connected to
our present image of borders” (Van Houtum and Van Naerssen,.2002, p. 134).
3
“The archetype of nonexclusive territorial rule is Medieval Europe” Ruggie (1993,
p. 149). On frontier see Barkin and Cronin (1994).
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borders as support of political unity (Badie, 1995; Reut, 2000) and
correspond to the modern idea of “territorial political exclusivity”.
The use of the territorial linear border reveals the attempt to reproduce the
“modern State model” of political unity, based on the concept that
“Europeans” may become only those who inhabit the territory of the EU.
This conception is based also on “territorial obsessions” as demonstrates the
discussion about the necessity of “territorial continuity”: it is impossible to
admit exceptions, e.g. enclaves and the territory of the EU must be
continuous, without any interruption. This obsessive conception completely
reveals the imitation of the model of the modern territorial State, even though
at “supra-state” level, where does exist a barrier rather than ‘stepping stones’
to genuine globalization (Anderson and O’Dowd, 1999, p. 600).
The EU eastern border is “parasitical”, and “subsequent” border (that
adapt itself to the subdivisions imposed by a long political and territorial
occupation) and it is “overimposed” (does not pay attention to the
characteristics of cultural sights) (Dell’Agnese, 2003, p. 77). For many years
Bruxelles pretended that candidate States transformed the border into a more
rigid barrier, using the funds given to this aim: otherwise the political
“centre” did not let them to enter the Union based on a precise and continue
territory.
This territorial conception caused through the years an ‘involution’ of the
border4 and rendered the borders “impermeable”, letting fall institutionalized
Europe into the so-called “territorial trap” (Dell’Agnese, 2003, p. 77).
It was the same conception of the creation (already in the Cold War
period) of a big self-sufficient, autarchic economic area, closed by a customary and boundary belt, correspondent to the ideal of the “Fichtian”
geschlossene Handelsstaat (a political territorial, closed and mercantilist
area). The reasons of this border must then be searched, in a variant of the
contemporary Welfare State too, that is in fact the base of the EU: the so
called “European social model”. It is a specific “resources redistributing”
political system, that needs rigid excluding borders, precise limits of “duties
of solidarity”, even though these are limits of exclusive political origin which
are completely arbitrary. The functionalist logic that directed the construction
of the nowadays EU at the beginning tried to use the market as a factor of
unification, distributing the existing resources on the territory of member
states with transfers among areas differing in level of development.

4

On this concept, see Sussi E. in AA.VV. (1973, p. 136).
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In order to save the model of the European Welfare State it was necessary
to use the instrument of territorial borders. As a matter of fact, the welfare
model is one of the columns supporting the EU’s eastern border and it is
linked to an economy based on the “trap of territoriality” that shows itself in
a “wealth enclosure” (Van Houtum, 2002). This kind of political aggregation
mix the model of interventionist (and distributor of wealth) state with the
concepts of nationality and of citizenship and produces a sort of “welfare
chauvinism”.
The process of enlargement was thought as an acquisition of contiguous
territories, excluding “anomalies” (enclaves) and enclosed by linear
territorial borders imposing asymmetrical relations. By the way, while the
border between members of the Union transform into “contact zone”, these
“external” become “barriers”, hampering the circulation of goods, labour
force, know-how and engaging legal, ideological, of police (Andreas, 2003),
fiscal and control functions, characteristic of a border of a modern State
(Guichonnet and Raffestin, 1974).
What is it about? These are not frontiers separating outskirt areas (Ratti
and Reichman, 1993, p. 56–57), but physical institutionalized borders
braking moves, interactions, personal intercourses (Kamann, 1993, p. 78). In
this conception of border lies an evident “territorial obsession” based on the
model of modern State. But it is an obsession that strongly contrasts with the
characteristics of the modern State logic, of Eastern Europe and its history.
In fact, new “one way barriers” have been created, easier to cross in one
way than in the other, asymmetrical, violating the international principle of
reciprocity and justified still with contradictory and “anti-historical”
arguments. Development of the spontaneous process of rebirth of a porous
border, as contact and trade zone toward the East and the Balkans appeared
not only as possible, but as necessary in the early 1990’s (see Layard et al.,
1992). Instead, during the last 15 years it has been opposed to a long,
artificial process of tightening that produced an “involution” of the border,
which became at the beginning of this decade military reinforcement,
entrusted to special units, financed by Bruxelles, made rigid and sealed by
a system of visas, reinforced by the Schengen curtain, pretending the
coincidence between political attachment and territory.
The spontaneous cross-border mobility has been broken by barriers, by
new walls of a real fortress, that contrast with the globalization process. The
barriers represented by nowadays European borders are based, by the way,
on a true and real obsession of security, fed by politicians and mass-media
that present the border as necessary in order keep away uncontrollable
phenomena, as well as persons who could alter the European labour market.
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All this neglected real facts that the influx of immigrants from the East
have been very reduced. The rhetoric supporting the redistributive politics of
Welfare, the politics of closure, has for about 20 years insisted on “dangers”
of immigration from the East and on security of the EU, identifying crossborder trade and cross-border mobility with the import of criminality, illegal
traffic, even terrorism (non-traditional phenomena and territorially unbound
threats) provoking the request of even more closures, reinforcing the
ideological justification of separation between “the two Europes” (inherited
from the Cold War) and hiding the fact that the closure of European border in
the East is the most responsible of depression and political and economic
stagnation, of disintegration of countries beyond the border.

3. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE “HARDENING”
OF THE EU’S EASTERN BORDER
The new eastern border of “Europe of Bruxelles” has many consequences,
above all economic and political but involves future security risks, for
Europe too. The most evident problems are those determined by the fracture,
created by the border, of complementary regional areas and of consequent
degradation of regional contest, because of devastation of spontaneous bonds
of transborder co-operation.
The stop of the circulation of persons, of goods and capitals, then,
overexposed to this problem and contributes to worsen it. The European
“new-protectionism” tariff barriers and customs are sources of very deep
problems for people remaining beyond the border and contribute to break
historical bounds or spontaneous contacts. Moreover, these problems could
tomorrow produce tensions that can feed regional insecurity. All this is in
contradiction with the International Law, according to which border appears
as a factor of security and normalization.
In the Balkans the EU has created a border that for citizens of former
Yugoslavia was not so tight during the Cold War period: in fact even in that
period they could travel to Central and Western Europe without visas (see
Batt and Wolczuk, 2002).
The EU’s programs for the regions beyond the border, before and after the
start of the European Neighborood Policy (ENP) that became not very
effective, due to the new, rigid policy of visas, mask only the reality of the
rigid closure of borders, even of those that used to be more permeable
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(Andreas, 2003). Moreover, the ENP does not guarantee at all results that
could be obtained through bilateral agreements among countries entering the
EU and their eastern neighbours too, through special visa regimes (free or
multiple).
The political consequences of the border are very evident. Countries
excluded by the enlargement struggle with all serious problems of
modernisation, disorder and political instability, populist and authoritarian
regimes (Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova), dictatorial tendencies (Beichelt,
2004, p. 113–132).
These political systems are affected by bureaucratic exploitation, social
disintegration, organized criminality, state property of the land. Old
oligarchies and obsolete structures flourish on economic stagnation and, as in
the belt of former western Soviet Republics, on the relapse into bounds of
Stalinist “interdependence”, of crisis, deep underdevelopment.
The stiffening of old borders that are inheritance of military conquests or
of decisions taken in international Conferences can only produce reciprocal
accusations between states, hampering co-operation, interpersonal and
cultural relations between neighbours living together for ages. The new
external EU’s border paralyzed contacts at the “people-to-people” level, the
subregional co-operative networks, necessary to the surviving of border
populations (Pavliuk, 1997, p. 54). The increasingly more strict UE visas
policy prevents the “excluded” from believing in the EU declarations (voiced
in 2003) of support for the co-operation and exchange between countries
“included” and “excluded” by the Union (Batt, 2002).
The Union appears indifferent and often incompetent on border questions.
For a long time it has required from the candidate countries not to have
ethnic or national problems on their borders. Breaking spontaneous transborder relations, Europe of Bruxelles has aimed only to extend its territory.
The existence of barriers, of filters continually renewed by “strategists of
border control” (Andreas, 2003) rises the sense of segregation of excluded
populations, the perception to be part of different reality (Kamann, 1993, p.
92) and the potential revolt against “included” European Countries.
“External” border of the EU changed economic spaces, paralyzed
transborder co-operation, braked economic transborder activity, impeded
cultural, interpersonal relations (with the rigid system of compulsory visas),
cancelled the complementarity effects of labour market (Steiner and Sturn,
1993, p. 350). Borders negatively affect regional economies by splitting
economic regions and by increasing transaction costs (Anderson and
O’Dowd, 1999, p. 597). The strategy of border closure implies economic
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effects of middle and long period for “included” as for “excluded” alike5.
The access of the new members to the common market deprive the
“excluded” of occasions of exchange, because of elevated custom barriers
introduced on their borders. Moreover, European protectionism, using the
border, damages the prevalent agricultural economies of Eastern European
regions beyond the border, braking the development. Commerce with
separated by European border countries suffers from barrier effects and these
economic activities cannot contribute to create economic wealth. The new
EU’s barriers stop foreign investment and export, fundamental for the growth
of the developing countries. Especially small countries that suffered from the
reduction of their internal market, had an extreme need to open outwards, to
avoid stagnation and decline (Pavliuk, 1997, p. 52; Batt and Wolczuk, 2002),
caused by high costs of autarchy.
It happens now in the former western Soviet Republics, and to most of
western Balkan countries. Moreover the developing economies more
oriented outwards, avoid more easily economic crisis and recessions. The
economic justification of these barriers does not hold: it is not clear why only
“internal” openness of the Union can yield advantages, while beyond these
borders it would be disadvantageous. The reality is that the border depends
only on political justification, based on the political principle of “exclusivity”. The border is thought as an effective instrument to control the relations
of “internal” and “external” market, impeding escape from political control.
So the logic of the Fichtean ideal of geschlossene Handelsstaat is totally
reproduced. Doing so, however, the political “internal” integration paralyzes
the economic one, really European.
The enlargement to the East has been done with the intention to create in
Europe security and stability, economic development and co-operation. But
de facto barriers risk to feed a spiral of insecurity and to freeze deep
disparities in Europe. Economic and commercial rubs too, can transform into
causes of incomprehension and of political contrasts.
The fracture between “two Europes” is not eliminated by the process of
enlargement that pretends to solve the problems of European security
through Schengen rules, by renewed European cleavage. The difficulty of
cross-borders contacts potentially means a deepening of minorities problems.
Centrifugal processes and interregional tensions can rise very fast. Former
5

“Boundary changes often reduce or fragment the complementary market areas […]
Changes in boundary lines not only acts as a new barriers, but they also create new gaps
in the market networks where none may have existed before”. See Giaoutzi, Suarez-Villa
and Stratigea (1993, p. 113).
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western Soviet Republics (Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus), risk to be involved
again in the still living post-Soviet dependences, with the consequent loss of
independence. The borders, at the same time zones of uncertainty and
security (Sibley, 1995, p. 183), can provoke polarisation and instability when
they are very rigid and impermeable. Then, even though it is argued the
opposite, the borders become not effective towards prominent “non-State”
and “territorially unbound” threats (Andreas, 2003, p. 80–81); the barriers as
an instrument of territorial exclusion, of border policing, not only become
ineffective, but can worsen these problems which are believed to be solved.
Trying to expel “disorder”, the EU border can feed it.
There is an evident contradiction: the conception of EU’s borders provoke
the impossibility to extend them more towards the East. The nowadays
conception insists on the “security deficit”, continue to urge for an
enforcement of eastern external borders of the EU, but it is clear that the
inclusion of large territories e.g. Ukraine or Belarus, with no clear borders in
the East, make impossible to manage a border thought as a cordon sanitaire.

4. SOME REMARKS ABOUT TWO DIFFERENT CASE-STUDIES:
THE FINNO-RUSSIAN BORDER IN KARELIA
AND THE LITHUANIAN-BYELORUSSIAN BORDER
4.1. The Finno-Russian border in Karelia
Even if local particularities of the border, either political, economic, social
or cultural, can only be understood in terms of wider conceptualizations, and
understanding a contemporary border or border region demands some
theoretical contextualization, also empirical case studies are important in
order to understand the reality of the border. As Western Europe moves
towards more transparency in territorial divisions, the situation in East and
Central Europe was in the last ten years increasingly marked by more
barriers. The tightening of the borders and immigration laws have raised new
problems for ethnically mixed communities settled in the borderland
territories and have distorted some of the reforms. Nevertheless the meanings
of boundaries are not constant but may change substantially according to
social and political situations (Paasi, 1999, p. 671). Every state border, every
border region, is unique. Their meanings and significance can vary
dramatically over space and time. Borders and their associated regions
require localized study (Anderson and O’Dowd, 1999, p. 594).
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Even though the border between Finland and Russia is the longest that
European Union has in common with the remaining of the Soviet empire and
the political importance of this border raised in the 1995 with the access of
Finland into the EU, many zones of this border are not characterized
nowadays by barriers but by a “porosity”. In certain points today it even
resembles a “frontier”.
This fact reflects not only good relations between Finland and Russia, but
also the possibilities that relations between the two countries could include
some compromises concerning exigencies imposed by the European border
(Pennanen, 2008). Moreover, Finland has tried for a long time to play a role
of bridge between the UE and Russia, promoting the interests of the EU and
a European foreign policy towards Russia. But respecting these interests
comported to respect conditions imposed by Bruxelles, among others about
the rigidity of the border, and gained in Russia label of rigid border guard of
the EU.
Finland is not the only eastern flank of the EU bordering with Russia. In
fact, after the entry of the Baltic States there are more critical borders. This
fact permits a less rigid surveillance (despite Finland not being a NATO
member state), that results in the permeability of some border sectors.
The programs of transborder co-operation have already convinced Finland
to spend over one billion euros for the revival of neighbouring regions in
Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union. In 2007 these funds were
severely reduced (funds have in part been used to teach farmers and ranchers
new techniques, like how to grow strawberries and harvest cabbage), which
had heavy consequences for Karelia. Co-operation between border regions
will determine development of agriculture, traffic and education. In the
future, the funds are expected to be increasingly spent for environmental
projects that will beneficial for Finland as well.
The Finno-Russian border is one of the best-equipped sectors of Russia’s
state border. There are nine international border crossing points, and more
than 6 million people cross the border every year. Border crossings are open
to public travel. One of them has recently been open for public use because
of a dramatic increase in the traffic at the existing border crossings. This is
due in large part to special, friendly relationship between Finland and Russia.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union traffic of people between the two
countries has increased enormously. The two most used border stations are
Vaalimaa and Naujamaa which are located relatively close to one another in
the south-eastern part of the country.
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Finland has four rail border crossings with Russia. The busiest of them is
Vainikkala; the other border crossings – Imatrankoski, Niirala and Vartius –
have so far mainly served Finland’s import traffic. There are three passenger
trains and up to 24 freight trains crossing the Finnish-Russian border in both
directions every day. The importance of the Vartius crossing is growing
because of the new direct connection being built on the Russian side to the
Murmansk main line and to the Komi/Archangelsk region. But most
remarkable is the case of Sortavala and Imatra/Svetogorsk twin city initiative
with their formal and informal economic and political links that represent at
the same time an example of a permeable border and of interaction. The
policy of visas between Russia and Finland, reinforced in the 2000 to answer
to the requirements of EU, become nowadays not sustainable anymore.
Finland wants now visa exemptions with Russia, because this country is
nowadays among the countries issuing most visas to Russians. Only in the
period between January and May 2008, the country’s General Consulate in
S. Petersburg has issued about 190,000 visas to Russians, which is means 45
percent increase compared to 20076. In is not surprising that Minister of
Foreign Affairs Alexander Stubb says Finland should work for visa
exemptions between Finland and Russia and that free trade and visa
exemptions between the EU and Russia would also benefit the development
of Russia’s democracy. He added that the EU’s visa policy should not be
based on prejudices7.
Also Poland and Sweden tried in 2008 to negotiate visa-free travel, free
trade zones for services and agricultural products and strategic partnership
agreements with countries in the region, beyond the EU’s border. The
Murmansk Oblast for instance, is one of the Russian regions most engaged in
international co-operation. The region’s legislative assembly made an
important step towards political co-operation with neighbouring Norway and
the Norwegian region of Kirkenes in order to defend environment,

6

The consulate has employed additional workers to try to deal with the backlog of
applications, and says it handles a couple thousand applications every day. According to
Finnish Consulate Pauli Kivinen, the flood of applications seen last Christmas has
continued throughout this year. Applicants are forced to wait up to five weeks for their
papers to be processed. Kivinen estimates the Finnish Consulate in St. Petersburg will
process over 600,000 visas in 2008. Last year, the consulate sorted through 450,000
applications – which was also an all time high.
7
Visa Exemptions Beneficial to Finland and Russia, in:
http://www.yle.fi/news/id91613.html, published 2008. 05. 24.
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indigenous peoples and facilitated cross-border travel8. Even local administrative bodies strive to develop international co-operation. Both the Russian
and Norwegian parts of the region are likely to experience an increasing need
for shared information and political rapprochement following the quick
industrialization and internationalization of the Barents Sea. Murmansk
Oblast, located next to Norway and Finland, has over the last 20 years been
firmly engaged in international co-operation with its western neighbor
through the Barents Co-operation.
Trade and economic co-operation constitutes a solid foundation of
bilateral relations between Russia and Finland9. Cross-border interaction
between Russia and Finland since 1990 has grown to a major degree (number
of crossings and trade) and nowadays there are many signs of new cross-border political and economic dynamics. The Republic of Karelia has for its
part actively contributed to eliminate problems related to the border.
Throughout the 1990s, the leadership of the Republic set the priority to
develop cross-border co-operation with Finland (Joenniemi, 2008, p. 137).
The border at Svetogorsk/Imatra is very different from the other borders
of the EU in the East. Permeable in a one-way, it is characterized by many
forms of co-operation among people living on the border, by economic
contacts and mutually advantageous relations. In the twin towns of
Svetogorsk/Imatra Finnish people cross the border to buy fuel in Russia,
because it is less expensive, while Russians go to Imatra to work, coming
back to Russia at the evening10.

8

Regionale politikere samlet I Murmansk, in: http://www.barents.no/konferanse-forregionale-politikere-fra-nord-norge-og-murmansk-fylke-4491216-41098.html, published
2008. 06. 20.
9
In 2007 the Russian-Finnish trade grew by 8% compared to the year before,
amounting to 15.1 billion euros. Russia ranks second among Finland’s most important
trade partners after Germany. One of the priority spheres of the Russian-Finnish
partnership is the co-operation in the neighbouring areas, which is based on the
intergovernmental agreement on the Murmansk Oblast, the Republic of Karelia,
Petersburg and the Leningrad Region concluded in 1992. Hundreds of joint projects have
been realized within the framework of the neighbouring area co-operation enhancing the
quality of people’s life on both sides of the border.
10
Local inhabitants often have long terms visas which allow them to go shopping to
Russia, where gas and cigarettes are cheaper. Increasing interaction can also be seen in
mixed marriages between Finns and Russians (Paasi, 1999, p. 678).
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Fig. 1. Finland-Russia border crossing points
Source: Author’s own elaboration

Even if the close proximity of the border affects local communities on
both sides in a very concrete way, because Imatra is located on the outer
border of the European Union, in these points of Russian-Finnish border the
process of “involution” of the border did not occur. Imatra is a small town
with a population of 30,000 located close to the Russian border. Just beyond
this division of the world’s second biggest poverty gap (right after the border
of Mexico and USA) is located the small town, Svetogorsk with population
of only 15,000. In other words survived the idea, expressed in Finland at the
official level too, that the integral reinforcement of the EU’s border would be
destructive for Finland and would feed the political and economic stagnation
in Russia too. The importance of the convergent on economical point of view
regions on the border, with identical interests and of transborder co-operation
was not forgotten and even though the acceptance of EU’s prescription,
many points of Russian-Finnish border remained immune by forms of
“involution” of the border. The stiffening dependent on territorial strategies
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that characterized many tracts of European border to the East, did not reach
many points of European border between Finland and Russia and so showed
not only the uselessness, but the nature of brake to the potentialities that
instead has a porous frontier too, made for its nature of zone of contact and
of interaction between populations. Moreover, also on the European border
that goes through the Baltic, the importance of region-wide and sub-regional,
as well as local and bilateral co-operation, cannot be emphasized too much.
Nowadays, even regarding labour market issues, Finland is trying do develop
and to take in consideration, often in contrast with the EU, trends linked to
the labour market of the northern area. The labour market and the connected
question of welfare system are the main reasons which influence the EU
strong border and free movement of labour has been the issue that has given
most cause for doubts concerning EU enlargement in Finland and elsewhere.
Processes of migration within and from outside the Baltic Sea States
remains too important for the development of the region and Finland
promoted the Baltic Sea region as a focus of identity that has long historical
roots and connections are essential for creating and strengthening civic
societies within the countries around the Baltic Rim, and for overcoming
socio-economic fault lines. But Finland’s vision for regional co-operation
extends beyond that. A mutually productive relationship between an enlarged
Union and Russia is the core ambition in Finland's initiative for the Northern
Dimension. Even after the next enlargement of the EU, assistance and joint
efforts in regional co-operation between Finland and Russia, will maintain
their significance. The Finnish authorities responsible for border management have created a system of co-operation with their Russian counterparts
which other EU countries can use as a model. Especially economic priorities
strive to open up borders and permit freer movement of goods, capitals and
people11, even if security issues and territorial control continue to make this
border a relatively closed one. Border surveillance has become increasingly
technical and effective (even if less visible) and the border after the Finland
accession into the EU was strictly controlled. But the effort to create co-operation with Russia is not just a matter of economy but also one of
security policy (Paasi, 1999, p. 672).
Nevertheless, the evident result of such a practice of the border has been
the positive habit of Russian authority towards the closures on the Russian
side, too. The Russian ambassador in Finland promises that formalities at the
11

Friendships have grown up between Finnish and Russian families in Karelia (Paasi
1999, p. 678).
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Finnish-Russian border will be erased during the next three to four years12.
The presence of several control agencies at the border would be reduced, and
in the future only the border guard and customs agents would work at the
border – as is the case in Finland. But even the new security policy is
affected by forms of spontaneous de-territorialization.
Naturally, with NATO countries the discourse cannot be the same,
particularly with the Baltic States, where exist too many problems of
minorities, and NATO bases dislocated on their territory. But it is evident
that the normalization of transborder co-operation as this occurred between
Russia and Finland, has played a relevant role in the perception and in the
future planning of the border.
4.2. The Lithuanian-Belarusian border
The case of the Lithuanian-Belarusian border is first of all a typical
example of historical regions divided by the borders, because of four centuries of common living together in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Foreign ministries of Lithuania and Belarus exchanged notes on June 19th
2008, confirming the demarcation of borders between the two countries. The
demarcation process was launched in 1996 and in 2005 was signed the
agreement in Grodno. In 2007 the two countries signed a final protocol and
other documents, which were later approved by the two countries’
governments. The Belarusian-Lithuanian border is 679 km (421 miles) long,
of which 380 km (236 miles) runs across land and 299 km (186 miles) across
water. Under Article 35 of 2003 Act of Accession, a temporary instrument
called the Schengen Facility was created to support Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia between 1 May 2004 and
the end of 2006 to finance actions at the new EU’s external borders for the
implementation of the Schengen acquis and external border control (€ 961
million). The Schengen Facility has been used for actions related mainly to
investments in operating equipment and border infrastructure at the EU’s
external border, upgrading of diplomatic and consular representations,

12

Russian Ambassador promises easier border crossing procedures, in: “Helsingin
Sanomat”, http://www.hs.fi/english/article/, published 2008.07.22. As noted A. Paasi
(1999, p. 675): “Russians are more or less forced to seek contacts with the Wes, and
Finland is their nearest western neighbour”.
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preparations for the Schengen Information System (SIS II) and Visa Information System (VIS), operational and language training.
The border between the two countries is nowadays very tight. It is highly
inadvisable to cross it without necessary documents. A fence is also built in
some places. Lithuanians have towers to control the border and equipments
for nocturne infrared view; most part of equipments were given by Finnish.
By night many try to cross the border, either for smuggling or for economic
reasons.
Lithuanian proposals to offer free visas to the Belarusians multiplied in
the last years, but it clashes with EU rules borders of Schengen regime. Some
researcher noted that neither the Soviet Union reached to create a barrier
between Lithuania and Belarus during the siege of Lithuania, after the
declaration of independence, nor the EU will be able to maintain it. Historical ties between the two countries are too strong.
Transborder programs for the conservation of natural resources in sensible
areas of naturalist point of view13 between Lithuania and Belarus and
between Lithuania and Russia are particularly necessary. But the new
European border makes implementation of these programs difficult.
However, until recently, Belarus-Lithuania relations remained in the
shadow of the official relations between Minsk and Moscow, and only after
the presidential elections in 2006 and the changes in the international context
did relations between the two neighbouring countries became more dynamic
and gained more importance for Belarus. The policy of Belarus towards
Lithuania differs considerably from its policy towards the EU, and the policy
of Lithuania towards Belarus is somewhat different than the attitude of the
entire EU towards Minsk. Unlike political relations in 2002–2006, the
13

The main problem is naturally the dispute on the high level of pollution of the
Nemen river. But recently also a scandal on the level of nature protection occurred, due
to the forest beavers. The beavers cut down several tens of trees and built a dam on the
Kotra River where the state border lies. The Byelorussian specialists from the nature
protection ministry accused the Lithuanian beavers of having done that. Ecologists from
Vilnius retorted their beavers could not have made that dam. The argument has been
going on for two weeks about the beavers’ “citizenship”. In the mean time, the beavers
are going on building and the dam is threatening to flood the territories of the both states.
Differently from Belarus, beavers are still protected in Lithuania. Their quantity is not
controlled there and actually no one knows the total number of beavers living there.
According to the officials from nature protection ministry, the beavers always build
dams at summer season. However, it has been the first time when the dam was made to
the entire width of the river. In the mean time, the Belarusian agencies still have not
come to an agreement about how the problem is to be to solved and at whose expense.
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development of economic co-operation between the two countries was fairly
rapid. From 2002 to 2006 trade between Lithuania and Belarus grew 1.6
times. In 2006 the volume of transportation of Belarusian cargo through the
territory of Lithuania totalled 4,515 million tons, an increase of 29.1%
compared to the data for 2005. In the economic sphere, relations were built
on the basis of pragmatic co-operation strengthened by mutual interest in the
transit of Belarusian goods through the territory of Lithuania, and the
increasing intensity of business contacts. The 2006–2007 period in
Lithuanian-Belarusian economic relations is characterised by the overall
growth of trade volumes, an increase in the transit of Belarusian goods
through the territory of Lithuania, and intensification of business contacts.
The expansion of economic co-operation was both the result and the driving
force of the overall improvement of Belarus-Lithuania relations.

Fig. 2. Transborder regions at the EU’s border
Source: Author’s own elaboration
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Nevertheless, the level of political contacts of the neighbouring countries
remained fairly poor, which can be explained both by Lithuania’s need to
coordinate its foreign policy activities with NATO and the EU member
states, and by Belarus’ internal policy trends directed towards self-isolation
of the state from Euro-Atlantic structures. Considerable restrictions on
Lithuanian-Belarusian political relations are imposed by Minsk’s perception
of Lithuania as a foreign policy actor highly dependent on Brussels and
Washington, and therefore unable to form balance of power in the region the
way such balance is projected by Belarusian authorities.
Recently Belarusian authorities positively evaluated the fact that
Lithuania voted against expulsion of Belarus from the EU’s Generalised
System of Preferences14. The gradual normalisation of Lithuanian-Belarusian
relations is also evidenced by the goodwill gestures on the part of Minsk
officials, which would have been barely possible or absolutely impossible
prior to that. This process allows to hope for a gradual intensification of
political relations between Lithuania and Belarus, especially taking into
consideration the interest of both countries in the closer co-operation and
joint implementation of regional projects. Improvement of Belarus-Lithuania
relations constitutes part of a larger scale process of rapprochement of
Belarus with the EU and the search for a dialogue between Minsk and
Brussels, in which Lithuania got the role of mediator.
The same applies to Belarus’ relation with Ukraine, which is also viewed
as a mediator in Belarus’ contacts with the West15. But the accelerated
completion of demarcation of the Lithuanian-Belarusian border (this is the
first eastern border of the EU on which the works of demarcation have been
completed) and the signing of all related documents, has created a lot of
obstacles to this spontaneous process.

14

An important signal that made Belarusian authorities change their policies towards
Lithuania was the statement made by the Lithuanian Ambassador E. Bagdonas,
regarding his country’s intention to become an advocate of Belarus in the European
Union. Lithuania has promised to become the “advocate” of Belarus in the EU:
http://worldnews.org. ua/news34392.html , 10.10.2007.
15
It was especially the issues of transit and diversification of energy resource supply
that became the cornerstone of the Belarusian foreign policy after presidential elections
in 2006. The need to diversify the supply of hydrocarbon resources to Belarus
determines the interest of Minsk in the implementation of joint transit projects with
Lithuania and Ukraine.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The expansion of the EU has involved a redrawing of the boundaries and
relationships between the EU and its eastern neighbours. Some places of the
EU’s eastern border are much weaker than others and it is important to
understand why it happens, and what are its consequences. Instead of
becoming redundant in a ‘borderless’ world, the increasing complexity,
differentiation and contradictions of the EU’s eastern border make research
on borders very relevant in order to explain the political reality of nowadays
Europe.
In 2004 Brussels welcomed ten new members which had once belonged
to the former “Soviet external Empire” and worked out the concept of
European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). This strategic framework setting up
a specific EU policy agenda for both the southern and the eastern neighbours
of the Union, however did not provide prospects regarding access to the EU.
Even if the EU wishes to promote close neighbourly relationships on its
eastern borders, the perceived security problems posed by the proposed
softening of borders has led to a paradigm of exclusion and greater control of
these borders. More inclusionary initiatives towards the EU eastern
neighbours, have had a marginal impact (Debardeleben, 2005). In many
cases EU’s eastern borders are less porous than in the 1989–1993 period.
Along the border, controls and surveillance will not be loosened but, at least
for now, intensified: it is a border with no prospects of disappearing. The
hardening of borders in the name of security acts to reinforce the division
between “insiders” and “outsiders” and may cause difficulties in the
relationship between the EU and its neighbours and opportunities for new
relations are not easy to realize. But in Eastern Europe is growing up
nowadays the necessity of a deeper co-operation, including a visa-free
regime, a free trade zone for services and agricultural products, an increasing
level of people-to-people contacts, as well as closer co-operation in transport
infrastructure. The increasing transnational flows of capital, goods, services,
labour and information have generated a growing need for border-crossing
mechanisms.
The post-enlargement policies of rigid border law enforcement and border
control, breaking the cross-border mobility, contribute instead to deepen the
problem of the EU’s border impermeability, devastating for the living
together in Europe. Reducing and resolving (or partly resolving) the
contradictions generally requires opening the gateways and reducing the
“barrier functions” of the border (Anderson and O’Dowd, 1999, p. 596).
The rising of pressures towards the development of continuous
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spontaneous cross-border contacts (Polish initiatives toward Eastern
European countries, or Finnish initiatives in Karelia), confirms the existence
of a push toward the recovery of optimal dimensions of co-operation, above
all on the economic plan, that not coincides anymore with that dictated by
harshly territorial political aggregations. In the contemporary age, the needs
of productions and of trade tend to find satisfaction in different areas than
“national”. That coincidence between economic and political administrative
spaces, given for sure for a long time, will be not rigid as in the past.
Because it is impossible, with the nowadays EU’s political structures, that
the Union could enlarge beyond the territorial dimensions that have today,
the “strait-jacked” of rigid borders and in ever ‘involution’ could become in
the near future not sustainable and could be broken. The territorial rigidity
creates a cage that the populations are unlikely to stand, trying on the
contrary to establish other contacts.
The problems created by the border between the “two Europes” make it
actually not sustainable. It is probable that spontaneous relations and contacts
of cross-border mobility and of transborder co-operation, very visible in
some sections of the border, showing their efficacy could cause “imitation
effects” in less porous areas. It is not a case that the consciousness of
excessive rigidity of barriers in the East is growing in Brussels after the
Russian invasion of Georgia. Security has become precisely a reason to co-operate16.
It is necessary at least to radically rethink the possible futures of political
borders and territoriality (Anderson, 1996, pp. 133–153). Borders per se
rarely cause war, but rather structure the opportunities in which conflicting
behaviour is more likely to occur. But the border between Western and
Eastern Europe can become dangerous, if the EU and NATO expansion
eastward goes on without guarantees for the countries of the East and the
South-East of the continent. A new security arrangement in Europe
contrasting NATO-Europe with a Russian-dominated security zone might

16

See P. Joenniemi (2008), p. 130. Recently it was thought in Brussels to eliminate
totally the sanctions to Belarus. The Lithuanian minister of Foreign Affairs, P.
Vajtiekunas, has underlined the necessity to rise the economic relations with Ukraine,
Belarus, Moldova and Caucasus. It was said the borders with Ukraine and Belarus are
too rigid and that it needed immediate openness, most of all economic. He made
pressures to ease the possibility of Byelorussians to obtain visas. The deep damages
provoked to Lithuania by the rigid border with Belarus are evident, especially in its
southern part.
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dampen hostilities within the blocs but magnify the probability of confrontation between them.
EU’s external border limits the range of people-to-people contacts across
the border and establish a self-other hierarchy between ‘insiders’ and
‘outsiders’ that tends to reproduce conflictive identity patterns in border
conflict areas (Diez, Albert and Stetter, 2008, p. 235). Instead of a so rigid
construction that today comprehends a half of Europe excluding the other,
urges to go forward in the history a Europe more flexible, less politicized and
addressed outwards, made by great regions definite in geo-economic terms,
without rigid borders but variable and by regional institutions changing in the
time, ruled by laws and agreements made along the local needs and not
dictated by far and hierarchic sovereign institutions.
The continental political Union is still thought as a “territorial macro-State”, confined within rigid borders. This is an old conception, that
nowadays can only provoke serious problems and deep contrasts, especially
in Eastern Europe.
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THE BOUNDARIES OF THE HOLY LAND
– PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
1. INTRODUCTION
Palestine, Eretz-Israel, Israel, Terra Santa, the Holy Land, all these names
were given to a stretch of land situated on the shore of the Mediterranean
Sea. For the last two thousands years this piece of land has been of crucial
importance for the world history. The recent Arab-Israeli conflict, which
rages over the last one hundred years, is but the last episode of long struggle,
which has marked the history of that area. One of the main issues is the
delimitation of Palestine, a process that began about 160 years ago but is still
far from completion. The history of this process is the subject of this essay.

2. THE ESSENCE OF ERETZ-ISRAEL PALESTINE
For a long time, Palestine was a geographic and historical concept rooted
in historical consciousness rather than a defined territory lying within clear
geographical boundaries or stable political borders. With the exception of the
Mediterranean Sea, there are no geographical limits based on prominent
topographical features that delimit Palestine within the larger region in which
it is situated. In most periods the borders hinged upon the outcome of a
struggle between world powers for control over the entire region; in some
cases political and cultural frontiers divided the country internally, while in
other occasions the land in its entirety became a part of a much larger
political unit. Only for brief periods was the area under the uniform control
of its residents.
The Jewish name Eretz-Israel appears in the Bible (I Samuel 13:19), while
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the name Palestine, which came from the old name Pleshet (Palasta in
Roman usage) gained wide currency. The Roman emperor Hadrian
endeavored to quash Jewish nationalism after a revolt, which took place in
135 AD. Thereby he rebuilt the ruined city Jerusalem as a pagan city, called
Aelia Capitolina, while the name Palaestina or Provincia Syria Palaestina
was used for Eretz Israel, in an attempt to eradicate any trace of Judaism in
the Land (Biger, 1989).
Since the era of the Crusades in the twelfth century, Palestine has not been
an independent state and every attempt at political definition has merely been
an administrative convenience. For four hundreds years, prior to World War
I, Palestine, or Filistin as it was known to its rulers and the local inhabitants,
was not even a separated administrative sub-division of the Ottoman Empire.
The term Filistin appeared on official maps (Atlas Ottoman Empire, Paris
1845), and was used in official documents, but it did not relate to any clearly
identifiable area. The Ottomans did not reconstitute the Pre-Crusade Arab
district of Filistin and the area was divided among major provinces the
capitals of which were outside Palestine (e.g. Beirut or Damascus). Only in
the second half of the nineteenth century was the southern part of Palestine
organized as a detached district. Bounded by the Jaffa–Jericho line in the
north, the Jordan River in the east and the Dead Sea – Rafa line in the south,
this was called the El-Quds (the Holy) (Jerusalem) district and its governor
was responsible directly to the supreme authority in Istanbul. The area north
of Jerusalem district was part of the Beirut province; the area east of the
Jordan River was part of the Damascus province, and the area south of
Jerusalem district was part of the Hedjaz province which extended into Sinai
Peninsula (A handbook of Syria, 1920). None of the areas mentioned above
carried the name of Filistin.
Interest in its political definition grew after the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire at the end of the First World War and ever since the problem has
been a political rather than a geographical issue. Previously, Jewish settlers
and politicians, European boundary-makers, British, Jewish, French and
Arab politicians, all had different territorial ideas of Palestine. Based on
general encyclopedias published before the First World War a national
perception could be worked out but, the more descriptions are read, the more
confused a reader becomes (Biger, 1981). But even though the descriptions
differed, the area of agreement was still considerable. The area in question
covered some 26,000 sq. km. and was bounded in the north by the lower
Litany (Qassamiye) River and in the north-east and the southern foot of the
Mount Hermon; the eastern line was either the Jordan River or the line some
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kilometers to the east; the southern line ran from the Arnon River (Wadi Al
Mujib), through the southern point of the Dead Sea and Beer Shiva,
westward to the mouth of Wadi Gaza. This is very differing from the modern
political definition of Palestine, which was evolved during the last 160 years,
but mainly after World War I.

3. THE DELIMITATION PROCESS
The process of delimitation the boundaries of modern Palestine-Israel can
be divided into three main stages:
– the outside political delimitation,
– the forced delimitation,
– the internal diplomatic delimitation.

3.1. The outside political delimitation
This stage, which took place between 1841 and 1947, was the period
when alien nations and international institute delimited the boundaries of the
discussed area. Many political actors, the Ottoman Empire, Mohammed Ali –
the founder of modern Egypt, the British Empire, the French government,
and the United Nations, all were involved in the delimitation process. The
will of the local population was never discussed at this stage, which was
marked by diplomatic negotiation.
The first act, which marked a boundary line in the vicinity of Palestine,
occurred in the first half of the nineteenth century. At the end of 1831, an
Egyptian army unit, commanded by Ibrahim Pasha (stepson of Mohammed
Ali, the then Ottoman delegate to Egypt) invaded Palestine and Syria. For
eight years, Egypt’s northern boundary passed near the Taurus Mountains
until the intervention of European powers in the dispute between Mohammed
Ali and the Sultan. The outcome of this military move was the evacuation of
the Egyptians army from both Syria and Palestine and the agreement signed
in 1840 between the Sultan and Mohammed Ali, known as the London
Agreement. Under its terms, Mohammed Ali renounced his rule over Syria
and Palestine. In return he received from the Sultan a Firman (an imperial
decree) conferring upon him the right to govern Egypt, a right granted to him
and his offspring “in all Egyptian territories included in the boundaries
designated on the map send by the great Vizier”.
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The map depicted for the first time the designation of Egypt’s political
boundaries, thus defining a line between Egypt and Palestine for the first
time. The map shows quite clearly the delimitation line, which passed at
Sinai Peninsula. It starts at the city of Suez and runs northeastward toward
Palestine. It stops some distance from the Mediterranean shore, in a point
between today’s Rafh and Khan Yunis. From there a line runs toward the
sea, northward while another line runs eastward, toward the Dead Sea. Thus
it marks a shore south-north boundary line between Palestine and Egypt and
a long east-west line between Palestine and the province of Hedjaz. Thus in
the year 1840 Palestine for the first time appeared on a political map – a map
which is a part of an official agreement on boundaries. This agreement was
done between an Egyptian ruler and the Ottoman Sultan without any
involvement of the local inhabitants (Biger, 1982).
The second time a boundary was delimited in that area in 1906. This came
after the British established themselves in Egypt in 1882. The British consul
to Egypt, Evelyn Bering (later Lord Cromer) found the 1840 line is reaching
the south entrance of the Suez Canal (opened in 1869) thus giving the
Ottoman Empire the ability to control and attack the ships passing there.
Cromer tried to convince the British government that the situation represents
a threat to the British Empire, which should asked for removing the line
eastward. Only in 1906 Cromer succeed in his aim and the British
government asked the Ottoman to place the boundary line on the Rafa–
Aqaba line. The Ottoman refused but under threat of war against Britain they
agreed to remove the boundary eastward, toward the Rafa–Taba (not Aqaba)
line. It was agreed that the line is not a boundary line between Egypt and the
Ottoman Empire but “an administrative separating line” between the
province of Hedjaz and the district of El Quds (Jerusalem) on one side and
Sinai on the other side (Hurwitz, 1984). Although there was no mention of
Palestine in that agreement, the line established in 1906 is the oldest
boundary line of today’s Israel. It was adopted in 1919 as the southwestern
boundary line between British Palestine and Egypt, and as an outcome of the
Israel-Egypt peace talk, in late 1979; it was adopted as the boundary line
between Israel and Egypt.
Those two southwestern lines of Palestine were established not as a part
of a delimitation process of Palestine as a whole, which took place only after
the First World War.
The events of this War brought Britain into Palestine, after the Allied
forces, led by General Allenby, conquered Palestine in 1917–1918. In 1915,
during the war, the British promised the Arabs, who helped them, an
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independent state stretching along all the Arab land held by Turkey, except
the area “West of the districts of Aleppo, Hama, Homs and Damascus”
which, according to the British, did not included Palestine. The Arab version
of that promise tells about the area “west of Aleppo, Hama, Homs and
Damascus” which meant that Palestine was included in the area that was
promised to the Arabs (Kedourie, 1969). One year later, in 1916, Britain and
France signed the Sykes-Picot Agreement, in which the area which is now
Palestine was divided into several parts. The area north of a line running
from the northwestern shore of the Sea of Galilee toward the shore of the
Mediterranean Sea north of Acre (the Blue Area) was allocated to France.
The area east of the Jordan River, north of the Yarmuk River (Area A) was
allocated for an independent Arab State influenced by France. The cities of
Haifa and Acre along with the surrounding area (the Red area) were allocated
to Britain. The area east of the Jordan River, south of the Yarmuk River
(Area B, which also included the area south of Dead Sea–Rafh line) was
allocated to an independence Arab state influenced by Britain. Central
Palestine (the Brown area) was to be ruled by a multinational regime,
composed of representatives of France, Britain, Russia, Italy and the Arabs
(Nevakivi, 1969). A year later, in 1917, Britain promised the Zionist
Organization that it “view with favor the establishment in Palestine of
a National Home for the Jewish people” (The Balfour Declaration) (Friedman, 1973).
When the War was ended, all of those promises were submitted to the
victorious nations. The newly established League of Nations, decided, on
April 24, 1920, to give Britain a mandate over Palestine (and Mesopotamia –
Iraq) while giving France a mandate over Syria and Lebanon. Britain and
France had to decide where to place boundaries in the Middle East: Britain
had to delimit the boundary between Palestine and Mesopotamia, while
France had to delimit the one between Syria and Lebanon.
Britain decided to adopt the 1906 line as the boundary line between Egypt
and Palestine (Kliot, 1987). A line running from a point three miles west of
Aqaba, on the shore of the Gulf of Aqaba, along the center of Wadi Araba,
the Dead Sea, the Jordan River to its confluence with the Yarmuk River, and
in the Yarmuk River up to the Syrian Boundary, was established as the
eastern boundary of Palestine. It separated Palestine (and the Jewish National
Home) from the newly created Transjordan ruled by the Emir Abdullah. This
line never served as a boundary for any independent government that ruled in
Palestine.
Britain was free to delimit the southwestern and the eastern boundary
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according to its needs and decisions, as it ruled both sides of the border area.
This was not the case in the northern area, where Britain confronted France
in establishing a boundary line. The northern boundary of Palestine was
a section of the line that marked the French and the British Mandate areas in
the Middle East. The negotiations concerning the course of that boundary
lasted for about 5 years, and were concluded by a treaty signed in March
1923 (Agreement, 1923). The line runs, taking into consideration the local
village boundaries (Biger, 2002), eastward from the Ras el Naqura ridge on
the Mediterranean shore then runs northward to include in Palestine the
Jewish settlement of Metula and the source of the Jordan River. Then it runs
southward, parallel to the Jordan River, down to the Sea of Galilee. The line
runs along its Eastern Shore, about 10 meters east from the shore. From the
middle of the Eastern Shore it runs southeastward, thus leaving in Palestine
an area stretching up to El-Hama, on the Yarmuk River.
Since 1923 Palestine, for the first time in modern history, was defined as
a political-territorial unit, separated from the surrounding area. British
Palestine, with an area of about 27,000 sq. km. represents what the whole
world accepted as Palestine. All former boundaries (except the Jewish
Rabbinate law boundaries) are seen now as historical traces, unrelated to the
actual issue of delimitation of that area.

3.2. The partition of Palestine
Britain held the idea of establishing a Jewish state in Palestine but the
local Arab population has never accepted this idea. A series of confrontations
with the British regime led the British Government to propose, in 1937, to
divide Palestine into a Jewish and an Arab state, keeping for itself the holy
cities of Jerusalem and Bethlehem and a corridor to the Mediterranean Sea
(Katz, 1998). This idea was accepted by the Jews (who suggested another
division line), but was rejected by the Arabs. Even though, the idea never
died and one may look at the history of Palestine and the Jewish-Arab
struggle in Palestine-Israel as a struggle for a more fair course of the line.
The 1937–1938 division lines and few other suggestions marked the 10year long period between 1937 and 1947 in Palestine. As all those suggestions were of little avail in February 1947 Britain submitted the Palestine
issue to the United Nation. On November 29,1947 the general assembly of
the United Nations adopted resolution 181, which called for establishing in
Palestine two states, a Jewish one and an Arab one, leaving the cities of
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Jerusalem and Bethlehem as a “corpus separatum” under a UN administration.
This resolution ended the first period of borders delimitation in modern
Palestine, a period in which decisions depended on alien powers.
As previously, the Jewish world accepted this resolution whereas the
Arabs refused it and a war broke between the Jews and the Arab in Palestine.
The war was later continued when Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan, Iraq and
Egypt attacked the newly created State of Israel in spring 1948. This war of
1948 (the independence war of Israel) opened the second stage of boundary
marking in that area.
The Arab armies were defeated in the 1948 war and the newly established
state not only survived the attack but also succeeded in enlarging its territory.
British Palestine was divided, according the 1949 armistice agreements
between Israel and its surrounding countries, into three areas. The State of
Israel added some areas to the area allocated to her by the UN, originally
meant for the Arab State, which has never been established. Thus, the area of
Israel was about 20,770 sq. km. Transjordan occupied the West Bank, an
area allocated to the Arab State, which, according to this act, changed its
name into Jordan. The Egyptian army occupied the Gaza Strip, which was
also allocated to the Arab State. As the armistices lines were marked on maps
with a green pencil they were named “the Green Lines” (Newman, 1995).
That boundary basically conformed, with some modification, to the line
along which the armies stood at the day of cease-fire. Thus, the course of the
border was determined by military events. Local needs, geographical
considerations and other reasons which are usually analyzed in delimitation
of international boundaries were never discussed as both side saw it as
a temporary line, to be replace shortly by a permanent boundary. However, it
was not the case and the guns were used once more in the process of
boundary delimitation. In June 1967, another war between Israel and the
surrounding Arab world took place. Israel took over the Sinai Peninsula and
the Gaza Strip from Egypt, the Golan Height from Syria and the West Bank
from Jordan. Thus, new lines were established in this area after the cease-fire
(Biger, 1995).
In October 1973 Syria and Egypt tried to attack Israel in order to regain
their territory but, after some initial successes, Israel enlarged again its area,
taking the land west of the Suez Canal and in the vicinity of Damascus. This
war marked the end of the second stage, in which the boundary lines were
dictated by force rather then by diplomatic negotiations.
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3.3. The Third Stage – bilateral diplomatic
boundary negotiation
The year 1977 marked a new era in the history of the Middle East.
President Sadat of Egypt visited Israel and a diplomatic negotiation for
achieving a peace treaty began. In the Camp David Agreement Israel agreed
to cede Sinai Peninsula to Egypt, establishing the mandatory boundary
between Egypt and Palestine as the international boundary between Israel
and Egypt. This was the first time that Israel has got a recognized
international boundary, which was an outcome of diplomatic negotiation.
This led to the 1994 peace agreement between Israel and Jordan, in which the
mandatory boundary between Palestine and Transjordan was established,
with some modification, as the international boundary between Israel and
Jordan (State of Israel 1994). An attempt was done in January 2000 to
achieve a peace agreement between Israel and Syria, but it failed, as both
sides could not agree on the shape of the international boundary between
them.
Even though the unrest never finished. In 1982 Israel invaded Lebanon,
occupying the area to the north up to Beirut. It took Israel about 18 years to
withdraw from Lebanon but no peace agreement was established. The line,
which separated Israel and Lebanon, is officially the line of the withdrawal
of Israeli forces, agreed upon between Israel and the United Nation, without
the involvement of the government of Lebanon.

4. THE INTERNAL PROBLEM BETWEEN ISRAEL
AND THE PALESTINIANS
The Palestinian Arabs, who refused to accept the 1947 UN resolution,
organized themselves in the Palestinian Liberation Organization and from
1967 (actually even earlier) fight for independence in former Palestine. On
the other side, Israel occupied the West Bank and Gaza Strip. More then
400,000 Israeli Jews built new settlements in the larger Jerusalem area, the
West Bank and Gaza Strip. Two rounds of talk between Israel and the
Palestinian Authorities, held in the 1990s (Government of Israel, 1994) and
2000, never achieved any final resolution. Basically, there are three main
viewpoints on the solution of the problem. Some Israelis claim a Jewish State
all over former British Palestine. Some Palestinians want the same area to be
an Arab State. Most agreed for the establishing of two states in the area of
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Former British Palestine, a Jewish one and an Arab one. The main problem is
the delimitation of the boundary. Solving this problem can bring an end to
this long-lasting conflict.
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FAMILIARITY WITH THE BASQUE LANGUAGE
AMONG INHABITANTS OF FRENCH AND SPANISH
PART OF THE BASQUE COUNTRY
1. INTRODUCTION
The Basque Country, also called Euskadi or Vascondagaz by its native
inhabitants, is a region divided by the state border of France and Spain.
Ethnic and cultural autonomy of its inhabitants clearly differentiates it from
the surrounding areas. The Euskadi people constitute one of the greatest
anthropological and ethnological mystery of the continent and the world
(Lardizabal, 2002). Despite the fact that they have been living in the territory
of the contemporary Basque Country since the ancient times, their feeling of
national autonomy was born at the end of the 19th century. In the course of
the turbulent 20th century, this feeling gave rise to a strong impulse to fight
for independence during the Franco’s rule and also later, which resulted in
establishment of the armed organisation of ETA, which, however, is not
supported by many Basques (Woodworth, 2001).
The most distinct aspect of the Basque culture and tradition is the Basque
language (Euskara). This language best identifies the members of this ethnic
group, which is confirmed by the fact that the sole name “Basque” originally
used to refer to people who spoke Euskara. The Basque language has no
close relatives. Certain common features between grammatical structures are
noticed solely with respect to some languages from the so-called Caucasian
family. This similarity is often recalled by the followers of a hypothesis
about the origin of Basque people, according to which they came to the
Iberian Peninsula from the East, and more precisely from the Caucasus
region (Lardizabal, 2002).
The first written texts in this language appeared in the 16th century;
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however, until the middle of the 20th century, the Basque language did not
have a single uniform structure and as many as eight different dialects were
distinguished. Currently, command of the language is not common among
the inhabitants of the Basque country; it is best preserved by people living in
mountainous areas and in the countryside. Notwithstanding, it is not a language on the way to extinction – a major part of the region’s inhabitants can
still use it, and an even larger number of people can understand the Euskara.
The Basque Country is cut by Spain-France state border and is composed
of three major administration units. Due to such divisions ethnic and cultural
identity as well as the command of the Basque language varies in different
parts of the region. Bearing in mind these circumstances, this study has the
following objectives:
1) providing a general characteristic of the Basque Country;
2) analysis of legal regulations concerning the usage the Basque language;
3) presenting differences in the command of the Basque language and
attitude to this language exhibited by the inhabitants of individual parts of the
Basque country.
These analyses are meant to identify which part of the Basque Country
has the strongest feeling of national autonomy expressed by the knowledge
of the Basque language and care for its preservation.

2. THE BASQUE COUNTRY
The history of the Basque people is inseparably linked with the sea. Their
main activity has always been construction of ships and sailing. Proximity of
the sea resulted in the fact that many Basque people travelled far and wide,
therefore the Country Basque yielded many conquistadors and missionaries
(Dobkowski, 2002). The history of Basque political independence is
approximately seven centuries old. Between 824 and 1512 an independent
state existed (initially known as the Duchy of Vasconia, later transformed
into the Kingdom of Navarre). With the establishment of united Spain
(Lardizabal, 2002) at the turn of the 15th century, Basque independence was
brought to an end and the Basque Country was incorporated into Spain. Only
in the 20th century the country enjoyed political autonomy for one year
(1936–1937). However, as a result of numerous repressions and persecutions
on the part of Franco authorities, the Basque people lost their independence,
which subsequently contributed to the emergence of Basque armed group
ETA (Euskadi Ta Askatasuna, i.e. the Basque Country and Freedom). In
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October 1979, as a result of a referendum, Spanish Vasconia regained
autonomy (Boniface, 1999), which increased the wave of Basque nationalism
put into practice by ETA fighters. They operated in the Spanish section of the
Basque Country only, whereas the French section, free from armed activities,
became the place of their refuge. Despite the decreasing level of aggression
on the part of ETA fighters and adoption of a more diplomatic strategy of
action, the Basque issue in Spain has not been solved until today.

Fig. 1. Administrative division of the Basque Country
Source: Authors’ based on Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006
(www.euskadi.euskara.net)

The contemporary Euskadi is an area of approx. 20,500,000 square
kilometres, located at the border of Spain and France, squeezed in between
the Bay of Biscay and the Pyrenees. The Spanish part is definitely larger, it
has approx. 17,500,000 square kilometres or 85% of the entire territory of the
Basque Country. Disregarding the division into the Spanish and French
section, the entire analysed area is divided administratively into three main
sections. These are: the Northern Basque Country (comprising smaller
administrative units or sub-regions: Lapurdi, Nafarroa Beherta and Zuberoa)
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located in the French territory; Navarre (the Autonomous Community of
Navarre) constituting the Spanish section and most important part from the
point of view of separatist Basque objectives: the Basque Autonomous
Community, abbreviated as the BAC (divided into the following sub-regions:
Bizkaia, Gipuzkoa and Araba) forming a region with a significant level of
autonomy within the structure of the Spanish country and often identified
with the Basque Country as a whole (Fig. 1).
The Basque Country is currently inhabited by approx. 3 million people,
70% of whom live in the Basque Autonomous Community, 20% in Navarre,
and 10% in the French territories of Euskadi – the Northern Basque Country
(Tab. 1).
Table 1. Characteristics of sub-regions of the Basque Country
Area
(km2)

Population
(mln)

Capital city

Bizkaia
(esp. Vizcaya)

2,200

1.100

Bilbo
(esp. Bilbao)

Gipuzkoa
(esp. Guipúzcoa)

1,900

0.687

Donostia
(esp. San Sebastián)

Araba
(esp. Álava)

3,000

0.296

Gasteiz
(esp. Vitoria)

10,400

0.570

Iruñea
(esp. Pamplona)

Lapurdi
(fr. Labourd)

900

0.205

Baiona
(fr. Bayonne)

Zuberoa
(fr. Soule)

800

0.017

Maule-Lextarre
(fr. Mauléon-Licharre)

1,300

0.028

Donibane Garazi
(fr. Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port)

Name

Nafarroa
(esp. Navarra)

Nafarroa Beherea
(fr. Basse-Navarre)

Source: Author based on Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006:
(www.euskadi.euskara.net)

There are various differences between the regions of the Basque Country.
Particularly interesting are differences in the age structure (Fig. 2). In the
French section, the average age of the inhabitants is clearly higher in
comparison with the Spanish section, which is determined by a lower share
of young people (up to 34 years of age) and a higher percentage of people
above 50.
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Fig. 2. Age structure of people inhabiting the Basque Country according to region
Source: Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006 (www.euskadi.euskara.net)

The economic situation of the Basque Country is good. The region enjoys
steady economic development, which has been recorded for several years.
A significant problem for the Basque economy is a relatively high level of
unemployment related, to a certain extent, with decline of traditional sectors:
mining (iron ore, zinc ore and lead ore) and metallurgy (steel and non-ferrous
metals). Nowadays, a growing role of services can be observed (employment
in services amounts to approx. 60% of professionally active people),
especially tourism. Convenient location by the sea translates into important
place of trade exchange via sea ports in the Basque Country (particular
significance of the Bilbao and Pasejas harbours) (Pisarski, 2001). The
Basque society is also on a high level of development, as is confirmed by the
Human Development Index (The second great transformation. The challenge
of the innovation society, www.euskadi.net). In 2002, it amounted to 0.951
and this value was one of the highest in Europe (second after Norway). Such
high position of the Basque Country was determined, to a certain degree, by
educational situation. The inhabitants of Euskadi are characterised by very
high level of education in comparison with the inhabitants of other European
Union countries. In 2002 the percentage of people between 20–24 years of
age with at least secondary education amounted to 80.8%; in comparison, in
Spain it was 64.9%, whereas in 15 EU member states it had the average
value of 73.8% (The second great transformation. The challenge of the
innovation society, www.euskadi.net).
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3. LEGAL CONDITIONS OF USING
THE BASQUE LANGUAGE
According to the European language typology, applied in European
institutions, the Basque language is included in the group of the so-called
less used languages; more specifically languages of national minorities
which do not have their own national states along with the Breton and the
Frisian language (Wrocławska and Zieniukowska, 2003).
As mentioned before, the Basque Country comprises three autonomous
regions and due to this, there is no single legal framework for using the
Euskara language. On the state level, it is regulated by Spanish and French
constitutions, whereas on the regional level, the important documents which
determine the rights of the Basque-speaking people in the regions on the
Spanish side of the border are also the Basque Country Status of Autonomy
and the Basque Language Law.
In each of the three parts of the Basque Country, legal conditions for
using the Euskara language are different (Legal scope of language rights,
www.euskadi.euskara.net). In the Basque Autonomous Community, the
Euskara is considered an official language, along with Spanish, which is
determined by Art. 3 of the Spanish Constitution of 1978. Art. 6 of the
Basque Country Status of Autonomy also refers to this issue:
Basque, the native language of the Basque people, will be, as will Spanish, an
official language in the Basque Country, and all its inhabitants will have the right to
speak and use both languages.

Therefore, it has the same status as Spanish, and the Basque-speaking
inhabitants have exactly the same rights as the Spanish-speaking inhabitants.
In Navarre, the Basque language is considered partly official, which
means that it is official in the Basque-speaking part of the region (comprising
56 communes). According to Art. 5 of the Basque Language Law, Navarre
comprises a Basque-speaking section (56 communes), whereas Art. 3 of the
same document stipulates that public persons should not allow discrimination
of any persons on the basis of language he/she uses. On the other hand, Art. 8
regulates the issue of names: proper names in the region should be provided
in both languages, whereas in the Basque section, the official name should be
in the Basque language with the exception of situations when it sounds
differently in Spanish – in such a case, both names should be given. Persons
living in the Basque-speaking part of Navarre have a right to receive
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education in Basque or in Spanish, on the same level of education (Art. 1 of
the Basque Language Law:
2. Essential aims of this law are: […] c) To guarantee the use and teaching of the
Basque language in accordance with the principals of voluntary and gradual
incorporation and respect, and the sociolinguistic situation of Navarre.

On the other hand, Art. 19 of the Basque Language Law stipulates:
All citizens have the right to receive an education in Basque and Spanish at the
different educational levels, under the terms established in the following chapters.

Apart from the right to education, the inhabitants of Navarre personally
select the language in which they want to communicate with the Public
Administration pursuant to Art. 6 of the Basque Language Law. Moreover,
the inhabitants of the Basque-speaking zone are also vested with other rights,
such as to receive official administrative notifications solely in the Basque
language if they requested such a form, or to receive documents of this type
in both languages.
In the mixed zone (48 communes) and the non-Basque part of Navarre
(the remaining communes), the Basque language does not have the status of
an official language. However, in the mixed zone, all its inhabitants have the
right to use either Spanish or Basque in contacts with public administration
of Navarre, and the region’s authorities are required to establish a certain
number of positions which will be taken up by people who can speak the
Basque language. These obligations do not apply to the non-Basque section.
The issue of education in the two listed zones (mixed and non-Basque) is
regulated by Art. 26 of the Basque Language Law, which stipulates:
Teaching in Basque will be supported and, where appropriate, funded either
totally or partially by the public authorities with the aim of promoting and fostering
the language, in accordance with demand.

The Basque language is not official in the Northern Basque Country,
which is administratively and politically subject to the French department of
the Atlantic Pyrenees. This status in the analysed region results primarily
from Art. 1 of the French Constitution, which stipulates that the language of
the French Republic is French. The French Constitution determines exactly
that French language is the fundamental element of national identity. The
French Constitution does not permit any other official language. None of the
languages of ethnic minorities in France is considered official by the French
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Government; the Corsicans have won most rights with respect to this issue
(the Corsican language is taught in primary schools on the island). In relation
with the fact that Basque has the status of a non-official language in the
French section of the Basque Country, it has no significance in official
institutions from the legal point of view, whereas Basque-speaking citizens
of France do not have any additional rights in the light of the French law
(Legal scope of language rights, www.euskadi.euskara.net).

4. DIFFERENCES IN KNOWLEDGE
OF THE BASQUE LANGUAGE
The Basque Country does not constitute a cohesive territory managed by
authorities residing in a capital city. Various administrations and different
status of the Basque language in the different parts of the Basque Country
result in the fact that knowledge of the language among the inhabitants of
these regions is not uniform. However, location within the borders of various
regions is not the only factor which influences differences in knowledge of
the language; such elements as age of the inhabitants and the fact which of
the languages is their native language are also important. Analyses which are
presented below have been prepared on the basis of the Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006 (Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006, www.euskadi.
euskara.net).

4.1. Command of the Basque language depending
on the age of inhabitants
The age structure in regions of the Basque Country is correlated with
linguistic competencies of their inhabitants. In regions located in the territory
of Spain, an increase of these competencies is observed in younger age
groups, whereas in the French zone, the command of the Basque language is
more common among elderly people. Bilingualism (understood as a capability to speak both Basque and Spanish/French fluently), is more common in
the Basque Autonomous Community in all age categories above 50 years of
age, whereas in Navarre among people older than 35. In the Northern Basque
Country, the highest share of people who are fully bilingual was noted
among people who are 65 or older (over 30% of people in this age category
are fully bilingual); however, it has to be noted that since 2001, an increase
has been observed in the number of people using Basque next to French
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among people between 16 and 24 (from 3,200 in 2001 to 4,700 in 2006 or
12.2% and 16.1% respectively).
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Fig. 3. Linguistic competencies in relation to age in the regions of the Basque Country:
A – Basque Autonomous Community, B – Navarre, C – Northern Basque Country
Source: Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006 (www.euskadi.euskara.net)

Generally, the number of Basque-speaking persons among people from
the youngest age category is on increase, which is a positive trend from the
point of view of Basque aspirations to preserve cultural and national autonomy.
Another tendency which has been observed for all the regions is an
increase in the share of passive bilingual people (i.e. people who understand
Basque, but who cannot speak it fluently) in almost all age groups in 2006 in
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comparison with 2001. It is interesting that in the case of BAC, a drop in
passive bilinguals is observed among people between 16 and 24 years of age
in comparison with people between 24–34 years of age; however, this drop is
compensated by an increase in the share of fully bilingual people. Therefore,
BAC is characterised by exceptionally intensive improvement of linguistic
competencies in the youngest group of examined persons.
It is interesting to note changes in the share of people who are fully
bilingual in different parts of the Basque Country between 1991 and 2006
(Fig. 4). In Navarre, the share of bilinguals remained stabilised at approx.
10% throughout the entire analysed period – only a slight increase was noted
after 2001. In the French section, where the share of bilingual people
dropped from 28% at the beginning of the 1990’s down to 22.5% within next
15 years. in the Basque Autonomous Community the share of bilingual
people increased from 24.1% to 30.1%.
% of population
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1991

1996

2001

2006

Basque Autonomous Community
Northern Basque Country
Navarre

Fig. 4. Changes in the share of fully bilingual people in the regions
of the Basque Country between 1991 and 2006.
Source: Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006 (www.euskadi.euskara.net)

4.2. Self-Evaluation of Linguistic Competencies
of Bilingual People
Taking into account these inhabitants of Euskadi who speak Basque and
Spanish/ French fluently, three types of linguistic competencies have been
distinguished, depending on the self-evaluation of the inhabitants with
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respect to the knowledge of both languages. The first one comprises people
who are more familiar with Basque (more Basque), the second are people
with equal command of both languages (balanced), whereas the third one
includes people who are less familiar with Basque in comparison to Spanish
or French (less Basque).

Fig. 5. Self-evaluation of linguistic competencies of bilingual
people in the regions of the Basque Country
Source: Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006 (www.euskadi.euskara.net)

Among all inhabitants of the Basque Country who speak two languages
fluently (including Basque), people whose knowledge of Basque is poorer
than knowledge of a second language (i.e. less Basque) (38.9% of all the
inhabitants of Euskadi) are dominant. The share of the two remaining groups
is almost identical – in the case of more Basque it constitutes 30.7%, whereas
people who determine their knowledge of both languages on a similar level
(balanced) – 30.3%.
The highest share of people who speak Basque best (Fig. 5) is recorded in
the Basque Autonomous Community (almost 1/3 of all bilinguals), whereas
the lowest in the Northern Basque Country (approx. 1/4). On the other hand,
Navarre constitutes the part of Euskadi where fluency in Basque seems to be
lowest. Here, as many as 44.2% of bilinguals know Basque worse than
Spanish.
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4.3. Native Language of the Inhabitants of Euskadi
An important issue from the point of view of ethnic affiliation of the
inhabitants is not only the ability to speak a specific language, but first of all
which of the languages constitutes their native language. According to the
research, Basque is the native language for 16.5% of the inhabitants of
Euskadi, whereas for 4.8% it is one of the two native languages. It is
interesting to note that people using Basque as their native language
constitute the largest share in the French part of the Basque Country (21.6%
of people for whom Basque is the only native language and 6.1% of people
for whom Basque is one of the two native languages). On the other hand, in
Navarre, the percentage of such people is decidedly lower and amounts to
less than 10% of all the region’s inhabitants (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Native languages in the regions of the Basque Country
Source: Fourth Sociolinguistic Survey 2006 (www.euskadi.euskara.net)

In the Basque Country as a whole, the share of native Basque-speakers
remain high in older age groups and decreases among young generations.
However, among young people between 16–14 years of age the number of
people for whom Basque is the native language is increasing. At the regional
scale, this tendency is observed in the Basque Autonomous Community. On
the other hand, a process of strong displacement of Basque as a native
language is taking place in the French part of the region. In the age category
65-plus, Basque is the only native language for approx. 1/3 of the inhabitants, whereas for the youngest age group Basque is the native language for
less than 10% of people.
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In the entire Basque community, Basque is native language for over a half
(58%) of people speaking both languages fluently (Basque and Spanish or
French). Another 11.8% of the fully bilingual inhabitants are people with two
native languages (including Basque), whereas the remaining 30.2% are
people for whom the only native language is Spanish or French. They create
a group of people who learnt Basque at school, not at home. The share of
these people is particularly noticeable in BAC and in Navarre – in both
regions their percentage in the group of people speaking both languages
fluently exceeded 1/3, whereas it was clearly lower in the Northern Basque
Country – only 7.5%. Undoubtedly, this is related with the non-uniform legal
status of Euskara in different parts of Vasconia, and in particular with the
commonness of teaching this language in schools.

4.4. Use and Promotion of the Basque Language
In 2001, the BAC Ministry for Language Policy prepared Basque language use typology. This typology was designed for all the inhabitants of
Euskadi aged 16-plus (2,589,629 people) and referred to three spheres of
human life: home contacts, contacts with friends and formal contacts related
with public life (e.g. contacts with bank employees, social services
employees).
The research show that 9.9% of the inhabitants of the Basque country use
Basque more frequently than Spanish or French, whereas 5.4% of the
inhabitants use both languages on an equal level. Another 9.5% uses Basque
less frequently than other languages, whereas the remaining 3/4 of the
population of the Basque Country does not speak this language at all. As in
the case of previously analysed phenomena, there are also strong regional
differences. With respect to the use of Basque, clear differences are observed
among individual regions. In BAC, 18.6% of the region’s inhabitants use the
Basque language as frequently as Spanish, in the Northern Basque Country
they are 10.3%, whereas in Navarre only 5.5%. On the other hand, 11% of
the population in BAC, 12.3% in NBC and 4.1% in the Navarre region
declare less frequent use of Basque than Spanish or French. The number of
people speaking Euskara has been changing throughout the last 15 years; in
BAC, an increase in the share of such people was noted (by 3 percentage
points compared to 1991); in Navarre, practically no changes have been
observed, whereas in the Northern Basque Country a small drop was noted
(by 0.3 percentage point).
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The attitude of the inhabitants of individual regions to the promotion of
language is important from the point of view of durability of the Basque
language. Investigations indicate that the attitude of the inhabitants of the
individual regions is not equally enthusiastic. In BAC, as many as 64.7% of
inhabitants aged 16 of older support the idea of a wide promotion of Euskara
in the society. In the Northern Basque Country, the support is slightly lower
– 41.2%, whereas in Navarre only 37.7% of the inhabitants older than 16
support promotion of the Basque language. In each region, the greatest
support for promotion of the language is observed among people aged 65plus. However, in two Spanish regions, it is possible to observe a more
positive approach to actions of this type among youngest generation. Such a
situation has not been observed in the Northern Basque Country.
A definite majority of inhabitants of the three regions does not perceive
the existence of two languages as a threat (77% in BAC, 64% in Navarre and
82% in the Northern Basque Country). A definite majority of the regions’
inhabitants do not perceive any inappropriateness in teaching Basque to
children at primary schools (the greatest support for this idea is in BAC –
84%, whereas the lowest is in Navarre – 66%).

5. CONCLUSION
Preserving their culture, tradition and, first of all, language, the inhabitants of the Basque Country have survived a many centuries as a nation
(Lardizabal, 2002). Despite differences between the French and the Spanish
part of Euskadi, particularly in the legal status, the Basque people on both
sides of the border strongly feel their ethnic distinctness. Familiarity with the
Basque language represent an important factor of national identity.
Command of Basque and its popularity varies in the three regions of
Euskadi, which is largely determined by legal conditions. In the two regions
lying within the Spanish territory, it has a status of official or partially
official language. Thus Basque is taught on the same basis as Spanish and
this, in turn, contributes to transferring command of the language onto the
youngest generation. Transfer of linguistic competencies does not depend on
acquiring it at home. On the other hand, in the part located in the French
territory, the situation is completely different; the language is considered
non-official, therefore the people who use it do not have any additional
privileges with respect to the French law. Therefore teaching the Basque
depend solely on the efforts of families. Although the share Basque-speaking
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people in the Northern Basque Country is still significant, the group of
people using Euskara is systematically shrinks.
The most advantageous situation from the point of view of the Basque
feeling of ethnic autonomy is in the Basque Autonomous Community, where
Basque has the status of an official language. In this region, in the course of
the last 15 years it was possible to observe a constant increase in the share of
people who know the language fluently, and improvement of linguistic
competencies in this respect is particularly strong among young people (16–
24 years of age). In the discussed region, passing on the knowledge of the
language takes place not only in schools, but often at homes (the highest
percentage of people for whom Basque is their native language; this number
is steadily increasing). In the presented context, it is not surprising that only
20% of the region’s inhabitants use it at least as often as Spanish and this is
the highest value among the three areas that were compared.
The situation in Navarre is slightly different. Despite the fact that in
a significant part of this region, Basque has the status of an official language,
familiarity with the language among the inhabitants is lower in comparison
with the Basque Autonomous Community. This results from the fact that
a significant part of it is a zone inhabited by people who do not belong to the
Basque nation, thence the values of the indices calculated for the entire
region are low. At the same time, over the last 15 years it was possible to
observe their definite increase (i.e. increase in the number of people who are
fully bilingual, increase in the number of people whose native language is
Euskara), which testifies to the fact that in the Basque-speaking part of
Navarre, there is a clear transfer of linguistic competencies onto the youngest
generation, despite a relatively small share of Basque population in
comparison to all inhabitants of the region.
In the Northern Basque Country located within the French territory, the
percentage of people who speak Basque fluently was relatively highest at the
beginning of the 1990’s, yet in the recent years it was possible to observe
a systematic decrease in this group. Fewer people know Basque and for
fewer people Basque is a language with which they became acquainted at
home; thence the group that uses it on a daily basis is becoming smaller and
smaller. Moreover, in contrast to the regions on the Spanish side of the
border, in the Northern Basque Country there is no improvement with respect
to the youngest age categories. The fact that Basque has a status of a non-official language definitely determines this disadvantageous situation from
the point of view of Basque ethnic distinctness.
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PAST AND PRESENT OF HUTSULSHCHYNA
AS THE CARPATHIAN BORDERLAND REGION.
REMARKS ON CHANGES OF SPATIAL STRUCTURES,
ETHNO-CULTURAL SPECIFICITY AND HERITAGE
1. INTRODUCTION. ETYMOLOGY OF REGION
NAME AND INHABITANTS ORIGIN
Hutsuls are a one of several ethnographic groups of highlanders 1 who for
centuries have inhabited the Carpathian Mountains, mainly in south-western
Ukraine, but also in the northern extremity of Romania (in the areas of
Bukovina and Maramureş), as well as in Slovakia and Poland. The name of
researched region – Hutsulshchyna comes from the name of its inhabitants
(Hoszko, 1989).
There are different theories that seek to explain the etymology of the word
“Hutsul”2. Some former authors (Korzeniowski, 1843; Szuchiewicz, 1899–
1908) transposed the origin of the name Hutsul from the word “kochul”3,
which means “a nomad” or “wanderer”, in reference to semi-nomadic
lifestyle of inhabitants. Hutsuls are the group of pastoral highlanders. Still
many of them made seasonal migrations. With the advent of spring they
drove the sheep and cattle up the mountains to the alpine meadows with their
1

Hutsuls are part of larger group identified by ethnologists as Carpatho-Rusyns. The
population on both sides of the eastern Carpathians Mountains is divided into three main
ethno-cultural groups: the Lemkos, also called Ruthenians, the Boikos, and the Hutsuls.
2
Ukrainian: Гуцули, singular Гуцул; Romanian: Huţuli, singular Huţul; Polish:
Huculi or Hucułowie, singular Hucuł; Hutsul dialect: Hutsule, singular Hutsul;
alternatively spelled Huculs, Huzuls, Hutzuls, Gutsuls, Guculs, Guzuls or Gutzuls.
3
The name “hutsul” was probably a derivative of word “kochul”, which became
“kotsul” and then “hotsul” (кочули > гоцули > гуцули).
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luxuriant grasses, and when the colder autumnal days came, they returned to
the valleys, back to their homes and families (Kubijovych, 1926; Ćwiklińska,
1994). Many scholars such as Vahylevych (1839) or Hoshko (1987a)
believed that the region name is connected with the ancient Turkic Utsians
(Uzians)4 – a subtribe of the Cumans or Pechenegs. Another theory of the
origin of the word “Hutsul” worth mentioning links it to the Turkish word
“ulus”, which means people, state, country or the word “Hutsul” that means
“a horse”. It was thanks to the horses that Hutsul settlements which started to
be established in the valleys, gradually moved up the slopes. The kind of
horses is one of the sturdiest in the world, small of stature, but tireless and
requiring little to eat. It was an ideal horse for the Carpathian rigors of
orography and the severe climate conditions, so it helped the people to
survive (Podolak, 1966). There is also a version, proposed by Witwicki
(1863), according to which Hutsuls received their name from the Moravian
Grand Duke Hetsylo5 or from the name of a tribe allied with the Ostrogoths –
the Horulians (Hutsians). There are other attempts to explain the birth of this
noun. Appearance of the word “Hutsul” was connected with the personal
name “Hutsta” or the verb “hutsaty” (Kubijowych, 1984). According to the
most widespread theory, accepted by Holovatsky, Kaluzhniatsky, Ohonovsky, Krypiakevych and others (Hnatiuk, 1924; Domashevsky, 1975) the
name Hutsul comes from the Romanian hoţul/hoţ, word for robber or
brigand6. Based on the first written mention about Hutsulshchyna, Hrabec
(1950) and Hrabovetsky (1982) proposed that the name is of recent origin
and that it was originally a nickname given to the region’s inhabitants by the
neighboring Boikos.
When Hutsuls inhabited the Carpathian slopes is not exactly known to
science. There are several hypotheses concerning the origin of Hutsul
settlement. Some researchers claim that the Hutsuls formed into a separate
ethnic group as a result of several ethnic groups mixing together. Other
scientists argue that the Hutsuls are basically of Ukrainian descent with some
admixture of other bloods (Domashevsky, 2001). The pioneers of the
Romanian colonization, known as the Wallachians, have left certain traces in
4

Evolution of derivation could be following: узи > уци > уцули.
This person was confirmed by the historical sources as a brother of Rostislav
(prince of Great Moravia between 846 and 870).
6
In the Western Ukraine there appeared in the past a movement known as opryshki.
That is how the foreign landowners characterized the rebellious bands of robbers. In the
early 18th century, there is a historical information about famous Hutsul leader – Oleksa
Dovbush, which was a freedom warrior (opryshka) who fought against the Polish nobles.
5
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Hutsul life and local nomenclature. According to one of theories, Hutsuls are
descendants of Slavic tribe Ulichians, that had to leave their previous homes
near the Buh river under the pressure of Pechenegs (Magocsi and Pop, 2002).
Because of their relative geographical isolation in the mountains, they have
developed their unique culture which distinguish them from other ethnocultural groups in this part of Europe.

2. GEOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS OF LIFESTYLE, HISTORY
IN OUTLINE AND CHANGES OF SPATIAL STRUCTURES
Hutsulshchyna is a region in the south-eastern part of the Carpathian
Mountains of Galicia, Bukovyna, and Transcarpathia – the basins of the
upper Prut River, upper Suceava River, upper Bystrytsia Nadvirnianska
River, and upper Tysa River valleys (Gudowski, 1997). Geographer Kubijovych (1984) defines the territory of Hutsulshchyna as 6500 square kilometers. The region is located in the most elevated and picturesque part of the
Ukrainian Carpathians and it contains7:
– Hutsul Beskyd and part of the adjacent Gorgany Mountains;
– the Zhabie-Selietyn Depression;
– the high Svydivets and Chornohora and lower Kukul, Krynta, and
Liudova Baba mountain groups of the Polonynian Beskyd;
– the Maramureş-Bukovynian Upland, which includes the Hutsul Alps
and the Chyvchyn Mountains (Karpova, 1999).
Traditional Hutsul settlements are located mostly at the height of 500–
1000 meters above sea level. In Hutsulshchyna there is the highest mountain
of Ukraine – Hoverla (2061 meters above sea level). The climate of the area
is typical for mountain regions. Summers are warm and sunny, the average
air temperature in July is about 13–16°C. Winters are long and frosty (the
average air temperature in January is about -5°C). There are relatively strong,
south-western winds, year average precipitation is 700–1000 mm. The
climate changes with the elevation. Average temperatures in the Carpathians
are lower by 3–5 degrees than in the pre-mountain zone. Snow covers the
slopes up to five months a year (Buczynskij, Wolewacha and Korzov, 1971).
The biggest rivers are Prut, Tysa, and Cheremosh. Small rivers and streams
that create cascades and waterfalls should not be taken into consideration.
Hutsul region is the richest forest regions in Ukraine. Almost a half of the
7

From the northeast to the southwest.
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territory is covered in forests. The plain is covered with leaf-bearing forests
and the foothills – with conifer forests. Among the conifer woods there is
а lot of fir trees. There are sub-alpine pastures more than 1500 m high (Kozij,
1972).
Such climatic conditions and orography features determined the specific
lifestyle of Hutsuls. The gently sloping mountains are densely populated, and
the land there is cultivated to a considerable height owing to the moderating
climatic influence of the Black Sea and the massiveness of the ranges, which
make summers in the region warmer than in other parts of the Carpathians.
Highland pastures (polonyny) are widespread, and herding, particularly of
sheep, has traditionally been widely practiced throught the centuries
(Wielocha, 2006).
There is evidence that the territory of Hutsulshchyna, even in ancient
times, had some population and elementary culture. Archeological findings
of human existence in the region dates back 100 000 years8. There are
numerous constructions here since the Stone Age, but written documents are
almost absent (Domashevsky, 2001). The toponyms indicate that the region
was settled during the period of Kyivan Rus and the Principality of Galicia-Volhynia, between 9th and 13th centuries (Hrabec, 1950)9. The earliest
recorded mention of a settlement there (1367) is that of the salt-mining center
of Utoropy. Though, references to salt mines (Kolomyia salt region) are
found earlier, in the Galician-Volhynian Chronicle (Hensorsky, 1958)10 and
undoubtedly, they were produced near the Hutsul villages.
According to Krypiakevych (1923) after the decline of Halych State
(1340), Hutsulshchyna together with the other neighboring lands, passed to
Moldova province, under Poland’s power. But, during the 14th century, we
have no detailed informations from these lands. Many other Hutsul
settlements and monasteries are mentioned in municipal charters and land
documents beginning in the 15th century: eg., Bereziv (1412), Pystyn (1416),
Kosiv (1424), Luh (1439), Pechenizhyn (1443), Kuty (1449), Vyzhnytsia
8

Most localities (eg. Kosiv) were settled later – in the Neolithic Period (6,000–4,000
BC). Certain Carpathian kurhans excavated in the late 19th and early 20th centuries in
river valleys around Kolomyia and Kosiv revealed evidence of the Dacian culture and
the Cherniakhiv culture in this region.
9
Kniazhdvir on the Prut River, Kniazhe on the Cheremosh River, Kniazhyi Forest
near Bereziv Vyzhnii and Boiarske Pasture in Zelena.
10
Galician-Volhynian Chronicle is a medieval chronicle which consists descriptions
of events from 1201 to 1261. This is a one of most important source to the history of
southwestern Rus (today’s Western Ukraine).
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(1450), and Pniv (1454)11. One monastery was moreover mentioned in Kosiv
(in formerly village Monastyrske). It is believed that Hutsuls moved into the
Carpathian highlands between the 14th and 18th centuries (Hrabovetsky
1982). In this time local peasant were dominated and oppressed by Polish
and Hungarian nobles. They took part in the Mukha rebellion against Poland
(1490–92), and in first half of 16th century they aided the Moldavians in their
wars with the Poles. Hutsuls have participated in the Cossack-peasant
rebellion led by Severyn Nalyvaiko and Hutsul names have been found on
the lists of registered Cossacks, who fought in the war of 1648–165712. The
first written mention of Hutsuls as the ethnic group has been discovered in
a Polish document that dates to 1754 (Kubijovych, 1984)13.
From the end of the 18th century and up to 1918 Hutsulshchyna (as a part
of Galicia) was under the domination of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire.
Under Austrian rule, numerous local Hutsul uprisings against the oppressive
landowners continued; the most significant were those led or inspired by
Lukiian Kobylytsia throughout the 1840’s. Since the 19th century, there has
been the national awakening of the Hutsuls. The most significant growth of
national consciousness among the Hutsuls occurred after the rise of the
popular Ukrainian Radical Party in Galicia and Bukovyna in the 1890’s and
the establishment of the Sich Society. The end of the First World War and
a collapse of the empire, gave a chance at independence of Hutsuls 14. On 7
January 1919 a Hutsul forces drove the Hungarian garrison from Yasinia.
With the aid of a company of Sich Riflemen, it occupied Sighetul Marmaţiei
on 14–16 January, and on 5 February the Hutsul Republic was proclaimed in

11

For the first time we hear about Pechenizhyn and Klychiv, the villages in the
corner between the Prut and the Cheremosh and peasant Ivan Koli. The Rubnytsya
Rozhniv River and Rudnyky is also mentioned. Over the Cheremosh, there are the
villages of Rybno and Kuty, on which had privileges from Yahaila some Benish and
Indryx, the sons of Zhuhumonta. Between Kuty and Rubno there was a village, Zvyzhyn
or Zdvyzhyn that does not exist today. On the other side of the Cheremosh, are
Bukovynski villages, such as Banyliv, Zamoste and Mylijiv. Further on at the foot of the
mountains lies Kosiv. At first it was only a village that belonged to the state grounds.
12
There was significant uprising against the Poles in Pokutia led by Semen Vysochan
in 1654 and the siege of the Polish castle in Pniv.
13
The document says that a Hutsul woman was accused of setting fire to a landowner’s house and found guilty of arson, for which crime she was sentenced to death
and executed.
14
It is characteristic that many Hutsuls took part in the Ukrainian struggle for
Independence (1917–1920).
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Transcarpathia with the centre in the town of Yasynya15. The republic existed
to 11 June, when Rumanian army occupied this region (J. Hoszko, 1987a). In
the interwar period Hutsulshchyna was divided by the borders. Central part
of region belonged to Poland, southern and eastern part was under political
jurisdiction of Romania and western Hutsulshchyna was a part of
Czechoslovakia (Fig. 1). In 1939 the population of the Hutsul region
consisted of Ukrainians (89%), Jews (7.5%), Poles (2%), Romanians (in
Bukovyna, 0.5%), and Czechs (in Transcarpathia, 1%). Other groups:
Armenians, who played an important economic role in the region, Germans,
Hungarians and Gypsies accounted for a tiny fraction of the population
(Falkowski, 1938a)16.
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15

There was 4-member government and 42-member Hutsul Council led by Stepan
Klochurak.
16
This groups were concentrated in the small towns and the resort centers of the Prut
River valley and disappeared almost completely by the end of the Second World War.
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After the Second World War the political map of this part of Europe was
very changed. The Red Army forces occupied this area in 1945 and made it
a part of the Soviet Union. The sovietisation in this period transformed the
Hutsul’s socio-cultural landscape. Hutsuls are suffering also from the
modernization processes. The industrialization of towns made the number of
inhabitants in some towns to double or even triple and most of the
newcomers were from the rural areas, including the regions inhabited by
minorities. The policy and the economic development caused significant
lifestyle changes of the many agrarian communities, including Hutsuls
(Vlakh, 1997). Nowadays, the Hutsulshchyna belongs in majority to Ukraine
(freshly independent since 1991) and partly (in the south) to Rumania (Fig.
1). The increasing tendency of cultural consciousness among Hutsuls and
self-identity of this group as the minority (Mohytych, 1994) is observed.
More frequently, they are able to express their individuality as separate
ethnic community. In consequence, there are many institutions and regional
organizations17, which try to preserve and promote the unique culture of
Hutsulshchyna (Stęszewski and Cząstka-Kłapyta, 2008).
In the southeast the Hutsul region borders on ethnic Romanian lands; in
the west, on the region of the Boikos; in the north, on the region of the
Subcarpathian Pidhiriany; and in the southwest, on long-cultivated
Transcarpathian Ukrainian lands (Kubijovych, 1984). It is very hard to
delimit precisely the borders of Hutsulshchyna as the ethnic region. There
were many conceptions relating to this problem in different time. On the base
of theories from the end of the 19th and whole 20th century, it is possible to
trace a boundary line around the territory inhabited by Hutsuls. The western
boundary, with Boikos, was on the river Limnytsi and further in Zakarpatski,
at the headwaters of the Teresvy and Berestyanka rivers, and in the valley of
the Maloji Shopurku River to its confluence with Tysa (Falkowski, 1937). In
the south, this line goes to the state border. In the north, northeast from the
Limnytsi River the boundary crosses the Bustrytsyu Solotvynsku and
Nadvirnyansku Rivers, captures the village of Pasichna, goes further to
Delyatyn, Yabluniv, Kosiv, Vyzhnytsyu, Berehomet, Krasnojilsk and on to
the border with Romania (Hnatiuk, 1924; Falkowski, 1938b; Hoshko,
1987a).

17

Eg. Ukrainian World Consolidation of Hutsuls and UGAEH (Uniunea Generală
a Etniei Huţule) in Romania.
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According to present-day administrative divisions Hutsul territory includes18:
– the whole Verkhovyna, Kosiv; parts of the Nadvirna (about a half), and
Kolomyia districts19 (on the right side of Prut) of the Ivano-Frankivsk oblast
in historic Galicia;
– the whole Putyl and the largest part of Vyzhnytsia districts of
southwestern Chernivtsi oblast in historic Bukovina;
– the Rakhiv district (east of the Shopurka River) in the Transcarpathian
oblast of historic Subcarpathian Rus;
– in neighboring Romania a few villages in Maramures district (Domashevsky, 2001).
Scientists (as V. Hnatiuk, Y. Holovatsky, V. Kybijovych, I. Senkiv, B.
Szuchiewicz) marked the territorial borders of Hutsulshchyna differently.
Even now, in modern literature, there are inexact designations (Magocsi and
Pop, 2002).

3. ETHNIC INDIVIDUALITY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
The Hutsuls were first identified as a distinct ethnographic group by
writers in Galicia at the end of the 18th century20 and described in some detail
by the Polish writers Wójcicki (1840) and Korzeniowski (1843). Since the
second half of the 19th century much research on the history, Hutsul dialect,
folklore, and ethnography of the region has been produced by Ukrainian,
Polish, Czech, German, Romanian and Hungarian Scholars21. The Hutsuls’
18

Even a passing glance at this definition of Hutsulshchna borders verifies it’s
incompleteness, because there is not a single Romanian Hutsul settlement included in
Maramorashchyny or Suchavshchyny on the right bank Pryprutskykh villages of Kolomyishchyny.
19
In Ukrainian district is called raion (pайон). In Romanian district is called judeţ.
20
The earliest studies of the region and its inhabitants were written in the 1790s by
B. Hacquet, professor of Lviv University, and in the first half of the 19th century by
I. Vahylevych, Y. Holovatsky, and such Polish scholars as K. Milewski, K. Wójcicki,
A. Bielowski, I. Czerwiński, S. Staszic and W. Pol.
21
Works of Ukrainian scholars (Y. Holovatsky, V. Hnatiuk, S. Vytvytsky, O. Ohonovsky, A. Onyshchuk, I. Krypiakevych, V. Kobrynsky, I. Krypiakevych, R. Harasymchuk, V. Shukhevych, V. Kubijovyč, V. Hrabobetsky, A. Horbach, M. Domashevsky, V.
Kubijovych, J. Hoshko and others), Polish scholars (J. Turczyński, O. Kolberg, K. Kosiński, J. Falkowski, J. Żukowski, W. Witkowski, A. Wielocha and others), Czech scholars (J. Král, D. Krandžalov, J. Podolák), Russian scholars (P. Bogatyrev), German
scholars (R.F. Kaindl), Romanian scholars (I. Pătruţ) and Hungarian scholars (B. Gunda).
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rich folklore and the Hutsul dialect have been preserved to this century. They
are not only recorded and described in scholarly studies, but are also depicted
in the literary works (Choroszy, 1991)22. The Hutsuls settled on the northern
slopes of the Carpathians over a period stretching from the 14th to the 18th
centuries. At the end of this period (17th and 18th centuries) they settled the
southern slopes of the mountains – today Ukraine’s Transcarpathia and
Romania’s Maramures region (Hoshko, 1976).
Szuchiewicz (1899–1908), in his work confirms, that in 1880 there were
54,634 Hutsuls, in 1890 – 63,265 people. Practically at the same time
Holovatsky (1913), counted 68 villages in Halych, on Bukovynia – 20, on
Zakarpattia – 21 Hutsul villages with 107,610 inhabitants. Today, the border
delineation of Hutsulshchyna does not provide an opportunity to exactly
define the number of towns and villages in the ethnographic territory and the
number of inhabitants. More than 80 Hutsul settlements are situated in this
territory with over 150,000 native inhabitants in Ukrainian side (Domashevsky, 2001). There are more than 40,000 Hutsuls living in Romania in
about 25 mountainous settlements (Fig. 2)23.
Ninety-five percent of the population is rural, and only the small towns of
Verkhovyna (formerly Zhabie), Rakhiv, Yasinia, Putyliv, Dilyatyn, Kosiv,
Kuty, Vyzhnytsia, Yabluniv, Vorokhta, and Yaremcha lie within the region
proper. The average population density is 27 per sq km. The most densely
populated (70 per sq km) are the Zhabie-Selietyn Depression and most of the
Hutsul Beskyd, where lumbering has left only a third of the area forested.
The Galician part of the region is more densely populated than the
Bukovynian or Transcarpathian parts, where the earlier existence of large
latifundia impeded free settlement (Hoshko, 1987a). Herding and animal
husbandry, traditionally the chief occupations in the Hutsul region, have
determined the forms and uniqueness of the settlements that have existed
there. These have been characterized by their dispersal, high altitude (1,100–
1,600 m and, in the case of Hostovets, 1,700 m), transhumant (groups of
remote herdsmen’s huts and corrals in the polonyny) and seasonal (zymivky,
litovyshcha) nature, and ongoing transformation from temporary pastoral
colonies into permanent settlements, particularly in the Galician part

22

Literary works of Y. Fedkovych, I. Franko, M. Kotsiubynsky, M. Cheremshyna,
V. Stefanyk, H. Khotkevych, O. Kobylianska, P. Shekeryk-Donykiv, M. Lomatsky,
U. Samchuk, V. Grendzha-Donsky, J. Korzeniowski, S. Vincenz and many other writers.
23
See also “The catalog of Hutsul settlement” (published at the end of this article).
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Fig. 2. Geographical and historical structures of Hutsulshchyna
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The inhabitants of the villages of Ruska Poliana, Kryve, and Ruskova in
the Ruskova Valley of the Maramureş region in Romania and Kobyletska
Poliana, Velykyi Bychkiv, Rosishka, Luh, and Verkhnie Vodiane (formerly
Vyshnia Apsha) in Transcarpathia oblast display some Hutsul linguistic and
ethnographic features (Stęszewski and Cząstka-Kłapyta, 2008).
The Hutsuls have traditionally considered themselves to be different from
other Rusyns. Beginning with the early twentieth century the Hutsuls
gradually adopted the Ukrainian national identity. Their ethnic area has
receded somewhat before the advance of the Romanian population.
However, the Hutsul group’s relations with the Romanians have resulted in
the spread of cultural features of the Balkan type, which are apparent in
certain rites, in costumes, and in folk art (Kubijovych, 1934). The Hutsuls
speak Ukrainian, though with an easily identifiable accent. There are many
words in their speech, which can be regarded as specifically Hutsul. The
Hutsul language is relatively unique (Hrabec, 1950). It is considered to be
a dialect of Ukrainian with some Polish influences. Several words in their
dialect have also Romanian origins24. Due to the current educational system,
the Hutsul dialect is in danger of extinction. Compulsory education is done
only in standardized literary Ukrainian. In recent times there has been a roots
movement to keep the traditional Hutsul language alive25. Most Hutsuls
belong to the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church and the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church. They are very religious people and observe all the Christian feasts
very scrupulously. Some of their celebrations are eclectic in form and have
many pagan elements (Vlakh, 1992)26. In the Hutsul region the old rituals are
still well preserved and customs are connected with the folk calendar.
Traditional Hutsul community is characterized by patriarchal social relations
and its economic life is distinguished by transhumance27. Their traditional
occupations were cattle and sheep breeding, forestry and timberworks
(Keindl, 1894). It has been going like this, with little changes, in the Land of
the Hutsuls for centuries.
24

E.g. kyptar – “vest”, from Rom. cheptar cf. Latin pectus; zgardy – “necklace”,
from Rom. zgardă, cf. Rom. brânză.
25
In 2006 youth organizations of Prykarpattia initiate giving regional status to Hutsul
dialect in Ukraine.
26
Traces of the ancient pagan rites can be found today in beautiful and bright
customs – celebration of the mysterious Rakhman Easter, fire purification in the night of
St. John Baptist’s Day. Like in the remote past people sing and dance kolomyika, with
the sounds of trembita and aid of drymba.
27
The seasonal movement of sheeps between high mountain and lowland pastures.
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The Hutsuls are known for their handicrafts, such as artistic wood
carving, ceramics, handmade jewellery, vibrant handwoven textiles, embroidery, and distinctive wooden folk architecture. The Hutsuls are distinguished
from other ethnographic groups in the Carpathian Mountains by their
colorful, richly ornamented folk dress, which today is worn only on festive
occasions (Hnatiuk, 1924; Hoshko, 1989)28. Outer garments consist of
a black or dark red coat (serdak), a linen blouse or shirt with multicolored
embroidery or glass beads, and a short, sleeveless white sheepskin jacket
(kyptar) often ornamented with appliqués of leather, embroidery, string, and
mirror inlays. Men wear a broad-rimmed hat (krysania) decorated with
colored string and plumes, a sheepskin hat in winter, a long shirt over narrow
linen trousers, and a wide or narrow belt with purses and brass ornamentation
over the shirt. Women wear a wraparound skirt (zapaska or horbotka) and
a headband (namitka) or colorful kerchief (khustka). The Hutsul region is
widely known for its highly developed domestic handicrafts, especially
wood-carving, brasswork, rug-weaving, and pottery-making, leatherwork and
egg decorating (art of Easter eggs ritual painting, called pysankarstvo29.
Hutsuls also have distinctive folk music and folk dance. Their kolomyiky and
troisti muzyky have gained popularity far beyond the Hutsul region. They use
unique musical instruments, including the trembita30 a type of alpenhorn of
Dacian origin, as well multiple varieties of the fife or sopilka, that are used to
create unique folk melodies and rhythms. Also frequently used is a bagpipe
called duda, the jew’s harp called a drymba and the hammer dulcimer known
as the tsymbaly. The most popular Hutsul folk dances are the fast-paced
hutsulka and around Rakhiv – trybushanka (Harasymczuk and Tabor, 1938;
Senkiv, 1995).
The Hutsul region has its own special type of architecture. The people live
in scattered settlements. But, to a large extent, Transcarpathia has lost the
28

Hutsul costume is of the same southern, Balkan type as that of the Boikians, the
Lemkians, and the rest of the Carpathian population, but its colors and adornment are
more striking than those of the Boikians or Lemkians. It differs from theirs in details
and, until recently at least, has been made from the Hutsuls own materials.
29
This is the decorating of eggs using a wax resist or batik method. The eggs are
mainly used in Easter celebrations and it is believed that they holds powers to ward off
evil. Their signs attract to people love, health and prosperity; give to the earth and cattle
fertility.
30
Trembita is the biggest wind instrument in the form of conic wooden pipe without
side openings. Its length is 4 meters. It is popular mostly on territory of Hutsul land and
Bukovyna. The diapason of trembita is up to 2,5 octaves, range of audibility is more than
10 km.
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Hutsul mountain type of architecture, except in the region of upper Tysa
(Witkowski, 1994). The Hutsul homestead with an enclosed courtyard, called
grazhda, is very famous for its features (Fig. 3). This is an architectural
complex composed of a house and farm buildings linked together by a high
wooden wall. The result is an enclosed architectural space, usually in the
form of a square, with a single large gate providing the only entry way into
the complex. The house was on the northern side of the complex with its
windows facing into the courtyard. The farm buildings (stable, sheep-fold,
pantry) were located along the other three walls of the courtyard. A few of
the Hutsul homesteads had a covered courtyard, of which one part near the
house was well maintained (paradnyi podviria), while the other part was left
for work (zadviria) connected with the adjacent farm buildings31 (Heim and
Witkowski, 2002).

Fig. 3. Scheme of Grazhda – traditional
type of homestead in Hutsulshchyna
http://www.kosivart.com/eng/index.cfm/
do/hutsulshchyna

Fig. 4. Physiognomy of typical Hutsul
church
http://www.rusyn.org/rusynsarchitecture.html

The wooden churches, built by Hutsul craftsmen, are also perfect
examples of regional architecture. Almost every village, even the smallest
ones, had its own church. The age of many of them is several hundred years.
The Hutsul churches have always been planned in the form of a Greek cross
and have a tent-roofed tower. Temples resemble the old Byzantine types, but
31

This architectural complex reflected well the settlement pattern of the Hutsuls and
their livestock-raising economic activity, operated and carried out by large families
whose several generations often lived within a single homestead.
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there are many remarkable variations. The long interior space along the eastwest axis is supplemented by two side interior spaces on the south and north
sides. The side log-framed spaces are covered by sloping roofs; over the
central log-framed space sits an octagonal drum covered by a tentlike roof
crowned with a cross (Fig. 4). The churches in Vorokhta, Kniazhdvir,
Kryvorivnia, Yasinia, Zelena, and Verbovets are fine examples of the Hutsul
style (Hoshko, 1987b).
There are rich collections of Hutsul handicrafts in the Ukrainian State
Museum of Ethnography and Crafts in Lviv. The city of Kolomyia is a center
of Hutsul culture and has a museum featuring the crafts and folk art32. Every
summer little Hutsul village Sheshory, 30 km from Kolomyia, hosts a three-day international festival of ethnic music and land-art (Wielocha, 2006).

4. CONCLUSION
The Hutsuls are a small-ethnic sub-group who live in the Eastern
Carpathians. Because of their isolation in the mountains and resistance to
change they were able to preserve their traditional way of life, based on cattle
and sheep herding and craftsmanship, despite falling under the rule of many
different governments. As a stateless territory, the Hutsul land is
characterized by the successive foreign forces that spread their domination.
Thus, Hutsulshchyna belonged to the Kiev Empire from the 9th to the 12th
century. From the 14th until the end of the 18th century it was part of Poland
until its partition in 1772, when the Hutsuls started to be ruled by the
Austrian Empire. By the end of the First World War, Hutsulshchyna was part
of the unsuccessful first attempt at creating an independent state. Between
the two World Wars, Hutsulshchyna belonged to Poland until the Red Army
forces occupied the area in 1945 and made it a part of the Soviet Union.
Since its collapse in 1991, Hutsulshchyna is mainly located in periphery of
the freshly independent Ukraine, but southern part of region belongs to
Romania. It is recognized as the typical European borderland region.
32

The museum was opened in December 1934, but due to pressure from the Polish
government, the museum was closed for a while. It reopened in 1937, but many valuable
exhibits were destroyed during the Second World War. Despite all these obstacles, the
Museum of Hutsul and Pokutia Folk Art continues to this day. One of the displays in the
museum, which features the interior of a village house from the 19th century, is an
excellent example of how self-sufficient the Hutsuls are.
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The Hutsul people are an impressive example for the close bond between
people and nature. For centuries they have been living in the remote valleys
of this mountainous area. It is believed that this group moved into the
Carpathian highlands between the 14th and 18th centuries. Today, there are
more than hundred Hutsul villages, but only some of them preserve their
original ethnic character. The principal occupations of the population are the
breeding of cattle and sheep, and work in the forests, cutting, hauling, and
floating timber. Traditional Hutsul culture is represented by the colorful and
intricate craftsmanship of their clothing, sculpture, architecture, woodworking, metalworking, rug weaving and pottery. Along with other Hutsul
traditions, as well as their songs and dances, this culture is often celebrated
and highlighted by the different countries that Hutsuls inhabit.
Hutsuls are characterized by small population size, geographical isolation
and traditional social relations. Their history, origins, and identification are
still subject to controversy. Peasant peoples, without any codified language,
political power or local intelligentsia are able to express self-identity, but the
process of constructing their national consciousness and their situation
between various cultures are very difficult to understand. Their way of life,
strong social connections and heritage are very unique, but for how long will
the Hutsul traditions, customs and habits continue to live? The outside
civilization has begun making inroads into the traditional Hutsul lifestyle and
settlement, which can weakly be resisted in the twenty-first century.
THE CATALOG OF HUTSUL SETTLEMENTS:
1) Hutsul villages accepted by the most of researchers:
A) in Ukraine: Akreszory, Babin, Bania Berezowska, Berezów, Bereźnica,
Berlebasz, Berwinkowa, Białoberezka, Biskiu, Bogdan, Brustury, Burkut,
Bystrec, Chorocowa, Długpole, Dora, Doużyniec, Dychtyniec, Dzembronia,
Fereskuła, Foniatyń, Hołoszyna, Hołowy, Horod, Hromitne, Hryniawa, Ilcia,
Jabłonica (x2), Jabłonka, Jałowiczora, Jamna, Jaremcze, Jasieniów Górny,
Jasinia, Jawornik, Jaworów, Kisielica, Kosmacz, Kosowska Polana, Krasnoiła,
Krasny Dział, Kraśnik, Krzywopole, Krzyworównia, Kwasy, Kwaśny,
Łazeszczyna, Łuh (x2), Marynicze, Mikuliczyn, Mohełki, Perechresne, Płoska,
Podlesniów, Pod Pożarskim, Podzacharycz, Polanica Czernegowska, Polanica
Popowiczowska, Polanki, Porohy, Probijna, Prokurowa, Putyła, Pyrkałab,
Rachów, Rafajlowa, Resiszka, Riczka, Roztoki (x2), Rożen, Rożen Wielki,
Ruska, Selatyn, Sergie, Sokołówka, Stebne, Syrkata, Szeszory, Szypot, Szypot
Suczawy, Śnidawka, Tatarów, Tekucza, Toraki, Towarnica, Trebusza, Tudiów,
Uście, Uście Potyłowe, Uścieryki (x2), Worochta, Woronienka, Wyżenka, Za
Magurą, Zawojela, Zełene, Zielenica, Zielona, Żabie,
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B) in Romania: Bobejka, Brodina, Brodina Dolna, Brodina Górna, Izwor
Suczawy, Lupczyna, Magura, Moładawa Sełycia, Nyszypitul, Paltin, Ulma,

2) Villages classified as Hutsul ones by certain researchers
A) in Ukraine: Berhomet, Białe Osławy, Czarne Osławy, Czarnohuzy, Delatyń,
Jabłonów, Kobylecka Polana, Kosów, Kuty, Lucza, Łopuszna, Pasiczna, Pistyń,
Szypot Seretu, Utorpy, Wyżnica,
B) in Romania: Ardżeł, Baniłów Mołdawski, Benia, Bystra, Czumyrna, Iedu,
Krasna, Krywa, Kyrlibaba, Łukawiec, Łuh, Paltinu, Ruska Mołdawica, Ruska
Polana, Ruszkowa.
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TOURISM AND ITS ROLE IN THE INTEGRATION
OF DIVIDED REGIONS
Tourism plays an important role in today’s world. Its development was
particularly dynamic in the 20th century. At that time the amount of free time
started to increase due to mechanized production processes, as well as the
introduction of holiday leaves and days free of work. Another factor
encouraging tourism development was the growing income. Due to these two
factors people gained an opportunity to travel, which they had not had
before. Additional tourism development factors in the 20th century were,
among other things, transport development, an increased level of education
and, consequently, greater knowledge about the world, the development of
tourist service institutions, etc. (Kaczmarek, Stasiak and Włodarczyk, 2005).
At present tourism is an important source of social income in many
countries. We can find examples of that in different parts of the world. They
are highly developed countries, such as France or the United States, which
make multimillion profits from tourist activity, as well as small countries in
less developed regions of the world, which benefit considerably from tourism
(e.g. the Maldives, the Seychelles, the Dominican Republic, Haiti and many
others) (Kowalczyk, 2001). The development of tourism has progressed so
much that this sector of economy has earned the name of an industry. It is to
show that the role of tourism and the role that used to be played by industry
during the industrial period are similar. The significance of tourism is
constantly growing in world economy, and it is likely to increase even
further due to the growing affluence of societies in the regions which today
are still poorly developed (Szwichtenberg and Dziegieć, 2000). This mainly
concerns Asia, where the percentage of tourist trips has visibly risen in recent
years. However, the phenomenon of tourism has many aspects; apart from
economic problems, it also includes psychological, social, educational and
other elements. All kinds of positive effects which tourism has on different
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areas of contemporary life are referred to as the functions of tourism. On the
other hand, tourism may co-occur with negative phenomena and influences,
referred to as dysfunctions (Gaworecki, 2007).
The main aim of this article is to demonstrate the possibility of using
tourism for integrating divided regions. In today’s world nations manage to
maintain global political balance in order to guarantee peace. This does not
mean, however, that the world is free of conflicts. They emerge very often on
the local scale, mainly in regions which are poorly developed, such as Africa,
Asia or South America. On the other hand, there are many countries which
are artificially separated with administrative borders, which are often
remainders of old conflicts (e.g. North and South Korea or Cyprus). In areas
which had been considered politically stable until not long ago, conflicts
arise and states disintegrate, which is very well illustrated by the example of
former Yugoslavia.
Another example of conflicts can be found in countries which are friendly
to each other now, but in the past they used to be strongly antagonized, like
Germany and France, or Germany and Poland. In the case of such countries,
even though they are members of the European Union and NATO, we
observe political and social conflicts, often at the level of the population
inhabiting border regions, or cities divided with the border (e.g. Zgorzelec).
The differences concern not only areas divided with state borders; they
also occur within individual countries. Many countries are inhabited by
people of different ethnic origins, speaking different languages, professing
different religions, following different cultural patterns. On the other hand,
even in countries commonly considered to be mono-ethnic, like Poland, there
are considerable regional differences which may stir up social conflicts.
The examples quoted above show that in contemporary world there are
many areas suffering from conflicts. The question arises whether tourism
could be used for preventing or relieving them. In order to answer this
question we should turn to the functions performed by tourism in today’s
world. Apart from economic functions, such as generating national income or
creating new jobs, there are a number of social functions of tourism,
including (Gaworecki, 2007):
1) educating, which consists in forming the most desirable social
attitudes;
2) teaching, combined with educating and related to the tourist learning
new facts and skills;
3) cultural education, which consists in learning about one’s own culture
and the cultures of other countries and regions;
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4) ethnic function, which consists in learning about the areas of origin,
left by emigrants.
Through the functions listed above, tourism alleviates different conflicts
and tensions among people. It may help to develop positive attitudes, such as
tolerance and acceptance of a different culture, nationality and religion.
Besides, knowing about something may relieve pressures. This comes from
the fact that unknown phenomena are always associated with danger and
often provoke aggressive behaviour. In many cases, the development of
tourism leads to the integration of regions divided by all kinds of borders.
Integration progresses spatially, for instance through developing transborder
infrastructure. It is also political and social integration, where human ties
between the inhabitants of the regions become stronger. Also, regulations
regarding tourist traffic are relieved, for example at border crossing points,
which is an element of political integration.
Certainly, one of the strongly antagonized regions of the world is Europe.
Despite the ongoing integration processes in the European Union, antagonisms between individual countries on this continent are still notice-able.
This stems from a complicated history of the area, especially in the 20th
century. The events of the Second World War caused a deep rift between
European countries, both in the West (e.g. Germany and France) and in the
East (Germany and Poland, Poland and Russia, Poland and Ukraine, etc.).
Besides, as a result of the resolutions signed by the superpowers after the
war, the borders of many European countries were changed. Consequently,
those changes led to enforced migrations (e.g. expatriation of the Germans,
repatriation of the Poles) and naturally arising conflicts.
A good example of using tourism for relieving such tensions in Europe is
the development of co-operation in borderland regions. It took different
forms at different periods and in different areas. After the Second World War
in Western Europe emerged an idea to create transborder regions, called
Euroregions. This term is not official, as it does not appear in formal
European Union documents or in the majority of international agreements
referring to the regions which maintain transborder co-operation – also in
tourism. It is rather a common term, but well-established in literature and
social awareness. It also appears in a variety of official regional and local
documents, formalizing the transborder co-operation (Współpraca transgraniczna w Europie, 2008).
The idea of Euroregions came into life on the border of France, Belgium
and Luxemburg, and later in the German-French and German-Belgian-Dutch
borderlands. In the second case, the aim of the co-operation was to relieve
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the tensions resulting from the tragic events of the Second World War.
Different transborder organizations and associations were set up in Euroregions, co-operation also developed as regarded common infrastructural
projects or cultural events (Klima, 2001). Tourist traffic became easier for
the population inhabiting the borderland. The idea of Euroregions was also
accepted in Poland; 15 of them were created after 1989 (Jastrzębska, 2008).
The Euroregions in Poland were created on the border with Germany,
Byelorussia, Ukraine, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. In the north there
appeared the Baltic Euroregion, involving Poland, Sweden, Denmark,
Lithuania, Latvia and Russia. Similarly to Western Europe, also Poland cooperated as regarded the development of joint projects, tourism or
infrastructure necessary to intensify tourist activity. Due to the development
of Euroregions, new border crossing points appeared. In connection with
them, co-operation of social organizations developed, also in the field of
tourism. Another positive effect was the intensification of tourism in the
borderland area. As a result, it was possible to fight against negative
stereotypes and conflicts between the Poles and their neighbours, especially
those on the East and West.
A good example of using tourism for relieving tensions between countries
and regions in Europe is the activity of an organization called Polish-German
Youth Co-operation. It operates in Poland and Germany, and is financially
supported by the governments of both countries. It focuses on organizing
projects promoting co-operation of youth groups from Poland and Germany.
A considerable number of the projects include youth exchange, which
enables young people to become familiar with the culture, history and
historical monuments of Poland and Germany. The young people receive
a proper image of the neighbouring country, which makes the fight against
negative stereotypes effective. This in turn has a positive effect on integration and relieves tensions between the two countries.
Tourist activity is also flourishing in the borderland areas of Western
Pomerania and Lower Silesia. A part of these regions is situated in Poland,
and the other part in Germany, therefore they are typical examples of regions
divided with borders. Such areas are characterized by intensive tourist
activity, in the form of short recreational or shopping trips. Besides, the areas
are visited by German tourists, who were displaced after 1945. They arrive
from different parts of Germany for sentimental reasons, mainly in order to
reminisce about the country of their childhood. If properly organized, it is
possible to use this kind of trips for integration purposes and to relieve the
tensions between the two nations. Moreover, many investments in these
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regions are funded by the German Church, government and different
foundations and other non-governmental organizations (investments in sacral
and historical buildings). This kind of activity improves the quality of tourist
assets and fosters the development of tourist infrastructure in these areas. Of
course in many cases this type of tourism may have negative social effects
and be the cause of conflicts. That is why it is essential that governmental
and non-governmental institutions from Poland and Germany should
participate in this kind of tourism, in order to properly organize and model
the trips, so that they serve the integration of the nations, instead of having
negative effects.
The development of properly modelled tourist activity in the divided
regions results in the growth of tourist infrastructure. This in turn leads to
integration, as stronger tourist activity means a larger number of border
crossing points for vehicles and pedestrians. Besides, tourism-related
entrepreneurship also develops. Because of the growing demand for tourist
services, there appear new accommodation and gastronomic outlets, and
transport infrastructure develops. The increasing role of borderland tourism
has a positive influence on regional integration, spatially and socially. The
inhabitants of divided regions benefit from tourist activity and this is one of
the reasons why their attitude to their neighbours should be changing for the
better.
Tourism is an unquestionable chance to increase the integration of divided
regions. It can be used both for regions divided with state borders and other
borders, e.g. administrative, cultural, religious, etc. However, proper
preparation and organization of tourist activity is extremely important in such
areas. It is necessary to properly formulate the programs of tourist events and
prepare the tourist service staff. Great attention should be paid to educating
and teaching children and youth in the spirit of tolerance and friendship.
School and university curricula should be specially devised and
supplemented with foreign integration trips. If the approach to integration is
wrong, it is very easy to have negative results in these areas, known as
tourism dysfunctions (Gaworecki, 2007). They consist in creating a negative
image of the neighbours and initiating open conflicts between the tourists
and the local population. Poorly organized tourism may also result in all
kinds of pathologies, affecting both the tourists and the inhabitants of the
visited regions.
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DOES THE ISLAMIC “PROBLEM” EXIST
IN POLAND? POLISH MUSLIMS IN THE DAYS
OF INTEGRATION AND OPENING
OF THE BORDERS IN EUROPE
1. INTRODUCTION
For several years, Western Europe, especially the “old” states of European
Union are shaken by the anxieties of religious origin, which significantly
influence the safety destabilization of the identity of individuals and
communities who live in those countries. Those, who call themselves the
zealous believers of Islam, are responsible for most of such situations. They
justify their extreme activities by the principles of their religion. These
activities usually take the form of terrorist acts. Victims of these, often fatal
acts, are always innocent people. For politicians from many countries, the
struggle with this phenomenon, defined as Muslim fundamentalism, became
an important element of their public activity1. Also a large part of society of
these countries regards the fight against the Islamic fundamentalism as one
of the biggest challenges of contemporary Europe. Unfortunately, in
common opinion the phenomenon of the fundamentalism is treated
identically with Islam, which results in acknowledging all Islam believers as
a potential threat to Europe’s safety. However, a clear distinction should be
introduced between Muslim fundamentalism and Muslim religion. Let us
remember, that Islam is a divine universal religion, therefore the difference
between Islam and fundamentalism is the same as in the case of other
1

This phenomenon is common in many countries of so-called Old Europe, especially
those, where large clusters of Islam believers can be found (France, Germany, Great
Britain), but also those where the number of Muslims, although not significant in
absolute values, is large in comparison to the whole population (Benelux countries).
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universal religions. The connection between Muslim fundamentalism and
Muslim religion is reduced to the statement that totalitarian ideology is based
on consciously chosen element, which is Islam. Fundamentalism recognizes
only the morality which is selectively chosen from its own religion and
which is subjected to political and absolute processes. Muslim fundamentalism is characterized mainly by the rejection of democracy, seen as the
“solution imported from the West”, and rejection of contemporary countries
based on sovereignty of their nations, seen as enemies of Islam, that serve to
break the Muslim community apart. All these activities are interpreted by
fundamentalists as the plot of the West, whose aim is to stretch its
domination over the “Islamic world”. Therefore, fundamentalists are striving
to rescue the world from Western values.
Having in mind this essential difference, it is worth to deliberate if the socalled Islamic problem exists in Poland. The aim of the article is to show the
local Muslims’ clusters – their origin, socio-ethnic structures and chosen
spheres of their activity, together with the influence of integration and
opening of borders in Europe on this minority.

2. MUSLIMS’ ORIGINS WITHIN POLISH TERRITORIES
First Muslims reached Polish territories in the 13th century, mainly as
merchants, travelers, and invaders fighting in Mongolians armies. However,
they have not created permanent clusters. Muslim community in Polish
territories originates from Tatars, who derive from Mongol population which
assimilated with the Turkish people. Tatars, who in the 14th century arrived
in the Great Duchy of Lithuania, were usually refugees from the Golden
Horde and prisoners of war. Together with their arrival in the PolishLithuanian state territories, the durable development of Tatar-Muslim
colonization started (Fig. 1).
Many of the Tatar-Muslim clusters formed during this period, survived
until the Second World War, despite the gradual assimilation of Tatar
population with the ethnically, culturally and religiously strange surroundings, and even in spite of the emigration of some of their representatives
(Fig. 2). After the war, as a result of state borders’ change, only a few
clusters of Muslims of Tatar origin remained in Poland. During the repatriation, part of Muslims from the so-called borderlands has joined them and
settled in the so-called Regained Territories.
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The role, which the Tatars played in the development of Muslim clusters
in Polish territories, is enormous. Through centuries they were predominant,
if not sole Islam believers in Poland. However, together with development of
their colonization, some Muslims of different ethnic origin also reached
Poland. As a result of political events, such as annexation of part of Polish
territories by the Russian Empire, but also economic processes connected
with development of the industry, particularly in 19th century, and new
cultural trends which, among others, were bringing the interest of Orient
culture, a number of Muslim merchants and small entrepreneurs arrived in
Poland from Russia (mainly from the Crimea), Caucasus, Persia, Turkey and
Arabian territories. Polish territories were also being populated by the
representatives of Russian army and clergy, representing Russian authorities,
who originated from Crimean Tatars, Azeris, Bashkirs, Uzbeks and Cherkes
and finally, by the experts on Islamic art, artists and craftsmen.
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Intensification of contacts of independent Poland on the international
arena in the 20th century was conducive to the inflow of subsequent
immigrant groups from Muslim countries, especially: diplomats in the 1960s
and on larger scale in 1970s – students and scientists. Together with the
beginning of constitutional changes in Poland in 1990s, also a number of
Muslim businessmen started to settle in Poland. However, it needs to be
emphasized that only some groups of these people have settled in Poland for
good. Muslim immigrant communities were also inhabited by the refugees –
people, who reached Poland because of a justified fear of persecutions within
their home countries. The persecutions had religious, national or political
background. In addition to the aforementioned groups, Muslim minority also
consists of people of Polish nationality who converted to Islam as a result of
various influences (family, culture, tourism) of an Islamic tradition (both in
Poland and beyond it), but also because of representing some specific social
attitudes (the desire to challenge the existing social order).
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3. ETHNIC STRUCTURE AND CHOSEN SPHERES
OF SOCIO-RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY
OF MUSLIMS IN POLAND
During the last two decades, the visible growth of Muslims’ number in
Poland was observed. In the nineties, there were approximately 5 thousand
Muslims in Poland, originating mainly from Tatar environment. According
to various sources, there are between 20 and 30 thousand Muslims in
contemporary Poland. There are between 2 and 5 thousand Tatars and people
of Tatar origin among them, approx. 16–20 thousand foreigners (including
approx. 7 thousand with permanent residence card), and also approx. 2
thousand Poles who converted to Islam (Fig. 3). One should suppose that this
dynamically growing number of Muslims is owed to immigrants, converted
Polish citizens, and also Polish Tatars who remained loyal to their beliefs.
However, according to the National Census from 2002, the Tatar nationality
(not equivalent with the religious identity) was declared only by 447 people.
The period of the dynamic growth of Muslims’ number in Poland, is the time
of both, principal transformation of the socio-ethnic structure of this
community, as well as transformation of many spheres of its religious
activity. While analyzing these issues, it is worth to link them with two
principal groups of the described community: the Muslims of Tatar origin,
and Muslim immigrants and people converted to Islam. Such approach
allows to characterize possible differences between them, but also to seize
the nature of change of this religious community as a whole.
2; 7,4%

Tatars and people
of Tatar origin

7;*
25,9%

5; 18,5%

foreigners with
permanent
residence card
foreigners without
permanent
residence card
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* Number of Muslims (in thousands)

13; 48,1%

Fig. 3. The socio-ethnic structure of Muslims in Poland
Source: Authors’ own elaboration
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Taking under consideration the ethnic consciousness of Muslim
descendants living in Poland for centuries, one can notice that almost 60% of
them declare themselves as Poles of Tatar origin, and subsequently as Polish
Tatars – 33.3% or simply as Poles – 6.7%2. Among the respondents, there
were no people declaring themselves as Tatars. These indications prove the
strong identification of these people with Poland as their motherland, with
simultaneous consciousness of their Tatar roots. The Muslims with non-Tatar
roots generally identify themselves with the countries of their origin. The
rule of gradation, which is expressed in a double national identity, does not
apply in their case, as opposed to people of Tatar origin. This group includes:
Arabs, Poles, Iraqis, Palestinians and other nationalities.
For almost 90% of these people, their Tatar origin implies the membership in Muslim religious community. What is interesting, however, is the fact
that only for 55% of the people of Tatar origin the Sunni faction of Islam, to
which they belong, is of significant importance. About 45% however,
considers themselves simply as Muslims, without identifying themselves
with any specific faction. In case of people of non-Tatar nationality, such
a declaration was made by considerably less people – 31%. Remaining
respondents, declared their membership unambiguously: 64% to Sunni Islam
and 5% to Shiite Islam. Existing division of Islam serves for those people as
an essential basis of reference. This stands for higher degree of their religious
consciousness, derived from the environment of their origin.
Differences between both analyzed groups are also reflected in the
relation of their representatives to the confessed faith. In case of Tatars,
believers who are practicing their religion only occasionally (63.4%)
predominate; whereas regular practices are declared by almost 29%. Among
the immigrants, the largest group consists of regularly practicing believers
(49%). Irregular religious practices are reported by about 46%.
The important testimony of Muslim religious activity is to obey the fasts
which are one of the pillars of Islam. This duty is fulfilled by 70% of
believers of Tatar origin (not fulfilled by 8.3%) and by 97% of the so-called
new immigrants.
Even a larger difference between both groups of Islam believers can be
observed in case of knowledge of Arabic language, which is Muslim
liturgical language. 94.5% of Muslims who recently arrived in Poland and
35% of those who originate from the community living here for generations
2

115 Muslims (60- of Tatar and 55- of non-Tatar origin) participated in the
questionnaire.
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declare fluent or partial knowledge of the Arabic language. The knowledge
of this language among the representatives of the first group is evident – the
majority of them arrived in Poland from Arabic countries. Also a small
degree of knowledge of Arabic language among Tatars is explicable. During
many years of their existence in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth they
were deprived of possibility to use this language frequently in contacts with
other Muslims. Instead, they used mainly Tatar language and with time – as
they assimilated into culturally and ethnically strange surroundings – also
Polish and rarely Lithuanian. Therefore, even those “Polish Tatars” who
declare partial knowledge of Arabic language, generally treat it as a skill of
reading liturgical texts (sometimes without understanding of their content) or
as knowledge of the basic words of this language.
The spatial distribution of contacts with coreligionists from other
countries also shows significant differences in case of both analyzed groups.
Among “Polish Tatars” most of their contacts live in Lithuania and
Byelorussia, respectively 32% and 30%. Contacts with Muslims from these
countries take a form of maintaining the family and social ties with Tatars
who live there, with whom, before the war they shared the same citizenship.
On the other hand, Muslims of non-Tatar origin do not indicate any contacts
with Muslims from across the eastern Polish border. They maintain all kinds
of ties with coreligionists living mainly in Poland (83%) or in Islamic
countries, usually of their origin (17%).
Some important aspects about mutual perception of Muslims of Tatar and
non-Tatar origin also reflect the relations within the Muslim community in
Poland. A very positive or positive attitude towards Muslims who arrived in
Poland recently is declared by 67% of “Tatars”. The negative attitude,
resulting from cultural differences, is declared only by 8%. Similarly, 71% of
non-Tatar Muslims declares a very positive or positive attitude towards their
Tatar coreligionists. Both attitudes are conditioned by their common religion,
which is a durable link between all Muslims, regardless of their nationality or
ethnic origin. Undoubtedly, the positive attitude towards “Tatars” results
from the respect, as for over six hundred years they fostered their beliefs in
a religiously strange surrounding.
Taking into consideration the degree of rooting of both Muslim groups in
Poland and having in mind the varied, sometimes very negative relations
between Muslim environments and majorities surrounding them in Western
European countries, the opinion of “Polish” Muslims about Poles is a very
interesting one. Almost 91% of Polish Tatars speak about them in a very
positive or positive way. Such opinions are conditioned by the common
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history of both groups characterized by mutual respect, lack of larger
conflicts and the possibility of obtaining high ranks by Polish Tatars (e.g.
knighthood) and possessing military formations or land endowments. Such
positive opinions among Islam believers also result from their sense of
national awareness. Polish Tatars, in their declaration of national identification, express their relationship with Poland by defining themselves as
“Poles”, “Polish Tatars” or “Poles of the Tatar origin”.
Such an enthusiastic attitude towards Poles is not expressed by Muslims
of non-Tatar origin, although their opinions are not significantly different
form their Tatar coreligionists. Very positive and positive opinions about
Poles is declared by 60% of them, negative opinions (which were not
observed among Tatars) – 16%. The favorable opinions result from the fact
that these groups did not experience any verbal or physical manifestation of
aversion from the Polish environment. The mutual negative relations are
usually a consequence of Polish attitudes towards Muslims who are treated
equally with the representatives of extreme fundamentalists and Islamic
terrorists.
The Muslims’ formal distinction between those living in Poland for
generations, those who arrived here recently and those who converted, is also
reflected in their organizational membership. “Tatars” are usually associated
within Muslim Religious Association. Their number exceeds 5 thousand
members. Poles, who converted to Islam, usually belong to two Shiite
communities – Association of Muslim Unity (57 members), and the Ahl-hive
Bayt Islamic Congregation (52 members). The youngest, however the most
active Islamic organization in Poland, is the Muslim League which unites,
among others, the most orthodox Sunni-Muslims. It also consists of members
of two other Islamic associations operating in the country, which are Muslim
Students’ Association and Muslim Association of Cultural Education. The
members of the League consist mainly of Arabs and Poles converted to
Islam.

4. CONCLUSIONS – THE SITUATION OF MUSLIMS
IN POLAND IN RELATION TO THE
INTEGRATION PROCESSES IN EUROPE
Muslim community in Poland, in terms of their population, is much
smaller than in most of the Western European countries. Demographic
potential determines the strength of their political and cultural influence –
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which in relation to the aforementioned states, is scarce. Muslims in Poland,
of both Tatar and non-Tatar origin, are still not well recognized in the area of
social life. They function rather on the outskirts of the whole information
circulation, which usually contributes to their stereotypical perception by the
Polish society. Opinions about followers of Islam, including the ones living
in Poland, are mostly the reflection of their image popularized in the western
media, where they are often presented as religious extremists. This is
confirmed by the results of the research which shows that as much as 70% of
the Poles associate Islam mainly with terrorism3. Therefore, Poles’ attitude
towards Muslims is generally not kind (Fig. 4). About 52% of them declare
indifference towards Muslims, 26% – negative attitude, and only 13% have
positive opinion about Muslims.
Poles’ attitude towards Muslims:

6%

3%
13%

very positive
positive

26%

indifferent
negative
very negative
52%

Fig. 4. Poles’ attitude towards Muslims
Source: Authors’ own elaboration

Muslim community in Poland differs from their counterparts in countries
of Western Europe, not only by its demographic potential, but also by its
local specifics. It consists of the oldest Polish Muslim descendants, namely
Tatars, who adopted the cultural norms of Polish surrounding. Moreover, to
some degree, they also identify themselves with these norms ethnically. They
created the native, moderate model of Islam which can be qualified
as “Tatar-European” model.
The main similarities to Polish Tatars, especially regarding the acceptance
of moderate version of Islam and a certain degree of identification with
3

200 people of Polish nationality participated in the questionnaire.
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Polish culture, can be found among Muslim descendants, mainly economic
immigrants and representatives of Muslim immigration from the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s.
A whole different tradition, particularly in comparison to Polish Tatars’
community, is represented by the generation of Muslim immigrants from the
1990s. These Muslims are more faithful to the principles of Islam in their
everyday life than their Tatar coreligionists. It is caused by the fact that their
religious identity was shaped in the Muslim culture, in the countries of their
origin. Contrary to earlier immigrants, they do not show assimilative
attitudes and distance themselves from Muslim Religious Association which
is the organization with the longest tradition among Polish Muslims. Instead,
they congregate in institutions they established themselves (e.g. the Muslim
League). It should be emphasized, that these people arrived in Poland mainly
for educational or economic reasons (to study at the university or start their
own business). Majority of them (61%) is planning to return to their
homeland after achieving all the basic aims of their stay in Poland.
Surely, one should not expect any significant changes among Muslim
refugees’ environment in Poland, as majority of them intend to emigrate
further. Also Polish citizens converted to Islam often treat their new religion
in superficial way, and eventually abandon it and return to their previous
confession.
According to the results of the research, European integration and opening
of the borders did not contribute neither to the inflow of Muslims from
Western Europe, nor to the diffusion of ideas which are the foundation for
extreme, orthodox Islam. However, during less than last twenty years, the
socio-ethnic structure of this religious minority has undergone a significant
transformation. It was conditioned mainly by constitutional changes in
Poland, despite the dynamics of integration processes in Europe. The
research results confirm, that the changes of proportions within the local
Muslim minority, shaped over several years, gradually lead to the creation of
two models of Islam in Poland: “Tatar-European” – a moderate model,
rooted in Poland for centuries, and “Arabic-Middle East” model –
considerably more orthodox, created by those who arrived in Poland recently
or have recently converted to Islam.
The analyzed changes, though significant, do not efface the principal
differences between the entire Muslim community in Poland and its Western
counterpart. Therefore, one can quote after Smail Balica, the prominent
representative of liberal Bosnian Islam, by recalling his description of Islam
in the former Yugoslavia, that Islam in Poland remains in agreement with
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“enlightened Europe and is open to the world, liberal and tolerant in the light
of General Declaration of Human Rights. This Islam belongs to Europe in
a geographical, historical, ethnical and cultural sense”. It still belongs to
Europe.
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ORIGIN AND GEOPOLITICAL DETERMINANTS
OF PROTESTANTISM IN POLAND IN RELATION
TO ITS MODERN SPATIAL RANGE
1. INTRODUCTION
Main reformative movement within the Latin Church which led to the
formation of Protestantism began in the 16th century. A direct cause for its
creation was the posting of 95 theses against indulgences by a German monk,
Martin Luther (1483–1546). Charismatic characters of the reformative
movement, such as aforementioned Luther or John Calvin (1509–1564),
doctrinal separateness shaped by them, diverse reformative ideas of church
organization in addition to the character of relations between the religious
situation of the faithful and their political leaders caused the fact that
Reformation had not been a uniform movement from the very beginning,
which resulted in the formation of numerous Churches and protestant
communities1, both in the 16th century and the following centuries. Thus, the
term “protestant” was used initially for Churches deriving from the 16th
century Reformation and subsequently for other Christian communities
which were in opposition to the Roman Catholic Church.
1

Despite the differences that arose, Churches which derived from the Protestant
tradition have common doctrinal foundations. Above all, the Bible is considered as
a sole source of faith. Protestantism by attaching a special significance to the Holy Bible
rejects all the elements of a Christian religion that do not originate from it and are not
justified by it (i.a. indulgences, saints’ and Holy Virgin’s cult, sacrificial character of
a mass, hierarchical priesthood, clerical celibacy). The justification, according to the
rules of Protestantism, is made through the faith of man which was received through the
act of God’s mercy. Therefore, the salvation is a gift from God and does not result from
the merits of man.
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Being aware of these divisions, which were also present within Polish
Protestantism during almost five centuries, the author attempted to present
origin and geopolitical determinants of Protestantism in Poland as well as to
determine the level of influence of the original expansion of this religion on
its modern spatial range in Poland.

2. ORIGIN AND GEOPOLITICAL DETERMINANTS
OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROTESTANTISM
IN POLAND
At the time of Protestantism’s emergence in Poland, there had already
been three different factions of Christian religion present – Catholicism,
Eastern Orthodox and Armenian Church, as well as other Non-Christian
religions: Judaism, Islam and Karaism. The foundations of the newly created
faction within the womb of Christianity had a significant influence on the
origin of Protestantism in Poland, which differed from the aforementioned
religions2. The need for reform of a crisis-ridden Catholic Church, desired by
its adherents in Poland, resulted in great interest and trust towards new
religious movement. The birth of a new religion in Poland has to be linked
primarily with a spreading religious propaganda. However, together with
growing wave of Protestantism advocates’ persecutions in the Western and
Southern Europe (mainly during the Thirty Years’ War), the influence of
Protestant immigrants from this part of Europe on the development of
Protestantism in Poland grew. The beginning of the new religion dates back
to the twenties of the 16th century, as Tazbir (1996) proves. It was, therefore,
soon after the famous address of M. Luther in Wittenberg in 1517 which was
a symbolic birth of Reformation.

3. LUTHERANISM AND CALVINISM
The need for the introduction of national languages into liturgy proposed
by Luther and his German translation of the Bible brought followers for the
new movement, mainly among the Germans living in Poland. Lutheranism
became, for many of them who were undergoing the gradual process of
2

Judaism, Islam and Karaism in Poland originate from the adherents of these
religions who came to live in the Polish lands.
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polonization but not assimilation, an important determinant of their ethnic
identity. Apart from Ruthanians who professed Eastern Orthodox, Jews –
Judaism and Tatars – Islam, they constituted the largest national minority not
hitherto associated with a separate religious faction in Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. The Germans shared the same religion with the two
politically strongest nations: the Polish and the Lithuanians. That prevented
them from shaping a strong sense of group identity.
A positive feedback which followed the new movement among the
Germans had its roots in the areas where they constituted economically,
culturally and quantitatively large communities. Such areas included mainly
Royal Prussia, Silesia (bearing in mind that the latter had not practically and
formally belonged to Poland for over 150 years at the time) as well as
borderlands of Greater Poland and Western Pomerania (Duchy of Western
Pomerania) belonging to the Reich and inhabited mainly by the Germans
(Fig. 1).
Among the aforementioned lands, Duchy of Prussia (Ducal Prussia)
deserves a particular attention. It was this area, where Luther’s slogans found
strong foundation at the beginning of the twenties of the 16th century. Duchy
of Prussia had its capital in Królewiec (Königsberg) and was founded after
the decline of the Teutonic Order as a result of the Treaty of Cracow. It was
a Polish fief. Its ruler, and at the same time last Grand Master of the Teutonic
Order was Albert Hohenzollern. Albert, motivated mainly by geopolitical
reasons (the withdrawal of imperial/German/papal claims to his country),
conducted the secularization of the Monastic State of Teutonic Knights.
Ducal Prussia soon became the hub of Lutheran Protestantism and a starting
point for the expansion of Luther’s ideas into Lithuania and northern lands of
the Polish Kingdom.
Gdańsk was a city particularly prone to new ideas. The progress of
Protestantism in Gdańsk sat well together with radical social postulates
(resulting i.a. from excessive taxation of city’s citizens) which in 1525 took
a form of a rebellion against local patricians.
A vast social feedback on the new religious movement in Gdańsk was not
restricted only to its German inhabitants. In the same way, other hubs of
Protestantism started to expand beyond this ethnic group. While analyzing
the social aspects of the origins of Protestantism, one has to consider the fact
that it received a warm welcome from the social elite of the Polish society
which cared deeply for the improvement of both, the state and the Church.
The social range of the phenomenon also included aristocrats who wished to
limit the privileges of the Church (i.a. through imposing the duty of
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participation in the expenses on the military on the clergy and through
limiting of Church judicial system over secular judicial system). It also
included bourgeoisie and even Church representatives, mainly monks and
lower clergy. A certain ethnic context of the new religion, which was
perceived as “German” (although it was not the only aspect), became an
obstacle for gaining new followers among the lower social classes (rabble
and plebs) as well as the peasants.
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Fig. 1. Main clusters of Protestantism (Lutheranism, Calvinism and Bohemian
Brethren) in Poland during the 16th and 17th century
Source: Author’s own elaboration

The above outlined foundations of Protestantism in Poland were born
under the influence of Martin Luther’s teachings. However, Lutheranism was
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not the only Reformation strand which in a short period of time gained
a large number of Polish supporters. Shortly later, mainly during the reign of
Zygmunt August (Sigismund II Augustus) (1520–1572), the ideas of
Calvinism started to reach Poland. This allows to assume that its origin is
similar to that of Lutheranism. Calvinism became so popular that it soon
became the leading religion among the Polish nobility. One of the principles
of Lutheranism was particularly not popular among the nobility, as described
by Tazbir (1956, 1959, 1996) – it was an absolute obedience for the
authority, king or a duke. The nobility, as widely known, wanted to put
limitations to those dependencies3.
The political motives for choosing a religious faction resulted in a particular perception of Calvinist religion by some members of nobility.
Calvinism is based on predestination which assumes that at birth people are
destined by God either for salvation or damnation and it cannot be changed.
The former benefit from God’s grace which enables them to run business and
gain wealth, while the latter have no luck in business and live in poverty.
According to the aforementioned author, Polish Calvinism was only partly
similar to its Western European counterpart. It did not involve praise for
active life nor did it advocate trade and the idea that luck in business is
granted by God’s grace. In Poland, being a Calvinist was a statement of
superiority of nobility over the ruling dynasty and its administration (Tazbir,
1956, 1996). When creating the Calvinist Church, the nobility aimed at
gaining control over it. Its clergy members (ministers) were considered
mostly as officers, not co-rulers, unlike its secular patrons, mostly wealthy
nobility (Tazbir, 1996; Gołaszewski, 2004). Such an approach to religion had
also its geopolitical aspect – Calvinist faction was a factor of autonomic
aspirations for Lithuanian nobility (Fig. 2).
Not only nobility, but also wealthy bourgeoisie adopted the new religion.
One of their main motives was to join the elite group of the chosen ones,
graced by God with the success in business. Calvinism and also Lutheranism
were significantly less popular among other social bourgeois groups, such as
rabble and plebeians who considered the new religion as a domain of the
loathed patricians. Calvinism, as well as the entire Protestantism, bestowed
much authority on the Holy Bible and the individualization of piety reflected
3

The quickly growing popularity of a new religious movement brought the
summoning of the first Calvinist synod in 1554 in Słomniki, which was also the first
Protestant synod in Poland. It was preceded by the first convention of the clergy of the
new Church which took place in Pińczów 4 years earlier.
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in the individual readings of the Bible. It resulted in lack of popularity among
the less educated, mainly peasants and aforementioned plebeians. One of the
reasons for these social groups remaining loyal to Catholicism was the
liturgical setting of the religious ceremonies, which was much richer than
proposed by Calvinism and Lutheranism and therefore considered more
solemn, dignified and eminent. Moreover, hard socioeconomic situation of
the peasants, who did not recognize Polish Reformation as a chance for
improvement, only fueled their distrust for the new religion. It is noteworthy
that predestination was an explanation for the distress of peasants and
reluctance of nobility for improving their situation.
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Fig. 2. Main clusters of Protestantism outside present borders of Poland
during the 16th and 17th century
Source: Author’s own elaboration

The support for Calvinism from only two social groups as well as treating
it as a political tool by the Lithuanian nobility were reflected in the spatial
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development of the new religion. It was most popular within the borders of
Grand Duchy of Lithuania. In the Kingdom of Poland it was most popular in
Lesser Poland. Strong clusters of Calvinism were also present in Greater
Poland.

4. OTHER PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS
Lutheranism and Calvinism were not the only denominations which
determined the foundation of Protestantism in Poland. The origin of this
religious movement was more complex. The deepening crisis within the
Latin Church, as mentioned in the introduction, paved the way for many
reformative movements which were just the introduction to its 16th century
schism. Among them, there were two socio-religious movements: Waldensians and Hussites (thus the term: Pre-Reformation Churches). However, the
origin of these two factions in Poland differs from that of Calvinism and
Lutheranism. In case of the two main Protestant denominations, new
followers were gained by religious propaganda. The ideas of Waldesians and
Hussites, on the other hand, came with the followers themselves. The former,
excommunicated in 1184 and persecuted, reached Silesia in the 14th century.
Their main cluster was Świdnica until the inquisition intensified its actions.
The inquisition trials lead to the demise of dozens of Waldesians, which
remains a tragic episode in the history of formation of religious movements
in Poland. On the other hand, first incoming groups of the Bohemian
Brethren which derive from the Hussites, reached Poland at the beginning of
16th century after they had been delegalized in Bohemia in 15084. Constant
persecutions within their own country led to the increase in their migration to
Poland. The migration came in three main waves. The first wave occurred in
1548 and reached Royal and Ducal Prussia, which were the areas of largest
religious freedom in Poland and to Greater Poland. The second wave (1628)
involved mainly Greater Poland (mainly Leszno) and the third – Silesia and
Greater Poland in 1742.

4

The Hussitism was a socio-religious movement started in the 14th century in
Bohemia by the teachings of the Bohemian religious reformer – Jan Hus. Hus
proclaimed i.a. the need for personal sanctification through a decent life based on the
Holy Bible, prohibition of the ownership of secular goods by the clergy, equality of both
the clergy and laics in the face of the law and punishment for sins without consideration
for sinner’s social status.
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Bohemian Brothers participating in the first migration wave were initially
not granted the complete freedom of worship. A royal edict, issued after
pressure from the clergy, ordered them to leave Poznań and other centers in
Greater Poland as well as Royal Prussia, where most exiles from Greater
Poland went. Ducal Prussia also did not provide good start for the formation
of Hussite clusters, mainly due to animosity from local Lutheran groups.
This caused the Brethren to once again flee to Greater Poland, but this time
surreptitiously. This time they managed to get the support of local bourgeois,
as well as nobility and magnates (Tazbir, 1956, 1996; Dworzaczkowa 1997).
Their hard work and modesty enabled them support of the wealthiest Greater
Poland families: Górka, Krotoski, Leszczyński, Lipski and Ostroróg (Dworzaczkowa, 1997, Gołaszewski, 2004). Thanks to the families’ protection, the
earlier royal edicts lost their judicial power which resulted in greater stability
among the clusters of Bohemian Brethren5.
Freedom of belief granted to Bohemian Brethren in Greater Poland
brought the second wave of migration. Most of the new immigrants reached
Leszno which belonged to the Leszczyński family and spurred the economic
growth of the city.
When considering the social and spatial development of Bohemian
Brethren, it is noteworthy that although the Bohemians formed the core of
the Church, they were not its only members. The community, despite its
national background, promoted universal religious values which attracted
attention of the Poles (mainly nobility, but also bourgeois and peasants), the
Germans and the Scots (mainly Presbyterians). Another factor which brought
many new followers for the Brethren was its efficient organization and high
morale of its clergy. After 1655 many Bohemian Brothers (mainly Bohemians) along with other Protestants left Poland (despite the fact that they
were not forced to leave by the royal decree, like in the case of Arians who
were accused of helping the Swedish invaders). Those who remained
(including the Bohemians who gradually mixed with local citizens) applied
for access to Evangelical Reformed Church (Calvinist)6.

5

In the years 1587–1590, there were 35 congregations of the Bohemian Brethren. In
the 16th and at the beginning of 17th century they had the total of at least 50
congregations within Greater Poland, Kuyavia and Sieradz Province, although all of
them did not exist at the same time (Dworzaczkowa, 1997).
6
Before the end of 17th century – as mentioned by Dworzaczkowa (1997) – almost
all the differences between the Brethren and the Reformed Churches of Lesser Poland
and Lithuania had withered.
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Polish Anabaptists shared the same origin as other representatives of prereformative movements in Poland. Their practices included baptism of the
adults. They preached radical social reforms such as pacifism, equality of all
people, rejection of military service and division between Church and state.
Anabaptists reached Poland due to persecutions they had to endure in the
Netherlands and Germany. Despite the royal edict of 1535, which prohibited
accepting them within the state borders, they reached Royal Prussia,
Volhynia (Włodzimierz Wołyński) and Lublin Province (Kraśnik) forming
stable clusters within the domains of Greater Poland’s nobility (i.a. in
Międzyrzecze, Kościan, Śmigiel, Wschowa area). The nobility valued the
Anabaptists as skilled craftsmen (Fig. 3).
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Mennonites – one of the factions of Anabaptists, advocates of adults’
baptism and equality of all men – is another Protestant, religious minority
which was founded in Poland by the refugees from Western Europe.
Persecuted for their religious beliefs and finally banished from their lands
(hard to access and marsh areas of northern Netherlands, Friesland,
Rheinland and northern German provinces) they reached Royal and Ducal
Prussia at the end of 16th century. A dozen thousand of them settled in
Żuławy, in the vicinity of Elbląg, Gdańsk and Malbork and later in Kuyavia,
Greater Poland, Lesser Poland and Masovia. They were considered experts in
the field of drying and development of wetlands and flood plains.
Undoubtedly, these valuable economic skills together with unwillingness to
convert “Polish” believers to their faith, paved the way for a large dose of
tolerance towards the Mennonites. The tolerance was reflected in the
freedom of worship, even within the borders of lands belonging to Catholic
bishops.
The persecutions at their homeland also determined the origin of Puritans
in Poland. They started as an opposing movement within the Anglican
Church and finally started to form its separate religious structure. They were
represented in Poland by Scottish and Irish immigrants. Unlike Mennonites
who consisted mostly of peasants and artisans
The persecutions at their homeland also determined the origin of Puritans
in Poland. They started as an opposing movement within the Anglican
Church and finally started to form its separate religious structure. They were
represented in Poland by Scottish and Irish immigrants. Unlike Mennonites,
who consisted mostly of peasants and craftsmen, the Puritans in Poland had
usually military and merchant background. They were not as numerous as the
refugees from the Netherlands and their contribution in the development of
Poland was not as significant as that of the Dutch.

5. THE BEGINNING OF THE DIVISION
WITHIN PROTESTANTISM
Protestantism, as mentioned before, was characterized by divisions from
the very outset. A dozen years after the introduction of Calvinism in Poland
there was already a division among its followers. After doctrinal and social
disputes during 1562–1665, a new branch called the Polish Brethren (also
called the “Arians” by their religious opponents) emerged. They were con-
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sidered to be the most radical branch of Polish Reformation7. Doctrinal and
social radicalism of the Polish Brethren made them enemies, not only within
the Catholic Church but also within other Protestant Churches. The policy of
tolerance attracted hostility from the wealthy nobles who sympathized with
both Catholicism and Protestantism. On the other hand, Polish Brethren
received a warmer welcome among the middle class and the poor. This social
ostracism did not help in any way to gain a larger number of believers. These
factors determined the spatial development of Polish Arianism. Their clusters
emerged mainly in the lands belonging to the nobility who belonged to the
Polish Brethren or simply sympathized with them or just tolerated all
Protestant movements. The clusters were founded in remote areas in order to
preserve the ideal community of “the real Christians” (for example in
Raków) but also in the largest of cities which were also open for the religious
minorities8, despite the dominance of the Catholics within their walls.
The majority of Arian communities suffered a final decline when Polish
Brethren left the country in 1658. This was a result of legal act persecuting
them for their religious beliefs. However, the actual motive behind the issued
act of law was the support of Polish Brethren for the Swedish invaders
in 1655. Conversion to Catholicism was an alternative for banishment. As
a result of these migrations, the geography of the Brethren’s clusters changed
significantly. The clusters that remained took the forms of secret Arian
communities (for example Pińczów, Jankówka) and soon ceased to exist at
all. Most of the Polish Brethren fled to take refuge in Ducal Prussia. It soon
became the new center of Arianism after 1658. The majority of Arians
settled in rural areas (i.a. Kosinowo, Rudówka) but they also chose urban
areas, such as Królewiec (Königsberg), as their destinations (Fig. 3).
It is noteworthy that the rise of Arian clusters in the aforementioned
villages was only possible because of the support of nobility. It was similar
in the case of Lutheran, Calvinist and Bohemian Brethren congregations. The
7

What differed Polish Brethren from other factions (not only Protestant by Christian
in general) was their doctrinal radicalism (i.a. rejection of the Holy Trinity) and daring
political and social statements (i.a. religious tolerance, division of Church and state,
banning of participation in any wars, termination of serfdom, rejection of physical
wealth and any state offices by Arian nobility). The Holy Bible constituted the entire
doctrine of the Polish Brethren.
8
The main clusters of Polish Brethren included Raków, Pińczów, Gdańsk, Kraków,
Lewartów (nowadays Lubartów), Lublin, Lusławice, Nowy Sącz, Śmigiel, Węgrów and
also Lachowice in the Volhynia and Nowogródek (Navahrudak), Kiejdany (Kėdainiai)
and Taurogi (Tauragė) in Lithuania.
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nobility owned or occupied (as lease- or lienholders) the fiefdoms which
included these villages. The nobles themselves often belonged to Polish
Brethren.

6. SPATIAL RANGE AND PERIODIZATION OF
PROTESTANTISM’S DEVELOPMENT IN POLAND
6.1. Areas of Catholicism’s and
Eastern Orthodox influence
When analyzing the spatial range of the entire reformative movement, it is
noticeable that it developed mainly in the areas inhabited by Roman
Catholics. It is justified by the origin of the movement which was mainly the
intention to cure the Catholic Church. However, the reformative movement
did not achieve any significant success within the areas dominated by
another Christian faction – Eastern Orthodox. It was due to the fact that
Eastern Orthodox Church had already adopted several rules which were
being discussed by the reformative movement. These included: holy
communion in both kinds (bread and wine), using national languages in
liturgy and, with several restrictions, matrimony of the priests. However,
Protestant congregations were also present in the areas dominated by Eastern
Orthodox. In the Ruthenian lands of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
the Protestants received protection from the sparse nobles who decided to
support or join the new movement. Still, their conversion to Protestantism
did not bring any improvement in economy for the lower social classes,
which rendered the peasants indifferent to the new religion. Moreover, the
nobility often challenged the Eastern Orthodox traditions by ordering extra
work for their serfs during the Eastern Orthodox holidays. Therefore, there
had been no support from the peasants for the “new religion of the liege
lords”.
6.2. Polish fiefdoms and lands independent
from Poland
Protestantism (especially Lutheranism) also received a warm welcome
within Polish fiefdoms and lands independent from Poland. After Albert
Hohenzollern’s conversion to Lutheranism and converting the Monastic State
of Teutonic Knights into a secular state which became Polish fief, Ducal
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Prussia and Duchy of Livonia9 became areas of intensive development of the
reformative movement.
The ideas of Protestantism (mainly Lutheranism) gained popularity also in
other Polish lands, such as Western Pomerania and Silesia, which were
almost completely out of Polish jurisdiction during that period of time. The
Pomeranian knights introduced Lutheranism officially in 1534 in fear of the
growing power of the Diocese of Kamień, as proven by Urban (1988).
Moreover, some knights of the politically divided Silesia (which was under
the Habsburg dominion) proclaimed Lutheranism as an official religion. This
occurred in the Duchy of Bierutów, Duchy of Brzeg, Duchy of Legnica,
Duchy of Oleśnica and Duchy of Ziębice. Another interesting example was
the Duchy of Cieszyn which was inhabited mostly by Polish people. Duke
Wenceslaus III Adam shifted to Lutheranism as an official religion in 154510.
6.3. Within the domains of nobility
The progress of the Reformation, also in its spatial aspect, was influenced
by the wealthy nobles and magnates who supported the new religion. The
Warsaw Confederation acts (1573) gave the nobility the right to constitute an
official religion of their choice within their domains. The Protestant
congregations developed in Lesser Poland under the protection of Oleśnicki,
Ossoliński and Potocki families; in Greater Poland – of Ogórek, Ostroróg
and Zborowski families; in Lithuania (mainly Lutheran) – Radziwiłł,
Bilewicz, Chodkiewicz and Naruszewicz families. The spatial development
of Reformation was also influenced by the extensiveness of particular
magnate domains. The domains with largest areas were located in Lithuania
(and also Ukraine). Smaller domains were situated in Lesser Poland and in
Greater Poland. The main clusters of Protestantism were the administrative
centers (including residences) and larger towns with developed trade and
9

Duchy of Livonia, which was the historical land of Livonian Sword Brethren, was
incorporated to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1561. Their Grand Master,
Gotthard von Kettler, converted the Duchy of Livonia into a secular state after an
agreement with Sigismund Augustus. The part of Livonia, known as Duchy of Courland
and Semigallia, was given the freedom to profess Lutheranism which became an official
state religion in 1570. These lands were given under the rule of Gotthard von Kettler and
became Polish fief.
10
The future rulers shifted back to Catholicism which brought a wave of persecutions
towards the Protestants. Paradoxically, this only strengthened and consolidated the
Lutherans. The Lutheran denomination received equal rights officially in 1781.
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craft. Such clusters in Lesser Poland included: Baranów, Kock, Książ,
Lewartów, Łańcut, Pińczów, Secymin, Słomniki, Włodzisław; in Greater
Poland: Koźminek, Leszno, Międzyrzecz, Ostroróg, Pradziejów; in Lithuania
– Birże, Kiejdany, Kleck, Nieśwież11.

6.4. Royal cities
The development of new religious movements had a different path in
royal cities. Even Sigismund Augustus, who was highly tolerant for the
progress of Reformation, issued several decrees forcing the Protestants to
flee from these urban areas. However, the actual decision in terms of the
execution of royal decrees belonged to local royal officers (“starostas”) who
were given much independence in that field. The starostas sympathizing with
reformative movement usually did not persecute the Protestants, thus
contributing to the development of Protestant congregations, even within the
cities belonging to the king. This could be observed in Kościan, Międzyrzecz
or Wschowa. Under the pressure from wealthy protectors, the Protestant
clusters also emerged in larger cities, such as Cracow or Warsaw (Tazbir,
1956, 1967, 1973, 1996; Gastpary, 1977).

6.5. Areas with large autonomy (Royal Prussia)
The process of Reformation followed an easier path in the cities of Royal
Prussia. This part of the state of Teutonic Knights, incorporated to Poland
after the Treaty of Toruń in 1466, had a vast autonomy. The main cities of
Royal Prussia were given vast economic and judicial privileges. These
privileges were extended by royal mandates in 1557–1558 which enabled the
free development of Lutheranism in Gdańsk, Toruń, Elbląg and later also in
other cities. The bishop cities (i.a. Lubawa, Chełmża, Chełmno) were an
exception and remained the pillars of Catholicism (Tazbir, 1996). In 1559
local nobility received the full religious freedom. This concerned mainly
wealthy nobles whose domain consisted of royal acres. Therefore, the
Reformation widened its territorial range. Only the lands belonging to
Diocese of Warmia were excluded.
11

Especially during the Thirty Years' War many Lutherans came to Greater Poland,
mainly from Silesia and Germany. They were encouraged by local nobility and included
mainly skilled and hardworking artisans. The Protestants contributed to the economic
growth of both, noble domains (i.a. Skoki, Zduny, Rawicz, Szlichtyngowa, Kargowa,
Bojanowo) and royal cities (Kościan).
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6.6. Other areas
The reformative movement received the smallest feedback in the Masovia
(except for the lands were Eastern Orthodox dominated). This resulted from
the lack of large magnate domains and therefore, lack of financial and
judicial protection from the wealthy nobles. Masovia was dominated by the
poor nobility which was unable to oppose the influence of the Catholic
Church and to create the infrastructure (churches, schools) to enable the
development of the new religion.
The Reformation also did not find much support in some of politically
and economically significant cities which were inhabited by people of
different cultures and religions. Lwów is an example of such a city. Various
(but mainly economic) interests of the Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Jewish
and Armenians collided in Lwów. The Catholic patricians found it important
to keep the support of the Catholic Church in order to maintain the strong
position in the multi-cultural balance of power.
To sum it up, the cities that determined the initial spatial range of
Protestantism in Poland were Toruń, Gdańsk and Królewiec (for the
Lutherans) and Pińczów, Leszno, Kiejdany and Birże (for the Calvinists).
These were the places where their general councils were held and where their
schools, archives and printing houses were built.
7. THE PERIODIZATION OF PROTESTANTISM’S
DEVELOPMENT IN POLAND
The origin and initial spatial development of Protestantism in Poland can
be also categorized within the specific timeframe. Two main stages can be
determined: 1) “initial stage” (during the reign of Sigismund I the Old) when
new religious movement was developing illegally and was persecuted by the
state, thus it did not meet much publicity and spatial range, and 2) “advanced
stage” also called the “golden age” of Polish Reformation (during the reign
of Sigismund Augustus), when the religious movement came “out of the
underground”, became fully legitimate and widened its spatial and social
range of influence12.

12

The peak achievement of the period was the so-called Warsaw Confederation of
1573. It was a legal act which gave Polish nobility full religious freedom.
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7.1. The decrease of Reformation’s progress and its decline –
demographic, social and spatial aspects
Counter-Reformation, which was a religious movement within the
Catholic Church, stopped the development of Reformation in Poland and led
to reclaiming its former, dominative position by the Catholicism. However,
the Counter-Reformation in Poland – as proven by Tazbir (1956, 1967, 1973)
– did not reach the scale of bloody persecutions as it did in other parts of
Europe. The movement took the advantage of a widespread propaganda and
certain legal gaps in the Warsaw Confederation (the legal act did not state
what the punishment for breaking the religious peace would be) (Tazbir,
1959, 1967, 1973). The propaganda led to numerous acts of vandalism which
began in the second half of the 16th century. As a result of that, many
churches, houses, cemeteries were vandalized. In extreme cases, there had
also been acts of assaults and even assassinations. This occurred mainly in
large cities with Catholic majorities which were not the main clusters of
Protestantism, such as Cracow, Lublin, Poznań and Wilno. The CounterReformation did not achieve any success in the lands which were under
nobility’s jurisdiction. Within their borders, the Protestant congregations
continued their religious activities through the development of churches,
schools and printing houses. Vast economic and legal privileges, in addition
to religious freedom, made the cities of Royal Prussia free of any religionbased violence and turmoil. A similar status was held within the borders of
Polish fiefdoms – Ducal Prussia and Duchy of Livonia.
It is noteworthy that the operations of Counter-Reformation led to the
victory of Catholicism. There were also other factors, beside CounterReformation and the ones mentioned before, that led to Reformation’s
decline and caused the majority of the nobles to remain loyal to the Catholic
Church. The most important factors, according to Tazbir (1959) include the
highly acclaimed Jesuit colleges and the Protestant schools which often faced
financial difficulties.
The decrease of Reformation’s progress and its consequent decline
resulting in the decrease in the numbers of its followers and churches was
also influenced by:
1) legal aspects – legal act of 1668 banned the rejection of Catholicism
(under the penalty of banishment) which put an end to the religious freedom
granted by the Warsaw Confederation act (also within the domains of
nobility);
2) legal and political aspects:
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a) implementation of postulates addressed by the nobility against Church
and secular officers (the so-called execution of rights) by the Polish
parliament; some nobles, after having their demands met, decided to return to
the Catholic Church;
b) lack of support from the ruling monarch;
3) organizational and religious aspects – lack of organizational framework of the Protestant Churches (including lack of centralized power) and
their dependence on noble protectors caused any shift to Catholicism from
nobility to result in the conversion of parishes from Protestant into Catholic;
4) political and economic aspects – ousting of Protestants from the state
offices without any legal basis (this was mainly during the reign of
Sigismund III Vasa and concerned offices both nominated by the king and
manned through elections);
5) geopolitical aspects – wars which were waged against forces of other
religious traditions than Catholicism (i.a. against the Eastern Orthodox
Cossacks or Lutheran Sweden) were used as a motive to fight religious
minorities by the Catholic propaganda; the vicinity of non-Catholic countries
(from the north – Sweden and Ducal Prussia, east – Eastern Orthodox Russia,
south – Calvinist Transylvania, west – Lutheran Brandenburg) was another
factor.
The condition and character of early Polish Reformation in is very
accurately described by Wyczański (1965, 1987, 1991) who claims that
Reformation in Poland
was rather an intellectual movement (than a religious one – ed. A.R.) which
attracted the attention of people with a certain level of culture but it did not inflame
feelings or revolutionize normal life […] The attitude towards religion was part of a
Renaissance attitude towards life which can be described as open (Wyczański, 1965,
1987, 1991).

In the face of more intensive Counter-Reformation activities, especially
during 17th century, many reformative congregations ceased to exist in the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Some data confirms these tendencies. During Reformation’s biggest boom
in Poland (mainly during the years 1570–1580) there had been nearly 1000
Protestant congregations, of which at least half was Calvinist, as reported by
Litak (1994). According to calculations, made by other authors, there were
fewer congregations. According to Kriegseisen (1996) their total number
reached 800. In the following years, the number of congregations decreased,
regardless of the region. According to other authors, there were 250
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Reformed parishes in Lesser Poland at the end of 16 th century, while in 1650
the number decreased to 69, in 1773 – 10 and in 1791 – only 8. On the other
hand, in Grand Duchy of Lithuania at the end of 16th century there were 191
Reformed parishes, 8 Lutheran and 7 Arian. In 1655, the number of
Reformed parishes dropped down to 140, in 1696 – only 48, in 1764 – 40
and in 1791 – 30. In Greater Poland, where Reformation achieved much
success, the majority of parishes were Lutheran, then Calvinist and finally
Bohemian and Arian Brothers’. The success of Lutheranism in Greater
Poland was the most durable in a longer perspective. In 1791 there were 68
Lutheran parishes. Therefore, during the two hundred year period the
changes were not so significant. At the same time, in Lesser Poland and
Lithuania there were respectively only 10 and 5 Lutheran parishes (bearing
in mind that this Protestant denomination was less popular than Calvinism in
these areas). In Royal Prussia in 1580, the Lutherans owned 162 parishes
(50% of all parishes in this area) and in mid-17th century – ca. 90 (Gastpary,
1977; Wyczański, 1991; Litak, 1994; Kriegseisen, 1996).

7.2. Five centuries of Protestantism in Poland
Nearly five years of Protestantism’s presence in Poland led to its many
divisions, which are still ongoing. Not all the Protestant communities, which
have emerged during that period of time, have their origins in Poland. Some
of them have their roots in other countries.
During the last five centuries Protestantism in Poland witnessed periods
of significant decline (caused mainly by the acts of convocation parliament
of 1668 and legal acts of the 1717–1733 period, which rendered all religious
minorities as second-class citizens)13, but also periods of prosperity (mainly
resulting from the immigration of German settlers during the partition
period). It is noteworthy, that in 1768 by the power of the so-called Warsaw
treaty (which was enforced by both, Russia and Prussia) all the religious
13

Upon the vacancy of the throne the convocation parliament delegalized the
rejection of Catholicism and declared an obligation of raising the children from mixed
marriages as Catholics. As a result of the Great Northern War (1700–1716), during
which the Protestants supported King Stanisław Leszczyński, they were banned from
building new churches after 1717. They were also banned from holding services in
churches erected after 1632 (only private services were allowed) which were to be
destroyed. Moreover, after 1736 the Protestants were deprived of political rights – they
were not allowed to be members of the parliament or senate or to hold any state offices
(except for starostas).
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dissidents’ rights were reinstated, which undoubtedly improved the status of
Polish Protestantism. As a result of 18th century emigration, the disproportion
between the Calvinists and Lutherans started to grow (the latter began to gain
advantage14). As an effect of migration movements, the number of
Protestants in Poland increased. However, the increase is hard to measure
precisely. At the beginning of 18th century the number of Protestants ranged
from 200 to 300 thousand (as compared to 10 million Catholics). In 1921
there was over 1 million Protestants in Poland (with 27,2 million of total
inhabitants). The rebirth of Poland brought the increase of nationalism,
which caused the Protestants to move to their “foreign homelands”,
especially those of Czech (Bohemian) origin. During the Second World War
both, the Evangelical-Augsburg (Lutheran) and Evangelical Reformed
(Calvinist) Protestants, suffered great human losses. The Reformed also
suffered heavy material losses (many churches and printing houses were
destroyed). However, the most significant decrease in Protestants in Poland
(especially Lutherans) was witnessed after the Second World War. As
a result of evacuation, escape, voluntary relocation or compulsory eviction,
many German Lutherans, who were a dominant ethnic group within the
Evangelical-Augsburg Church, left Poland. Moreover, a group of Czech
Evangelical Reformed Church Protestants fled to Czechoslovakia.

8. MODERN SPATIAL RANGE OF PROTESTANTISM
IN POLAND IN RELATION TO ITS ORIGIN
AND ITS INITIAL EXPANSION
There are two descendants of the 16th century Protestantism in Poland:
Evangelical-Augsburg Church (Lutheran confession) and Evangelical
Reformed Church (Calvinist confession). Indirectly, its descendants also
include numerous Churches and religious groups, deriving from the “Second
Reformation”, many of which separated from the traditional Churches
(Augsburg and Reformed).

14

At the end of the 18th century, apart from large number of German Lutheran
emigrants, a number of foreign Calvinists also came to Poland (mainly from France,
Germany, Switzerland and Scotland). It is also worth to mention that a large number of
Reformed Evangelical nobility from Greater Poland converted back to Catholicism as
a sign of solidarity with Polish nation, which was being Germanized.
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To determine the level of influence of initial spatial development of
Protestantism in Poland on its modern spatial range, the author will refer to
the religious groups which defined the origin of the Protestant faction.
The Evangelical-Augsburg Church is the largest Protestant community in
Poland. Together with the Evangelical Reformed Church, it constitutes
51.6% of Polish Protestants. Nowadays, there are 6 dioceses of EvangelicalAugsburg Church in Poland: Cieszyn Diocese (with its seat in Bielsko-Biała,
46 thousand members), Katowice Diocese (Katowice, 15.2 thousand),
Masurian (Olsztyn, 5.1 thousand), Pomeranian-Greater Poland (Sopot, 4.15
thousand), Warsaw (Łódź, 5.6 thousand) and Wrocław (Wrocław, 3
thousand) (Fig. 4). Therefore, the Evangelical-Augsburg Church refers in its
territorial-administrative structure to the spatial concentration of the initial
Lutheran clusters. However, it is noteworthy that during the five centuries
Protestant immigrants (mainly from Germany) settled in many of the 16th
century clusters, forming many new ones, especially in central Poland, such
as Łódź (which is nowadays a seat of the Warsaw Diocese), Pabianice or
Zduńska Wola. The number and the locations of Evangelical-Augsburg
parishes in Poland nowadays confirms the coexistence of both, the initial
clusters of Polish Protestantism and the new centers, which emerged during
the late 18th century and during the 19th century.
Some of the aspects of the social activities of Evangelical-Augsburg
Church, such as ministries, also relate to its initial territorial development.
The ministries are located i.a. in Dziegielów (Evangelical Ministry of
Youth), Wisła (Evangelical Firefighters Ministry), Świętoszówka in Bielsko
County (Evangelical Prisoners’ Ministry). The locations indicate the importance and stability of the Cieszyn Silesia enclave for Lutheranism.
The roots of Evangelical Reformed Church in Poland date back to the 16th
century. However, up to the mid-nineteenth century (in 1849 a consistory,
which was an executive body of the Reformed Church, was formed) it did
not constitute one organizational entity, which resulted from the synodal-presbyterian structure of traditional Protestant Churches. There were three
Church communities in Poland, called Unities: Greater Poland Unity
(including the clusters of the aforementioned Bohemian Brethren), Lesser
Poland Unity and Lithuanian Unity. They all had independent organizational
structure (informal federation of communities) which held irregular contacts
and irregular general synods.
Continuous decrease in ranks of Evangelical Reformed Church members
and its extremely hard condition during the People’s Republic of Poland
period resulted in the decline of many clusters of the Reformed Evangelists.
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Their modern geographical distribution reflects the initial spatial range of
Calvinism in a very limited way15.
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The only modern Evangelical-Reformed parish, whose roots date back to Polish
Reformation, is located in Żychlin.
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Its modern range is shaped mainly by the clusters which emerged as a
result of the 18th and 19th century migrations. In the mid-eighteenth century,
the persecuted Calvinists from Western Europe moved to Silesia (i.a.
Pstrążna, Strzelin16) and Greater Poland. At the beginning of 19th century
central Poland (i.a. Zelów) was populated by the Bohemian Brethren (due to
economic reasons) who joined Evangelical Reformed Church, but kept their
language and traditions. There were also other Polish, German and Czech
settlers who settled in developing industrial cities (Łódź, Żyrardów). Some of
the modern Evangelical Reformed clusters have their roots in the 20th
century. For example, a growing industrial center, Bełchatów, started to
attract Reformed Christians from the neighboring areas (i.a. Zelów) (Fig. 4).
The remaining religious communities, whose origin dates back to the
beginning of Polish Reformation, have not endured until today. Although
Mennonites remained independent in their religious beliefs, traditions and
customs for a long period of time, in 18th century they lost their ethnic
individuality under Polish influence and as a result of partitions, they were
Germanized17. Persecuted by Wehrmacht for refusing military service during
the Second World War, they immigrated to Germany as part of the
repatriation movement. This resulted in the decline of Mennonite confession
in Poland. The Bohemian Brethren joined the Evangelical Reformed Church,
which was dogmatically close to their beliefs. The Polish Brethren members
are organized in two separate religious entities (Unity of Polish Brethren and
Community of Unitarian Universalists) but their activities are not the direct
continuation of the initial Arian movement18. They can be considered as
a reborn incarnation of the historic Polish Brethren (Unity of Polish Brethren
was formed in 1937 and registered in 1967).

9. CONCLUSIONS
At its outset, although Polish Protestantism gained big popularity, it did
not manage to cover a broad social scope. It gained members mainly among
the nobility and wealthy bourgeoisie. Cieszyn Silesia region was an
16

The first Hussites came in the mid-fifteenth century.
During the partition period, especially under Prussian occupation, the Mennonites
lost part of their rights which led to their emigration, mainly to Ukraine, Siberia and
Canada.
18
In 2002 Unity of Polish Brethren numbered 221 members, while the Community
of Unitarian Universalists – 289 (Wyznania..., 2002).
17
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exception – Lutheranism was adopted by many Polish peasants from this
area. The spatial analysis of Protestantism’s development proves that it
gained the most influence within areas dominated by Latin Christian
confession. This resulted from the postulates of the new religious movement,
especially in: the fiefdoms of Poland (Ducal Prussia, Courland), lands
independent from Poland (Silesia, Western Pomerania), areas of wide
autonomy (Royal Prussia) and lands belonging to noble and magnate domains, whose owners became protectors of different Protestant confessions.
The Counter-Reformation and further persecutions of Protestants in post-partition Poland, and also in the People’s Republic of Poland, resulted in
decrease in their ranks and decline of many of their existing clusters.
The modern offspring of the initial Polish Protestant movement includes
two of the most numerous factions – Lutheran and Calvinist, represented by
Evangelical-Augsburg Church and Evangelical Reformed Church. As
opposed to the initial influence of both these confessions, since the late 18th
century the Lutherans have dominated in numbers over the members of
Evangelical Reformed Church. It was caused mainly by the partitions of
Poland, especially under Prussian occupation, where Lutheranism was
supported by the local authorities. Many Protestants from Saxony, Silesia
and Bohemia immigrated to Poland to settle in the developing, industrial
cities of the Kingdom of Poland. The changes in numbers of followers of
both confessions led to substantial shifts in their spatial influences. The
changes were less significant in case of Evangelical-Augsburg Church, as
under Prussian occupation it strengthened its influence within the areas of its
original domain. In case of Evangelical Reformed Church, which suffered
continuous losses in its ranks, the changes were more significant. They
resulted mainly from the 18th and 19th century immigration of Bohemian
Brethren, who later became members of the Evangelical Reformed Church,
as well as from later migrations within this area, especially during the second
half of the 20th century (Fig. 4).
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TESCHEN SILESIA: 90 YEARS AFTER DIVIDING
1. THE OLDEST HISTORY
Teschen Silesia was formed as small but concise principality under Polish
Piast dynasty in the Middle Ages. Its area was 2,282 km² and its capital was
Teschen (Cieszyn in Polish and Těšín in Czech language), historical town on
the Olza River, the right tributary of the Odra River. It was dependent on the
Kingdom of Bohemia from 1327 and it was a part of the Austrian Habsburg
dynasty from 1526. The Piast dynasty in Teschen died out in 1653. The
Teschen Duchy passed directly to Habsburg family and continued to under
their rules till the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 1918
Hannan, 1996).
This area was peripheral and unpopulated. It was situated far from the
centres of Polish and Bohemian states in the Middle Ages. Its first known
inhabitants were Slavonic tribes. German settlers, so typical in many
countries of Central Europe were few here. Christianity was adopted very
early, in the 11th century. Reformation was adopted in 16th century and the
most of population became Protestants (mainly the Lutheran Church).
Counter-reformation in the 17th century brought the Roman Catholic Church
back into power and most of people were forced to change their
denomination to Catholic. Nevertheless, it was never as dominant as before.
The Lutheran Evangelical Church was still unofficially strong in spite of
heavy persecutions (Michalska, 2006).
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Underdeveloped and peripheral area substantially changed during the
industrial era. Coal mines and iron works were established here in the 18th
century. The town of Ostrava, situated in Moravia but very close to historical
border of Teschen Silesia, became the centre of the most industrial area in
the whole Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. It formed with its satellite towns
thriving industrial hub. Substantial part of this industrial area was situated in
the northern part of Teschen Silesia.

2. THE CZECH-POLISH CONFLICT
After the fall of the Habsburg Monarchy at the end of the First World War
Teschen Silesia became a dispute area between newly created Slavonic
states: Poland and Czechoslovakia. Polish claim was explained by ethnic
structure of this area (Poles accounted for 60% of the population). Czech
claim was explained by historical reasons (in 1327–1918 this area belonged
to Czech lands) (Wiechowski, 1990, p. 12). Additional reason – and for
many maybe the main one – was economic value of this area.
The Czech-Polish conflict started at November 1918. First provisional
dividing of the claimed area was made by the local Polish and Czech
administration on November 5th 1918. This dividing respected ethnic
composition and it was more favourable to Poland than to Czechoslovakia.
Official Czech-Polish negotiations on the detailed course of the border failed
at the end of 1918. Czech troops attacked this area on January 1919. Having
occupied almost all area of Teschen Silesia, the Czech troops had to
withdraw under pression of the Allied powers. Plebiscite was prepared but
was never held. Final border between Poland and Czechoslovakia was settled
by Conference of Ambassadors (representatives of France, Great Britain,
Italy and Japan) in Spa (Belgium) on July 28th 1920. This border, more
favourable for Czechoslovakia remains unchanged till now. Czechoslovakia
received an area of 1,273 km² with some 300,000 inhabitants (Borák and
Gawrecki, 1992, p. 85). Poland received an area of 1,009 km² and about
140,000 inhabitants (Wiechowski, 1990, p. 30).
The Czech part of divided Teschen Silesia is a little bit larger and more
populated. Economic standing of the Czech part was much better than Polish
one because almost all heavy industry and main transportation line were on
the Czech side of the divided region. Also capital of the region was divided:
eastern part of the town with a centre was situated in Poland. Now it is Polish
town of Cieszyn. Western suburbs of the town with railway station were
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situated in Czechoslovakia (the town was renamed Český Těšín – Czech
Teschen). The Olza River became a border river. Both parts of Teschen
became small border district towns in two states.

3. DIVIDING OF THE HISTORICAL AREA
As a consequence of the division a large group of Poles became citizens
of Czechoslovakia (103,000 inhabitants, 33% of population of Czech part of
the former disputed area), but almost no Czech lived on the Polish side
(about 500 people only). Small German population was concentrated
predominantly in the town of Teschen (60% of Tescheners were Germanspeaking) and in the Polish part of the region (in the vicinity of Bielsko).
Jews also were concentrated mainly in the towns.
New established border was a cause of reduction of the contacts between
the divided areas. Thus connections among relatives, friends, etc. on both
sides of the border gradually diminished. For example Teschen tramway
service from railway station (now Czechoslovakia) to the city centre (now
Poland) was disrupted in spring 1921. New immigrants changed ethnic
composition of the both parts of the region. More immigrants settled in the
Czech part than at the Polish one.
Two ways of living emerged in the former unified historical region. State
administration was different in both parts of the former region, the economy
developed also differently and personal contacts were reduced. The way of
living, thinking and perceiving the reality increasingly diverged in both parts
of the region. Many traditional institutions were divided. The Lutheran
Evangelical Church is the best example of these processes (Pałka, 2007).
Newcomers on both sides (Poles on the Polish side and Czechs on the Czech
side) supported these changes. Polish minority on the Czech side was only
one group of population of divided Teschen Silesia which was interested in
preserving unity at least of cultural context, but this group was partly
assimilated. It means that the Polish minority in Teschen Silesia has not
changed into Czechs, but it is not really Polish group today (Rusek, 1997).
Reunification of Teschen Silesia under Polish administration at the eve of
the Second World War in Autumn 1938 was not a glorious moment in the
region’s history because Poland was perceived after it as ally of Nazi
Germany and local Polish community, which invited Polish army in good
faith was considered after the war as traitors of Czechoslovakia. By the way
the time of German occupation 1939–1945 was worse for the region.
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Persecution touched most of local Jews (2–3% of population). As Poles were
more severely persecuted than the Czechs, many Poles declared Czech
nationality in order to enhance their situation. Most victims of the wartime in
Teschen Silesia were among Polish intelligentsia (Ofiary okupacji hitlerowskiej..., 1995).
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Differentiation of Czech and Polish part of Teschen Silesia was the
strongest after the war, during the communist rule (1948–1989). It was in
spite of official declaration of friendship between Poland and Czechoslovakia. All economic, social, cultural elements of life were under political
control of the communist party.
Paradoxically, the worst period for contacts between local people in both
part of Teschen Silesia were during the attempts of reform: 1968 in
Czechoslovakia (the Prague Spring) and in 1980 in Poland (the Solidarity
movement). The source of this problem were asynchronous historical
processes. The attempts to reform the communist system in Poland and
Czechoslovakia started always in different period. When one country was
seized by the fever of freedom, the other one was indifferent and afraid to be
“intoxicated” by “counterrevolution” (Siwek, 2005). The Czech-Polish
border was sealed more than before. Better prospects appeared only after the
fall of communism in both states in 1989. This was a year the same political
actions in Poland and Czechoslovakia lead to democracy.

4. OCCASION FOR CULTURAL AND MENTAL
UNIFICATION AFTER THE FALL OF COMMUNISM
Poland and the Czech Republic are now, almost 20 years after these
events, members of the EU and NATO. Both countries joined to Schengen
area in 2007. The negative influence of the border is likely to disappear stop.
Is it true? Is the situation more favourable for personal contacts between
people from both sides of the former unified region?
Formal situation is really better, but in fact the contacts are much poorer
than before 1920 dividing although many cultural and social events on both
sides of the border started from 1990 as the Three Brothers’ Day (referring to
legendary founders of Teschen), Theatre Festival – Broken Barrier or local
film festival (initially in Těrlicko-Cierlicko, now in Třinec-Trzyniec).
Besides of these big festivals exchange of folk dance and song groups
continues.
Nevertheless local communities on both sides of the border are still not
open to contact with people behind the border. Once united society was
mentally divided into two. It can be seen through researches of local values
Grygar, 2003). The film and theatre festivals named before are attended only
by tiny group of people. During the popular Three Brothers Day Poles take
part at the entertainment in Polish part of the town (Cieszyn) – while Czechs
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attend the events in the – Czech part of the town (Český Těšín). Bilingualism
is more widespread than before, but still not common. Czech and Polish
communities in Czech and Polish part of the region are not similar today.
Polish community in the Czech part of region should be a connecting
element of the structure because they are bilingual. They know situation on
the Polish bank of the Olza River, many of them have relatives and friends
on the other side. Mentally, however, they are between the Czechs and the
Poles (Grygar, 2005). Most of them, in spite of their strongly accented
connections with Polish culture are more connected with everyday Czech
reality than the Polish one.
Some kind of misunderstanding or even hostility became apparent with
the issue of Polish information boards in Czech part of the region. According
to the initial version of the Minority Act (2000) minority communities had
the right to display bilingual signs if two conditions are fulfilled: minority
must account for at least 10% of local population and at least 40% of them
must support this idea in local referendum. In the Czech part of Teschen
Silesia 31 towns have more than 10% of Polish population.
It seemed that most of them would be satisfied. In fact only six Czech-Polish towns and villages started to collect signatures for support of this
solution and only in two cases the referenda were in favour of the idea
(Chotěbuz – Kocobędz and Petrovice u Karviné – Piotrowice). Another four
towns and villages gave up when modification of the Minority Act was
implemented: Český Těšín – Czeski Cieszyn, Třinec – Trzyniec, Hrádek –
Gródek and Návsí – Nawsie. According the modification of the Minority Act
collecting signatures among minority members is not necessary. It can be
replaced by a decision of local Committee for Minorities, which existed in
towns and villages where more than 10% of inhabitants represented
minorities. Now bilingual signs are in 14 towns and villages.
They are:
– Czeski Cieszyn – Český Těšín (26.4 thousand inhabitants – 16.1% Poles);
– Horní Suchá – Sucha Górna (4.4 thousand inhabitants – 23.2% Poles);
– Albrechtice – Olbrachcice (4.1 thousand inhabitants – 23.5% Poles);
– Nýdek – Nydek (2.0 thousand inhabitants – 26.5% Poles);
– Stonava – Stonawa (1.8 thousand inhabitants – 25.8% Poles);
– Hrádek – Gródek (1.8 thousand inhabitants – 42.8% Poles);
– Bukovec – Bukowiec (1.4 thousand inhabitants – 33.6% Poles);
– Vendryně – Wendrynia (1.3 thousand inhabitants – 35.2% Poles);
– Chotěbuz – Kocobędz (1.0 thousand inhabitants – 21.3% Poles);
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– Třanovice – Trzanowice (0.9 thousand inhabitants – 21.1% Poles);
– Dolní Lomná – Łomna Dolna (0.9 thousand inhabitants – 31.0%
Poles);
– Písečná – Pioseczna (0.8 thousand inhabitants – 26.7% Poles);
– Smilovice – Śmiłowice (0.6 thousand inhabitants – 26.6% Poles);
– Bocanovice – Boconowice (0.4 thousand inhabitants – 30.8% Poles).
Surprisingly, the most active Třinec – Trzyniec, Návsí – Nawsie and
Petrovice – Piotrowice are not among them. It means that local Polish
community is active in these localities but relationships with local authorities
are not good. The largest of these towns – Třinec – Trzyniec (39.0 thousand
inhabitants, 17.7% Poles) – provides the best example of such conflicting
situation in the relations people-local authority.
This visual signs of presence of Polish minority was not well-accepted by
all members of Czech majority. Most of them accept Polish minority even if
they do not know its history and roots. The Poles are considered by many as
immigrants from Poland. Some local Czechs express some kind of
chauvinism which is demonstrated by destroying the bilingual signs.

5. CONCLUSION
Re-union of both part of the historical land of Teschen Silesia (like
Brabant and Limburg divided between the Netherlands and Belgium,
Schlesswig divided between Denmark and Germany, Tyrol divided between
Austria and Italy, etc.) did not lead to its substantial cultural unification.
Influenced by nation states – Polish and Czech – for nine decades made both
parts of Teschen Silesia two different cultural entities. Especially a long
isolation during the communist period increased these differences. Both parts
developed in two different ways during last century not only in political and
economic sense, but also in mental sphere. Differences between both parts of
Teschen Silesia are now very distinctive and any mental unification is not
likely to happen in a short period. Although unified Europe provides more
favourable conditions than before, nevertheless it would need more time.
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IS A STATE WITHIN THE STATE POSSIBLE?
NEUTRAL MORESNET AND BAARLE-NASSAU/
BAARLE-HERTOG – TWO CASES OF STRUGGLE
FOR EXISTENCE ON THE TERRITORY
OF THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS
1. ACT I. NEUTRAL MORESNET
The end of Napoleonic Wars in Europe put an end to the Napoleonic
order on the continent. The Vienna Congress of 1815 had to deal with
a paramount list of postulates and wishes of the nations which hoped to
shape future Europe to their favour. Sometimes their efforts lead to strange
creations like those in canton of Aubel in the former French Empire, which is
now the part of German community in Belgian Kelmis. Hilly piece of land,
squeezed between the Kingdom of Belgium and the Federal Republic of
Germany for over hundred years enjoyed some kind of independent state
status, with such attributes as national anthem and flag, post stamps and
currency. It was Neutral Moresnet (1816–1919), the quasi-state, which has
been forgotten or confused by most recent authors of national histories of
Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands1. In 2009 we will mark the 90th
anniversary of Moresnet’s disappearance from European map2.
1

In Polish case: Balicki, J., Bogucka, M., Historia Holandii, Ossolineum 1989;
Łaptos mentions Moresnet in the context of territories returned to Belgium in 1919 after
the First World War – Łaptos, J., Historia Belgii, Warszawa 1995 (p. 213) and zinc production (p. 36). The only exception is Wikipedia. Free encyclopedia, which brings basic
information about Moresnet with links to official internet page of Neutral Moresnet.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moresnet; http://www.moresnet.nl/english/index_en.htm
2
First text about Moresnet was published in 19th century: Taybert, Les trois petites
républiques: Sint-Marin, Andorre et Moresnet, Paris 1864.
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2. WHERE WAS IT?
Heart of this land was Altenberg mountain (Pauquet, 1960) with substantial amount of zinc spar3, known and exploited there since the Roman times.
Emperor Charles the Great gave the mountain to the city Liége4. From that
moment on the existing mines have been leased and exploited by different
entrepreneurs. When Austrian Habsburgs established their rule in the South
Netherlands in the 16th century the mines enjoyed the status of state
monopoly. The French rule (1792–1814) made the mines in 1795 “institution
of national character”. In 1805 “Vieille Montagne des calamines du duché de
Limbourg” (“The Old Zinc Mountain of Dutchy Limburg”), which in fact
was a land of 8,500 hectares, was leased to Jean-Jacques Dony (1759–1819),
a chemist from Liege. In 1808 Dony invented a new method of zinc
production. Although he went bankrupt, soon the new technology had farreaching consequences for the area.
As a member of the anti-Napoleonic coalition, the future king of the
Netherlands, William I, ended up his military campaign on the left bank of
the Meuse River. His counterpart, King of Prussia, stopped on the right bank
of the same river (Malvoz, 1983). Protocols of 1814 and 1815 regulated the
state of territorial possession for the Dutch and the Prussians 5. Part of the
Vienna Treaty signed on 31 May 1815 in article 25 described the borders of
Prussia and in article 66 the borders of the Netherlands. The territories
around the Altenberg mountain near village Kelmis have been left out of
account. Since none of the parties wished to give the mines to the other, it
took one year the special mixed commission to reach an acceptable solution.
On 26 June 1816 the parties signed the final Treaty, called Treaty of the
Borders or the Aachen Border Treaty. It was decided that those territories
would be divided into three parts called: Prussian Moresnet, Dutch Moresnet
and a small part of land with village Kelmis and the zinc mine with status of
3

Zinc spar, is zinc carbonate ZnCO3, a mineral ore of zinc. Needed in the processing
of zinc and brass.
4
In the triangle Germany-Belgium-Holland different names are used for the same
cities. English Aix-la-Chapelle refers to Aachen (Germ.) – Aken (Dutch) – Aquisgrana
(French). Older English Luick refers to Luik (Dutch.) – Liége (French) – Lüttich (Germ.).
5
The Prussians were entitled to extend their authority to the cantons of Eupen,
Malmédy, Sankt-Vith, Kronenburg and Schleiden, in the former department Ourthe, with
little peace of canton Aubel. The three first cantons are frequently quoted in the
historical books but the “little piece of Canton Aubel” has been regularly omitted by the
same authors.
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neutrality. The latter was to be administrated by two royal commissioners –
Prussian and Dutch. Article 17 of the Treaty described roughly the shape of
the territory in question, later referred to as Moresnet Neutral6.
This tiny piece of land of 3.5 km2 and borders 11 km long, in 1816 had
a population of 256 persons. Growing demand of zinc resulted in growth of
the area. At the end of 19th century 2,572 persons lived there. 695 were
recognized as “neutrals” (mainly children of the first inhabitants), 852
Belgians, 807 Prussians, 204 Dutch and 14 immigrants from other countries7.

3. CONSEQUENCES
According to article 42 of the Treaty of the Borders, they had been
marked with double row of wooden poles numbered from 1 to 188. One row
for each of the sovereign states. On top of the triangle stood one joint pole,
with number 193. Now this place marks the common border of contemporary
Belgium, Netherlands and Germany.
Two countries in 1830 turned into three. The former Southern Netherlands gained their independence from the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The
border point in the village Vaals marked four territories: Belgium, Holland,
Prussia and Neutral Moresnet. The wooden poles were replaced in 1869–
1870 by those made of stone and they were given Roman numbers I–XXX
on the Belgian side and XXXI–LX along the Prussian border.
Article 17 of the Treaty of the Borders ordered that the territory of Neutral
Moresnet should be ruled by the joint authority of two sovereigns (Dutch and
Prussian) and should never be annexed by any of the powers in question. It
meant that Neutral Moresnet gained the status comparable to small republics
like San Marino, or Andorra (Taybert, 1902). Louis Malvoz, author of
monograph of Neutral Moresnet, refers rather to the state of non-division
(statuut van onverdeeldheid), which has no equivalent in the contemporary
world (Malvoz, 1983, p. 72). The phenomenon of Moresnet exposed the
juridical gap in this case.
The joint administration of two sovereigns has not introduced constitutional rule, what in practical terms meant that from June 1816 the territory of
Neutral Moresnet was still subject to the laws of non-existing French Empire.

6
7

The Treaty was ratified on 16 September 1816 in the Prussian town Kleef.
http://www.moresnet.nl/english/geschiedenis_en.htm.
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Situation of Neutral Moresnet is no doubt strange and abnormal. The territory is
governed like a conquered land, by means of provisional regulations, which are not
sufficient and very often unclear [...] it is the state of war possession, mixed with
kind of absolute rule of the local authority. The Royal Decrees issued by the kings of
Belgium and Prussia create the highest and absolute emanation of the authority
(Malvoz, 1983, p. 73).

Decrees issued by two absolute monarchs created the law on territory of
Neutral Moresnet.
The territory of Neutral Moresnet was administrated by Royal Commissioners and local authority. The Community Council was elected in 1854
and the first city-mayor in 1859. Although the Belgian side insisted on two
parallel city-mayors, in the mid-1840s they accepted Arnold de Lasaulx as
the only one city-mayor of Neutral Moresnet. The next city-mayors followed
the same pattern.
The guarantees stated in the Treaty of the Borders on integrity of land and
protection against its occupation was not enough to give Neutral Moresnet
international legal recognition. According to the international law each of the
two states were entitled to treat Neutral Moresnet as a part of their own
territory. Nevertheless there where three important attempts made, which
might have change the fate of Neutral Moresnet.

4. CURRENCY AND POST
Although according to the French law on the territory of Moresnet the
Francs were legal currency, in reality the financial transactions were done in
currency of the two neighbouring countries. In 1848 the first local coin of
value of two Francs was pressed, with profiles of Leopold I, king of Belgium
and Friederik-Wilhelm IV, King of Prussia (Malvoz, 1983, p. 74). There
have been only five coins pressed altogether (Wintgens, 1981, p. 141).
The postal service of Neutral Moresnet has been guaranteed by the two
neighbouring states. Letters to Belgium were franked with Belgian stamps
and to Prussian with Prussian stamps. The tariff was the same as in one of
those states. When mailed to the third country, the sender could choose the
tariff which suited him most (Bertha, 1971, p. 10; Malvoz, 1983, p. 87). The
Belgian post served the Belgian Moresnet, while the Prussian both the
Prussian Moresnet and Neutral Moresnet (Deheuvel, 1984, p. 169).
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In 1871 Société de la Vielle Montagne8 opened Prussian post-office in
one of the offices of Vieille Montagne, Belgium did the same two years later,
in Montzen.
In 1886 group of philatelists decided to open in Neutral Moresnet their
own post-office and issue their own stamps. The idea came from Dr. Molly9,
general medic of Vieille Montagne and most honourable person in Neutral
Moresnet. Those initiatives could be considered the first step toward future
independence of Neutral Moresnet. In 1886 they issued eight stamps with
value from 1 to 50 Pfennig10. On the 5th October this year the post office
begun to work. After two weeks the initiative was stopped. Both Belgian and
Prussian side recognized the old system sufficient (for the community with
less than three thousand inhabitants and eight hundred houses). Besides, the
French law of 1799 made it the state monopoly.

5. THE STATE OF ESPERANTO
The most spectacular initiative of Dr. Molly was creation of an Esperanto
state called “Amikejo” (the place of great friendship) (Dithmar, Der
Esperanto...). Fascinated by the idea of an international language created by
Ludwik Zamenhof from Białystok, together with French professor Gustave
Roy, he came up with an idea to make Neutral Moresnet the centre of world
Esperanto movement (Dithmar, Ein “Esperanto..., p. 45–49). Willy Hoppermans composed “Amikejo-march”, which could be the national anthem of
the new state. The Fourth International Esperanto Congress in Dresden in
1908 rejects the idea.
Neutral Moresnet has had his own three – colour-flag – black, white
(Prussia) and blue (Nassau blue).

8

Société des Mines et Fonderies de Zinc de la Vieille Montage” was called into
being in 1837 and worked until 1885.
9
Dr Wilhelm Molly (1838–1919). For his activity he was awarded in Belgium with
“Croix Civique” and in Prussia Order of Crown and Order of Red Eagle. He was also
promoted in the rank of Prussian officer from “Sanitätsrat” to “Geheimrat”.
10
Value of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20 and 50 Pfennig.
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6. FINAL CURTAIN
The First World War meant the end of Neutral Moresnet. In August 1914
German army invaded the territory. Two “Neutrals” were executed for
opening fire to the German troops. In October 1918 Neutral Moresnet
welcomed another army – this time Belgian. The Treaty of Versailles signed
on 28 June 1919 closed finally the chapter of Neutral Moresnet’s history.
Article 32 of the Treaty stated: Germany recognizes the full sovereignty over
the whole of the contested territory of Moresnet (called Moresnet neutre)11.
In 1919 all inhabitants of this territory became automatically citizens of
the Kingdom of Belgium. Those who declared German nationality were
obliged to leave that territory within two years12. Article 1 of the Treaty
created a new community Kelmis/La Camine (in local dialect – a mine)13.
The border markers in Vaals commemorating point where the borders of the
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany do not inform any longer about Neutral
Moresnet14.

7. ACT II. BAARLE-NASSAU/BAARLE-HERTOG
In the past both parts of present community Baarle-Hertog and Baarle-Nassau belonged to the Dutchy of Brabant. Recently it is divided between
Dutch Noord-Brabant (Baarle-Nassau) and Belgian province Antwerp
(Baarle-Hertog). Brabant. Inhabitants of both Baarle seem to be happy with
the present situation, although problems stemming out of it surprised even
the most experienced specialists in international law15.
11

The Peace Treaty of Versailles, 28 June, 1919. http://www.lib.byu.edu/~rdh/
wwi/versailles.html.
12
In accordance with article 37 of the Treaty, which was in force also for the
inhabitants of Eupen-Malmédy.
13
The name of Prussian Moresnet was changed to Neu-Moresnet and Neutral
Moresnet to Kelmis. Both belong to the Kingdom of Belgium. The law of 1963 placed
the territory in German speaking region (Deutschsprachigen Gemeinschaft).
14
While the roads leading from Germany and Belgium to the “Three Country Point”
on the Vaalserberg today bear the names, respectively, of Dreiländerweg, Drielandenweg (“Three-Countries-Way”) and Route des Trois Bornes (“Three Boundary Stones
Road”), that coming from the Netherlands is called Viergrenzenweg, Vierlandenweg
(“Four Borders Way”), recalling the fact that once four territories met here.
15
On the old Belgian maps Baarle-Hertog is called Barle-Duc (which should not be
confused with he seat of prefectures Bar-le-Duc, Meuse, in France Hertog: Duke,
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Municipality Baarle-Hertog (748 ha) belongs to the Kingdom of Belgium
and is composed of village Zondereigen in Belgium and 22 enclaves on the
Dutch territory with 2,100 inhabitants. Municipality Baarle-Nassau (7638 ha)
belongs to the Kingdom of the Netherlands and is composed of village
Baarle-Nassau with 7 exclaves in the centre (enclaves in the Belgian
enclaves), one enclave in Zondereigen and two village Castelré and Ulicoten
with over 6,000 inhabitants16. In total the Dutch-Belgian puzzle is composed
of 30 enclaves.

8. THE ORIGIN
The exact date of foundation of Baarle is not known. First time it appears
in a falsified document of 992 (“false charter”), in which Countess Hilsondis,
wife of Ansfried, offers her property Baarle to the abbey of Thorn in Dutch
Limburg. In the Middle Ages Baarle-Hertog consists only of ducal fiefs and
leased lots. Although foundations of the present structure of Baarle was laid
around 1198, only when princes of Nassau in Germany gained in 1404 the
title of Duke of Breda, the name “Baarle-Nassau” appears for the first time.
Turbulent history of the Netherlands gave many opportunities to change the
strange situation but none of them in last 800 years was accepted.
In the years 1810–1832 the whole Netherlands (North and South) were
surveyed and mapped for the land taxes. Each village became a cadastral
unit. Although one cadastre was introduced for the whole village of “Baarle”,
Baarle-Hertog was part of province Antwerp and Baarle-Nassau of North
Brabant. When the proper adjustments were to be introduced, the Belgian
Revolution of 1830 broke out and the old tax measurements had no longer
value. The Maastricht Treaty of 1843 drew the borders between the Kingdom
of Netherlands and Kingdom of Belgium but compromise concerning the
borders of Baarle was not reached. It was decided to leave the problem to be
solved by the individual owners of 5,732 parcels of land! In 1875 another
committee was called into being in Belgium with an aim to propose an
exchange of the territories between the two states. Although they reached
a conclusion in 1892, both Parliaments rejected its proposition. On 26 April
1974 Belgium and Netherlands signed the Treaty of Turnhout, which defined
French: duc) The Story of Baarle (with thanks to K. A. H. W. Leenders and Brendan
Whyte). http://ontology.buffalo.edu/smith/baarle.htm.
16
It includes also Baarle-Grens, an old train station with accompanying buildings.
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the most controversial part of land located between the border poles 214 and
215. Even one of the pieces of land was overlooked (south of village
Ulicoten, 2,632 m²) and was still no-mans-land. In 1995 it became part of
Belgium as the 22nd exclave Baarle-Hertog. The borders of the city were
recognized as the borders of the two states17.
In 1996 there was a serious discussion to create bigger municipal entities
in the Netherlands and Belgium. As the result Baarle-Hertog would become
part of Turnhout and Baarle-Nassau of Alphen and Chaam (so called “ABCmunicipality”). It turned out, however, that the distance between the two
centres of the municipal administration, which is now about 200 meters,
would grow up to 15 kilometres! And it would certainly loosen up the
contacts between the two municipal communities, or even make them
impossible. Both Parliaments, Belgian and Dutch, rejected the idea (The
Story of Baarle...).

9. CURIOSITIES
Location of buildings in Baarle may have complicated structure of
property. Cultural Centrum Baarle is such an example. This old cloister has
two addresses – one for Baarle-Hertog and one for Baarle-Nassau. The
inhabitants have to follow the so-called “voordeurregel” (front-door
principle), which means, that the persons living in a given house have to
register in municipality, where the front door is! To make the borders in the
centre of the city more visible, next to the house numbers one can find small
plaques with national flags (oval for Belgium, rectangle for the Netherlands).
House in Loveren Street, where the border runs through the main entrance,
has two addresses: Loveren 2 in Baarle-Hertog and Loveren 19 in Baarle-Nassau.
In the period of two separated monetary system (Belgian Francs and
Dutch Guilders) the price differences made visit to Baarle an attractive
venture. It has not lost its charm however. Letter posted in Baarle-Hertog
with address in Baarle-Nassau, will travel via Turnhout to Brussels, from
17

There is also unique border convergence called quadripoint. Belgian enclaves H1
and H2 meet in Baarle in one point. There are only two such places in he world reported
(two “bi-national quadripoints”) – in Austrian enclave Jungholz (meets the German
border in one point) and in Bangladesh with semi-enclave in India. It is also called
“boundary cross”. The real quadripoints (connecting borders of four countries does not
exists).
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Brussels via air-mail to Amsterdam and via Tilburg it will come finally to
Baarle-Nassau. But if you use the proper mail-box, your letter will never
leave Baarle.
To simplify co-operation between the two municipalities (in fact, two
states) “Municipal Body Baarle” (Gemeenschappelijk Orgaan Baarle, GOB)
was established in 1998 in order to makes public-private form of cooperation possible. It is based on the so-called “Benelux Agreement on
Cross-Border Co-operation between Territorial Authorities and Co-operation
Institutions”18, signed in 1986 by the ministers of foreign affairs of Benelux.
In practical terms it means that Belgian municipality Baarle-Hertog and
Dutch municipality Baarle-Nassau may take legally binding decisions.
International legal frames for cross-border co-operation were created by the
Council of Europe in 1980, amended by decisions taken during many multiand bilateral meetings19. The European Grouping of Territorial Co-operation
(EGTC)20 of European Parliament and European Council of 5 July 2006 gave
members of European Union chance to organize own cross-border cooperation, which goes further than the one described in former regulations of
Council of Europe.
One of the Polish authors writes about Baarle-Hertog and Baarle-Nassau
with fascination:
At the first glance this city does not seem to be anything special. There are no
visible borders, everyone speaks Dutch and names of streets and information is
written in the same language. When one takes a closer look, one may notice that
there are different shapes of street names and different numbers on the buildings, and
now and then one can see the tab with national colours of Belgium, and the
Netherlands, which show where the borders run. Most interesting is however that the
buildings are build as there were no borders. Also the street network is in total
contradiction with political division. For example, the border runs through the middle
of the street and all sudden turns and cuts through somebody’s house dividing it into
two parts, making moving from the kitchen to the bathroom an international
adventure. So it is here almost everywhere. In some places the border was marked
with colour stones in the street, in other places with metal nails. […] Such an absurd
18

In September 1986 ministers of foreign affairs of BENELUX state signed
a document called Benelux-Overeenkomst Grensoverschrijdende samenwerking tussen
Territoriale Autoriteiten en Samenwerkingsverbanden, which allows neighbouring
territorial units to organize co-operation with partners on the other side of the border.
19
For example: De Anholt-Overeenkomst, 1991, De Overeenkomst van Karlsruhe,
1996, De Overeenkomst van Mainz, 1996 and De Overeenkomst van Brussel, 2002.
20
A European Grouping of Territorial Co-operation (EGTC). Regulation (ec) No.
1082/2006 of the European Parliament and European Council, 5 July 2006.
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situation led to strange and sometimes curious situation. For example water and gas
supply comes from the Dutch-side for two parts but the cable television is Belgian.
The electricity and telephones depend on which side of the borders the door is
located [...] The city has two city halls, two police stations in one building, although
located on the Belgian soil. Besides, the inhabitants of Baarle-Hertog live higher than
those of Baarle-Nassau. It has nothing to do with the heights of the building but it has
to do with the fact that point-zero marking the sea-level is located in Amsterdam, and
for Belgium in Ostend, which lies 2.34 m lower (Zych, Baarle-Hertog...).
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DIVIDED CITIES AS LINKS OF CROSS-BORDER
CO-OPERATION AND THEIR ROLE
AT THE POLISH-GERMAN BORDER
1. INTRODUCTION
The unique location at national border affects nearly all the aspects of
divided cities’. Depending on the role of the border, the effects may be
perceptible to a lesser or greater degree. In the period of progressing
European integration the location of divided cities, which often causes
problems, can be turned into an asset. They have a chance to become a place
focusing cross-border co-operation, an impulse to its creation and its driving
force. Intensive cross-border co-operation may help alter their unfavourable
situation into a more favourable one and set a good example for the other
cross-border regions. A question arises whether the divided cities are real
centres of cross-border co-operation.
The aim of the study was to analyse cross-border co-operation of divided
cities – Słubice, Gubin, Zgorzelec, compared with other towns and
communes in the Polish-German border zone. Due to a specific nature of
divided cities such co-operation is supposed to be more intense than in other
areas of the border region. The development of co-operation, forced by the
situation, should be therefore quicker, more effective and have a real,
practical dimension. The answer to the question if this is actually the case
was the objective of this analysis.
Divided cities located at national borders can be perceived as a sort of link
between neighbouring countries, and above all between their border regions.
They are (or at least should be) a manifestation of the awareness of shared
problems and needs as well as a means of intensifying cross-border co-operation. Peripheral location of border regions usually causes their
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“underdevelopment” (see Roper, 2007). The same refers to cities located in
border regions. Cross-border co-operation, which currently develops across
Europe (see Perkmann, 1999, p. 658), is likely to play a significant role in
overcoming such problems (see Cappellin, 1993; Krätke, 1999). Thus the
role of divided cities, Euroregions and cross-border co-operation was to help
overcome unfavourable features of the location as well as help take
advantage of the positive features of cross-border regions. Fully integrated
regions or “space of transition” (see Newman, 2006) proved to be very hard
to achieve. Nevertheless, the value of cross-border co-operation cannot be
underestimated and although it was not possible to create transboundary
border regions in the full sense of the word, they helped tighten co-operation
and bring together the areas of the common border regions in the social,
economic, infrastructural and tourist spheres. Moreover, it contributed to the
creation of a network of intraregional co-operation.
For the purpose of this paper the whole scope of cross-border co-operation was analyzed within the framework of the main pertinent programmes:
the Phare CBC programmes on Polish-German border (all editions during
1994–2003) and three Polish-German programmes in the framework of the
Community Initiative Interreg IIIA (2004–2006). The research covered
nearly 3900 projects, including 549 “large” projects. The others were “small”
projects (so-called euroregional projects) financed by Small Project Fund
within Phare CBC and Interreg IIIA. The intensity of co-operation of the
divided cities – Słubice, Gubin, Zgorzelec – within these programmes was
compared to the co-operation of other communes in the border region.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF CROSS-BORDER CO-OPERATION
PROGRAMMES ON POLISH-GERMAN BORDER
The development of cross-border co-operation was spurred by the introduction of the Phare CBC in Poland, which was a sub-programme of the
PHARE1. The Phare Cross-border Co-operation (Phare CBC) came into
existence in 19942. The purpose of this programme was to promote co1

Programme established in order to support the socio-economic changes started in
1989 in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe (OJ L 375, 23.12.1989, p. 11).
2
The legal basis is European Commission Regulation No.1628/94 of 04 June 1994
(OJ L 171, 6.7.1994, p.14-16) now replaced by Regulation No. 2760/98 of 18 December
1998 (OJ L 345 of 19.12.1998).
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-operation between border regions as well as prepare for the integration with
the EU. Among the projects eligible for financing were: eliminating
administrative and institutional obstacles in the free flow of people, products
or services across the border; improvement in infrastructure; environmental
protection; support in energy and transport sectors; promotion of economic
co-operation; cultural exchange; initiatives connected with local employment, education and trainings; border area development plans.
The implementation of Phare CBC was done year by year and was
realized in border regions belonging to particular states (e.g. Poland-Germany, Poland-Czech Republic). An important role in the implementation
of Phare CBC was played by Euroregions, which were entrusted with the
management of the Small Project Fund (SPF) – the projects with the
maximum budget of EUR 50,000 and so-called medium-sized projects –
maximum budget of EUR 300,000. Between 1994–2003 almost 20% of
overall Phare budget for Poland was earmarked for Phare CBC (see Report...,
2007). The vast majority of the Phare CBC funds were spent on large
investment projects – about 75% of the funds were allocated to transport and
environment protection. The total allocation exceeded EUR 527 million,
almost 97% of which was absorbed. We can observe a clear dominance of
the western border. The Polish-German programmes during the whole
realization period of Phare CBC received considerably higher allocation than
the programmes at other borders – EUR 451 million from total allocation of
EUR 527 million (EUR 45 million on average per year).
Small Project Fund participation in the total sum allocated to the Phare
CBC was about 5%. As for the allocation amounts for SPF at the Polish
western border we can see a relatively even distribution both in the timescale
as well as when comparing particular Euroregions from four functioning at
Polish-German border (from about EUR 0.3 million up to about EUR 0.8
million per Euroregion per year). SPF funds were earmarked mainly for
creating “interpersonal trans-border bonds and connections”. Beneficiaries of
funds could only be non-profit institutions3.
Poland’s accession to the EU resulted in covering border areas with
Interreg IIIA programme. Seven cross-border co-operation programmes were
introduced, including three at the Polish western border: Poland (Zachodnio3

E.g. territorial self-governance units, unions and inter-commune associations,
government administration units, chambers of commerce, professional associations,
Euroregions, community cultural centres, sports and recreation centres, and other non-profit institutions.
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pomorskie Voivodeship) – Mecklenburg-Vorpommern/Brandenburg; Poland
(Lubuskie Voivodeship) – Brandenburg; Poland (Dolnośląskie Voivodeship)
– Saxony. In Poland allocation to Interreg IIIA programmes was about EUR
149 million from which EUR 86,6 million was allocated to the western
border. From these funds, apart from “large projects” which dominate,
microprojects under SPF were also executed (allocation about 5%). Their
beneficiaries could be institutions of the same type as in Phare CBC. The
launch of the Interreg implementation forced changes to the institutionallegal forms of cross-border co-operation used so far. Among the most
conspicuous differences between Interreg and Phare CBC were: the necessity
to create joint, Polish-German structures, long-term budget (as opposed to
the annual one), the rule of cost reimbursement, and no advance payment
system4. As far as Euroregions are concerned, they retained their responsibility for the SPF.

3. ANALYSIS OF CROSS-BORDER PROJECTS
WITHIN PHARE CBC AND INTERREG IIIA
Divided cities – Słubice, Gubin, Zgorzelec – took part in all the analyzed
co-operation programmes. However, particular cities differed in terms of the
level of activity and participation in various types of programmes. The
highest level of activity was observed within SPF Phare CBC in which the
share of the projects realized by divided cities was nearly 12%. Among large
Phare CBC projects their participation was over 7%. Participation of divided
cities in the Interreg IIIA projects, however, was only about 5%. The biggest
difference can be observed among small projects, in which the participation
of the cities in the period of Phare CBC was relatively high, whereas in the
period of the Interreg programme implementation it was much lower. Greater
participation in the total number of projects in the period of Phare CBC and
its decrease in the years of the Interreg IIIA programme may result from
the fact that the special character of divided cities facilitated cross-border
co-operation from the beginning, for instance through the easiness of finding
4

In the case of Interreg III A the necessity to collect practically the whole amounts
for projects by beneficiaries themselves resulted in narrowing down the number of
potential applicants to those in the best financial situation and which could lead to
further spatial polarization of the level of socio-economic development of the border
regions.
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a partner on the German side, which was one of the requirements for
participation. After co-operation programmes became popular and people
became aware of the benefits involved, the communes located further from
the border became more active in this field, thus decreasing participation of
the divided cities. The decrease in the participation of divided cities in the
projects was already visible in the subsequent editions of Phare CBC (Fig. 1).
This may be the result of “competitive advantage” of these cities in the early
period and their important role as centres generating co-operation and
constituting its centres in the border regions in the early stages of its
development.
%
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Fig. 1. Participation of projects realized in divided cities in the total number
of small projects by years
Source: Own study based on data from the Euroregions
at Polish-German border

When considering differences between the analyzed cities (Fig. 2), Gubin
stands out with regard to small Phare CBC projects. This seems to result
from the fact that the Spree-Neisse-Bober Euroregion’s office is located in
this town and generated a large number of projects within the framework of
SPF. The advantage of Zgorzelec among Interreg IIIA projects is also worth
noticing.
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Fig. 2. Number of projects realized in divided cities classified
by particular co-operation programmes
Source: Own study based on data from the Ministry
of Regional Development, the Euroregions and the Implementing
Authority for European Programmes

The participation of the projects realized by beneficiaries from divided
cities in the total number of projects seems to be relatively low (and among
SPF it is medium-sized). The greatest level of activity is obviously displayed
by beneficiaries from the largest cities of the border area – Szczecin, Gorzów
Wielkopolski, Zielona Góra and Jelenia Góra (Tab. 1–2).
However, after excluding these cities, the greatest intensity of co-operation was exhibited by the divided cities (it was especially visible among large
Phare CBC projects – Szczecin and Gorzów were followed by Słubice, as
well as in the case of small Phare CBC projects where among large cities
there are all three divided cities in the lead. In the case of Interreg IIIA
projects this pattern is less pronounced (only share of Zgorzelec in regular
projects is significant). Activity of German divided cities is much higher.
Frankfurt (Oder) accounts for 6.7%, Guben for about 3% and Görlitz for
6.2% of total number of Interreg IIIA projects in German part of border
region.
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Table 1. The most active communes according to the number of projects within
Phare CBC programmes in Polish part of Polish-German border region
SPF Phare CBC

Phare CBC

Commune

No. of
projects

Share
%

Per
capita

Share
%

Per
capita

Jelenia Góra
(1)

268

10,8

0,31

Szczecin (1)

13

4,8

0,003

Gorzów Wlk
(1)

217

8,7

0,17

Gorzów Wlk
(1)

12

4,5

0,010

Gubin (1)

155

6,2

0,92

Słubice (3)

8

3,0

0,041

Zielona Góra
(1)

150

6,0

0,13

Sulęcin (3)

6

2,2

0,037

Szczecin (1)

129

5,2

0,03

Zielona Góra
(1)

6

2,2

0,005

Zgorzelec
(1)

70

2,8

0,21

Kołbaskowo
(2)

5

1,9

0,056

Żary (1)

62

2,5

0,16

Bogatynia (3)

4

1,5

0,016

Słubice (3)

56

2,3

0,29

Bolesławiec
(1)

4

1,5

0,010

Sulęcin (3)

55

2,2

0,34

Jelenia Góra
(1)

4

1,5

0,005

Lubań (1)

51

2,1

0,23

Olszyna (2)

4

1,5

0,195

Number of
all projects

2483

divided city

Commune

Number of
all projects
(single)

No. of
projects

199

(1) urban commune; (2) rural commune;
(3) urban-rural commune

0,5 – the highest value
Source: Own study based on data from the Euroregions and the Implementing
Authority for European Programmes.
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Table 2. The most active communes according to the number of projects within
Interreg IIIA programmes in the Polish part of Polish-German border region
SPF Interreg IIIA
Commune

No. of
projects

Interreg IIIA

Share
%

Per
capita

Commune

No. of
projects

Share
%

Per
capita

Szczecin (1)

57

7,1

0,01

Szczecin (1)

30

10,2

0,007

Zielona Góra
(1)

56

7,0

0,05

Zgorzelec (1)

11

3,8

0,034

Gorzów Wlk
(1)

52

6,5

0,04

Karlino (3)

11

3,8

0,120

Jelenia Góra
(1)

24

3,0

0,03

Police (3)

9

3,1

0,022

Karlino (3)

24

3,0

0,26

Gorzów Wlk
(1)

8

2,7

0,006

Sulęcin (3)

24

3,0

0,15

Mieszkowice
(3)

7

2,4

0,094

Police (3)

23

2,9

0,06

Kołobrzeg (1)

7

2,4

0,016

Koszalin (1)

18

2,2

0,02

Kamienna
Góra (1)

6

2,0

0,028

Nowa Sól
(1)

14

1,7

0,03

Zielona Góra
(2)

6

2,0

0,037

Słubice (3)

13

1,6

0,07

Zielona Góra
(1)

6

2,0

0,005

Number of
all projects
(single)

803

divided city

Number of all
projects
(single)

293

(1) urban commune; (2) rural commune;
(3) urban-rural commune

0,5 – the highest value
Source: Own study based on data from the Ministry of Regional Development and
the Euroregions.
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Table 3. Number of Interreg IIIA projects in divided cities

Number
of projects

City

Share
Share
of total
of total
number
number
of projects of projects
(%)
(%)

German side

Number
of projects

City

Polish side

Frankfurt /Oder

37

6.7

0.7

2

Słubice

Guben

17

3.1

1.0

3

Gubin

Görlitz

34

6.2

3.8

11

Number of all
projects in
German border
area

551

100.0

100.0

293

Zgorzelec
Number of all
projects in
Polish border
area

Source: Own study based on data from the Ministry of Regional Development.

When analyzing spatial distribution of the realized projects (Fig. 3), we
can observe a clear dominance of large cities, which, together with the
surrounding communes, form co-operation centres. Apart from large cities,
divided cities were the most important in terms of their intensive
participation in the Phare CBC and Interreg IIIA programmes. The factor of
border proximity, with the exception of these cities, does not play any
significant role in the intensification of cross-border co-operation (which can
be explained by the fact that the border runs along the river, which limits its
permeability). Similar spatial distribution is displayed by large Interreg IIIA
projects. The situation is different in the case of large Phare CBC projects,
where the border factor plays a more significant role (due to the priority
connected with the increase in its permeability) and although larger cities
still constitute areas focusing projects, their dominance is not so clear as in
the case of other types of co-operation programmes (there is a definite lack
of projects in the areas surrounding large cities).
When considering the generic structure5 of the realized projects in total
and among divided cities, the differences are relatively small. According to
the programme requirements, large Phare CBC projects were dominated by
5

In order to facilitate comparisons between various priorities used in particular
programmes as well as between particular years analysis of the generic structure of
activities were conducted using classification of intervention category used by the
European Commission in monitoring and reporting (OJ L 063 03/03/2001)
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road infrastructure, environment (mainly sewage treatment plants) and
border crossing projects. In this respect, only Słubice stood out positively
because of projects connected with the European University Viadrina and
a common development concept of Słubice and Frankfurt (Oder).

GERMANY

POLAND

number of projects
270
130
1

Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of small projects approved for implementation
in the Polish part of the Polish-German border area within Phare CBC
Source: Own study based on data from the Euroregions at Polish-German border

In the largest group, i.e. small projects group (Phare CBC and Interreg
IIIA together), the participation of particular intervention categories in the
projects of beneficiaries from divided cities is similar to the projects from
other cities. They are dominated by “soft” cultural, sports and educational
projects. Only the participation of tourist projects is more visible (e.g. fairs,
trails, tourist information centres). In typical Interreg IIIA projects the
generic structure displays considerable differences between the two groups
analyzed. It should be stressed that among divided cities there were twice as
many projects connected with social infrastructure, public health care and
human resources development. Such structure seems to be slightly more
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favourable than in the other group. Surprisingly, projects connected with the
development of tourism and entrepreneurship (both desirable and seemingly
easier to implement in divided cities compared to the rest of the border area)
were quite few.
The analysis of beneficiary structure (Fig. 4) in all programmes shows a
clear dominance of self-government authorities. In the group of projects from
divided cities they constitute about 40% among small projects (and together
with institutions of self-government authorities – over 60%).
Self-government
authorities
Associations
Institutions
of self-government
authorities
Cultural insitutions

Schools
Higher education
schools
Entrepreneurship
backup
Central
administration

divided cities
total

Health care
institutions
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40%

Fig. 4. Structure of beneficiaries of small Phare CBC and Interreg IIIA projects
classified by the ones realized in divided cities and those realized in the remaining
communes of the Polish part of the Polish-German border region.
Source: Own study based on data from the Euroregions at Polish-German border

Compared to the group of projects from the remaining area this structure
was less favourable, as their share was about 55% of the beneficiaries. This
translated into a smaller share of other types of beneficiaries, e.g. non-government or cultural institutions. The participation of this type of
beneficiaries in co-operation programmes seems desirable from the point of
view of the quality of projects (they are smaller in terms of finances, but
usually more advanced and engage the potential of local communities).
However, a more favourable beneficiary structure was observed in the period
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of Interreg IIIA – in divided cities self-government authorities and
institutions of self-government authorities constituted about 50% of large
Interreg IIIA projects and in the group of the remaining communes – as
much as 80% with lower participation of non-government institutions.

4. CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the results obtained it can be stated that divided cities at
the Polish-German border are important, but not dominant centres of cross-border co-operation. They stood out with regard to number of project but
not to their quality and only in early stages of co-operation development. In
Interreg IIIA period decrease of their significance can be observed. Divided
cities have a chance to become co-operation centres, the leading entities in
the process of creating transborder regions in practical terms, and not only in
the declarative sense. They should be the places where close, practical crossborder co-operation should be obvious due to their location, history,
management of the city, its infrastructure, etc. Polish-German divided cities
can still be referred to as divided cities rather than transborder cities. This is
caused by a number of reasons e.g. administrative, economic and historical
ones. Poland’s accession to the Schengen area should benefit the
development of co-operation, and in the longer term contribute to the shaping
of transborder cities.
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THE ORIGIN OF PRE-CHARTERED
AND CHARTERED URBAN LAYOUTS
IN WEST POMERANIA
The spatial forms of Polish cities, including Pomeranian cities – just like
all over the world – reflect man's activity on a certain territory affected by
numerous internal and external factors, as well as the period of town's
foundation and its duration. Taking into consideration European conditions,
Poland is a relatively large country, therefore its geographical environment
created a varied base for the location and layout of towns. Thus, particular
regions of Poland (Fig. 1) were characterized by different types of economy,
but also by different degree of openness to contacts with the outer world.
In European historiography concerning Poland still predominates the
conviction, that Polish urban network was shaped only in 13th–14th centuries
when towns were chartered according to German law and it was mainly
German settlers' achievement. As a matter of fact, majority of Polish cities
came into being much earlier and developed in an evolutionary way. The
original spatial form of pre-chartered Polish towns was a multifunctional
settlement unit consisting of a gród (fortified settlement) – local ruler or
administrator base with defensive functions, a craftsman's podgrodzie
(borough), or several boroughs and the market settlement. Many of settlements that were fulfilling supervisory and service functions for agricultural
subsidiaries, were already large cities in early Middle Ages which can be
proved by the term civitas used in from Latin documents. For these reasons
the development of urban settlement in Poland did not have a uniform
character. On the contrary, the time of foundation and granting charters, their
origin, forms of spatial layout, character of buildings, susceptibility to
foreign patterns, and the intensity of urbanization process varied significantly
in different regions of Poland. It was very clearly underlined by Hensel
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(1959, p. 726), according to whom in the history of Slavic cities one should
distinguish two stages: the first stage, lasting roughly until the mid-10th
century, and the second stage of towns on “native” or “local” law, that came
to an end in Poland in the mid-12th century. Hensel admits that in some
regions of the country the process of urban development – e.g. in West
Pomerania – presumably took place earlier.

POMORZE
WSCHODNIE

LITWA

POMORZE ZACHODNIE

PRUSY

ZIEMIA
CHEŁMIŃSKA
ZIEMIA
DOBRZYŃSKA

MAZOWSZE

WIELKOPOLSKA
Wisła
Odra
POLESIE

ŁUŻYCE
GÓRNE

ŚLĄSK
Odra

ZIEMIA
ŁĘCZYCKO-SIERADZKA
MAŁOP OLSKA

PÓŁNOCNA

MAŁOPOLSKA
WSCHODNIA
MAŁOPOLSKA
Wisła
ZACHODNIA

1
2
3

Fig. 1. Division of Poland into historical regions,
Source: According to Koter and Kulesza (1999)

West Pomerania, conventionally defined by the borders of the
contemporary Zachodniopomorskie province, is situated in the north-western
part of Poland, and borders with Germany in the west, and with the Baltic in
the north. It ranks among most beautiful and the most attractive tourist
regions of Poland. The Zachodniopomorskie province with the capital in
Szczecin was established in 1999 and covers the area of 22,896 sq. km (7,3%
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of the country area). Its administrative borders embrace Wolin Island and the
part of Uznam Island. The present area of the province consists of several
historical units characterized by specific features. The northern part of the
province belongs to the historical province of Pomerania, traditionally
divided into Front Pomerania and Back Pomerania. Communes south of this
area belong to historical New March, while the Wałcz district and Czaplinek
commune belong to historical Wielkopolska1.
There are 62 cities2 in Zachodniopomorskie province, including three
cities with district status. In the past, 80 municipal centers were founded
here. As Leciejewicz (1991, p. 207) notices
one of the essential feature of Pomeranian cities is their early, as for Slavic
Central Europe, origin. As we know, already in the mid-9th century on the south coast
of the Baltic settlements were founded that can be qualified as an early towns.

Latour (1995, p. 44) replenishes above statement, by adding that
development and the spatial layout of towns in West Pomerania is closely
connected with the political and economic history of this region. Relatively dense
settlement network in the early Middle Ages, particularly in the basins of Plana,
Odra, Rega, Parsęta and Słupia rivers was the consequence of agricultural development and the expansion of agricultural goods trade facilitated by the navigability of
rivers and the proximity of the sea.

According to some estimates in the 12th century there were about 120
market settlements in Poland, 20 of which in West Pomerania. According to
Lalik at the turn of the 12th century the number of Polish market towns was
200 (250 together with West Pomerania), out of which 55 are mentioned in
sources from the 12th century, what can be assumed as a credible number
(Buczek, 1964, p. 60). The estimated number of 50 market settlements
1

Western Pomerania (German Pommern) – the historical and geographic region by
the Odra river. It borders with Meklemburgia and Brandenburgia (Germany) to the west,
with Lebus land and Wielkopolska to the south, and with Gdańsk Pomerania to the east.
2
Barlinek, Barwice, Białogard, Biały Bór, Bobolice, Borne Sulinowo, Cedynia,
Chociwel, Chojna, Choszczno, Czaplinek, Człopa, Darłowo, Dębno, Dobra, Dobrzany,
Drawno, Drawsko Pomorskie, Golczewo, Goleniów, Gryfice, Gryfino, Ińsko, Kalisz
Pomorski, Kamień Pomorski, Karlino, Kępice, Kołobrzeg, Koszalin, Lipiany, Łobez,
Maszewo, Mieszkowice, Międzyzdroje, Mirosławiec, Moryń, Myślibórz, Nowe Warpno,
Nowogard, Pełczyce, Płoty, Polanów, Police, Połczyn Zdrój, Pyrzyce, Recz, Resko,
Sianów, Sławno, Stargard Szczeciński, Suchań, Szczecin, Szczecinek, Świdwin,
Świnoujście, Trzcińsko Zdrój, Trzebiatów, Tuczno, Wałcz, Węgorzyno, Wolin, Złocieniec.
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located on the territory in question is significant, taking into consideration
the approximate number of 80 municipal centers that were founded here
through centuries. It means that over 60% of cities of West Pomerania
originate from former market town.
The investigations, especially archaeological researches prove that
between the 9th and 10th centuries such centres like Szczecin, Kołobrzeg or
Wolin – already significant settlements, evolved into pre-chartered towns
developing under protection of powerful gróds. All early cities of West
Pomerania were characterized by functions typical for this type of centers. In
all of them there were inns and markets mentioned in 12th-century sources,
i.a. in Szczecin, Kamień, Kołobrzeg and Wolin. Some of Pomeranian gróds
e.g. Pyrzyce, Stargard, Białogard had the very early origin reaching the
prehistoric times. Inside of them, especially in the castellan gróds or in
podgrodzia (boroughs) first churches and monasteries, inns and markets were
established. This is reflected in the present cultural landscape of West
Pomerania constituting the material testimony of rich history which was the
result of West-European, Polish and Scandinavian influences. It is visible in
preserved mediaeval urban layouts, in sacred architecture and other buildings
from this period among which the most valuable are these in Cedynia,
Darłów, Dobra Nowogardzka, Lipiany, Maszew, Mieszkowice, Moryń,
Trzcińsko-Zdrój and Trzebiatów. The mediaeval city walls are preserved in
Mieszkowice, Pyrzyce, Recz, Moryń, Szczeciński Stargard, Trzcińsko-Zdrój,
Lipiany, Maszew. The centres of ducal, episcopal and knight's power are in
Szczecin (the most magnificent castle), Darłów, Pęzino, Swobnica,
Świdwina, Płoty and the relicts of castles are in Dobra, Karlin, Stare
Drawsko, Drawna, Golczew. Sacred buildings are in Kamieńsk Pomorski
and Kołobrzeg (the most valuable cathedrals). Granite churches from 12th13th century are, e.g. in commune Moryń, Chojna and Mieszkowice.
The urban development was not a homogeneous process. Lalik (1956, p.
632–633) is right by stating that
actually the most clear model of the process of cities genesis can be observed
only while analyzing the oldest settlements, whereas the formation of newer
settlements is the result of the intensification of the same processes, however in
changed conditions both by the fact of influence of existing towns, as well as by
significant deepening of social differentiation.

As it was mentioned before the majority of the seaside municipal centers
have very early origin and some of them developed already in the period
between the 7th and 10th centuries. Their development depended generally on
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local agricultural production and craftsmanship inside the gród and on the
situation in the Baltic region. However the basis for the development of early
municipal centers in West Pomerania was significant craftsmen concentration. The developmental of craft was accompanied by the dynamic development of trade, serving mainly the coast of the Baltic Sea.
Pomerania, which only temporarily in the 11th and 12th centuries belonged
to Polish state and afterwards was an independent duchy experiencing
increasing German influences, had formed its own morphological type of
mediaeval towns. The chartered town also in Pomerania has adapted many
irregular pre-chartered forms among which the oval layouts of the old market
settlements prevail. Absorption of pre-chartered relicts by mediaeval cities
led to deformation of their regular plans. In some cases those pre-chartered
relicts have disturbed the proper layout to such an extent that even German
researchers perceived them as continuation of Slavic settlements (Bobiński,
1975). A characteristic feature of many Pomeranian towns is their form
reflected in the outline of medieval, fortification walls resembling a circle or
an oval, just like in gróds. In towns of West Pomerania there are few
segments of walls in a form of straight lines, which was a rule in towns
founded in cruda radice (on previously undeveloped sites). Chartered towns
in Pomerania were founded according to the Lubeck law which was a
chessboard-type with an old market place of Brandenburg type, partly
occupied by a church and the stalls surrounding it, and partly by a town hall
built some time later. This pattern occasionally occurred in other Polish lands
neighbouring with Pomerania (e.g. Wielkopolska) (compare Münch, 1946).
Forms of settlement based on an oval plan with the spindle-shaped market
square that developed at this time were continued in the 2nd half of the 13th
century when towns on Magdeburg or Lubeck law were founded. Relicts of
these spatial layouts are still clearly visible in majority of contemporary town
plans on the area concerned, particularly in Kamień Pomorski, Gryfice, Recz,
Pyrzyce, Lipiany or in Chojna (compare Bobiński, 1975; Latour, 1995; Koter
and Kulesza, 1999). This proves a strong position of the Pomeranian trade in
the Middle Ages what is confirmed not only by well-preserved pre-chartered
layouts of market settlements, but also by 12th-century written sources,
reporting on lively activity of Pomeranian markets, e.g. Innocenty’s II bull
from 1140 mentions 13 market settlements in the Pomeranian bishopric. This
number however should be completed with a few, if not several further
settlements. They developed from podgrodzie (borough) (Białogard, Dobra,
Goleniów, Kamień Pomorki, Kołobrzeg, Maszewo, Nowogard, Pełczyce,
Pyrzyce, Recz, Resko, Słupsk, Szczeciński Stargard, Suchań, Trzebiatów),
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settlements adjoining a gród (Chojna, Człuchów, Dobrzany, Drawno,
Golczewo, Kalisz Pomorski, Krajenka, Myślibórz, Police, Złotów), crafttrade settlements adjoining a gród (Banie, Barlinek, Barwice, Bobolice,
Cedynia, Chociwel, Goleniów, Gryfice, Kołobrzeg, Lipiany, Łobez,
Mieszkowice, Płoty, Sławno, Słupsk, Widuchowa, Wolin), market
settlements (Choszczno, Czaplinek, Gryfino, Karlino, Lębork, Pełczyce,
Sławno, Szczecin, Złocieniec) or from fishing settlements (Darłowo,
Gryfino, Ińsko, Moryń, Sianów, Świnoujście, Trzcińsko Zdrój, Ustka,
Wałcz, Węgorzyno), that were under protection of powerful gróds. There
were considerably less cities originating from villages, i.a. Dębno, Grabowo,
Jastrowie, Koszalin, Łeba, Międzyzdroje, Okonek, Szczecinek, Wierzbno. In
several cases however the beginnings of the settlement are not known or
there is no complete documentary evidence, e.g. Biały Bór, Czarne, Człopa,
Człuchów, Debrzno, Drezdenko, Miastko, Nowe Warpno, Tuczno.
Before analyzing the origin and the oldest layout of West Pomerania
towns it is worthy to characterize the most important centre of West
Pomerania – Szczecin, one of the oldest Slavic settlements in the Baltic
region, located on the Odra river estuary, by Dąbie Lake. Its origin traces
back to the 2nd half of the 8th century. In the 9th century on the present Castle
Hill, the defensive gród with Pomeranian population was founded. Next to
gród the podgrodzie developed. In 1243 Szczecin was granted municipal
rights. In this period the city has joined Hanza, and became an intermediary
between Polish market (export of cereal and forest goods), Scandinavian
countries and Western Europe. In the 15th century it had approx. 10 thousand
citizens. In analyzed period Szczecin was subject to strong economic and
cultural influences of neighbouring countries. However the decisive
influence on Szczecin had Hanseatic cities. This was reflected in all spheres
of urban life including economy and culture.
Originally, at the place of contemporary Old Town there was a gród with
podgrodzie, which in the beginning of the 12th century received its own
defensive walls. The spatial arrangement of podgrodzie – as it is emphasized
by Latour and Orlińska (1986, p. 439) –
was characterized by regularity, confirmed after the war by archaeological
excavations. In the centre of the settlement there was the Fish Market from which the
network of streets was spread forming rectangular blocks. This settlement had
undoubtedly an urban character, therefore the foundation of the city in 1243 on
Magdeburg law needs to be considered only as a legal regulation of economic and
social matters.
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In the 12th century a dynamic economic development of Szczecin
attracted new settlers, mainly from German countries, who initially were
settling
south of the former podgrodzie, and later occupied areas to the south-west around
St. James church founded in 1187. Presumably after Danish invasion at end of the
12th century the German neighbourhood was encircled by a separate wall, similar to
the already existing one around Slavic podgrodzie. Therefore, one can assume that in
this time several separated municipal units have developed and coexisted one with
another (Latour and Orlińska, 1986, p. 439).

Granting of municipal rights resulted in spatial unification of Szczecin.
After removal of fortifications their place was taken over by defensive walls
which embraced the area of the whole city, together with the castle and area
farther to the west. The construction of defensive walls has started in 1283
and was finished in the 15th century. They surrounded the area of the city
covering nearly 55 hectares.
Granted with chartered, Szczecin still had somewhat chaotic spatial
layout. It has been described by Latour and Orlińska (1986, p. 440):
Former Slavic podgrodzie was characterized by rectangular arrangement of
streets and blocks. The streets were considerably narrower here than in the newer
parts of the city and did not exceed 6–10 m in width [...]. When located in the centre
of podgrodzie – the Vegetable Market and neighbouring Fish Market, were not
sufficient for larger city, the centre of the urban life moved gradually towards south
and west. The role of the new centre in south-west part of the city was taken over by
the Hay Market with a town hall transformed in 1262 from the merchant's house. The
part of the city situated on the plateau was significantly bigger then both remaining
areas. Its streets (Staromłyńska, Tkacka) were ran parallel to western section of
walls. The spatial separation of this part of the city from the Hay Market influenced
the creation of the separate trade centre in shape of irregular Horse Market, presently
named the White Eagle Square. Documents suggest that the upper part of the city
was built-up in the first half of the 14th century. Inside the city walls there were four
churches: St. John (1300), St. James (1191), St. Nicolas (12th century) and Virgin
Mary (1263) [...]. After the erection of permanent bridge on the Odra River,
Łasztownia Island, mentioned in 1298 as Łastadie, became a part of the city. At the
beginning on the island were mainly workshops of boat builders, outbuildings and
embankment port. Gradually the island was developed as a residential
neighbourhood, what is testified by the erection of St. Gertrude church in 1308,
named the Sailors’ Church. Presumably, on its place, the present neogothic church
was built.

In the 15th–17th century the city expanded further. According to the
sources from the beginning of the 17th century the area of the city was
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already populated by nearly 6 thousands inhabitants living in 334 houses.
The principal changes in the spatial layout of the city took place in 1637,
after the death of Bogusław XIV – the last duke of Pomerania – when
Szczecin got under Swedish rules. It resulted in transformation of the city
into a fortress.
In the majority of cities that from earlier settlements, the market together
with town hall and parish church were situated in the place of the former
spindle-shaped market square. Chojna, Gryfice, Pyrzyce, Szczeciński
Stargard and Strzelce Krajeńskie provide classic examples of such a spatial
arrangement.
Chojna is one of the oldest settlements in West Pomerania. Already in the
10th century it was an important settlement in Polans’ (Slavic tribe) state.
During next two centuries it was under Polish and later Pomeranian rule. The
town was granted municipal rights between 1244 and 1257, what was a
consequence of development of this settlement in the past, as Chojna in the
12th century was already a well-developed economic centre. Between 1402
and 1455 the town was under control of the Teutonic Order. After being
repurchased by the Hohenzollerns it belonged to Brandenburg, Prussia and
Germany (until 1945).

Fig. 2. Plan of Chojna in 1724
Source: After Münch (1946, p. 175)
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Chojna is an example of the town which maintained relicts of pre-chartered arrangement within its irregular layout. While analyzing its plan,
one can notice two morphological units different from the rest of the town’s
layout. They are a spindle-shaped square, encompassing the market and the
church as well as the adjacent three urban blocks on its east side surrounded
by a characteristic oval of peripheral streets together with a cloister. The
oval-shaped site was common in Pomerania, however its post-chartered
development displays Brandenburg influences, such as localization of the
church and the market place with town-halls and stalls (Münch, 1946, p. 176)
(Fig. 2). The area between the above mentioned streets is a remnant of a
castle. It is emphasized by visible bulges in the line of town walls on its
north-eastern side (Bobiński, 1975, p. 79–80). Thus, one can assume that
Chojna developed from former complex of castle-market settlement, without
distinct podgrodzie.
Stargard Szczeciński is one of the oldest settlements in the area
concerned. It originated as a gród founded in the late 8th or early 9th century.
Next to it, at a crossing of important trade routes (from Santok to Wolin and
from Szczecin to Kołobrzeg), the settlement has developed. Its relicts,
situated in the Ina River valley about 1,5 km south-west from the present-day
city, have been preserved till today. After its erection at the turn of the 9th
century, next to the Ina river-crossing and the settlement which was here
earlier, probably from the beginning of the 9th century, the first gród was
abandoned (presumably in the mid-10th century). Some researchers suppose,
that the present name of the city – Stargard, which means an old fortified
settlement, which for the first time appeared in sources from 1124 – refers to
the first stronghold. The remnant of the second stronghold is the land
elevation next to the tower in the north-east part of the Old City. The
settlement mentioned already, situated between town and the Mała Ina River,
became a podgrodzie. At the end of the 12th century on the elevation situated
on the west side of the Mała Ina River the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem
settled. Shortly, east of the monastery, a new settlement developed, situated
directly by the riverside. The free space between the market and the
settlement was shortly taken over by Augustinian monastery. In this way in
the northern part of the later Old City the settlement complex came into
being, stretched across the Ina River, with the axis connecting all modules
running from the west to the east, namely the trade road from Sczecin via
Białogard to the shore of the Baltic. Municipal rights for Stargard granted in
1253 was a consequence of its dynamic development as an important cereal
trade centre (in the 14th and 15th centuries it competed even with Szczecin; it
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was the member of the Hanza), what resulted in its territorial development,
geographically limited only in the south direction from already existing
settlement network. From the end of the 13th century Stargard was
surrounded by walls. The area encompassed by defensive walls is divided by
the Mała Ina River into two uneven parts. Until 1945 in the plan of the Old
City one could see traces of pre-chartered settlement in shape of present
Chrobry and Gdańska streets together with the sequence of transverse streets
and with more regular blocks created after 1253. The spatial layout which the
city received until the end of the 15th century survived without major changes
until the first half of the 19th century.
Strzelce Krajeńskie situated on the borderland of West Pomerania and
Kujawy, is characterized by an oval layout, which is rare in Poland. The
town was granted municipal rights between 1272 and 1286. In Strzelce,
a general outline of city walls in shape of slightly elongated ellipse, was
overlaid with a quite regular chessboard-type layout, with a long market
place of Brandenburg type (Münch, 1946, p. 176) (Fig. 3). The most
characteristic, unique element of spatial layout in Strzelce is a circle 40–50 m
wide stretching regularly inside the walls and parallel to them. This circle is
divided into building plots and surrounds the inner chessboard-type layout. It
must have replaced the earlier fortifications of the city – embankments,
palisades and moats, which originally had smaller circuit, and later, together
with the expansion of the city and growing demand of new building plots,
were demolished and replaced by new defensive walls, with larger circuit,
built on their outer side.
In Europe, from the 12th century, the process of municipal reform was
developing, which at the beginning of the 13th century has reached Polish
lands, which were particularly susceptible to this reform. Most cities in
Poland were very poorly invested, which facilitated introduction of spatial
changes. Kalinowski (1966, p. 10) underlines, that the Middle Ages
were a period of huge importance for shaping the urban settlement network, but
most of all it was important for shaping of the spatial structure of cities. The
principles of mediaeval city planning for centuries (almost until the end of the 18th
century) will be the pattern that stimulated the foundation of new cities which
introduced only certain changes resulting from socio-economic needs and the
evolution of aesthetic views. Spatial layout of majority of present Polish cities
includes an easily recognizable mediaeval core. This core could be a result of new
location that took place in those days or a result of reconstruction of already existing
urban settlement.
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Fig. 3. Plan of Strzelce Krajeńskie in 1945
Source: After Bobiński (1975, p. 52)

It is worth noticing, that urbanization processes in the 13th century were
gradual and new foundations did not occur in all the existing cities. In the 2nd
half of the 13th century in Poland there were both old market settlements and
cities founded on German law.
The foundations on German law in the area in question took place in
almost all market settlements which existed on the basis of the so-called local
law entitlements. It also was a basis for new settlements created mainly in
14th and 15th centuries.
Urbanization processes in West Pomerania were generally similar to those in
other Polish regions, despite the fact that dukes of Pomerania, already in the end of
the 12th century got under influences of Germans and Danes. The transformation of
old gróds (e.g. Szczecin, Kamień or Wolin) into medieval chartered towns was
almost identical to those in Gdańsk, Poznań or Wrocław. Here however the strong
relationships with north-west Europe, especially with Lubeck were established
relatively early, what undoubtedly influenced the cities layout and buildings form.
Many of towns developing in place of already existing and considerably invested
settlements, do not have such a regular layout compared to towns in regions situated
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more to the east. Pyrzyce3 located in 1265, provides an example of spatial layout of
the medium-sized town. Its external outline resembles a triangle and the arrangement
of blocks and plots shows many irregularities (Kalinowski, 1966, p. 15).

Only a few towns with chessboard layout came into being in cruda radice
mainly in the proximity of fortified towns like Kołobrzeg (second
foundation), Trzebiatów and Maszew, or they were planned from the
beginning as it was the case of Wolin. One can also observe the transitional
arrangements, which are not fully developed. These result from specific land
features like in case of Szczecin or Stargard (Latour, 1995).
Trzebiatów is one of the most interesting towns in West Pomerania with
preserved mediaeval spatial layout and nearly 40 architectural monuments.
The city located in the meander of the Rega River traces its origin back to the
9th century. Originally this place was occupied by a castle and the Slavic
podgrodzie fulfilling at that time sacred functions. It was a centre of an
independent territorial unit. In the 12th century it was a settlement inhabited
mostly by craftsmen and tradesmen; in 1170 a parish church was founded.
The settlement was granted municipal rights in 1277 according to Lubeck
law. At the river estuary a harbor was built (Regoujście, presently Mrzeżyno)
and in the 14th century the town was surrounded with defensive walls. As
a member of the Hanzeatic League, Trzebiatów prospered until the half of
the 15th century. Once the town left the Hanza, it played only a role of a local
trade centre. Trzebiatów is a fine and well-preserved example of the regular
city layout newly established on the basis of an old castellan gród. It has
a chessboard-type arrangement based on Lubeck perch measurement about
4.5 m long, where the size of the market and church square, marked out
separately, is a result of adoption of medieval plot module with dimensions 2
x 8 perches (9 x 36 m). Another interesting example of a town with irregular
spatial layout is Starogard Szczeciński. Here the irregularity results from
terrain features, the course of the Ina River and location of early-mediaeval
settlement. The town, originally founded according to Magdeburg law (1253)
and then to Lubeck law (1292), is economically competing with not very
distant Szczecin. Today the
3

Pyrzyce is one of the oldest town in Poland. Already in the 9th century on the hill,
nearby the later chartered town, a gród with the borough was founded. The centre of the
pagan cult was located here. In the 12th century it is mentioned as castrum (gród), later in
1248 as civitas; the chartered town was founded about 800 m west from castle
foundation on the new area; it was surrounded with defensive walls. In 1637 after death
of the last duke of Pomerania, Pyrzyce together with Pomerania, by virtue of succession
contract got under the Hohenzollerns’ rule.
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relatively small market square with grouped buildings, untypically situated
beyond the outline of pre-chartered market square [...] are the relicts of unusually
attractive municipal interior (Latour, 1995, p. 45).

Maszewo is one of the oldest settlements on the area concerned. From the
10th to the 12th century its place was occupied by Slavic old gród located
next to an important trade route from Szczecin to Kołobrzeg. Next to it the
settlement has developed which in 1278 was granted municipal rights and in
following century was surrounded with city walls. Here in its urban spatial
layout two morphological units are noticeable which are distinct from the
whole spatial arrangement of the town. These are an oval shape of the town
corresponding to the area of the former settlement and the urban postchartered layout showing Brandenburg influences visible in market and
church location. The town has very well preserved medieval spatial urban
layout with almost complete circuit of defensive walls from the 13th/14th
century, St Mary's church from the 14th/15th century, and Gothic St. George
chapel from the 15th century. Maszewo is one of very few cities listed in the
register of monuments.
Unfortunately out of all post-chartered spatial layouts founded in the
Middle Ages, only very few has preserved their original form. It is mainly
the case of small centers saved from destruction during the Second World
War, as a consequence of which the considerable part of West Pomerania
settlements was almost entirely destroyed, and the later post-war reconstruction had little in common with original town-planning.
In conclusion it should be underlined that in case of the above mentioned
towns, the relicts of pre-chartered and chartered layout are in general quite
well-preserved. In their initial phase the towns developed on the basis of the
older centers, usually were taking over their individual characteristic
features, connected with the earlier spatial organization, what often
influenced the later, post-chartered arrangements. It suggests a native origin
of the oldest forms and shapes of settlements formed in the region concerned.
It needs to be emphasized that at least in a few analyzed cases the layouts are
characterized by considerable durability. In many cases preserved forms only
slightly differ from their origins.
It should be noticed that these layouts, or their spatial elements, are
preserved particularly in small towns. Usually, they did not develop into
significant urban centers, preserving at the same time elements of the
originate structures, because the later urban changes were insignificant.
Cities which had more favourable conditions for development, and experien-
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ced dynamic economic growth have preserved less traces of the past.
Therefore the worse conditions, the more relicts of the past have survived.
In West Pomerania urban development in most towns, with only few
exceptions, was not dynamic. This is why, there is much more preserved
traces of the original spatial layouts from different periods. In many cases
these relicts endured until today without subsequent distortions.
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HISTORICALLY DIVIDED CITIES – URBAN
HERITAGE OF THE APARTHEID ERA
1. INTRODUCTION
The apartheid city in South Africa was created as a result of enormous
government intervention and expenditure, which was spread over several
decades. It introduced urban segregation, based mostly on race differences
and supported by racial zoning laws. Demarcation of racial residential zones
became a central component of the city planners especially after imposition
of the apartheid policy upon South African urban areas combined with the
National Party electoral victory in 1948. This event led to deep changes in
spatial planning of cities and urban population distribution.
The imposition of the apartheid upon the South African society was one
of the major social experiments of the twentieth century. Its aim was to
preserve White political and economic domination over the country through
segregation of the South African population at every possible level. Urban
areas were of key importance here as cities, where various races were
socially and economically mixed, were seen as a potential hazard to the
established order. Therefore the objective was to zone urban areas and mark
out exclusive residential spheres for all officially defined racial groups
(Christopher, 1997).

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT
OF AN APARTHEID CITY
Since the end of the colonial period the transformation of towns and cities
in South Africa has been the most outstanding phenomenon hardly found in
any other colony or dominion. Although the colonial period formally ended
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with the establishment of the Union of South Africa in 1910, and the country
left the British Commonwealth in 1961, the coming of the National Party to
power (1948) significantly influenced the future form of cities (Western,
1981; Simon, 1989). Together with the National Party electoral victory the
former policy of segregationism pursued under successive dominion of
governments was superseded by that of apartheid (Christopher, 1991) which
strengthened urban racial segregation in South African cities.
However the plan for delimitation of separate residential areas was not a
new idea. South Africa, like some other colonial states, adopted racial
residential segregation as a central component of urban planning since the
earliest stages of urban settlement (Parnell, 2002). The apartheid city had its
origins deeply rooted in the colonial period. Therefore one can distinguish
three main phases of urban segregation policies which led to creation of the
apartheid city in South Africa: pre–1923, 1923–1950, and 1950–1979.
Before 1923 the early forms of urban segregation in South Africa
originated from the most rigorous urban labour control. They were
represented by fenced compounds for African migrant workers in the
developing diamond-mining towns, such as Kimberley and Johannesburg
and also by compound-type accommodation for African dockworkers in old
trade towns e.g. Cape Town and Durban. This period was also marked by
social pressure of White residents, resulting from the fear of plagues and
diseases spread by the African workers, which led to establishment of special
locations where Africans were brought under sanitary control, e.g. Ndabeni
in Cape Town. In Durban segregationist tendencies was directed against
Indians rather than Africans which was caused by competition between
Indians and Whites for space and trade position. It resulted in discriminatory
decisions of local authorities consisting in residential segregation, political
exclusion, and commercial suppression.
The second period, between 1923 and 1950, covers the time of significant
shift in the South African economy, development of manufacturing sector,
dramatic growth of the urban African population and the increasing central
state intervention in the sphere of urban policy and practice. The first major
state intervention took place in the 1923 together with the Native Urban
Areas Act (NUAA). The NUAA contained key elements of subsequent urban
apartheid practise in its embryonic form. It empowered municipalities to
establish segregated locations for Africans but also recommended and
enabled residential segregation. Under the NUAA the appalling and
overcrowded African townships were established, which were meant to
house, at minimum cost, the migrant “temporary urban sojourners” who
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represented a cheap labour (Simon, 1989). It provided a framework and
foundation upon which subsequent legislations and policy were
implemented, but also set up the planning rules that extended beyond the
usual colonial tradition of simply demarcating urban space for indigenous
people. The NUAA codified a system of municipal finance and of state
involvement in housing provision for African people, and established
separate systems of governance for African urban residents. The law was
passed nationally but its application was pioneered in Johannesburg, which
became a national model for how to entrench the interests of the White elite
while advancing the development of an African industrial workforce
(Parnell, 2002). By the time that the National Party came to power in 1948, a
whole apparatus for regulating and controlling the movement and daily lives
of urban Africans had already been constructed, however not yet as efficient
as it was designed to.
The final phase (1950–1979) saw a development of patterns established in
the second phase and theirs official constitution, but also major changes in
the morphology of South African cities. The two major pieces of legislation
mark this period, namely the Population Registration Act and the Group
Areas Act (1950). The former provided for the classification of the country
population into distinct racial groups based on the skin colour, history and
language. Three racial groups have been distinguished: European (subsequently renamed White), Native (subsequently renamed Bantu, Black, and
finally African) and Coloured (further divided into the number of subgroups
including Asian (itself subdivided into Indian and Chinese), Cape Malay and
Griqua (Christopher, 1997). The Group Areas Act provided for establishment
of separate zones in urban areas that should be set aside for exclusive
residential and commercial use of each group. It meant that no one could
live, own property or conduct business outside the area designated for his/her
group (Christopher, 1987). The Group Areas Act made compulsory what the
1923 Urban Area Act (NUAA) had recommended. The principle of
residential segregation within the cities was deeply entrenched. Small-scale
approach to segregation was replaced by the broader, sectoral plan for cities
(Fig. 1) (Davies, 1981). As a consequence, a vision of highly ordered and
tightly controlled apartheid city was created. The South African apartheid
government imposed and supervised urban racial segregation through four
different instruments. First, by hierarchical racial division of the population.
Second, by generating spatial segregation based on the land allocation policy
and by using physical features such as rivers, roads and railways to isolate
the segregated territories. Third, by ensuring that major mineral resources
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remain within the areas designated for the Whites. Fourth, by giving different
political rights to White and non-White groups of population. Creation of the
highly structured apartheid city resulted from the Whites’ desire to achieve
physical segregation, at first from the African, and consequently from the
Indian and the Coloured populations. Therefore racially exclusive and
unequal residential areas, with separate educational, health and recreation
facilities were designed to minimize interracial contacts.

Fig. 1. The original apartheid city model
Source: After Davies (1981)
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The urban apartheid policy, anchored by the 1950 Group Areas Act,
divided towns and cities into group areas for exclusive occupation by
particular racial groups. The areas for various population groups were to be
single continuous pieces of land capable to support the defined community
and able to extend on the urban periphery as the population grew, without
changing the pattern. In this urban structure the conditions of all races
mirrored their socio-political positions and class status. White control was
obviously paramount. The White group areas were drawn very extensively,
so that the three-quarters of the area zoned under these laws were reserved
for the White population (Christopher, 2001a). The city centres, the key inner
suburbs and other prestigious areas were zoned for the dominant White
group. Also the road and railway network were to be under White control.
Moreover, land and capital were largely controlled by the Whites, too
(Christopher, 1997). Remaining peripheral areas were divided between other
racial groups and were territorially restrained. In detailed planning, the group
area of one group was separated from another by buffer strip of open land at
least 100 meters wide, but preferably by physical barrier such as a railway,
escarpment, industrial areas or river, which would impede contact between
the two populations.
Between 1950 and 1991 over 1 million hectares of urban land were zoned
in racial terms. It created major disparities between groups as to the access to
urban land. The sectoral approach resulted in massive action of expropriation
of land owned by Coloured, Asian and African population (Christopher,
1997). Vast majority of people were forcibly removed from the areas
proclaimed for exclusive White occupation (Christopher, 2001a). The 1950s
were largely the period of massive Black displacement and resettlement. It
was particularly common in the major industrial cities of Transvaal. Inner
Black or mixed suburbs such as Sophiatown in Johannesburg were razed and
replaced by new White-occupied areas. Between 1966 and 1985, around
860,400 people, mainly Coloureds and Indians, and only very few Whites,
were forcibly relocated within urban areas to create the apartheid cities
(Platzky and Walker, 1985). To this number must be also added thousands of
Africans and Coloureds uprooted in terms of “slum clearance” and the 1952
Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act (Simon, 1988). Thousands of people were
moved in order to “tide up” cities. Segregation levels increased dramatically
(Christopher, 1991).
Part of the “grand apartheid” scheme involved building of large, new
public estates, required to house the mainly Black workforce and also to
accomplish more comprehensive segregation. Terminology was shifted to
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reflect the new era, and the term “township” acquired its second and more
well-known meaning in the South African planning lexicon: large,
segregated public housing estate, usually on or beyond the urban periphery
(Mabin and Smit, 1997). According to the apartheid “ideal” these townships
were to be situated as far as possible from White residential areas, but
reasonably close to industrial areas. Spatial separation was to be reinforced
by buffer zones and by natural or other barriers. Townships were to be
designed and situated in such a way that they could be cordoned off in the
event of riot or rebellion, and the resistance suppressed in open streets. In the
1950s and 1960s construction of such townships in many urban areas
proceeded on a considerable scale (Maylam, 1990). In the apartheid era,
public housing provision radically increased, e.g. in Johannesburg from an
average of 800 houses per year for the period 1900–1950, to an average of
4,000 units per annum. At its peak in 1957/1958 the rate reached 11,074
houses per year (Fig. 2) (Mabin and Smit, 1997).

Fig. 2. Mass public housing in Soweto (1965)
Source: Mabin and Smit (1997)

Not surprisingly increasing segregation and the construction of South
African apartheid towns and cities provoked a rising tide of resistance.
Opposition movements, however, were banned, political leaders imprisoned
and an ‘iron fist’ of social control put firmly in place. Under these conditions
it appeared during the 1960s that a successful urban regime had been created,
nearly achieving elimination of shack settlements and continuing building in
massive townships (Mabin and Smit, 1997).
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The development of racial segregation in South Africa has profoundly
affected the form and pattern of urban areas, resulting in the emergence of
the apartheid city. The era of apartheid “proved to be a seductive way of
seeing the city for many practitioners and planners who were deeply
involved in its implementation” (Parnell and Mabin, 1995). However, only
few cities were originally planned as apartheid cities. Most of them were
founded as colonial cities already with a measure of economic segregation
which was reflected in racial terms and in later stage were adopted to
demands of an apartheid era (Christopher, 1987).

3. A CASE STUDY OF PORT ELIZABETH
Port Elizabeth, a major city of the Eastern Cape in the Cape Province,
provides a fine example of transformation of a colonial city into an apartheid
city. It is particularly significant example of remodelling of a city, which in
colonial times was already partly segregated. Before 1911 it witnessed the
emergence of the “location” system for Black population, which were
structurally separated from the main plan of the town and were zoned for
exclusive occupation of the Black population. Before the 1950 many
residential estates were established for exclusive White occupation, but the
greatest changes in spatial racial distribution occurred in the period between
1950 and 1985, converting the Port Elizabeth into a model apartheid city
(Fig. 3). The White group areas were drawn in such a manner as to include
virtually the entire White population. The Central Business District and the
inner suburbs were parts of the White zone and the other groups were
relegated to the periphery of the city. A series of new suburbs were built
extending nearly 20 kilometres from the city centre. Resettlement resulted in
the massive building programmes to house displaced people. Indian and
Chinese populations were rehoused in two new areas assigned for them
between the White and the Coloured areas. The conversion of Port Elizabeth
into an apartheid city was a complex process spread over the entire thirtyfive year period (1950–1985). Resettlement was completed in the 1984,
when the last of the Coloured municipal housing schemes in Fairview,
assigned as the White zone, was evacuated and demolished. The expansion
of Port Elizabeth between 1950 and 1985, took place within the framework
provided by the apartheid model with its markedly sectoral pattern, which
resulted in the major resettlement of the population and physical replanning
of the city structure (Christopher, 1987).
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Fig. 3. Generalized Group Area zoning, Port Elizabeth
Source: After Christopher (1987)

4. CONCLUSION: HERITAGE OF THE URBAN APARTHEID
IN CONTEMPORARY CITY LANDSCAPE
The urban apartheid system in South Africa reached its peak in the 1960s.
However, since the 1980s, weakened by its own contradictions, but also
strikes and uprisings of black workers, it has shown signs of breaking down
(Maylam, 1990). Its legal foundations were repealed in 1991, however
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officially instituted programmes of land restitution and social and economic
uplifting did not change or demise the patterns introduced during the last 40
years. After 1991 the residential integration was mostly left to market forces,
accompanied by occasional land invasions.
Choice of residential options is still constrained by the general level of
poverty especially among Africans, which prevents them from purchasing
property in the formerly White areas. The Black majority keeps living in
townships, which are characterized by very poor conditions of living, lack of
sanitation, social facilities and services. In many cities, outside the
townships, beyond the urban fringe informal shack settlements exist,
deprived of any township services, and are often erected in areas of
geotechnical or political susceptibility. On the other hand white population
remains both more segregated and less open to change then the other groups
(Christopher, 2001a). Urban segregation levels in South Africa still remains
remarkably high by international standards, therefore the heritage of the
apartheid planning is still apparent in the urban form (Christopher, 1997).
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MULTICULTURAL CITY IN A UNITED EUROPE
– A CASE OF ŁÓDŹ
1. INTRODUCTION
Łódź is the third largest city in Poland and is located in the heart of the
country. Its unprecedented history, unusual economic development, but most
of all, its multinational and multicultural population have been a subject of
interest of different researchers e.g. geographers, historians, sociologists, for
many years. Multiculturalism of Łódź resulted from the complex process that
had a time spread of only a few decades. This process was conditioned by the
history of Polish territories and led to the necessity of coexistence of
different nations, religions and cultures in one city. It resulted in a varied
cultural and urban heritage, which gave Łódź its unusual character.
Nowadays, multiculturalism of Łódź is just a shadow of its former glory.
However, as a testimony to the past, it became an inspiration which marked
the city’s presence at the European arena.

2. ORIGINS OF THE MULTICULTURAL CITY OF ŁÓDŹ
The beginnings of Łódź date back to the 14th century, when it was a small
agricultural and crafts settlement with Polish nationality prevailing. Łódź
received its civic rights in 1423. However, the enormous development of the
city took place in the 19th century. It was conditioned by the decision of the
authorities of Kingdom of Poland1, who in 1820, included Łódź into the
1

Kingdom of Poland, formed in 1815 by the decision of the Vienna Congress,
encompassed very poorly industrialized territories. Therefore, in order to develop textile
industry, Kingdom authorities determined areas where industrial cities were to be
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group of industrial settlements based on textile production. This event
determined Łódź’s further dynamic development in the 19th and early 20th
century.
Within a short period of time, Łódź developed from a small town to a
main textile centre and the second largest city in Poland (after Warsaw). The
beginnings of textile industry in the city were closely related, and in some
respects fundamentally influenced, by the influx of immigrants from all over
Europe. Initial spontaneous migration quickly changed into an organized
one, when the authorities of the Kingdom of Poland introduced the policy
aiming at attracting foreign settlers, mainly craftsmen2. As a result of this
activity, by the late 19th century Łódź became home to Polish, German,
Jewish, Czech, Silesian and not so numerous Russian population. Therefore,
it can be stated that the development of industrial Łódź also marks the
development of multiculturalism, for which the city was famous until the
Second World War. Through many years, different nations living in Łódź
have marked their presence in different spheres of urban life, e.g. by erecting
sacral buildings, prominent factories, impressive tenement houses and
institutional buildings with architectural forms and decorative details
reflecting the origins of their founders. History of the mutual relations
between different nations living in Łódź was marked by signs of aversion,
antagonisms and rivalry, as well as by forms of friendly coexistence,
assimilation, cooperation and symbiosis. Throughout the years, multinational
and multireligious structures and various cultural patterns influenced one
another in many spheres of life. In this way, Łódź became a kind of cultural
and ethnic borderland, where mainly Polish, German and Jewish influences
alternated one another. With time, the specific relationship between these
nations formed. The Germans and the Jewish took over the dominant
economic position in the city, whereas for most of the Poles hired labor was
their main source of income. However, for all those nations, despite clear
differences, the development of the city of Łódź played a very important
founded. One of them was Łódź. The following factors decided about the conversion of
Łódź into an industrial settlement: 1) existence of extensive areas in the possession of
government, 2) convenient geographical localization with access to running water for
technological purposes, 3) easy access to building materials, especially timber and brick,
4) attractive transport location, next to Łęczyca – Piotrków trail, 5) existence of recent
colonists, 6) conscious aspirations for the development of backward areas.
2
In order to attract foreign settlers, the authorities of Kingdom of Poland gave them
a number of privileges, e.g.: free plots for development; six years of rent exemption;
attractive, partly irreclaimable loans; exemption from the military service.
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role. Therefore, it was able to turn into one of the strongest industrial centers
in Europe, whose history was a proud testimony of people, art and cultural
dialogue.
Among many different national groups in former Łódź, the Jewish were
the first to arrive. They quickly became the second richest (after the
Germans) ethnic community. Some of them have greatly contributed to the
development of Łódź. They were mainly great industrialists like I.K. Poznański, who in the years 1872–1877, created an industrial empire of cotton
manufacturing, with over 1000 employees (Pytlas, 1994), and others, like
Silberstein, S. Jarociński or O. Kon. The famous Jews from Łódź included
outstanding architects (D. Lande and G. Landau-Gutenteger), writers (J.
Tuwim and J. Kosiński), bankers and numerous wealthy and medium welloff merchants. Before the SecondWorld War Jews were monopolists in
Łódź’s commerce. After years of their presence, the Jewish have left
a significant mark in a cultural landscape of the city. It is reflected in many
impressive buildings, which up to this day enrich the material heritage of
Łódź. These buildings include factories, residences, impressive tenement
houses, but also sacral buildings (Fig. 1). However, out of many synagogues,
only two have survived until today. Jewish history in Łódź is also present in
the largest (42 hectares, 230 thousand buried) Jewish necropolis in Europe,
established in 1892, with an impressive mausoleum of I.K. Poznański, who
was the second most eminent (after Scheibler) industrial potentate in Łódź.
Among all the nations in the city, the Germans played the most important
role in creating its textile industry foundations. Their major influx took place
in 1830s. Owing to generous financial assistance and concessions from the
government, many of them established the first textile plants in the city and
quickly became the largest group among Łódź’s industrialists. Contribution
of some of them was of huge importance for the city’s industrial
development. The most eminent German industrialists in Łódź include: K.F.
Wendisch, K. Saenger, J.T. Lange, L. Geyer , T. Kopisch, T. Grohman and
the later largest potentate K. Scheibler – the owner of the largest industrial
plants in Łódź, with over 5000 employees (Baranowska and Kulesza, 2007).
Among Łódź’s industrialists, merchants, and local intelligentsia, German
Protestants constituted the wealthiest group. Therefore, they had the largest
influence on the architectural image of Łódź, especially its historical city
centre. They were among the main investors of palaces and villas located
next to the factories, the owners of numerous tenement houses, erected next
to the representative streets of the city, and the founders of Evangelical
churches (Fig. 2) (Koter, 2007).
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Fig. 1. Examples of Jewish heritage preserved in a contemporary townscape of Łódź
Source: Authors’ own elaboration
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Fig. 2. Examples of German heritage preserved in a contemporary townscape of Łódź
Source: Authors’ own elaboration
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During the industrial development of the city, German and Jewish
industrialists clearly predominated. However, despite their role in the
economic development of Łódź, the Polish contribution to the development
of industry also needs to be recognized. The Polish were the third largest
group among the industrial plants owners (e.g. J. Wierzchowski, F. Górski,
J. Jarzębowski, J. Paszkiewicz) (Baranowska and Kulesza, 2007).
However, the majority of Polish population of the city constituted the core
of the working class and was living mainly in substandard buildings located
in the suburbs of the city. Polish middle class, namely engineers,
representatives of different professions and intelligentsia, was not so
numerous, thus its contribution to shaping the architectural landscape of the
city centre was insignificant. The Poles did not significantly influence the
form of the city as investors, although their contribution was possible owing
to a substantial group of Polish architects. The most eminent architect in
Łódź, Hilary Majewski, designed 546 buildings (villas, houses, palaces and
tenement houses).
The Russians have played a rather insignificant role in the history of
Łódź’s industry development. Also their contribution in shaping of architectural landscape of Łódź was the least visible. The Russians were
represented mainly by members of administration and military personnel.
Generally, they were not permanently related to the city, therefore they rarely
undertook any building investments. They came to Łódź mainly on
temporary basis, thus their influence on architecture was confined to
administration buildings, military quarters and sacral structures (Koter,
2007). Russian heritage, preserved in the landscape of the city, consists
mainly of Eastern Orthodox churches and chapels, buildings of former
Russian institutions (e.g. banks) and preserved monuments of tombstone art
in the cemeteries of Łódź (Fig. 3). The most famous Russian sacral buildings
in Łódź include: Orthodox Alexander Nevski Cathedral, but also St. Olga
Orthodox Church and St. Alexius Orthodox Church.
The representatives of different nationalities also influenced other
economic spheres of Łódź, besides industry. Since the early 1870s, the
wealthy upper classes were greatly involved in the creation of credit institutions, such as banks and joint-stock societies. Thanks to the development of
its financial institutions, Łódź became the second (after Warsaw) domestic
financial centre in the Kingdom of Poland (Pytlas, 2005).
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Fig. 3. Examples of Russian heritage preserved in the contemporary townscape of Łódź
Source: Authors’ own elaboration
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The outbreak of the First World War largely reduced the economic
development of Łódź. As a consequence of restrictive occupational policy of
German authorities, the textile industry suffered heavy losses, deepened by
the loss of its traditional market in the East. To compensate this loss, the
expansion to the domestic market was undertaken. Despite many difficulties,
the textile industry began to rebuild quickly. The decisive role in its
development was played by German and Jewish companies. However,
during the interwar period these proportions were changing systematically.
The contribution of German and Jewish representatives started to decrease,
while the Polish influence increased. The Second World War changed the
statistics drastically. The war resulted in Łódź becoming almost a nationally
monolithic city. The city maintained only a symbolic margin of foreign
minorities. The Jewish population was almost entirely exterminated by the
Nazis and most of the German population, who cooperated (voluntarily or
under compulsion) with the Nazi during the occupation, had decided to leave
the city before the Red Army entered it (Koter, 2007). The Second World
War destroyed the common output of all nationalities living in Łódź,
although some of the multicultural traditions along with monuments of
material and spiritual heritage were preserved.
Today, this multicultural heritage is an unquestionable evidence of
openness and positive coexistence of different nations’ and religions’
representatives, for whom Łódź was not only the “promised land”, but also
home that they could identify with. The history of this period survived in the
urban landscape in the form of buildings, monuments but also in the
cemeteries of the city. One of these necropolises, a testimony of a mutual
positive coexistence, is the “Old Cemetery” – a common burial place of the
Catholics, Protestants and Eastern Orthodox Christians. It contains
impressive mausoleums (K. Scheibler, J. Heinzel, L. Geyer, R. Biedermann),
tombstones and sepultures of those, who created the industrial Łódź, despite
their nationality and religion.
3. THE ROLE OF MULTICULTURAL HERITAGE
OF THE PAST IN CONTEMPORARY ŁÓDŹ
Nowadays, the vision of contemporary Europe is being created. It is
a Europe of different nations, religions, cultures and languages. These days,
the city of Łódź, as a historical witness to all these aspects, uses its history to
mark its presence in United Europe. As a city erected on the tradition of four
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languages and four religions, it proves that multicultural dialogue is possible
and necessary. For Łódź, its fascinating blend of former cultures and
religions serves as an inspiration for many festivals and cultural events. One
of the most significant events is the Festival of Dialogue of Four Cultures
which has been held in Łódź since 2002. It is a unique festival, both on
Polish and European scale. It presents the output of four cultures that created
the industrial power of city of Łódź at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries,
namely Polish, Jewish, German and Russian. The festival includes concerts,
exhibitions, theatre plays, movie projections and happenings, which attract
artists and audience from all over the world. Łódź, together with its personal
experience of openness and dialogue between cultures, plays a very
important role in Europe, as it is a perfect example of the practical
coexistence of different cultures. The Festival of Dialogue of Four Cultures
became one of the most important trademarks of Łódź on the cultural map of
Poland. In 2004, it received the certificate of the Polish Tourism
Organization as the best Tourist Product.
On the initiative of the European Union, the year 2008 was announced as
the European Year of Dialogue of Cultures. Its aim was to support the
development of coherent, but also open cultural environment, where different
ethnic, religious and national identities coexist on the level of the entire
European Union but also within individual EU countries. The “Łódź
European Meetings”, organized by the European Commission in Poland and
Łódź City Hall as part of the European Year of Dialogue of Cultures became
an opportunity for the exchange of views about cultural variety, art and
dialogue, not only on a regional scale, but also in the entire European Union.
Multiculturalism in Łódź and its long tradition of dialogue can be a good
foundation for further development of the society characterized by openness,
tolerance, and curiosity of other cultures.
The 19th century industrial Łódź, besides the erection of many magnificent factories, also witnessed a major development of cultural institutions.
Contemporary Łódź is still one of the major cultural centers of Poland. To
a large degree, its cultural activities and events are based on the multicultural
aspects of the past. The cultural variety, offered by Łódź, became an
inspiration to aspire for the status of European Capital of Culture in 2016.
This aim is not only a part of a distant vision, but also a cultural development
strategy of the city for the next seven years. It should result in international
promotion of the city, development of the tourism, but it should also
strengthen the image of Łódź as a city of culture and art. Most of all, it
should consolidate the entire cultural community of the city. The aspiration
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for the European Capital of Culture is not only prestigious, but it also brings
new perspectives and long term results (architectonic innovations,
development of cultural infrastructure, profits from tourism). Łódź is the first
city which has presented its campaign in Brussels. Its biggest advantages
include multiculturalism, tradition, exceptional cultural and artistic heritage
(museums). Łódź is also perceived as a city of other festivals (e.g. Łódź
Biennale, Explorers Festival, Photography Festival), city of movies (Film
School, Camerimage) and as a city of modern cultural centers arranged
inside postindustrial buildings.

4. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, multinational structure of cities’ population leads in many
cases to the emergence of conflicts and feuds of ethnic, religious and cultural
background. In case of Łódź, thanks to its unusual history and unique factors
that had influenced the development of the city, multiculturalism became
a stimulus for its dynamic economic growth and survived until today in the
form of numerous sites of cultural heritage. It survived also in the memories
of Łódź’s citizens and became the inspiration for activities aiming at using
the heritage of the past in contemporary promotion of the city. Apart from
the organization of cultural events based on multiculturalism of old Łódź, the
use of material heritage inherited from different national groups for the
purpose of various investments, is nowadays becoming a common
phenomenon. It is worth to mention two foreign investment projects, which
use revitalization of the former factory buildings and their adaptation for new
purposes, e.g. residential, commercial, and recreational. These crucial
investments are: Manufaktura (French investor Apsys – shopping and
recreational centre in the former I.K. Poznański factory complex) and
Scheibler lofts (Australian investor Opal Property Development – residential
lofts in the former K. Scheibler factory complex). These investments are not
only a tribute to the past, but most of all, they are examples of ideas on how
to revitalize a multicultural heritage in a contemporary townscape.
Through many activities that take place in Łódź, its example proves that it
is possible to combine both, the tradition and the present day. It is possible
not to forget about local values, but at the same time to think about the
European integration in a global way. These are the ideas that contemporary
Europe needs. These are the values that many of the European cities can and
should promote.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
BORDER ON A DEMOGRAPHIC
DEVELOPMENT OF A CITY
1. INTRODUCTION
Cities have various functions and develop at different paces. Their
development is influenced by the internal conditions, i.e. the characteristic
features of the city, or the city’s specific “product”. The development is also
influenced by the city’s surroundings, especially how significant the city is
for the closest environment.
The literature of the subject has broadly defined the functions of cities.
The most frequently mentioned functions include provision of work places,
housing, communication, education, culture, health care, recreation, safety,
administrative and political functions. The above classification matches the
administrative districts’ tasks, as described by the law regarding the local
government1. The function of a city is prosperity, which is each city’s raison
d’être and the basis of its development (Beaujeu-Garnier and Chabot, 1971,
p. 123).
Functional classification of cities has been based on the external and
internal functions fulfilled within their area (Dziewoński, 1953, p. 52).
Modern analyses, however, are much broader, as they are based on defining
the needs, functions and competences of the governing bodies (Czornik,
2004). All these analyses concern the cities, whose development is connected
with some particular factors. One of these factors is changing administrative
division of a country (Rączaszek, 1998). This case will be discussed here
with reference to the change of the administrative division of Poland in 1975

1

Local government law from 8th March 1990, DzU 2001, No. 142, position 1591.
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which established 49 voivodeships2. It will portray the interesting stages of
development of the new bases of voivodeships’ governing bodies and the
changes in their development rate during the transformation period.

2. DIVERSE POPULATION GROWTH RATE
IN THE SELECTED CITIES
In order to highlight the importance of administrative borders and
implications of the cities’ functions for their development, a brief analysis of
changes in population number in cities of different functions has been
conducted. The results are presented in three separate tables.
Table 1. The biggest population growth in the new capitals of voivodeships

2

Year

Żyrardów

Skierniewice

Ełk

Suwałki

1975

35.2

26.9

32.0

30.6

1976

35.4

27.7

33.3

32.0

1977

36.3

30.6

33.9

33.9

1978

36.1

30.6

35.8

35.9

1979

36.7

31.5

37.3

38.5

1980

37.2

32.4

38.2

40.7

1981

37.7

33.4

39.5

42.1

1982

38.1

34.3

40.0

44.6

1983

38.4

35.3

41.6

46.6

1984

38.9

36.2

42.7

48.8

1985

40.1

40.6

44.2

51.4

1986

40.4

41.8

44.7

53.8

1987

40.9

42.6

45.3

55.9

1988

41.6

42.9

49.6

57.9

1989

42.2

44.2

50.2

59.6

1990

42.7

45.9

52.4

61.3

1991

43.0

46.7

53.8

62.8

Law from 28th May 1975 on two-level administrative division of the country DzU
1975, No. 16, position 91.
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Year

Żyrardów

Skierniewice

Ełk

Suwałki

1992

43.5

47.2

53.8

63.9

1993

43.6

47.6

54.2

64.9

1994

43.5

47.9

54.9

65.8

1995

43.5

48.1

55.0

66.6

1996

43.5

48.5

55.4

67.3

1997

43.6

48.5

55.7

67.7

1998

43.6

48.7

56.2

68.3

1999

43.5

48.9

56.5

68.8

2000

43.7

49.2

56.6

69.1

2001

41.8

48.5

55.2

68.9

2002

41.7

48.5

55.2

68.9

2003

41.6

48.7

55.5

69.0

2004

41.4

48.7

55.8

69.1

2005

41.2

48.8

56.1

69.3

2006

41.0

48.8

56.3

69.2

Growth until
max.

124.1

182.9

176.9

226.5

Drop since max.

93.8

99.2

99.5

100.0

Source: Author’s compilation based on statistic data gathered by the Central Bureau
for Statistics.

Table 1 shows the pace of changes in population number in two pairs of
cities. The first pair of cities was Żyrardów and Skierniewice. Żyrardów was
the biggest city in the newly established Skierniewickie Voivodeship, and the
capital city of Skierniewice had 3/4 of its population. Skierniewice surpassed
Żyrardów with regard to the population number in 1985. Throughout the
analysed period the number of population in Skierniewice increased by over
80%, while the increase in Żyrardów population was 24%, followed by a 6
percentage points decrease in the recent years3. This decrease in
Skierniewice was much smaller: less than one percentage point. Therefore it
3

The slowing down in the population growth in Żyrardów coincides with the
beginning of the economic transformation process. The situation of the city was
probably caused by its economic structure, and especially the downfall of the textile
industry and its social consequences (Böhnke, 2006, p. 108).
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can be concluded that due to its function of a capital the population number
of Skierniewice increased significantly. After the cities inclusion into the
newly created Łódzkie Voivodeship the population number stabilised.
The other analysed pair of the cities were Suwałki and Ełk. Suwałki, with
population 5% smaller than Ełk, became a capital of the new voivodeship
and after three years it became the voivodeship’s biggest city. The biggest
population growth out of all the cities analysed in this study was recorded in
Suwałki. Until 2005 this increase was over 126%. In the last years, when the
city was included into the new Podlaskie Voivodeship, its attraction potential
as a non-central city decreased considerably, and therefore the population
number stabilised. In Ełk, which also developed quickly, the population
growth in the analysed period was around 75%. In the last years the
population number stabilised there as well. Probably, the situation so
different from the general tendency in Poland4 in these two cities is also the
result of the Suwałki special economic zone, which was created in the second
half of the 1990s5, on the territory of both analysed cities.
Furthermore it is worth noticing that the maximum population number
for the three cities presented in table 1 was recorded in 2000. Only in
Suwałki the development potential lasted longer and the maximum
population was recorded in 2005. In the recent years, however, it has been
difficult to conduct the comparative dynamic studies as the National
Census of 2002 brought quite unexpected results with regard to the
approximate data at the end of 2001. As a result the Central Statistical
Office in their publications for the years 2000–2001 used the new,
corrected information regarding the population number (Rączaszek,
2006b, p. 365). In all the tables presented in this study, there is a clear
quantity leap between the year 2000 and 2001. However, it is not a result
of natural demographical processes but of the re-estimation of the
demographic data by the Central Statistical Office.
In the table 2 shows the population changes in another two medium-sized
cities (Jagielski, 1977, p. 133) within the territory of the former Sieradzkie
and Tarnobrzeskie Voivodeships.
Similar conclusions can be drawn here as from the information presented
in the table 1.
4

In recent years Polish cities have seen a decrease in population. In most of them
a slow drop of population number is noted. Compare: Rączaszek (2006a).
5
The law from 20th October 1994 on the special economic zones (DzU 1994, No.
123, position 600).
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Table 2. Population changes in the biggest cities of the chosen voivodeships
Year

Zduńska Wola

Sieradz

Stalowa Wola

Tarnobrzeg

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
Growth until max.
Drop since max.

37.0
37.4
37.8
38.0
38.2
39.0
39.9
40.6
41.2
41.8
42.4
43.0
43.8
44.0
44.9
45.1
45.4
45.8
45.9
45.9
46.0
46.0
45.9
45.8
45.8
45.8
45.1
45.1
44.7
44.7
44.5
44.4
124.3
96.5

21.8
22.6
23.4
24.2
30.2
31.3
31.8
33.1
34.4
35.6
36.7
38.2
39.5
40.5
42.2
43.1
43.6
43.8
44.3
44.6
44.9
45.2
45.4
45.5
45.5
45.4
44.7
44.6
44.5
44.3
44.2
44.0
208.7
96.7

40.1
42.2
46.9
50.1
52.2
54.8
57.3
59.1
61.0
62.9
65.0
67.1
68.8
67.6
69.2
70.0
71.0
71.2
72.0
71.8
71.8
71.7
71.7
71.8
71.8
71.8
67.7
67.6
66.8
66.5
66.1
65.5
179.6
91.0

26.8
33.9
34.3
33.5
35.2
37.3
38.5
39.6
40.8
41.6
42.3
43.5
44.7
44.7
45.9
48.4
49.5
49.9
50.4
50.6
50.7
50.9
50.9
51.1
51.3
51.2
50.3
50.3
50.3
50.0
50.1
50.0
191.4
97.5

Source: Author’s compilation based on statistic data gathered by the Central Bureau
for Statistics.
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In the former Sieradzkie Voivodeship, Sieradz became the capital in 1975,
although Zduńska Wola was the biggest city. In 1975 the new voivodeship’s
capital had less than 60% of the biggest city’s population, and in recent years
both cities almost equalled their population, although Zduńska Wola is still
the biggest city of that region. Until 1998 the former capital of the
voivodeship – Sieradz – increased its population by over 108%, while during
almost the same period the increase of Zduńska Wola’s population reached
just 24%. In the capital city the population growth lasted longer, until 1999,
and since it ceased to be the voivodeship’s capital, the number of population
decreased by over 3 percentage points.
Since 1995, when the biggest number of population was reached in
Zduńska Wola, the number of citizens dropped by 3,5 percentage points. The
capital of the voivodeship lost the similar percentage of population as the
biggest city during the shorter period. Therefore it can be concluded that
after liquidation of the Sieradzkie Voivodeship, the development potential of
the voivodeship’s biggest cities was exhausted. If currently their populations
are decreasing, this is the situation similar to the one observed in other Polish
cities.
Another case in which throughout the period of the voivodeship’s
existence the biggest city was not its capital is the Tarnobrzeskie Voivodeship6. Stalowa Wola was the biggest city in that area. In 1975 it was bigger
by one third than the voivodeship’s capital. Both cities grew quickly in the
analysed period due to different functions but also for historical reasons. The
increase in Tarnobrzeg’s population was first caused by Poland’s
industrialisation after 1945 and by the development of sulphur extraction,
and then due to its function as a capital for the nearest area. The development
of Stalowa Wola, which started during the inter-war period (Landau and
Tomaszewski, 1991, p. 58), was based on the heavy industry, within the
scheme of creating the Central Industrial District which started in 1937
(Wieczorkiewicz, 1991, p. 31). All those factors of population growth had
certain consequences. Tarnobrzeg during the analysed period increased its
population by over 90%, and since it stopped being a capital it dropped by
2,5 percentage points, but if we take into consideration the recounting of the
data by the Central Statistical Office the stabilisation of population number
6

Primarily, it was planned to recreate the historical Sandomierskie Voivodeship, but
certain casualness in making the decisions as well as the pressure from local elites and
strong political personalities caused the change of the decision at the central level. See:
Latawiec (1986, p. 142).
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can be noticed. The pre-war growth of Stalowa Wola continued during the
period of the People’s Republic of Poland, but was hindered already in 1993.
At that point the city was 80% bigger than in 1975. In the last decade the
number of citizens dropped by 9 percentage points. It is the biggest decrease
recorded among the chosen cities analysed here. The local economical
potential, especially within the strategic sector of defence industry (Polityka
ekonomiczna, 1999, p. 236), after the collapse of real socialism was not
developed any further. This economic tendency was soon to be accompanied
by the demographical regress.
Concluding, it can be observed that these local industrial centres
developing dynamically in the People’s Republic of Poland, underwent
demographical stagnation during the transformation period. Tarnobrzeg – the
voivodeship’s capital – dealt much better with that problem, also when it lost
its temporary function as a capital. The demographical regress in the bigger
local industrial centre – Stalowa Wola – deepened.
Table 3 presents population growth in another two pairs of cities. They
represent competing urban centres in small voivodeships. In 1975 one of the
paired cities – the bigger one – became the capital of the new voivodeship.
Among all the cases presented in the tables 1, 2 and 3, these have been the
biggest cities. However, during the analysed period their demographical
development was not too impressive7. Certainly, in the agricultural area of
central Poland there was no need to create large urban agglomerations next to
already existing ones: Łódź, Warsaw, or Poznan. Kalisz, as the only one of
the 12 cities analysed here, exceeded population of 100 thousand during the
analysed period. However, the total increase since 1975 was merely 25%.
Ostrów Wielkopolski, which in 1975 was 40% smaller, was developing
faster. Its population increased by over 38%. In the last years, though, its
population dropped by 3 percentage points, while in Kalisz the decrease was
only 1 percent. Again, the former voivodeship capital undergoes a loss of
some of its functions more smoothly.
The last pair of cities presented here are the biggest cities of former
Piotrkowskie Voivodeship. In 1975 Piotrków Trybunalski, 10% bigger than
Tomaszów Mazowiecki, became the capital.

7

Wegweiser Demographischer Wandel 2020. Analysen und Handlungskonzepte für
Städte und Gemeinden. Verlag Bertelsmann Stiftung, Gütersloh, 2006, p. 31.
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Table 3. Demographical development of the biggest cities in chosen voivodeships
Year

Kalisz

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
Growth until max.
Drop since max.

87.3
93.3
95.1
95.8
97.7
98.9
100.3
101.5
102.9
103.5
104.1
105.0
105.3
105.6
106.1
106.2
106.5
106.6
106.7
106.8
106.7
106.7
106.7
106.6
106.6
108.1
109.7
109.5
108.9
108.8
108.8
108.5
125.7
98.9

Ostrów
Wielkopolski
54.1
55.1
56.0
56.3
61.4
62.5
64.0
65.2
66.1
67.1
68.4
69.5
70.4
71.2
72.3
73.3
74.0
74.1
74.4
74.7
74.6
74.7
74.8
74.7
74.6
74.6
73.6
73.6
73.3
73.1
72.7
72.5
138.3
96.9

Piotrków
Trybunalski
64.2
65.4
68.1
68.9
70.9
72.1
73.7
75.5
77.2
78.2
79.2
79.7
80.2
80.1
80.5
81.0
81.0
81.3
81.4
81.3
81.2
81.3
81.5
81.3
81.4
81.0
81.2
81.0
80.5
80.1
79.7
79.0
126.9
96.9

Tomaszów
Mazowiecki
58.3
59.1
63.4
61.8
62.8
63.4
63.9
64.6
65.6
66.1
66.5
67.0
67.4
69.2
69.8
69.9
69.9
69.9
69.9
69.9
70.0
69.9
69.7
69.6
69.4
69.2
67.7
67.6
67.4
67.2
66.9
66.6
120.1
95.1

Source: Author’s compilation based on statistic data gathered by the Central Bureau
for Statistics.
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Until 1997 its population increased by 27%. Since it ceased to be the
capital this number dropped by 3 percentage points, however this decrease is
smaller than in the case of the other analysed city. During the analysed
period positive changes in figures were also recorded in Tomaszow
Mazowiecki. In 20 years the city’s population increased by one fifth, while
since the maximum reached in 1995 the number decreased by nearly 5
percentage points. The recorded number of over 120% of population number
from 1975 at the maximum level is the smallest change among all the twelve
cities analysed in this study. The city which does not function as a region’s
capital develops more slowly and during the period after liquidation of
a small voivodeship’s borders it diminishes more quickly.

3. CONCLUSION
The above analysis demonstrates, that function of new voivodeships
capitals contributed to population growth in the cities concerned. They
experienced population growth exceeding the total population growth in
Poland, as well as all Polish cities throughout the analysed period (1975–
2006) (Rączaszek, 2006b). Therefore it can be concluded, that one of the
functions mentioned in literature (Broszkiewicz, 1997) – the city in the phase
of creating its new function – contributed to the dynamics of population
changes, and due to it half of the analysed cities got the additional
opportunity to develop. A supplementary effect of the administrational
reform of 1975 was the improvement of homogenous development of the
settlement net, as the cities appeared on the formerly peripheral territories
deprived of bigger urban centres.
Following the demographical changes during the transformation period,
especially within the last years, we might suppose that some of the analysed
cities will reach the stagnation phase, decadent phase or reconstruction phase
(Broszkiewicz, 1997, p. 22), a consequence of losing the status of capital
city, as well as liquidation of the local administrative borders. This change
can cause increasing migratory movements, in the same way they were
caused by the reform of 1975, but in the opposite direction. Some tendencies
can already be noticed, as shown on the example of changes in 12 cities,
presented in the tables 1, 2 and 3. In all the cases (except Kalisz) the
voivodeships’ capital cities developed quicker than other big cities in the
voivodeships. A decrease of their population was also recorded in the recent
years, especially once they lost the status of voivodeship’s capitals. With no
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deeper, complex research it is impossible to claim, that it is the most crucial
reason of the population decrease, as in the last couple of years the
population of bigger Polish cities is generally dropping, which is also
reflected by the decrease of urbanisation level in Poland. However, the
analysis of the reasons of these changes exceeds the framework of this study.
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THE NYSA DUCHY OF WROCŁAW BISHOPS IN THE
CULTURAL REMEMBRANCE OF CONTEMPORARY
POLISH-CZECH BORDERLAND
(THE REGION OF NYSA-JESENÍK)
1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of the present analysis is a reconstruction of the image of the
past of the Nysa Duchy of Wrocław Bishops as it existed and still does in the
cultural remembrance of this territory on each side of the contemporary
Polish-Czech border. Nowadays, this area covers – on the Polish side – the
County of Nysa, and on the Czech side – the County of Jeseník. These areas
used to be part of the Nysa Duchy of Bishops of Wrocław for several
centuries (Fig. 1).
We are conducting the analysis on the basis of tourist publications and
other tourism-related works dealing with the area, considered by contemporary historians (e.g. Cetwiński, 2008, p. 124; Kula, 2008, p. 304) to be
a reliable source of examination of the cultural remembrance, since this kind
of remembrance has its foundation in the natural space, where signs of it are
distributed. This institutionalized collective remembrance, whose bearers are
various “treasurers of knowledge” and which is acquired “by means of
special instructions”, indicates points that are worthy of paying attention
to, raising landscapes to the rank of signs and marking out “sites of
remembrance” (Assmann, 2008, p. 69).
The issue is particularly interesting as on each side of the border, after the
end of the Second World War (due to the displacement of the German
population residing there until then) the necessity of domesticating the
cultural landscape of the lands arose. This was being implemented in the
authoritarian states with the ambition to build the socialist system, in which,
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officially, there was no place for cultivating traditions of religious or
magnate’s character. And it is such traditions that could be rightly attributed
to the Duchy of Wrocław Bishops.

● JESENÍK – county town
● Głuchołazy – town
 Kamiennik – village (commune seat)

Fig. 1. Contemporary Counties of Nysa and Jeseník
Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on: Kicak and Niźnik (2008);
Česka republika. Mapa... (1995)

Moreover, the quarrels and conflicts between the Poles and the Czechs
after the Second World War with reference to the routing of the state border
(including the section running between the Counties of Nysa and Jeseník)
could affect the manner in which the mutual past was read.

2. A SHORT SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF THE NYSA
DUCHY OF WROCŁAW BISHOPS
The year 1290 is commonly regarded as the date when the NysaOtmuchów region was transformed into a self-sufficient Bishops’ territory,
fully independent of the Wrocław Duchy (Dziewulski and Zalewski, 1980,
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p. 97; Wójcik, 2006, p. 99–100). At the beginning of the 14th century, the
Nysa Duchy covered 1.597 km2, comprising 218 villages and 5 towns (Nysa,
Otmuchów, Głuchołazy, Jeseník and Paczków), with 24–25 thousand
inhabitants (Dziewulski and Zalewski, 1980, p. 103).
According to the map elaborated by Johann Schleiber around 1750 (see
Fig. 2), which presents the state of things from the time when the entire Nysa
Duchy belonged to the monarchy of the Habsburgs, there were 267 locations
situated within the Duchy, including 14 towns1: Wiązów (Wansen), Grodków
(Grodkau), Otmuchów (Ottmuchau), Nysa (Neissa), Paczków (Patschka),
Jánský Vrch (Johannsberg), Javorník (Iaurnig), Žulová (Friedeberg),
Vidnava (Weidenau), Głuchołazy (Ziegenhals), Zlaté Hory (Zuckmantel),
Osoblaha (Holtzeplotz), Janov (Johannisthal), Jeseník (Freywalde).

Fig. 2. The Nysa Duchy of Wrocław Bishops, the first half of the 18th century
Source: Schleiber (1750).
1

We render the list in the order proceeding from the North towards the South, providing also the name of the individual place as it is printed on the map in the brackets.
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Despite several changes of the national status (successively: the Czech
Crown, the monarchy of the Habsburgs, Prussia), the Nysa Duchy of
Wrocław Bishops retained the status of a hereditary duchy until the year
1810, that is the time of the secularization of Church’s property by Prussia.
The borders of the Duchy were altered and its area shrank in the first half of
the 18th century. By the power of the treaty signed in Wrocław in 1742,
which marked out a new border between Austria and Prussia, the southern
part of the Duchy, including the towns of Jeseník, Vidnava, Žulová,
Javorník, remained part of Austria, whereas the northern one became controlled by Prussia (Dziewulski and Zalewski, 1980, p. 105–106). However,
the ties between the southern part and Wrocław Bishopric were not broken. It
is in the former that the residence of the Bishops of Wrocław was located in
Jánský Vrch near Javorník, as well as a considerable portion of the Bishops’
estates. The office administering the Bishops’ property in the Austrian part of
Silesia had its seat in the former Water Castle in Jeseník from the mid-19th
century (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 30, 33).
The last formal ties (in the sphere of Church administration) between the
lands of the former Nysa Duchy of Wrocław Bishops divided by the state
border in 1742 disappeared as late as 1978, when the two parts of Wrocław
Archdiocese, situated within the borders of the then Czechoslovakia (the socalled jesenický and českotěšínský obvod), were formally attached to the
Archdiocese in Olomouc (Neubauerová, 2008, p. 41).

3. THE CULTURAL HERITAGE OF THE NYSA DUCHY
FROM THE POLISH PERSPECTIVE
In the period following the end of the Second World War, the Polish
publications of touristic and area-describing character underlined – primarily
– the Piast Dynasty past of the so-called Regained Lands. In the case of the
Nysa Region, part of the control wielded over the land by the Bishops of
Wrocław was indeed connected with the Piast tradition, since the Bishops’
Duchy was established as a consequence of the grant made by the Piast
Prince – Bishop Jarosław. Consequently, a lot was written about the Polish
roots of the Bishops of Wrocław in the Middle Ages (Zembaty, 1953,
p. 105)2 and their subsequent relations with Cracow, especially as owing to
2

Due to the limited space of this paper we, as a rule, will list only the source of the
first reference dealing with the given subject.
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that connection, some outstanding works of art were created (this concerns
particularly the tombstone sculpture in the St. James’ Church in Nysa, see:
Chruścicki, 1964).
Among those who contributed the most to the development of Nysa, the
following bishops maintaining close relations with Poland were enumerated:
– Nanker, Bishop of Wrocław, “a good Pole, supporter of Władysław
Łokietek (the Short)”, who – from Nysa – cast “anathemas on the already
germanised city of Wrocław” (Morcinek, 1950, p. 28);
– Bishop Karol Ferdynand, a son of Sigismund III Vasa, founder of the
Jesuits’ church and Collegium Carolinum in Nysa (Kanclerz, 1954, p. 18);
– Bishop Jarosław, a Piast prince, founder of the Roman basilica in Nysa
in the 12th century (Chruścicki, 1964), also for the reason that thanks to the
grant he made of his district to Wrocław Bishopric, Nysa was able to develop
until the secularization of the Church’s property by Prussia (Szypowska and
Szypowski, 1965, p. 1);
– Bishop Wacław of the Legnica Piasts, provider of means to extend the
St. James’ Church in Nysa (Banach and Chruścicki, 1965, p. 43; Szypowska
and Szypowski, 1965, p. 3);
– Bishop Franciszek Ludwik, a patron delighting in the late-baroque art
(Banach and Chruścicki, 1965, p. 46).
With regards to descriptions of historical monuments, they often included
information about unions with Poland. This concerns the St. James’ Church
(Banach and Chruścicki, 1965, p. 44; Szypowska and Szypowski, 1965, p.
3), Sts. Peter and Paul Church, and the monastery of the Guardians of the
Holy Sepulchre, who were invited to come to settle in Nysa from Miechów
near Cracow in about 1190 (Kanclerz, 1954, p. 18), or Carolinum. Initially,
Carolinum was referred to not as an object, but as an institution which was
“an example of the close union of Silesia and Poland”, highlighting the facts
that the school had been attended by a number of distinguished Poles
(Łazinka, 1949, p. 35), that its founder was Bishop Karol Ferdynand and that
its library had housed numerous valuable old Polish printed volumes
(Kanclerz, 1954, p. 18).
Each mention of Bishop Karol Ferdynand was always accompanied by the
piece of information stating that he was a son of Sigismund III Vasa (the
King of Poland). For this reason the merits of this particular bishop, as the
founder of the Jesuits’ Church, were always recognized, even though
bringing the Jesuits to Nysa had met with a negative comment from his
predecessor – Bishop Karol Habsburg (Zembaty, 1953, p. 106).
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On the other hand, for national and ideological reasons, the following
bishops of Wrocław were presented in an unfavourable light:
– Przecław of Pogorzela, who, in 1342, arranged for a military union
with the Czech Crown (Szypowska and Szypowski, 1965, p. 2);
– “German Bishop of Wrocław” Roth, who is linked to the beheading
of the Prince of Opole descending from the Piast Dynasty – Mikołaj II
(Morcinek, 1950, p. 29) and who – moreover – approved of the germanization process of the native population (Zembaty, 1955, p. 188);
– Karol Habsburg, who – in 1622 – had the Jesuits come to Nysa and
was responsible for stirring religious conflicts among the inhabitants
(Zembaty, 1953, p. 106); he also executed the villein service in a most severe
and cruel manner (Zembaty, 1955, p. 195).
In the 1970s, the image of the Nysa Duchy of Wrocław Bishops was
a positive one for its major part. Various authors wrote about the location of
towns by the Bishops, and about the castles and palaces built by them. Still,
there were also mentions of burdensome villein service for the benefit of the
Bishops in the second half of the 16th century (e.g. Ziemia nyska. Mapa...,
1976).
The heritage of the Bishops’ Duchy, to which attention was drawn at the
end of the 1980s, concerned the settlement programme run by the Bishops,
which contributed to the economic development of the region and to
flourishing of crafts and arts (Kremser, 1986a, 1986b). It also referred to
constructing strongholds (e.g. in Głuchołazy) that were meant to serve the
purpose of securing the southern frontier against continual military assaults
and legal claims lodged by the Czechs (Kremser, 1986c), or like in the case
of Paczków – from the side of the neighbouring Silesian principalities
(Kremser, 1986a).
Publications appearing towards the end of the 1990s introduced the names
of bishops, that had not been mentioned as patrons of arts before, into the
cultural remembrance. The list included the following: Prince of Hesia
Fryderyk, Rudolf von Rüdesheim, Jan IV Roth, Jan Thurzo, Leopold
Wilhelm, Austrian Prince Bishop Karol Habsburg (Przewodnik turystyczny...,
1999).
We can read about financing, by Dukes of Nysa, especially by Bishop
Przecław of Pogorzela, of the town walls, gates and towers in Nysa, Paczków, Głuchołazy (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 13, 15), of numerous
churches, castles and palaces (Dereń, 2005; Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008;
Kicak and Niźnik, 2008), of town halls: in Otmuchów – Bishop Jakub vol
Salza around 1538, including sundials of 1575 installed in the corner of the
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Town hall, which were founded by Bishop Marcin Gerstmann (Kicak and
Niźnik, 2008, p. 8, Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 24), the Town hall in
Paczków in the mid-16th century founded by Bishop Baltazar Promnitz
(Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 26), The House of the City Scales in
Nysa, erected in the years 1602–1604 upon the initiative and funds chiefly
donated by Bishop Jan Sitsch, where the administrative board of the Nysa
Duchy was located, as well as the Office in charge of Measures and Weights
(Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 24).
One of the latest publications (Kicak and Niźnik, 2008) recollects the
most impressive legacy left behind by Prince Bishop Franciszek Ludwik von
Neuburg (1664–1732), the Great Master of the German Order (p. 10),
consisting of building the Bishop’s Palace in Nysa upon the order of Karol
Habsburg (p. 16). At the same time, references to the Polish character have
become rarer, since Bishop Jarosław is no longer referred to as a Piast prince
(p. 14), and while making reference to the Guardians of the Holy Sepulchre,
the fact that they transferred from Miechów near Cracow is not mentioned
(p. 14).

4. THE HERITAGE OF THE NYSA DUCHY FROM
THE CZECH PERSPECTIVE
As opposed to tourist guides to Poland, providing the information that
Nysa was the capital of the Duchy, which for a long time was the property of
Wrocław Bishopric, and that there are numerous monuments founded by the
bishops in the area (e.g. Przewodnik po Polsce, l969, p. 152–155; Bajcar,
1971, p. 205–206), tourist guides to Czechoslovakia did not use to contain
any references to the legacy of the bishops of Wrocław. The suggested routes
of excursions, which included places of national pride and monuments
connected with the revolutionists’ and labour movement did not take into
account the area of Jeseník (except for the reference to the health resort in
Jeseník itself) (Nový and Adamec, 1976; Rybár, 1983). It is only in some
latest publications treating about the whole of the country, that the following
bishops of Wrocław are mentioned: Jan Roth and Jan Thurzo as the founders
of the reconstruction of the Jánský Vrch castle near Javorník, rebuilt after the
Hussite wars (Česká republika. Hrady a zámky, 1999). It also mentioned that
the castle constituted a centre of cultural life in connection with the activity
of Ditters of Dittersdorf (Hrady a zámky České republiky..., 2004).
However, before the period of the political transformations, publications
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dealing with the region often contained merely brief pieces of information,
e.g., on the reconstruction of the Jánský Vrch castle by the Wrocław bishops
and changing it into a Renaissance palace in the 17th century (the palace was
used by them as a summer residence up to 1945) (Jeseniky. Soubor..., 1977),
or on the foundation of a castle and a settlement in Javorník by the Wrocław
bishops at the end of the 13th century (today there is a museum of tobacco
utensils in that place), or about the Water Castle in Jeseník which belonged
to the Wrocław bishops and has been preserved until today (Jeseníký..., 1984,
p. 4–5).
The image of the Jeseník region belonging to the Nysa Duchy, as a period
of bloom in the years of “golden bishopric” during the reign of Przecław of
Pogorzela and from the turn of the 15th and 16th century, when the bishops
were humanists, among them, Jan Roth, Jan Turzo, Jakub of Salza or
Baltazar of Promnica, was presented by the Czech tourist publication at the
beginning of the 1990s (Brachtl, 1994, p. 76). This is chiefly due to the fact
that the new mining law, which was constituted at that time, gave rise to the
development of mining in Zlaté Hory (p. 99). Apart from that, the arrival of
troops faithful to the bishop saved Vidnava from further destruction in the
time of the Czech-Hungarian struggles (p. 97) and the Wrocław bishops’
foundations greatly contributed to building or reconstructing a lot of
churches and palaces (Brachtl, 1994, passim). The division of Silesia
between Prussia and Austria in the 1740s – as Zdeněk Brachtl writes – “for
the Jeseník region, which became a frontier area, detached from important
economic centres, first of all, from Nysa, signified a progressing economic
decline” (Brachtl, 1994, p. 77). The author also mentions the subsequent
connections between the Wrocław bishops and the region of Jeseník,
emphasizing that Javorník, owing to Bishop Schaffgotsch, beginning with
the year 1766, became “a well-known centre of culture and music all over the
whole Silesia”, the very town itself going through a period of “unusual
boom” (Brachtl, 1994, p. 90). He also points to the great merits which
Bishops Henryk Förster (p. 80, 91) and Krystian Hohenlohe-Bartenstein (p.
90) rendered for Jeseník and Javorník as patrons of art.
Other Czech tourism-related and land-describing publications contain far
less information on the legacy of the Wrocław bishops. One can find
references saying that the regions of Jeseník and Cieszyn (Teschen) were
subordinated to the church administration of the Wrocław bishops (Kočvara,
Müller and Peterková, 1998). While providing information on the museum
located in the house of Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf in Javorník, one can
come across the following: “For a long time he worked at the castle of
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Javorník as a conductor of the palace band of the Archbishop of Wrocław,
whose summer residence lied within these walls” (Jesenik. Góry, zdrowie...,
p. 14).
It happens, however, that the description of the locality of Javorník does
not include information on the bishop’s residence (VitámeVás..., 1995;
Euroregion Praděd..., 2001) or that the main attraction of the Javorník castle
is said to be a unique collection of pipes and tobacco utensils (Nysa.
Jesenik...).

5. IN SEARCH OF A COMMON LEGACY OF THE NYSA
DUCHY OF WROCŁAW BISHOPS
It is chiefly the Polish side who is interested in the quest for the common
legacy of the Nysa-Jeseník region dating from the period of the Nysa Duchy
of Wrocław Bishops. In the first part of the 1990s, Marek Sitko (1994)
described the period of the Bishops’ Duchy as the period of gold-mining
growth in the area of Głuchołazy and Zlaté Hory (pp. 33-36), the region
being a venue of common pilgrimages of the inhabitants of the whole NysaJeseník area, e.g. to the sanctuary in Bardo (p. 64), but also as the time of
witches’ trials, which took place in Głuchołazy and Zlaté Hory during the
Thirty Years’ War (p. 86, 143, 178).
The fact that “Zlaté Hory, together with its environs, for a few long
centuries, fell under the rule of the Wrocław bishops”, was recognized by the
above-mentioned author as a very favourable opportunity for this town,
because it initiated the “golden age” of mining (Sitko, 1997, p. 93).
Dariusz Wojciechowski, the author of the text to the map Nysa. Jesenik.
Lato – zima, states explicitly that a common element of this part of the
Polish-Czech borderland lies in the fact that those are regions which
“historically belong to the Nysa Bishops’ Duchy”.
The heritage of the Nysa Duchy of Wrocław Bishops presented in the
Polish publications, issued within the framework of the programme
“Common Legacy of the Nysa-Jeseník borderland of Pradziad Euroregion”,
co-financed from the means of the European Regional Fund and the State
budget “We cross the borders”, includes:
– the foundation of the following localities: Głuchołazy by Bishop
Wawrzyniec (Kicak and Niźnik, 2008, p. 18); Lipniki, Lubiatów, Paczków,
Vidnava, with neighbouring villages and Jeseník by Bishop Thomas I (1270–
1292) (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 5), which still possess some
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elements of the mediaeval town-planning systems that have been preserved
until today (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 6);
– the churches founded by the following bishops: Bishop Wacław
(1383–1417): the St. Nicholas collegiate in Otmuchów (Chrobak and
Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 12), the bell tower in the close vicinity of the St.
James’ Church in Nysa, erected in the years 1474-1516 during the reign of
three bishops: Rudolf von Rüdesheim, Jan IV Roth, Jan Turzo (Chrobak and
Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 19), the Renaissance chapels added to the St. James’
Church in Nysa (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 23), reconstruction of
the church in Głuchołazy in the years 1729–1734 from the foundation of
Bishop Franciszek Ludwik von Neuburg (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008,
p. 19, 30), construction of the church under vocation of St. Thomas Apostle
in Domašov from the funds of Wrocław Canon Karl Maksymilian von
Fragstein, consecrated in 1730 (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 34–35);
– the baroque columns preserved in Otmuchów – devoted to the cult of
Virgin Mary, and in Jeseník – the column of Holy Trinity (Chrobak and
Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 35–37),
– the numerous castles and palaces also founded by the Wrocław
bishops: Javorník, Jeseník, Nysa, Otmuchów, Zwierzyniec, Žulová (Dereń,
2005), the Otmuchów castle reconstructed in 1484 by Bishop Roth (Kicak
and Niźnik, 2008, p. 6), reconstruction of the castle Jánský Vrch near
Javorník, transformed into a Renaissance castle by Bishop Jan V Turzo
(Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 15), in Nysa – construction of the
bishops’ palace which was started upon the order of Bishop Karol Habsburg
(Kicak and Niźnik, 2008, p. 16), reconstruction of the dilapidating Water
Castle in Jeseník and changing it into a palace residence by Bishop Franciszek Ludwik Neuburg (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 33), a thorough
reconstruction of the Javorník castle after the division of Silesia between
Prussia and Austria, continued by Bishop Hohenlohe, who also set up a garden there (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 34).
As regards the later period, the following elements of heritage are
mentioned: the neo-Romanesque chapel under vocation of the Virgin Mary
of 1897 on the premises of the former nunnery of the Ursulines in Jeseník,
financed by Bishop Georg Kopp and the church under vocation of St. Joseph
in Česká Ves, whose construction was financially supported and consecrated
by Bishop Adolf Bertram in 1928 (Chrobak and Szymkowicz, 2008, p. 46).
The Czech side of the Polish-Czech Pradziad Euroregion pays attention
rather to the darker side of the Wrocław bishops’ rule, such as the witch trials
held in the 17th century. It may result from a different approach to the role of
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the Catholic Church in both states and nations. In Poland, the Roman
Catholic Church is perceived as an institution, which rendered great services
in supporting the Polish character, while among the southern neighbours,
where Protestantism was deeply rooted, the Counter-Reformation introduced
by the Roman Catholic Church is regarded as “prosecution, destruction of the
Czech nation and its literature”, emphasizing that the awakening of the sense
of nationality among the Czechs was “being weakened by a constant
compulsion to follow the Catholic religion” (Pelikan, 1925, p. 139).
The differing cultural remembrance concerning the Nysa Duchy of
Wrocław Bishops may be illustrated by the proposal submitted in 2004 by
the Czech partner, with reference to the realization of a trans-border theme
bicycle route, the suggested course of which was designed to pass through
the sites of the mediaeval executions of persons who at that time were found
guilty of witchery. The Polish side was not willing to accept the proposal for
a few years. However, in 2009, the Bicycle Witch Trail was laid out and
marked with signs in the County of Nysa and the guide-book under the title:
Along the witch trail at the Polish-Czech borderland in the English version
was also published with a map attached to it. It was meant “not only to create
a tourist attraction, but also to rediscover a part of the history of our region”
(Fujarczuk, 2009, p. 3).
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